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flfe'd been aboy the last time he'd done this. Ot course, he'd considered himself
every inch a man at the time, and had measured himself to prove it. Pointing
out to his dad that he'd outdone his father at the ripe old age of only 14 (and
with the glorious potential for further growth still glowing rosily in his future)
had been the highlight of his life at that point—much better, even, than losing
his virginity.Well. If he were to count losing his virginity the waythe world did.
Which he wouldn't, because he'd be damned if he was going to count the times
he'd been used. He was still being used, but at least now it was with his active
cooperation: he wasusinghis partners just as much as they were using him, and
that made the transactions really quite pleasurable and oddly honest.

He rolled his fountain pen between his fingers, the square-cut amethyst on the
cap catching brieflyagainst his thumb. The last time he'd done this, he'd used a
ballpoint—he grinned, suddenly, remembering a detail long misplaced: purple
ink. He'd driven his teachers mad because he'd used nothing but purple pens.
And that had been the least of his sins. God, he'd started out a brat and ended

up a real hellion. He could still remember one of his minor but wonderfully
effective transgressions: standing up in Englishclass, one hand in the pocket of
his grey uniform trousers, his navy bla/.er pushed aside a la James Bond, while
he declaimed that if Mr. Dowling wanted him to endure reading purple prose,
then Mr. Dowling could just damned well endure reading purple essays.

He'd skipped out then, and headed downtown, where he'd met some...
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interestingpeoplewith evenmore interesting pharmaceuticals.
He'd also met Phelan for the first, and nowhere the last, time.

Barely a month before he'd met Phelan again, being dragged
back to school with a bellyful ofpretty colored pills mere hours
after he'd earned a standing ovation at Excelsior's Concert
Night, only to have his dad dismiss it all because Chopin
was too 'sentimental.' And now his dad was—no. This wasn't

about his dad, and anyway, if his dad thought pretending to a
romantic side would win over Martha Kent,well,he wasgoing
to thoroughly enjoy watching Mrs. Kent cutting his dad off at
the knees.Or cutting something else off a little higher up.

He tapped the still-capped pen on the naked page, looking
down at all that blankness. It was, naturally, good quality
paper, proper writing paper, a far cry from the college-lined
paper he'd used last time, when he had been the one instructed
by Principal Reynolds to write the infamous 'where I want to
be in five years' essay. Whathad he written backthen? Anugly
combination of sentiment and arrogance, if he remembered
correctly, with a hefty dose of bilious hate. Well, his mother
was still dead and his father was still alive, so he still hadn't
succeeded in that part of his FiveYear Plan.

Although now he knew he loved his father as much as he
hated him: progress, of a sort. His old psychiatrists wouldbe
soproudof him.Amajorbreakthrough in self-understanding
andpersonal growth, andall it had taken was nearly letting his
father die,causing hisblindness, and then killing a man,justto
save someone else's father.

His small smile mocked himself. 'Someone else.' What a

delightfully bland and impersonal euphemism. Someone
else. It sounded so wonderfully unimportant, someone too
insignificant to bother remembering their name.

He must remember that—use it often enough, and it might
put his father off Clark's trail.

Clark. The reason for doing this again after somany years.
Clark hadcome here to type the illegibly scrawled essay up

on Lex's G4, then printed it out on Lex's laser printer. Lex had
wondered why Clark hadn't done it at home or in the Torch
office, till Clark had shyly offered it to him "for proof reading,"
but it had beentouchingly obviousthat Clarkhad wantedhim
to see it.

Clark's vision of hislife in five years, where he'dbe,whathe'd
be doing. Who he'd be. 'Where' was prettymuch anywhere not
on the farm or in the meteor capital of the world, and 'what'
was anything but farming, which explained why he hadn't
wanted to type it upandprintit out in thefamily home office,
which was, bizarrely enough, a corner of the family kitchen,
where oneor bothparents could usually befound.

The second paragraph narrowed things down a little. Five
years from now: journalism. Being a reporter. Being what

Clark called a 'reporter advocate,'
someone who not only reported
on crimes and misdemeanors and
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political shenanigans, but someone who ferreted out sinners.
Not peoplewho danced on the Sabbath, but peopleClark called
'sinners against society': slum lords, tobacco execs deliberately
targeting kids, politicians who authorized budget cuts that left
child social services underfunded and understaffed while the

politician still had an expenseaccount fit for an oil sheik.Clark
didn't want to merely report or dig up dirt: he wanted to be
someone who would use his position to get things changed.
Lex certainly understood why Clark hadn't wanted to print it
out at the Torch: journalism was Chloe's lifeblood, but Clark
was aiming several orbits higher than her, and with so much
altruism, Chloe would feel shamed, no matter how well Clark

intended it.

The third paragraph showed that even though Clark didn't
want to be a farmer, he had been brought up with a farmer's
pragmatism and understanding that to get things done, you
had to take care of the details and sow seeds months before

harvest and breed cows years before you would need the
income from them. There were details of classes and courses,

of scholarships and ways to get relevant work experience
without having to do internships that didn't payor wouldn't
payenoughforsomeonemaking hisown way throughcollege.
Well, at least that was something Lex could handle easily
enough.

The fourth paragraph, though. The fourth paragraph had
made Lex fight the urge to collapse into his chair, but had
still hit him hard enough that he'd clenched his fist in his
pocket and gonefrom standing there,casually reading Clark's
proffered paper,to pacing hisoffice like the condemned.

The fourth paragraph was the longest of all, and it was all
about who Clark wanted to be.

It was an almost painfully honest and intimate insight, and
afterwards, Lex had worried that Clark would reveal that much

of himself to a world-class grudge-bearer like Reynolds.
Who Clark wanted to be. All Clark wanted tobewas a good

and decent man. No problem there. But then there was the
talk about love, and friendship, and how the best life-long
match Clarkhad everseen washis parents,' who had become
best friends aswell as people in love. And then moreand more
about how Clark thought love and romance built on a solid
foundation offriendship was the best way to begin a life-long
relationship, because the friendship wouldbe thereevenwhen
passion waned, or when passionate emotions caused people to
fight and flare at eachother. Word upon word, about love and
friendship and commitment, and how that was what Clark
wanted five years from now, and fifty yearsfrom now.

And not a gender specific pronoun in sight.
He'd actually resorted topretending hiscell phone hadgone

off—"no, you wouldn't hear it,Clark, I set it to'silent' during
my last meeting,"—to get out of giving Clark his reaction.
He'd evenmanagedto keep his back to Clarkwhile Clark had
picked his essay up off the desk and left. Slowly. Watchfully.
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While Lex had chattered into a dead phone about business
matters that he'd taken care of a week ago.

He hadn't seen Clark since.

The shocking thing had been just how much time and effort
it took to manage that—he'd been...unnerved...to realize
just how much he had to rearrange his schedule so that he
wouldn't see Clark. So that he wouldn't be here when Clark

stopped by with deliveries or after school or for what Lex
now realized were their regular movie-watching nights and
afternoon games of pool. So that his officeand work routines
didn't fall into the pattern that had him at the Talon right
when school let out and Clark wandered over for a caffeine

fix and to talk. So that he didn't go out for a drive and end
up heading down the dusty track to the Kents' farm before
he realized where habit had literally driven him. So he didn't
find himself picking up the phone at odd times to tell Clark
something that would make Clark laugh and take the sting out
of the event for himself.

It had been...almost frightening. It was the most solid
foundation of friendship he'd ever seen outside of literature
and Greek history. And he knew perfectly well what went on
between the closest friends in Greek history and legend, thank
you very much. He just hadn't realized that the pride he'd
taken in flirting right up to the edge had been so...misplaced.

But now he knew he'd gone over the edge at some point,
crossed that invisible line so that Clark felt confident enough
to show him this essay. So now he knew exactly where Clark
wanted to be in five years. The question was, where did Lex
Luthor want to be? And with whom?

He pulled the thick creamy paper towards him, uncapped
his custom designed pen with its left-handed fine italic nib,
and watched as deep black ink flowed sharply pointed letters
across the paper as he began finally putting into words hopes
and dreams he hadn't thought to articulate until now.

An hour, a plate of cappellini d'angelo d'oro and one snifter
of post-prandial armagnac later, he knew exactly where he
didn't want to be in five years, what he didn't want to be
and clearest of all, who he didn't want to be. Wonderful, that

his future could be reduced to a series of negatives, like a
recalcitrant two-year-old who's just learned the magic word
'no.' So he could define himself as well as a toddler. Now

that was something he could really brag about at the next
LuthorCorp schmoozefest and holiday party.

But where did he want to be? Who did he want to be?

He wanted to rule the world, although he said it in such a
way that most people thought he was being wry and droll.
But he not only wanted to rule the world, he would rule the
world—but what exactly did that mean? He'd said it, believed
it, had plans and stratagems he'd thought were so sure and
certain, but now, stopping to look at them, thinking about
them in terms of a farmer planning a harvest or a businessman
planning a new venture, were they truly to rule the world? In
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Alexander's day, what it meant to rule the world was a clear-
cut goal with a clear-cut answer. Now, though? Rule the world
like Saddam Hussein on steroids, or rule the world like Teddy
Roosevelt, walking softly and carrying a big stick? Or rule the
world the waythe Rockefellersand Carnegies and Hearsts had
ruled theirs? The way his father fooled himself into believing
he did?

Or did what he really want to do amount to nothing more
than ruling his own life, his own small orbit, his own small
world? Was that what he wanted under all this talk and

ambition?

And wouldn't his old psychiatrists be even more pleased
with him now.

Alexander the Great, known for ruling the world, outdoing
his father, being the best of several generations. And known
for the love he shared with Hephaestion.

Dear God, it was actually funny—he didn't want to rule the
world, he just wanted...

Well. He wanted what he wasn't quite willing to commit to
paper yet,and it wasn't as if he needed to see it actually written
down: the shock slithering through him wasn't something he
was ever going to forget. He was neither stupid nor dead from
the neck down: he'd known from the start that he wanted

to fuck Clark. He just hadn't realized his subconscious was
envisioning a future where he and Clark...

So.

He knew where he wanted to be in five years. He knew
where Clark wanted to be in fiveyears. The difference was that
he'd already been Clark's age, he'd already lived through and
experienced a life far beyond Clark's 'five years from now.'He
sat there in an office he'd never envisioned himself in, staring
at that page of smooth, handmade paper, looking at the empty
space left near the bottom for the...dreams he didn't quite
dare put in words. He and Clark both wanted the same thing:
the difference was that unlike Clark, he was only too familiar
with the gulf between plans and reality, and the pitfalls of
human nature.

For starters, for all Clark had a farmer's pragmatism, that
last, painfully personal paragraph was all smoke and mirrors,
will-o'-the-wisps, dustings of dreams to go with the stars in
his eyes.A couple of months ago, and it had been Lana Clark
wanted: Lana,who was the ticket to normalcy in a small town.
The cheerleader, the pretty girl who needed someone to take
care of her without taking advantage of her, a good girl—
literally the girl next door. A few weeks after that, it had been
Chloe, and the Spring Formal, a different form of conformity,
a different path, but another one that led straight to fitting
in. Then there had been the Native American girl, and Jessie,
whom Clark had taken to that bar and to whom Lex suspected
Clark had lost his virginity. And then
straight from the reality of sex—or at
least the promise of sex—with willing
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girls back to the safe fantasy of the untouchable Ms. Lang.
Clark, bouncing from one to the other, unwilling or unable
to choose, constantly seeking a wellspring of normalcy. Not
something Lexcould exactlyprovide.

Maybe it was Clark's secrets that drove him so, but Clark
was a masterat passingfor something he wasn't, for fitting in
where he didn't really belong—and for sticking out like a sore
thumb where he didbelong. There was no way in hell Clark
could evereven catch a glimpse of normalcy if he was with
Lex: therewere too manythings in the way, the paparazzi and
Lex himself to name but two. Then there were names they'd
becalled—faggot was probably stillas much a favorite in high
school as it'd been when Lex attended—and the looks they'd
get. Even if the Kents or his own mortified father didn't find
some excuse to jail him and ground Clark till his thirtieth
birthday, they'd be shunned and ostracized, and worse than
that, they'deach haveto dealwith being the causeof the other
one beingcast out and suffering.

Lex had seen just how well Clark dealt with guilt. And
whetherClark waswillingto admit it or not, LexLuthor wasn't
theonly onewho was a powder keg of anger, resentment, and
ragejust waiting to explode.

But he shouldn't be so pathetically defeatist. Clark could
be bouncing from girl to girl so he didn't have to fulfill their
expectations or hurt them by promising a relationship he
couldn't deliver. Perhaps he and Clark could overcomethat, or
bypass theperils ofbeing found out.Clark was used tokeeping
secrets and pretending to be someone he wasn't, even from his
friends, so being in the closet in the traditional sensewouldn't
necessarily be all that difficult for Clark. And Lex was very
well accustomed to hiding his feelings, and his relationships,
and his weaknesses—and Clark was undoubtedly his greatest
weakness.

Friends and strangers and the good townspeople of
Smallville...Clark could cope with those if they were able to
keep their relationship secret. And if not, there was always
Metropolis—or Gotham, or Edge City, or anywhere in the
world.

Of course, that would depend on Clark's parents giving
permission, or Clark beingwillingto havehimselfdeclared an
emancipated minor.

And he really, really, really didn't want to think about that
little detail. Clark was over the age of consent, but he wasn't
old enough to vote or sign certain contracts or buy alcohol
legally. It didn't matter that Clark looked old enough to run
for office. And as hard to remember though it sometimes
was, especially when Lex was thinking about getting what he
wanted, the truth was Clark was still young. Very young. It
wasn't as if Lex was some old fuddy-duddy: he remembered

being that age with a visceral clarity
that scalded. He remembered the

desperate intensity of emotions, the
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way the worldwouldsurely end if thingswent this way, or that
way, or any way but the way he fervently needed. Life simply
wasn'tworth living if the object of his affections didn't return
them,or if they couldn't be together.

At least Clark didn't seem prone to such drama queen
behavior. Of course, the same couldn't be said of Clark's

father, who could give Lear and Falstaff and Shylock a run
for their money, going above and beyond the call of paternal
duty to make it clear just how much he didn't approve of
Lex's friendship with Clark. Not that it wouldn't get even
worse once Lex started doing what Jonathan Kent no doubt
suspected he was either already doing or in the process of
seducing Clarkinto doing, and then it would be 'choose your
weapons, gentlemen,'with Lex havinga rusty old butter knife
courtesy of Martha Kent's protectiveness of her son, and
Jonathan having his rifle. Or a tank.

A tank was probably more likely, just to make sure the
message came through loud and clear.

The irony was that his own father was even more
disapproving of his friendship with Clark—precisely because
it was, still, purely a friendship. 'Fucking the boy,' as his dad
hadso delicately phrased it,wasperfectly understandable. But
this friendship nonsensehad to stop forthwith.

Somehow, though, he doubted 'my dad told me to and I'm
trying to follow Clark's example and be a good and obedient
son'would curry much favor with the Kents if theyfound out
hewas...involved with their son. Brutally honest with himself
as he was with no one else,he wondered if, for that matter, he
could curry any favor at all with Clark, once Clark's parents
made their disapproval clear. It was easy to understand,
although it would be considerably harder to forgive: even
with his queasy blend of love and hate for his own father,
he was still making the occasional attempt to win his father's
approval, and Clark was far closer to both his parents and
needed them in a way that was a mystery to Lex.

No mystery over one thing: even if Clark still wasn't sure
which of the girls in his life he wanted to be with from one
week to the next, Lex could seduce him because Clark might
want both or neither or one of the girls depending on his
mood and hormones and which had smiled at him most

recently, but Clark always wanted Lex, day in, day out, week
in,week out. It hadbegun innocently enough with thesaving
of a life, but it hadn't taken long before Lex had noticedClark
sliding into longlooks and hands that were shoved intojeans'
pockets to.. .ease the fit.

Theonlyreal news in that damned essay had been justhow
much morethan sexClarkwanted. Or thoughthewanted—or,
Lex thought, grimacing,it waswhat Clarkwould want,at least
until oneof thegirls offered himthe public stampof normalcy
by being his 'steady.'

He was sure now that could have Clark as his lover, but
what he needed was Clark as his steadfast friend—and his
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conscience. He wanted Clark to be his home, his haven, his

anchor, something to make him feel less adrift. But—but
was he more or less likely to have that if they were lovers?
No matter whether they were lovers or friends, he could still
have Clark as his conscience and touchstone. He just needed
to make sure he didn't completely screw this all up by taking
too much too soon—and with Clark stillshilly-shallying over
which girl to dallywith, right nowwasobviouslystill too soon.
Far too soon, for Lex, if not for Clark.

Clark could tease himself with tantalizing glimpses of the
girlish path to normalcy while teasing Lex with what Clark
thought he wanted his life to be five years from now, and
Clark, so young, so unfinished, not yet fully molded into the
man he would be one day, that Clark would emerge largely
unscathed. As long as the Luthor in Lex, and the Luthor
around Lex, didn't ruin Clark, or leave scars that would tug
and pull and warp forever.

He should leave Clark to find his own path. Should stand at
his shoulder, fix Clark's ties before proms, offer manly advice
as Clark tested the water of sexand sexuality.

And if he were a saint, he could do precisely that. But God
help him, he felt like he'd been in the wilderness for more than
forty days and was being offered more than all the kingdoms
of the earth.

He needed to find a distraction before his emotions ruled

him yet again.
Just because he hadn't been able as yet to find anyone in

Metropolis willing to bury themselves alivein Smallvilledidn't
mean he couldn't find someone to distract him while Clark

finished growing up. Or maybeit was time he started lookinga
little closer to home: Smallvillewasn't exactly a one horse town
any more, there had to be someone in the surrounding area
who could keep him occupied till Clark finished growing up.

Because that really was the problem.
That was at least half of why he'd been trying to keep this

as just a friendship from the start—why he'd even resorted to
claimingClark was the little brother he'd never really had, in
the hope the nearly sacred memory of Julian would help him
keep his lust tamped down and his friendship intact.

Ifhe let this go beyond friendship, now... If he let Clark have
what Clark wanted so deeply,so sweetly...

Where would Lexhimself end up in five years?
He'd been through the years Clark was about to face. He

remembered the yearsClark wasabout to face, and if he became
not just Clark's first lover, but Clark's first male lover—or the
reason for Clark becoming a pariah in his own home town and
shaming his father...

Even under the best of circumstances, if they were indeed
able to keep it secret and there was no parental or peer
disapproval, even if Clark didn't succumb to the charms of
Normalville viadating girlsand dumping the secretboyfriend,
Lex, remembering himself and his friends, would give it till...
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maybe the end of Clark's first semester at college. Everyone,
even spoiled rich kids, knew what regular guysdid when they
flew the coop and came to roost in the sudden, headyfreedom
of college. If he werereally lucky, he might even get to endure
the dreadful winter vacation, when a tongue-tied, awkward
Clark had dutiful sexwith him, smiled over giftsand gave him
pained smiles as he tried not to break up with him over the
holidays. But as soon as the holidays were over...

If it even lasted that long.
When he had been 14, he'd fancied himself so deeply in

love, he'd nearly been expelled from Excelsior, which would've
squashed his chances of going on to any of the European
schools deemed suitable for the Luthor scion. But threats of

expulsion and disinheritance hadn't even made him blink
because he'd been in love. And now? He could remember

her name, and the scare when they'd thought she might be
pregnant, and he remembered snatches of conversation and
odd details, but—would he recognize her immediately?

He honestly didn't think so. He wasn't even sure he could
immediately pick her out of one of the school photographs,
not without stopping to look carefully.

When he'd been 16, he'd taken to reading Sylvia Plath and
wearing all black, half convinced he was going to commit
suicide anyday nowbecause the boy he was in lovewith didn't
love him back. He'd known for an absolute fact that he'd just die
if he couldn't be with Blair forever. And he'd nearly exploded
with joy, with unguarded bliss when his affections had been
returned, only to find that passion and what he'd thought was
love burned out quick as a candle. By the end of term, he'd
been counting the days until he could get out of there and not
have to go through the mortification of trying to avoid his
former love in the hallways and classrooms and pretending
that all the jokes and catcalls from his acquaintances and
enemies were just so much dirt beneath his feet.

If he let this...possibility...between him and Clark progress
to where Clark wanted it to go, then it would be wonderful.
It would be fireworks and shooting stars, laughter and love, a
perfection of passion. And after that?

When passionhad burned itselfout, and all that wasleftwas
this solid foundation of friendship Clark set so much stock by,
would it be even worse than if they'd never had a friendship
at all? Because the fire between them would sputter and die,
but Lex... he himself would still have the same passion for
Clark, because that—well, that wasn't going anywhere any
time soon. He wasn't that much older than Clark, but even so,

he was far from the callowyouth he'd been, and this., .this was
mountainouslydifferent from anything he'd everexperienced
before. So he would still be in the same old boat, but Clark—

so young, so quick,driven by the inescapable force of nature
that was youth and growth and the
transition from self-proclaimed
manhood into true adulthood—Clark
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would still be bursting with all the surges and drives and
newness of discovery; Clark would still be a shooting star,
something to wish on, but beyond reach, burning his way
through the sky.

And Clark didn't know it yet, but when a friendship was
put through the crucible of romance and passion and fervent
declarations of love, it came out tarnished. The glister was
alwaysgone, the metal brittle, too easilybroken. So Lexwould
be left with an ex-lover (of which he already had more than
enough) and a fractured friendship. They might be able to
paper over the worst of the cracks, but it would never be as
strong, never as steadfast as before.

And despite all the noble good intentions of romantic youth,
when Clark had burned his way through first love,Lexwould
be the guy Clark wouldn't know what to say to when they'd
bump into each other. Lex would be the reason Clark would
tell Pete and Chloe and Lana that he'd become bored with the

Talonand couldn't they go somewhere else. Lex would be the
person Clark tried to cross the street to avoid being seen or
worse, having to say hello to. Lex's name would be the one
thatwould make Clark groan inembarrassment at howyoung
and stupid he'd once been. Lex would be the first love Clark's
friendswould tease him about years from now.

Lex would become Clark'syouthful indiscretion. Clark'sfirst
failed romance. Clark's first romantic regret. He might even
become Clark's first'what the hellwasI thinking?'

Lex knew this: Lex had lived this,had seen other people live
this.

Still, he was tempted. Oh, how he was tempted. It wouldbe
so wonderful to look through Clark's eyes, to see the future
with such a brightly-polished sheen.

But that was thedifference between wishes and reality.
Clark had this Technicolor, Disneyesque dream where they

lived happily ever after, where love was a Beatles song, all you
need is love, andonceyou fell in love, you stayed thatway. But
Lex had survived more than music and movie scripts: he'd
been there, done that,andhadthe20/20 hindsight to prove it.
Not that Clark would believe that. He could hear Clark's voice
delivering such sincere protestations, declarations of how it
was different with Clark, how Clark wasn't like otherpeople.

Well, true: Clark really wasn't like other people (outside of
Smallville anyway), in ways that made Lex's curiosity twitch
and itch abominably. But when it came to this, when it came
todreams of forever and ever, till deathusdo part.. .Clark was
still nothing more than an idealistickid.

Maybe until the end of Clark's first semester in college, if
he were lucky. That was what he'd have to look forward to.
That was the most he'd have to look forward to. And yes, for
whatever time hewould have with Clark, he'd willingly pay the

price. They'd burn so brightly—but
they'd crash so hard, and Lex wasn't
surejust howwell he'ddealwith losing
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another person he loved. He'd survived losing his mother and
Pamela, Julian and what little trace of loving father had ever
existed in his dad. He'd survived losing first, second, third
loves. But who would he be if he lost this love, this final love?

He remembered more than being Clark's age. He
remembered seeing Clark for the first time, heading towards
Clark on that bridge, seeing Clark staring back at him as he
slammed his brakeson and knewthat he would never stop in
time. He'd had the same feeling then that he had now as his
feet had tried to press the brake pedal through the floor: this
was his last chance to stop, this was his last chance to meet a
human being's eyes with honest regret and apology. This was
his lastchanceto redeem himself, even if only a little.

Clarkhad proved him wrong, had given him back life, and
given him back his chances.But how many times could a man
be reborn before he ran out of chances?

Clark... Everything in his life now grew from the single
thread of those moments with Clark: the willingness to give
his life for others came from the moment when he would've

gladly died if only he didn't have to take someone else with
him;thewillingness to do whatwasright, not what wasfun or
expedient, camefrom the moment he'd steeredinto the guard
rail in an attempt to avoidClark; the willingness to be honest,
to connect, to feel...a\\ of it, linked directly to the moments
when he'd stared at Clark as he'd hurtled ever closer.

He'd been well on the way to hell in hisown luxury, custom-
crafted handbasket until Clark had stopped him. Who the
hellwould he end up being if he lost Clark, if he lost the one
signpost to the walled-offgoodnesshe had within him?

Hewas deathlyafraid he'd end up being someone his father
wouldbe immensely proud of.

But if Lex could resist Clark, if Lex could stayjust Clark's
friend, if he could, just this once, postpone his pleasure—
they'd be friends forever. Clark would be best man at Lex's
wedding, Lex would be godfather—well, rich uncle—to
Clark's kids. And Clark would stop Lex from repeating his
dad's thankfully unique parenting style on his own kids. He
and Clark would talk every week, email every day, get thekids
together for birthdays and Christmas and summer vacations.
Their kids would be best friends too, and rich Uncle Lex would
put allthe kids through college...

And he was accusing Clark of having foolishly unrealistic
dreams.

Just friends or not, he wouldn't be able to stand and watch as
Clarkfell in loveand settled down, and thanks to the meteors,
there wasn't much chance Lex would be producing any
heirs any time soon. He'd had a hard enough time watching
Clark moon over Lana and Chloe, and he knew those for the
transient teenaged crushes they were: how the hell would he
stay within the politebounds of friendship if he had to watch
Clark actually fall in love with some genuinely nice, decent
womanwho'd actuallybe good for Clark?
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Christ. How the hell would he keep his more Luthorian
traits in check if Clark fell for some nice, decent man who'd
actually be good for Clark? If Clarkgot his white picket fence
and could be normal, then Lex could just about convince
himself to stand supportively at Clark's shoulder and smile
approvingly, no matter what he might be thinking inside. But
if he gave Clarkup for Clark's own damned good, then Clark
had the unmitigated gall to fall for a man...

Very carefully, Lex unclenched his fists and put his pen down.
Well. That didn't exactlyaugur well.
And that lack of control, already, before he'd so much as

kissed Clark or seen Clark kiss someone else—that was a

hell of a lot more unnerving than realizing he wanted Clark's
Disneyfiedfuture.

He rose from behind the desk and poured himself a couple
of fingers of scotch. Hesitated, then added another couple of
fingers' worth. It was a bit early in the day to be drinking, and
he was drinking for all the wrong reasons, but there were
extenuating circumstances, in his never humble opinion. And
thanks to the meteors, it wasn't as if he ever got truly drunk,
and he'd never had a hangover in his life. So he could drink
with impunity.

Besides, he needed a drink, because if he'd had this much,

he wouldn't drive. Wouldn't get in his car with the intent of
running away to Metropolis, only to find his car parked and
himself running up the stairs to Clark's barn hideaway.

He sipped his scotch, and it was his scotch, not the peatier,
smokier malt his father preferred. Lex could taste the slight
sweetness in the aftertaste, an echo of the sherry casks this
particular scotch was aged in. He'd seen them, three years
ago, on a private tour of the distillery. Rows and racks of the
huge barrels, the smell both utterly familiar from the finished
product, and utterly different, too. Raw whisky went in and
this—he hefted the cut crystal glass so that the rich amber
within was lit by the bright afternoon sunlight cascading
through red glass—thiscame out the other end. Maturation. A
natural process, completelyunavoidable,but what a difference
the caskmade. Other whiskieswereaged in prosaic,strong oak,
but this was the only one aged exclusivelyin sherry barrels. It
wouldstill be a fine whiskyif it had spent fifteen, twenty years
in oak, but it would taste completely differently.

Who would Clark be if he spent the next fiveyears maturing
not in the clasp of the Kents and his Smallville friends, but in
the grasp of Luthors and Metropolis?

Would Clark even be recognizable as Clark, or would he
come out the other end all smoky and with the sharp tones
of oak, instead of the rich, mellow sweetness of the sherry
barrel?

And would Lex still want that new Clark?

He seated himself in his favorite chair, the one in front of the

fireplace, propping his feet up on the ottoman, his left hand
balancing his glass on his stomach.

SHERRY AND OAK

He had killed a man.

For the best, most noble of reasons, but it didn't alter the

ugly truth: he'd killed a man.
And just thinking about Clark fallingin lovewith a man had

unleashed an even uglierspike of violent angerwithin him.
Once you'd killed someone, was it easier the next time? Once

that ultimate taboo had been sundered, was it easier to choose
that solution next time around?

He was terrified he'd find out. One day.Sooner,or later. But
one day. It loomed over him like those damned Kansas storm
clouds he'd seen his entire life, monstrous clouds that stacked

up like skyscrapers in the sky, a reminder of just how small
and powerlesseven a Luthor truly was.A precursor to the sky
turning that indescribable, unforgettable shade of sickening
green—reminiscent of the glowfrom Lana'sdamned necklace
around Clark's throat one dark night in a cornfield—right
before tornadoes hit. He'd been nearly killed by one tornado
recently, had nearly let his father die under that green sky.
Had killed a man, under the clear blue open expanse of the
aftermath.

Did he dare let Clark spend the next five years so closely
entwined with someone who could kill? With regrets, with
gut-churning aftermath, but without hesitation, without
doubt, without any attempt to injure rather than kill?

He'd done the right thing, he knew that. Under those
conditions, shooting to stop but not kill could have left Nixon
in a position to kill Clark's father. But it had been instinct
controlling him at that moment.

Instinct.

His instinct had been to kill.

And instinct had him wanting to beat up some non
existent guy because Clark might choose this figment of his
imagination over Lex. In the future. Maybe.

Never mind who Clark would be after five years exposure
to that: who the hell would hebe after fiveyears of feeling like
that? Five years of having his deepest, most vulnerable needs
fulfilled, and every single day spent waiting for Clark to move
on, to fall out of love with him, to realize it was just another
crush, just another stage, the first true love, the love that so
rarely lasted because people changed.

He'd changed so much. Not as much as he'd changed from
being dead and brought back to life, but close. Sure, some
things neverchanged,but of all the people he knew, howmany
were still with their first love?

Not even Jonathan and Martha Kent. Certainly not his own
father, who'd sworn eternal love and devotion to each of his

four wives, but only Lex's own mother had lasted more than
two years—and even then, his dad's fidelity had lasted even
more briefly than that.

He could have Clark, right now. He
could pick up his phone, hit speed
dial, and Clark would be here in... It
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took nearly ten minutes for Lex to cover the distance in his
Lamborghini, but he'd known Clark to take less than two
minutes to get here. So allowing for the speed they never
discussed or mentioned, allowing time to confess he'd been
thinking about Clark's essay, allowing time for blushes and
first kisses and the initial tender fumblings... He could have
Clark in his bed and be fucking him half an hour from now.
Tops. After all,he'd been Clark's age not too long ago,he knew
just how quickly Clark would respond.

Half an hour.

That's all it would take. Half an hour. And he could have five

years—

No. Less. Fiveyears was Clark's plan, Clark's dream, but the
reality...should be counted in months. Which would at least
limit the damage the Luthor world could inflict on Clark's
sherry sweetness. But the very uniqueness that drew him to
Clark would be tarnished.

And what would it do to Clark if Lex were the one to walk

away? If Lex were the one to fall out of love, or to decide this
wasn't what he wanted any more? That Clark wasn't who he
wanted.

He took another contemplative sip of his scotch, then
another, sitting there as the afternoon wore itself away to
nothing, and he finished the glass in his hand, savoring the
faint aftertaste of sweetness, such an ironic counterpoint to
the bitter recognition that he needed Clark,but the Clark he
needed wouldn't be here for another few years. Recognition
that Clark neededhim, but not right now.

Clark had written down where he wanted to be in five years.
Not where he wanted to be right now, today, this afternoon,
this evening,this night. Five years from now.

Clark wanted him. Five years from now. Clark wanted to
settledown forever. Five yearsfrom now.

Theyboth wantedeach other, right now. Halfan hour,that's
all it would take,and theyboth wanted that.

But that was uncharted territory, the place the old
cartographers would write 'Herebe monsters.' Serpents, of the
Edenic type, and like Clark, bearingapples.

Even as Clark declared himself in that essay, even as Clark
tempted him almost beyond redemption, Clark had been
asking him to wait.

Sunset was setting fire tothetallwindows andspilling across
the floor when he finally roused himself. He picked up the
decanter, took it with him to the small bathroom he'd had

tucked discreetly in with the renovations after the tornado. He
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could almost hear the purists and the popularists all screaming
as he took the stopper out of the narrow neck, then tipped the
decanter, letting the liquid gold pour so slowly into the sink it
didn't even splash as it trickled down onto the molded glass
basin.

But it wasn't a sinful, wicked waste. It was a libation to

propitiate the gods, a sacrificeon the altar of good faith.
He would wait. He would be Clark's friend, Clark's dearest,

closest friend. He would let this love that simmered between

them keep right on simmering. They could flirt, could dance
around each other, could talk and play pool and be there while
the other went through whatever romances or liaisons the
near future would bring.

He would wait till after the winter break of Clark'sfirstyear
at college; he would wait till after Clark's first tasteof Spring
Break, which took on mythical proportions even here in
Kansas. He would wait till Clark had lived a little more, knew

himself a little better. Until Clark knew him a little better, even
thethings Clark preferred to justsweep underthe rugright now.

Thedecanterwasempty,but the headyscentof the Macallan
was nearly as intoxicatingas the drink itself. So manycomplex
elements to that bouquet, such a unique nose to it, instantly
recognizable because of the sherry tint, as sweet as a rose in
a peat bog. Hewasn't blind to the parallel of Clarkin a crap
factory.

He went back into his office, placing the empty decanter
beside what would be hisdrinks of choice now: armagnac, if
he wanted sweetness, or the oaky peatiness of the scotch his
father preferred.Both would serveas reminders of his roots, of
who hewas trying not to be,of why hewas waiting. He didn't
needessays assigned by principals who still hated him after so
many years; he just needed the rich, rolling warmth of good
scotch to remind him.

Hewouldwait. He would find a wayto wait.
Clark had Lana and Chloe; there had to be someone in this

town who didn't hate Luthors but was old enough to date.
He'd find her, his owndistraction, hisown escape while Clark
swithered between Lana and Chloe and went through the
endless shiftsof growing up. In the meantime, he would have
oak and peat, and entertaining affairs with pleasant women,
and the only true friendship he'd ever known.

And in five years, if Clark was still Clark and if Clark still
loved him, then Lex would buy a new bottle of the Macallan,
open itwith Clark, share it with Clark, andfinally, finally, fully
taste that sherry sweetness at last.



Men are easy to manipulate. Lex Luthor might have thought he was Machiavelli
reborn in the business world, but he couldbe ledbyhiscockjust like anyoneelse.

It was not entirely by accident that I ran into him in Metropolis at a special
showing at the Museum. When I noticed the newspaper announcement of the
opening of the Alexander Breastplate Exhibit, 1showed it to Daddy.

"So?" he said. Sometimes he is slow.

"Lex Luthor will be there," 1 explained. "Don't you think it's time for me to
run into him again?"

There was a pause while we both thought about our plans for Lex Luthor
and his father's LuthorCorp. "He's been living in Kansas," said Daddy."He'll
be bored."

"Exactly," 1agreed. "It's time to give him some excitement."
Museums are even more boring than Kansas, but they serve their purpose.

Lex was there, and he looked well: no circles under those beautiful eyes, no

visible needle-tracks. No scars, either, as I discovered when I ran my fingers
playfully alonghisarm, where the skin wasas soft asever. Ahairless man.They
breed dogs like that.

I'd heard rumors. There were always rumors about Lex Luthor. He lived in
a cloud of gossip, just because he was who he was—because he fostered it.
The new rumors were different. In the past we'd all heard about the drugs, the
alcohol abuse, the bisexualitv, the rows with his father, the clubs, the affair with
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the movie star, the overspending in Hong Kong. Old stories,
all of them, and now Lex Luthor was shocking the world by
turning respectable. The Financial Times had called him 'a
man to watch out for.'

I had spent years watching Lex Luthor. He was a hobby of
mine. We'd known each other in school, and then ran into

each other sometimes at various dance clubs and parties. We
moved in the same circles. We'd been close, from time to time,

but he wasn't a man for long-term relationships. Since he'd
gone, well, straight, the next move was mine.

I made the move with fingers on smooth skin, under the
silk shirt. Lipson a sensitive neck, making a trail in designer
lipstick. I might not be a movie star,but I have mytalents, and
I knew what Lex liked. Respectable? Oh, no. He might put on
a good show for the paparazzi but I could taste arousal on his
skin, hear the change in his breathing, feel the response of his
cock. Lex Luthormightplay the virtue game but hisbodyhad
itsown ideas. Hisdaddyhad a reputation for quality fucking,
and Lexinherited the gene.

His style had changed. He'd put on a good suit—the kind
you'd wear to a board meeting, not a dance club)—and calm
manners. Underneath he was the sensualist he'd always been,
exiled to a hick town to manage, in hisphrase, a crapfactory,
sent by the only man who had ever been able to make him
obey anything,Lionel Luthorof LuthorCorp, because (bottom
line) it was Lionel whoheld the purse-strings. Policy. Lex had
learned about policy. He had more faces than I had clothes,
another skill learned from Luthor pere.

So there I was, at this museum that was duller than Kansas,
pretending to admire a ghastly torso of old rhinestones
and bad paint. Lex was practically drooling over the thing
while pretending to be cool about it because people were
watching—it belonged to Alexander the Great. Lex adored
Alexander of Macedonia because he was beautiful, queer, and
earned the admiration of the world when he'd killed enough
people. This said something about Lex's ambitions but not
much about his fashion sense. I happened to knowthat allhis
clothes were chosenby his valet.

For someawful reason Lex hadbroughta gaggle ofkids from
the corn farms to Metropolis. He didn't bother to introduce
them to me, thank God. What would I have found to say to
them? "Hi, how are the cows?" They were pretty and earnest
and awestricken, quite out of their element here. Lex was
advising them about some bucolic heartbreak that was going
on, a triangle involving a tall boy who looked like Li'lAbner,
a blond quarterback, and a Barbie doll princess. I had to look
twice at Li'l Abner, who was all sad eyes anddark, moppy hair.
Itwas easy to guess that under the badclothes hehada body
like oneof Lex's Greek gods. Quite toothsome, really.

From the tone of voice Lex used

when he mentioned the Quarterback,
I inferred that he had offended Lex
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somehow. Perhaps Lexhad made a pass and the Quarterback
had turned him down. Was the boy a fool? He must have
known about Lex's money. Lex's odd hairless body might not
be attractive to him, and the jock wouldn't have the brains to
appreciate Lex's clever bitchiness, but all the same: money
is money. Anyone can act smitten and spread their legs for
money like that. It isn't even mercenary, it's just realistic.
Wealth is seductive,whoever you are.

After watching the Quarterback for about three seconds,
I realized that Lex could never be so desperate as to make a
move there, not even in Smallville, Kansas. The Princess was

evenless his style,radiating anxietyand self-consciousness like
a bad soap-opera heroine.

Reassured that I had no competition from the farmlands, I
concentrated on Lex. If the children of thecornbroughtsome
amusement to Lex's days in the middle of nowhere, that was
well and good, but if he was bored enough for them, he was
ready for headier games.

Games I could playwith him.
Li'l Abner hardly glanced at me, but he wasn't my target. I

elbowed him away from Lex with no trouble. Lex and I had
done a thing or two together in the past, after a rocky start.
We went through rebellious phases at the same time, but I got
along just fine with Daddy thesedays and wondered how Lex
was feeling aboutLionel. Notsogood, I'dguess. For onething,
it was Lionel who'd sent him to the crap factory, and I could
only guess how Lexwould resent that. No lovelost there, I was
sure. That made hima primetarget fora bitof filial betrayal.
Lionel Luthor had few weaknesses, but his son was one of
them.

Lex and I had some good shared memories. As I flirted with
him I wondered if he, too, was remembering that timeon the
roofofhis first Porsche. It'sa memory I'llnever forget, andnot
just because I tore myVersace gown. Lex in bed (or out of it)
was velvet overfire. I couldn'tsee his calm restraint in public
without remembering the explosiveness that lies underneath.
I like a man like that.

I could use a man like that.

So I touched the skin on the back of his hand and smiled,
and he touched my hand and smiled back, and I knew I had
him. It was absurdly easy to get myself invited to that faux-
Scottish folly in Kansas once I got my tongue in his ear and
my leg around his waist, in the corner behind the statue of
naked wrestlers. Li'l Abner followed Lex around the corner

likesome sort of lapdog and sawus. He had the sense not to
interrupt. He just stopped, stared, turned around and walked
away, looking hurt. I wondered why. Envy, perhaps, because
the Smallville Princess didn't treathim the way I treated Lex.

"Bitch," whispered Lex into my ear, which was his sort of
love-talk. I knewthen that he planned to takeme home,where
I couldseehow much he'd really changed.

Soon after that, there was an accident with a bus on the street

1
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nearby, and everyone rushed outside. I stuck to Lex closely all
evening; then afterwards, all night. After the accident, things
started to wind down at the Museum. Lex waved the high
school kids off to their bus and whisked me into his limousine.

He had my panties off before we turned the corner. His skin
was stillmagnificent,and he'd lost none of his expertisewhile
livingamong the cornfields.

When I got to Luthor Manor, I almost regretted the whole
business. There was only a skeleton staff because Lex liked to
do everything himself. He expected servants to be invisible.
There were huge empty wings, with furniture either made for
Draculaor covered with cloths because, as Lex said carelessly,
"I don't need all those rooms when it's just me here."Minimal
television. He didn't even have a satellite dish because he had

no time to watch.There wasa DVDplayer, but hardlyanything
to playon it. He'd left most of his DVD and video collections
in Metropolis, including the good porn. He claimed to have
burned those tapes. I pouted.

"I don't know what your problem is," he teased. "There's
plenty to read."

"Yes," I snapped, "most of it in Ancient Greek."
There were no stores worth visiting in Smallville, Kansas. No

clubs. Even if there had been anyoneworth talkingto, anyone
associated with the Luthors was a pariah in that town. They
blamed the Luthor family for health problems and their own
lackof businessacumen in selling land; they probably blamed
the Luthor family for the Garden of Eden and the bombing
of Dresden—assuming they had heard of the bombing of
Dresden, which I doubted.

Lex didn't mind the isolation. He said he had friends in

Smallville, which made no sense, unless he meant Gabe

Sullivan, the plant manager. Old Gabe was cute in his way,
but Lex hardly saw him except at work—of which he did a
tediousamount. Lex also claimed he wassleeping alone there
till I camealong. At first I thought he wassimply lying. When
I realizedhe was telling the plain truth, I knew there was more
to Smallville than met the eye.

Something had made my party boy go sober, and I needed
to know what. Not Lionel's orders, that was certain. I tried to

makeLex talk about the town, though he had little to say. For
some reason he'd started going to a coffee shop with vinyl
booths calledThe Beanery. These people had no shame. I was
too embarrassed to go inside,and Lex laughed at me."It's just
a place,"he said. "The coffee's not bad."

Compared to what?

The next evening, I found him talking on the phone. It
wasn't a business call. He was discussing a philosophical
problem.As I stroked his thigh, I realized it had something to
do with an essayon existentialism. Something about grades,
the Philosophy Club, and a demanding teacher. This washigh
school homework. I leaned in to nuzzle his crotch, and he

stopped me, a hand in my hair. I glared at him and went to
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play at the pool table, giving him the best view of my arse. It
wasn't as if the phone call was important, anyway, and what
did existentialism have to do with anything here? I don't think
Lex even looked at me.

As he hung up, he said, "Bye, Clark," and there was
something in the line of his mouth that should have warned
me. I couldn't place it—lust? Some secret pleasure? Then he
turned his attention to me and I forgot about it.

The next day I put two and two together when Li'l Abner
strolled into the room as if he lived there. "Morning, Clark,"
Lexsaid, casually enough, but I remembered the phone call and
the guarded expression in his eyes and the way he'd pushed me
awayfrom his cock. The boy had come by to deliver fresh food
from his parents' farm, and what a wholesome farm it turned
out to be—organic produce only, including milk and eggs.
God, they eat that crap at the fitness club. I draw the line.

Li'l Abner, whose name was Clark Kent, made no move

to rush back to the pigs and Lex didn't dismiss him. I could
hardly believe my eyes. Lex, who preferred his servants in
other rooms, who never encouraged familiarity, who never so
much as flirted with an underling in the whole of his life,was
talking to Clark Kent as if he were his best friend, and Clark
was talking back with no deference at all. Just friendly, open
regard. It was clear he was pleased to see Lex. It was clear...

My God. Too many things were clear. This was what was
keeping Lex in Smallville.This, a teen-age delivery boy with a
body likeone of those Greek wrestlers, and eyesthat werelarger
than life when he looked at Lex. He had the kind of infectious

smile that tempted a person to lick it off his face. He had the
kind of physique that brought to mind words like 'strapping'
and 'healthy' and 'hunk.' Of course there was nothing in that
to make Lexlook the other way,but I'd never known him to go
for the rustic type in plaid flannel. Yes, plaid.

I hardly heard the rest of their talk, my mind in a blur of
implications. Clark was in no hurry to leave, Lex in no hurry
to let him leave.

I'd always been curious about Lex's sex life, the part that
wasn't with me. He'd generally been absurdly tight-lipped
about it, given that it was a regular topic in the Inquisitor.
There'd been a rumor at school that he'd made it with Bruce

Wayne, the richest and best looking boy in our school—and
also the most frigid. All Lex said to me (damn him!) when I
asked was,"So Bruce is immune to your charms?"

Whether Lex succeeded in getting Bruce Wayne or not, I
don't know. I do know that by the time Lex was Clark's age,
fifteen, he had long since lost his virginity. As I had. And as, I
would wager a good guess, Clark hadn't. Fifteen years old and
gorgeous: that's rural Kansas for you. It made me wonder how
deep Clark's interest in the Barbie doll Princess really was.

They didn't require me to join in
their conversation, which was just
as well. When Clark the Magnificent
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finally left, I sat in Lex's lap and murmured, "Tell me about
your hottie?"

"My what?"
"Clark Kent."

"It was an explosive meeting. I droveoffabridge intoa river.
He pulled me out, saved my life."

That must be the story for public consumption. I tried to
picture it: the beautiful boydiving into thewater, carrying Lex
out in his arms. Small-town hero. In my imagination, it was
likethe cover of a romance novel, except that rescueddamsels
are seldom bald.

"And then?" I prompted.
"Theencounterchanged my life." He chewed hislip a little,

thinking. "I knew I could trust Clark in a way I'd never trusted
anyone. He became...the brother, the companion, the friend
I never had."

As I recalled, Lex had many enemies and manylovers, but I
couldn't think of anyone I would have calleda friend.

I tried fishing. "He's what, fifteen? So you finally found a
Julian substitute?"

"Julian?" Lex never talked about Julian. I only knew about
himbecause Daddyhad known the family forever and wewere
at the littlebaby's funeral. "Hardly. He'd onlybe ten or eleven.
Clark is mature for his age."

I nibbled Lex's ear. "So you have a new taste for organic
chicken?"

He did not tense up, so I had no warning. He caressed my
wrist so gently that I thought it was foreplay until I realized
that the pressure was hinting at pain. Luthor anger was like
that. You didn't even notice they were angry, but you found
yourself hurting. My heartbeat quickened. Lex said softly,
"ClarkKent is myfriend.Hesavedmylife. Ifyouinsulthim,or
his family, or his friends, in any way whatsoever, I willsee that
your pretty ass is on the next bus to nowhere and my doors
willneveropen to you again."

Well,well, well. Lex had it bad. I wasn't sure he even knew it,
or whether he knew what his eyes revealedwhen he looked at
Clark, and what his voice revealed when he said Clark's name.

In bed that night I said,"Pretend I'm Clark."
"What for?" he said, momentarily distracted, but I felt his

cockreact inside me. Oh, yes,whether he admitted it or not, he
liked that idea. He liked it very much indeed. He looked down
into myeyes without expression,but he listened. Hisbody,on
top of mine, listened as I started to talk to him.

"Pretend you're inside him, Lex.Pretend it isn't me. Pretend
helets you fuck him.Pretend hewants it.He's soeager hecan't
keep his hands off you. He's begging, Lex. His eyes are wide
and they shinewithneed. Soyou're deepin hishotyoung arse
and he's moaning underneath you. He can't even say your

name he's so far gone.There's sweat in
his hair. His eyes are unfocused. They
devour you. His hands are large and
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strong. Canyou feel them on your body? Can you feel him in
spasms around your cock,groaning as he comes? His mouth
isopen,soft and wet from kissing. Canyouhear him sayyour
name?" I deepened my voice. "Lex, Lex.... He wants you so
much he can't bear it."I bent my head closer to his ear."Come
for him, lover. Come for Clark."

He did, then, his body shuddering and shaking. His
breathing had gone from soft to irregular to uncontrolled. It
was Lex theprimal beast,likethat nighton the Porsche. I layin
his arms and soothed his head with my fingers and mouthed
hisearlobe ashe came down from climax. Oh, Lex mightdeny
what he wanted from here to eternity, but his body betrayed
him utterly.He wanted Clark. Now he knew I knew it.

He kissed my face and neckand breasts. He moved his lips
to myearand nipped."Victoria," he whispered, "you really are
a bitch."

It was hiskind of love-talk, and an admission of myvictory.
I'd sussed him. I'd figured him out. I laughed in triumph. Oh,
yes, he was mine now. Not that I was surewhat to do with my
knowledge. He was mad over Clark Kent, but hadn't touched
him yet. I was sure the boywould be easyto seduce,for all the
usual reasons. I wondered what qualm prevented Lex from
takinghim.Whatever it was, it gave me an advantage. I knew
something he didn't want anyone to know. Because of it, I
could givehim something no one elsecould.

AsI said:men are easyto manipulate. You just have to know
how.

Clark Kent didn't like me. He was coolly polite, as a well-
brought up boy would be, but something in his eyes had
categorized me and rejected me. Jealousy, because I was
the one in Lex's bed? Righteous indignation, because I was
interested in LuthorCorp business? Puritan distaste for my
sophistication?

And what on earth was the attraction of Clark for Lex? He

was pretty, I'd grant that any day, but as green as they come
and utterly guileless. A gawky kid whose life was cows and
homework and the coffee shop.Too large for his age, boyishly
clumsy. I mentioned this to Lex—it wasn't insulting, it was
simply the truth—and Lexshook his head, amused.

"He's allright," he said. "Clumsy? Onlywhen you intimidate
him."

I liked the idea that one could intimidate Clark. The next

time Clarkwas hanging about Lex's office trying to find some
excuse to linger, I managed to brush against him. He backed
off, blushing furiously, but I felt those remarkable muscles.
Under loose flannel plaid and basic T-shirt he had a body of
steel. I'd have given a lot to see him naked. I could work out
ten hours a day on my trim-gym and never get that kind of
body-sculpting. Did it come of being born on a farm, or was it
a genetic accident? Whatever it was, it was a turn-on.

I let him go, that time. I wasstill assessing my strategy with
him. I wondered if he knew how Lex felt about him and
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concludedthat he wasyoung enough and innocent enough to
be totallyoblivious. He probably thought 'gay' meant 'happy'
and that boys didn't do other boys. I wondered if his dislikeof
me masked desire—or was he still pining over the Princess?
Should I put it to the test?

Clark-talk in bed turned Lexon every time, night after night.
He started to anticipate my fantasies about Clark, as I spun
them in the dark. In bed, he refused to say Clark's name, but I
coulddo that for him, to bring him to newheights of arousal. I
wasthe one who reaped the benefit,here. 1thought I'd done—
or imagined—every trick there was that two bodies could do
together, but Lex showed me an act or two not in the Kama
Sutra. Farm boy, eat your heart out. Perhaps the experience
addled my head because one night afterwards I said aloud,
"You should marry me."

"Oh?" He sounded like a man ready to humor any insanity.
He'd climaxed hard and was feeling mellow. "Why?"

"Because we're good together. Because I'd let you play with
anyone you wanted." I didn't mention Clark's name. This was
not disparaging.

He just laughed. "I'm not the marrying kind," he said. They
all say that. He fell asleep and I felt stupid, which I never do.
Of courseanyonewho married Lex wouldhaveto let him play
with whoever he wanted, what other choice would there be?

A Luthor is a Luthor. I had no illusions of undying fidelity.
Marriage to him would be exciting, and not just in bed.

Another movement in the game occurred when Clark Kent
walked into Lex's office and found me alone there, reading
Lex's computer-screen on his private laptop. I didn't have any
passwords that mattered, but the Kent boy didn't know that.
He frowned.

I said,"How goes the battle?
"Which one?"

"I thought you were fighting the Quarterback for the
Princess."

"Who? Oh, Lana." It seemed he had forgotten the Princess.
As faras I could tell,he'd never put up much of a fight for her,
not while he was spending most of his spare time at Luthor
Manor. I got up from the desk and moved close to him. He did
not run screaming. "I suppose the Quarterback won."

I ran my hand down his chest. What a body. What a body!
I could feel his warmth through the red T-shirt and sense the
steadybeat of his heart. "A good looking young man like you
doesn't need to be a virgin if he doesn't want to be."

He took a step backwards. "No!" Flat refusal. To my
disappointment, he did not blush or scowl this time, but
something flickered in those expressive eyes.Washe being true
to the Barbie doll Princess, or to the millionaire? Whatever

direction his interest lay, I was no part of it.
"You don't like me," I said flatly. "Or is it that you're just into

guys?"
The possibility didn't seem to alarm him, but he wasn't ready
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to admit anything. "It doesn't matter. I won't let you use me to
hurt Lex.I won't let you hurt Lexat all."

So young, so earnest.

"You don't know him very well, then," I said. "If you did,
you'd know Lex Luthor is invulnerable."

"Do you love him, or just his money?" He didn't drop his
eyes as I gave him my measured stare.

"I lovewhat he does in bed,"I said, hoping to get a reaction.
Even a blush would be good, but Clark Kent was made of
sterner stuff than that. He learned fast, and he saved lives as a

hobby. I smiled at him. "Do you think he loves me?"
"He probably loves what you do in bed," said Clark Kent,

with a tone that I could only describe as insulting. "He sayshe
doesn't love you."

Was that supposed to be a heavy blow? He was so
inexperienced, so simple, he had no idea of the psychological
games being played around him. It was interesting to know
that he and Lex had discussed me. I was flattered. Had Lex

unburdened his heart to this schoolboy? It was not beyond the
realm of possibility. Lex was so entranced he might have said
anything. So what had he confessed? If not love, then desire?
Had he said anything about our little plot to oust power from
Lionel Luthor?

"He thinks it's a kind of game,"added Clark. I wondered if
he was challenging me.

"So it is. We'll see who wins."You or me, farm boy, and the
prize is a Luthor. Solid gold, and built to last.

I didn't tell Lex about that conversation. Neither did Clark,

which disappointed me. I'd love to have heard Lex's reaction.
A few days later I walked into Lex's office intent on some

early afternoon seduction, but it wasn't Lex who sat at the
desk contemplating the ikebana. It was his father, LuthorCorp
personified.

Lionel Luthor always scared me in a way that felt good and
made my fingertips tingle. In our last encounter I'd been the
catalyst (1 hope) to a father-son clash of wills. I'd listened
outside the door, heard Lionel say,"It's always business where
the Hardwicks are concerned." He thought I was sent to
distract Lex. Well, he'd learn otherwise.

He had made it clear that he didn't like my association with
his son. I suspect he had some sense of what I was up to with
Daddy and the takeover bid, though he couldn't know about
Cadmus or that Lex wasdouble-crossing him, and he wouldn't
care that Lex and I were having sex. Daddy once told me Lionel
Luthor didn't care who fucked whom because he was always
busy screwing everyone. As far as I could tell, he was a man of
stone. Terrifically sexy, all the same. You could see where Lex
got it from.

I might have been wrong about the stone part. He stood and
smiled and there was warmth in his

tone when he said, "Victoria! Still here,

I see. Where's Lex?"
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"Not here," I said.Itwas self-evident, but I really hadno idea.
At the plant? At the Beanery? Behind the barn with Clark?

Lionel Luthorcamearoundthe deskand touched mycheek.
Lex hated it when Lionel touched him and made a point
of never touching anyone without good reason. Lionel, in
contrast, liked to fondle things. His fingers slipped from my
cheek to my breast.

Lex walked in at that moment,pushing the doors open with
both handsas if aping hispowerful father. "Dad! What brings
you here today?"

Lionel moved past me,his fingers lingeringfor a moment as
he went. No, not a stone. I shivered.

Being with Lionel and Lex together in the same room was
like witnessing Ragnarok without the sound effects. I don't
like blood baths till theyare over. I slipped away and, lost in
their battle, I'm sure theynevernoticed.

Bloodbaths. Baths. Someone tried to kill me in Lex's

bathtub.ClarkKent saved me—I neverthoughtI'dbegrateful
for the way he wandered around the mansion as if he lived
there. I couldn't see my attacker. Later I only remembered
the fear and the suffocation—death by strangulation and
drowning, how tacky—and then the warm, strong arms
wrapping me up and carrying me, taking me away from
darkness and danger.

Clark Kent,everyone's savior. He had saved Lex's life. That I
could bear. Now he had saved mine.

Well, I didn't react by falling in love with him, however
pretty his eyes were. We didn't reallyspeak. Mythroat ached. I
said,as best I could,"Thank you."

"You're welcome," hesaid. He'd been brought up with good
manners, despite the lack of elegance. His eyes held nothing
but concern for my welfare.

"You don't even like me," I said.

"You don't deserve to die," he answered. His smile was,
maybe, just a little apologetic, but it was noticeable that he
didn'tdenydisliking me. He was no liar, this boy. Utterly frank.
Totally out of place with the schemingLuthors.

I criedthat night, when I was alone, but I had mybrave face
on again by the time Lex came to my bed. I remembered that
once, years ago, he had been impotent and had cried in my
arms. I never knew what that was about. I didn't want to show

that sort of weakness.

I wondered what the score was between us, and what, if
anything,I owedhim.Themansion frightened me,now. It was
full of ghostsand mysteries. Lionel frightened me.Lex did too,
a little. He seemed a part of Smallville now.I wanted to be back
in Metropolis, surrounded bycity lights and noises, knowing
the police forcecould protect me.

I didn't have the heart to spin Lex a fantasy of Clark that
night. He was doing pretty well
anyway, and while we were making
love he whispered, "It's all right. It's
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all right, Vic. Clark saved you." I didn't know why he saidthat
until I realized that I wascryingagain.

Damn.

The next day, Clark was back in that vague wandering way
he had, after school. No produce, no real excuse for being
here except that he called himself Lex's friend. Lex wasn't in
the room, but Clark didn't back off as he might have earlier.
Insteadhe said,"Are you all right, now?"

"I'm not all right." I smiled my cat smile. "I'm amazing."
He almost smiled back, and staring at his farm-boy face, I
suddenly realized what Lex saw in him—besides beauty and
physicalpower.

It was the fact that Clark Kent was the real thing. Unlike
everyone else we knew, full of pretension and ambition, he
was exactly what he appeared to be. An overgrown teenage
Kansas boywith no worries except for school and girlfriends,
no plots, no secrets, nothing complicated about him. He was
simple and honest and that was appealing because there'd
been nothing simple or honestin mylife or Lex's since theday
wewere born, and there neverwould be. It wasn't possible in
our world. But out here in Smallville, Kansas, Lex had found
a whiff of something pure, something genuine, and he was
drawn to it.

It was then that I realized I'd lost the game. It was time for
me to leave Smallville, so I did.

Ididn'tmiss it.It was great to beback inaworld of designer
clothes and flaming hairdressers and women to talk to. Lex
came to see me, before the end, but it was over between us

before he even dropped the punch line: he'd sold us out to
his father. It seemed that blood was thicker than fertilizer.

Together they outmaneuvered us and won. Lex as good as
called me a whore—well, we were playing the same game,
weren't we? So which of us was the whore?

Daddy was furious. He'd lost hischance to get LuthorCorp,
he lost Cadmus, andhelosthis hopeofbecoming Lex Luthor's
father-in-law. He told me to get a real job and fired me from
theone I had—well, his company was a crumbling house of
cards now, anyway. It was time to cut my losses there.

There isalways another plan, anothervictory. Thereisnever
only oneway to win. You just change the game. When Lionel
Luthor telephoned me to offer condolences on the loss of my
position in Daddy's company and to hint at the possibility of
an opening for me in LuthorCorp, I remembered the touch
of his hand on my breast in Lex's office. I remembered the
kind of man Lionel Luthor was—wealthier, more powerful,
more shrewd than his son, and not infatuated with a country
schoolboy.

I saw Clark Kent, too, before I left Smallville for the last time.

I was driving away in my own Maserati and I took a detour
over to theKent farm. It looked the way anyone would predict:
yellow and wholesome, with sunflowers at the fence. Utterly
middle America, just the kind of place that fresh-faced young
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man would come from. He paused in his work on the fence
beside the road and watched me drive up, holding the hammer
still at his side. He was all tight T-shirt and masculine sweat
and hard muscles. Lex knew how to find them. I stopped the
convertible as close to the fence as I could.

"I came to say good-bye," I said. "I didn't lose the game. I'm
winning. Next time you see me, I just might be Mrs. Luthor."

He raised an expressive and skeptical eyebrow.
"Mrs. Lionel Luthor," I expanded. Why not say it? He'd never

tell anyone about this conversation.

VICTORIOUS

He grinned. I'd never seen him smile quite like that: all
dimples and teeth. I wondered how often Lexsaw that look. I
wondered how often he'd see it in future.

"I hope it works out for you," he said graciously. I suppose
he was glad to see me gone, leaving the field open for him and
Lex.No wonder he was smiling. "Good-bye, Victoria."

I left the dust of the Kents' road behind me, and I never

looked back. Clark Kent could have Lex Luthor if he wanted

him. I had other fish to fry.
Men are easily manipulated.



everyone knows Lex loves his cars. All that power. All that sex appeal. All that
promise.

Oh yeah.

Lex knows all about it, better than anyone else. The way his cock always perks
up as the low throaty vibration of power shimmers through the leather seat
right up into him. The way thegear stick fits intohis palm like the head of his
cock—or someone else's. The way the power rushes through him like orgasm,
the way the speed intoxicates him, thrills him, makes his blood pound.

He's always at least a little hard when hedrives. Usually a lothard. Sometimes
hard enough that he'll undo his pants and while he leaves the throttle wide
open and drives at least twice the speed limit, he'll stroke himself—one of
the unexpected advantages of being left-handed. Leather glove on bare skin,
skin on skin, thick and thin, tanned hide against the moonlight paleness of his
own.

He loves it.

Andof course, everyone knows that,or suspects it.
But what he most loves about his cars is what he's never told anyone, what

no one suspects. He loves his cars because no one can just walk in on him.
His father can't show up, can't speak to him, can't look at him, can't frown at
him, can't stand in front of him like a warped mirror, Dorian Gray meet your
doom.
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If he switches off his cell phone, no one can talk to him, or
reach him. No one even really knows where he is.

It's just him.
Alone, but not lonely. Solitude that's welcome, a balm, a

cure, a haven, not rejection, nor failure, nor loss.
He feels safest when everyoneelsethinks he's risking his life.

rather and Metropolis finally far enough and long enough
behind him, he grinned, staring fiercely at the road, foot
pressing down a little harder on the accelerator. And even
though his was the only car on the road, he shouldn't, not this
close to Smallville, but that was just another added frisson:
so he did it this time, of course, unzipping his pants, no
underwear, rarely any underwear—and wouldn't Smallville
society be just ever more appalled by that every time they
discussed it?—and he was open, exposed, his cock milky pale
against the near black of his charcoal wool trousers. He pulled
off his sunglasses, wanting to see himself more clearly: yeah,
that was perfect. Black leather driving gloves, pale patches of
his hand revealed matching the cover/reveal of his gloved fist
sliding up and down his cock. Not as pale now, flushed pink,
the only blush he ever allowed himself, blood rising, cock
rising too, hard and thick and as potent as his car. He shifted
smoothly, both feet perfectly balanced on the pedals, and the
blasphemous thought crossed his mind that if he drove an
automatic, he could spread his legs, let the deliciously heated
weight of his balls slide between his thighs. But he pushed
such heathenry from his mind and instead, he cupped his balls
through his trousers, adjusting them till they were cradled nice
and tight by his pants, and then—he couldn't leave his cock
alone for another second, gripping it tightly, feral smile as the
very tip of him touched the steering wheel.

Oh this was good. This was better than good: this was great,
and this was pure gold, and this was reward and recompense
and redress for having to spend time with his father. He shifted
in his seat, easing his discomfort, and he shouldn't think about
that, not if he wanted to stay hard, and free, and alone. He
tightened his grip on his cock, but his smile had retreated,
flagging like his erection. This was stupid. He'd convinced his
dad that the crap factory finally showing black wasn't a fluke.
He'd bought the plant and himself time. He'd won. Victory, at
any cost, was just as sweet.

And his dad was miles away. Hours away. Out of sight, out of
mind. Out of reach, out of touch.

It was just him. Alone in his locked car, the sun bright and
clear the way it never was in Metropolis. The road stretched
out in front of him, long and empty and taking him far, far
away, endless possibility written in asphalt. He stroked himself
again, base to crown, until he was fully hard again, thumb
sliding over the tip, the tip sliding along the underside of his
steering wheel, perfect height, perfect angle for this. There was
a reason he was particularly fond of Porsches.

CARS

There was a truck ahead, one of the big lumbering abattoir
trucks, empty thank God, save for the bored driver. He pulled
around it, peeled away so fast there was no way the driver
could have seen him, although the risk, oh the risk was good
for another shiver, and another pulse of pre-come. Then he
was well clear of the truck, back in his own lane, relatively
straight road ahead, so his left hand was free again, peeling
back his foreskin—and thank you, Dad, for this one piece of
Luthor arrogance—his cock too hard now to let the skin slide
all the wayback up.

He was dripping, leaving glistening marks on his dark pants,
on his leather glove, catching the sunlight streaming through
the windscreen. He shifted gear, the clutch smooth as water
over stone, and the movement of his legs pressed the tight
musclesof his thighs perfectlyagainst his balls, and the turn of
the steering wheel rubbed the head of his cock.

Oh, it didn't get much better than this: middle of the day,
empty road, an obscene amount of horsepower under him,
in his control, and his cock out, hard, demanding, promising,
and so far beyond his father's grasp. He stroked himself again,
leather against skin, and he was slicking himself with pre-
come, the slide as sweet as a willing mouth right down the
length of him. He shifted gear, let go of his cock long enough
to click the remote, the castle gates slowly parting before him,
RedSea to grey Porsche, and he nearly held his breath, making
it through the still-widening gap with barely an inch to spare
beyond his wing mirrors.

Damn, but he was good. Better at this than his father with
his Bentleysand Mercedes and Rolls.The ostentatiously long
driveway stretched straight and clear in front of him, but
he shifted gear and pulled the wheel, heading off down the
narrow access road that circumnavigated the entire estate
through deserted grounds that were dappled with shade and
drenched in solitude.

He shifted gear again, listening to the engine, feeling the
clutch, feeling the power—loving the solitude, and the
control.

His dad couldn't touch him here. Couldn't say a word,
couldn't so much as give him one of those looks. Couldn't
defeat him in this; couldn't even begin to match him in this
raw potency. Yeah, Dad could fuck Victoria and outmaneuver
him behind his back, run rings around him when it came to
business chicanery, but this?

But this was his, and his alone. This was about what he

wanted, and how he wanted it, and with whom he wanted it.

This was about him, nothing and no one else.
Cock hard in the sunlight, bare skin against wool and leather,

steering wheel caressing the head, power under his thighs and
between his thighs, and he was less than half his dad's age,
decades from needing Viagra, unlike—

No. Not there. He was not going
there.
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He wasalone. This was his time, and his place, and his cock
in his hand in his car.

His dad couldn't match him in this, couldn't touch him here,
glovedpalm sliding up and down his cock, black leather made
slick byhisown pre-come, shift of his muscles as he changed
gear, barely slowing for a tree-banded corner, shifting up
again, more power, more speed—more friction, more torque,
twisting his fingers just so,oh, and that felt good, so fucking
good—

He was close to coming, too close, back off, slow down,
downshift, ease up, give himself a bit more time, didn't want
to come right now.

Give himself time to put his father from his mind first.
He was alone, but not lonely. He didn't need his father—

therewas more to life than family, or the family business. He
didn't want his father—there were otherplaces andotherways
he could get affection and approval.

And there it was. His secret. The secret he allowed himself

here, and only here, where no one could hear him if a word or
a name should slip past his lips. Here, where it was him, and
him alone, nothing but him, and his cock, and his desires,and
the inside of his own head.

Theone thingthatcouldwashthe muckand mire fromhishead,
andleave him feeling aslight andclean andopenasaspring rain.

Clark.

God. Clark.

The one man who was more than a match for a Porsche.

Clark. All open smiles and closed secrets, dark hair and
bright eyes, oh, the wayClark looked at him...
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Heshuddered then,hisshirt rubbingagainst hisnipples, his
glove rubbingagainst hiscock, and that was justaboutperfect.
All alone, but not lonely: he could see Clark in the passenger
seat, barely having to move to reach him:Clark so deliciously
tall andbroad. Long arms, bighands, touching him,smiling at
him, driving hell for leather in the sunlight, Clark's hand on
him, Clark's smile on him, Clark's eyes so warm with all the
affection and approval Lex hadeverearneddecently.

Clark-

He fishtailed the car to a perfect halt, power barely leashed,
the low rumbling idle of the engine vibrating through him,
both hands on his cock now, stroking, rubbing, sliding the
head back and forth on the underside of the steering wheel,
too hard, too harsh, Clark's hands softer, warmer, his teeth
catchingon the leather ashe pulled his glove off his lefthand,
yeah, warm like that, the fine caress of skin on skin, Clark
smiling at him, touching him,wanting him,loving him—

Hecame, arching up in hisseat, feet pressing down, stalling
the engine, his comesplashing steering wheel and windscreen
andshirt,and then—silence in the aftermath, nothing but the
incongruity of birds singing, his own harsh panting breaths
and the slow tickof the stalled engine cooling down.

He layback in his seat,pants spread open, cockdelicate and
tender under his tracing fingertips, pleasure slowly receding
along with the illusion of love that didn't have a soiled price
tag attached.

Oh yeah, he loved his cars.
Because this was the one place his father couldn't touch

him.
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He\\ taken flowers to Lana (and what a model of success that had been),
had done chores for his mom and dad as well as returning all the stuff he'd
bought. Jessie was gone,and hewasn't sure what he could've done to apologize
to her anyway. Which left Lex, who was richer than Croesus and had formal
gardens—including flower beds—bigger than some local farms and more than
enough staff to do every chore imaginable, which kind of put paid to Clark's
stockof ways to apologize. Which left returning the Ferrari, which was...well,
something Clarkwasn't exactly lookingforward to doing, and not just because
it meant giving up the hottest car he'd ever driven and going back to using the
school bus or his own two feet. But while he couldn't imagine there being a
good time to return the Ferrariand face Lex, this was probably the least worst
time: he'd seen the LuthorCorp helicopter head for Metropolis and his mom
had said the emergency meetings would run real late and not to wait on dinner
forher or worry ifshe had to stayat the Luthor Towers overnight, so at leasthe
wouldn't run into Lex's dad.

And with any luckat all,Lex's now blind dad wouldn't know about the bullets
Clark had shot into his own palm—jeez, what the hell had he been thinking
and what kind of sleazeball was glada man was blind? But if Lionel Luthor did
know about the bullets, Clark could hope that at least Mr. Luthor wouldn't have
mentioned them to Lex. Or would think they'd hit the federal agent's Kevlar
vest or something.
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Explaining the whole running away to the Metropolis
penthouse and liking the sound of their names linked together
was going to be hard enough: Clark really didn't think he was
up to explainingthe whole bouncing bullets thing as well.

lex was, ofcourse, inhisoffice. Notbehind theexpanse ofglass
deskthough; this late in the afternoon, he washalf-sprawledin
one of the eternally rearranged pieces of furniture with his G4
open on his lap. The brown leather couch was one Clark had
lastseenin the pseudo-den in the south wing;it was the one he
had sat on a million times whilehe and Lex had played shoot-
'em-up video games. Or just sat side by sidewhile Lex talked
and he listened, or while he worked on essays or research
while Lex wentthrough reportsand emails. It conjured up the
familiar, the routine—the dependable, reassuring Clark Kent
everyone thought they knew.

It made his skin crawl, his face an ill-fitting sheathcovering
his skull, the outside so very different from who he was. So
he plastered a smile on like a mask and hopedhe still looked
like theperson he'dbeenbefore that damned ringwith itsred
meteor rock.

"I thought you'd put your office back the old way," Clark
said,bright and breezy, makingLexlook up at him.

"I had, but it seems the games room was being painted and
all the furniture had been moved out, so..."

"It's a good fit, matches the woodwork—" Clark said,
stopping himself before he got into the surrealism of
discussing interior design with Lex Luthor, tempting though it
was to letLex's easy demeanor smooththem pastTuesday. And
Wednesday, and a little bit of today. Just because he wanted
to pretend the entire thing hadn't happened didn't mean he
didn't need to apologize to Lex. "I...uhm...I just stopped by
to return the Ferrari."

One eyebrow raisedat him."In one piece?"
He nodded, letting his gaze drift away from Lex's sharply

perceptive eyes down to thevelvety curve ofcheek then jaw. As
smooth as Lana's or Jessie's—

He wasn't going to think about that now. He wasn't going
to allow himself to think about that right now: Lex wasn't
Lana, Lex wasn't someone Clark could safely allow himself
to want. "Allin one piece. You know me, Mr. Reliable. I didn't
drive itoffany bridges," hesaid, aiming for jaunty, suspecting
that he'd only managed embarrassed at the reminder of the
shameful way he'd manipulated Lex to get the Ferrari in the
first place."I washed it, too."

And it was kind of Lex not to point out that the man to
whom Clark had given both Ferrari and keys was Lex's full
time mechanic, an unnervingly intense middle-aged man who
doted onhis cars andwho would nodoubt, atthisvery second,

be checking over the Ferrari with
fervid dedication and who would then

wash it, probably far more thoroughly
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and definitely far more lovingly than Clark ever would. It was
kinder still of Lex not to make some joke about cleaning up
after 'rocking her world.'

"Thank you,"was all Lexsaid.
Lex really was willing to let it go. Willing to let it go

completely. Not just the car and Jessie and the backbone that
camewith the two-thousand-dollarcoat,but the whys and the
wherefores and the what-the-hell-happeneds.

And that, perversely enough, was the goad that pushed
Clark: Lex was smoother than silk and a hundred times as

urbane, but even Lex should have a few questions in his eyes
when his fancy red Ferrari was returned by the former No-
More-Mr.-Nice-Guy nowonce more safelywrapped in flannel
and much-washed denim. Hewas keeping secrets from Lex—
Lex should at least be interested. "I should be thanking you
for letting meborrow it." And he should be thanking Lex for
talking to Big Eddie's andseveral clothing stores in Metropolis
about the wisdom of providing good customer service to a
personal friend of Lex Luthor even when the items had been
opened and/or used.

His dad wasgod-almighty pissedabout that, and even more
pissed that they'd had to accept that favor or be stuck with
another mountain of debt they couldn't afford. But what
pissed his dad off mostof all was owing Lex, of having to be
grateful to Lex.

There was just enough of the red meteor in Clark to make
him like that. A lot.And thatscared him enough to not let it
go, even though Lex would let him because this was the stuff
hecouldn't talk to hisparents about, or to Pete or anyone else,
and it was writhing around inside him like a snake eating its
own tail—and ifhedidn't talk about it,thiswhole thing would
end up devouring him, too. "Thanks for talking to the stores,
too."

Lex dismissed that with a small wave, his attention
ostentatiously focused back on his laptop. Clark very nearly
said it aloud—you're good at that—but caught himself in
time. If Lex wanted to create the appearance of sanguine
disinterest, it didn't do to force the issue. Not when you still
wanted to askhim a favor or two, or a question or three.

Not even when you couldn't forget that it was Lex who'd
suggested the penthouse. The two of them, together, in the
penthouse. It hadprobably justbeen a stalling tactic, but—but
that still meant Lex had realized what Clark wanted.

Maybe. If Lex did know what Clark wanted though, Clark
wished to hell Lex would tell him.

Clark moved around to the front of the sofa, and Lex
absently shifted so there was just enough room. It was
exquisitely casual and utterly convincing, if a person hadn't
spent months using their handy-dandy X-ray vision to watch
Lex when Lex didn't know he was being watched. Lex was
never that cozily absentminded with anyone, ever. Not even
during Lex's carefully mellow displays with Victoria or the
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woman Lexhad brought to Clark's one and only party, or any
of the other girlfriends who cameand went like so many ships
in the night. So, just as casually, just as absently, with just as
much forethought and awareness, Clark settled himself on
the couch, close enough that this time his side and thigh were
against Lex.

Who did look up at him then, givingClark his full attention,
likea double-bore shotgun.

"What is it?"

Everything and nothing. He had a list as long as his arm and
as short as a breath, and all of it things he didn't know how to
encompass in mere words now that Lexwas waiting. "I'm just
sitting here, Lex."

"Clark,you're hovering—"
"No I'm not!" he said, panic sharpening his voice, till he

realized Lexhadn't meant it literally.
Lexjust looked at him for a moment, amusement laced with

an indulgent kindness Clark waswilling to bet no one elsegot
from Lionel Luthor's son. Then Lex went back to his laptop,
wherehewent through a familiar routine: checkingemail, then
the news,then the status of the books he'd ordered—incredibly
normal things, mundane things, the same everydaythings that
everyone seemed to do on the net, and about a million miles
from how most people would assume a billionaire's heir would
spend his time.

But it was something Clark was used to seeing and it was
a side of himself Lexwas used to showing Clark. This wasn't
the studied casualness that was a surreptitious invitation; this
moment was simple friendship, with that endless promise of
more just around the corner. The easy intimacy of Lex'sdaily
routine made Clark stretch his legs out a little, push the glass
and steel coffee table farther away—realizing just a fraction
too late that the coffee table was too heavy to be moved so
casually. Glanced, almost fearfully, at Lex, who looked at the
coffee table, then at Clark and then, without saying a word,
back at his laptop's screen.

Willing to let that go, too. At least for now. The sheer
magnitude of that much trust—from Lex, who was king
of dysfunctional families and had hard-earned trust issues
roughlythe size of the western hemisphere—lodged in Clark's
throat, choking him.

"Lex..."

Flicker of a glance at him, then back to where the list of
hottest dj mixes was pouring into one window while Lex's
browser checked his bookmarks for updated sites, and the
main window waited for Lex to choose which "room" of

the antiquarian booksellers returning user lxlthr wanted to
browse.

Clark had questions and he had issues,and he still didn't have
succinct or elegant words for any of it. No classical allusions,
no literary references—hell, he didn't even have basic words
for some of the stuff he needed to talk about.
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And Lex didn't push him, which was when Clark finally
admitted that it was more than wanting Lexto be interested in
him, more than wanting Lexto push him: he'd been depending
on Lex's questions, Lex's curiosity, Lex's willingness to breach
the unbreachable. He shifted, looked at Lex, looked over at

the window. Fiddled with his fingertips, considered biting his
nails. Looked at Lex again.

The body beside his tensed a little, energy coiling, but the
face remained calm, relaxed, averted. Giving him time, and
space.

Which was pretty much the last thing he needed. Then, just
as Clark was about to admit defeat and leave,Lexgavehim the
tiniest of pushes: "Is it Lana?"

Yes. And no. And maybe.
Lex was looking at him again, measuring him or figuring

him out, and Clark was more tongue-tied than ever.At least
with the red meteor ring he had never run out of things to
say.Most of them had been the wrong things, but at least the
words had been right there, glib and fast and easy. Kind of like
him, when he'd been wearing that ring. And that had probably
been the highlight of his little transformation: himself, so glib
and fast and easy, repercussions something that happened to
the boring old Clark Kent.But his dad had destroyed the ring,
and Clark still wasn't any too sure just how much of all of that
had been the ring, and how much of it had always been inside
him, just waiting for the ring to let it all out.

The ring had overflowed his mouth with slick words, but
here and now he was tongue-tied and tied in knots. He could
feel the warmth of Lex's concern on his skin, and knew that Lex

was looking at him. He could even feel it the moment when
Lex went back to his laptop. He'd thought that Lex looked at
him differently after his shenanigans with the meteor ring,
and this proved it. Sitting right beside him, Lexdid something
Clark had never seen Lex do before, something that millions
of people did every singleday on the net, though preciousfew
of them did it in front of their best friends and even fewer did

it as a tacit reminder that any subject could be broached: Lex
surfed over to a porn site, muttering under his breath when he
saw who was about to appear in the live sex show.

"You don't like her?" Clark asked, surprising himself that
he could even comment on what Lex was looking at, let
alone that he could do it so easily, without the influence—or
the excuse—of the ring. Although some of it was probably
because she was still pretty much fully dressed. Pretty much.
With a couple of notable exceptions. "She's— She's..."

Open amusement now, Lex's eyes twinkling and mouth
shiveringwith leashedlaughter."She is, to a...large degree."

And maybe he didn't need the red meteor rock to let this side
of himself out: maybe he could just stop pretending, could just
stop hiding behind the image everyone
had of him. "But silicone, Lex," he said,

pointing at the man-made globes,
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the nipples oddly flat and completely disinterested. "That's
just—ewww."

"Ewww?" Lex repeated, the wayhe had a coupleof days ago
with Clark's 'rock her world.'

"You prefer'ick'? Gross? Or how about—zaftig?"
That surprised a tiny hitch of outright laughter, infectious,

warming. Welcoming.
"I'd prefer natural," Lex said, as if the two of them sitting

discussing a woman's breasts was the most natural, boring,
everyday routine in the world."But it's not them per se. It's the
faces she makes."

"Apart from the overgrown grapefruits, she looks fine—"
"That's becauseshe'shasn't evenstarted yet,Clark.Butwhen

she'sbuilding up to coming... she twistsher face up and opens
her mouth, then she looks right at the camera—"

Clark leaned over to where the woman had turned her back

to the camera and was wriggling out of her skirt to reveal her
black thong underwear: it was a very nice view, made all the
betterby Lex's liquidchocolate voicetalking about breasts and
sex and coming.

"So you hate the wayshe..."
"Comes? Well—" Lex shrugged, closing the dj window and

enlarging the sex show window to full screen, angling the
laptop more towards Clark."Technically, I suppose I hate the
wayshe fakes orgasm.And this guy? Her partner? Ugliest cock
I've ever seen."

Lex talking about seeing cocks jolted right down Clark's
spine, images and imaginations helter-skeltering through him
too fast to stop them. Lex, looking at cocks. Lex looking at
cocks and judging their attractiveness. There was no way Clark
was touching that, metaphorically or literally, because they'd
never taken their flirting this far everbefore, and it really wasa
resolutely heterosexual website—bookmarked—that Lex had
gone to,so thisprobably wasn't a come-on. Lex could well justbe
letting Clark know that no subject was out of bounds, no matter
howtabooClarkmightthinkitwas. Or itcould beLex going with
the flow, goingoffon a minor rant the way hedid oncein a rare
while, a spateof words about the right-wing reactionism of the
so-called liberal media or thedeconstructionism of history or the
rightway to weara tie or people who wore flashy watches with
tuxedos. Nothingsignificant at all.

But most likelyit was just Lexreminding Clark that Lexhad
seen everything at least twice and done all of it at least once.
No matter what, it was a tacit welcome to say whatever was
on his mind, a tacit reassurance that Lex wouldn't freak and

however esoteric Clark might think the problem was, Lex
would take it in stride. Clark took a deep breath and tried not
to think about Lex lookingat naked women and talking about
cocks, but evenso,allhe managedwasa strangled: "Lex?"

It was so quick, Clark wasn't a
hundred percent sure Lex really had
looked at him.
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"Hmmm?" Lexsaid, closing the window just as the woman
started pulling off her thong, then clicking on another
bookmark. He wasn't looking at Clark now, which made the
wholeconfession/question thing a hell of a lot easier.

"What do you do when you find out you like hurting
people?"

Well, that obviously wasn't what Lex had been expecting:
he stopped even pretending to pay attention to what was on
the screen, his gaze—piercing and all-seeing—lasering in on
Clark. Lex paused for just a few seconds then said, carefully,
"You find people who like to be hurt and you respect their
limits—"

"God, no, not like that! At least—I don't think so. I—I don't

know. It was..."

Shackled by his need to keep secrets, Clark stumbled over
wanting talk to someone—wanting to talk to Lex, who had
depthsand darknesses enough to understandand the courage
to admit he had them.

"Tell you what, Clark," Lex said, tone flip, mouth amused,
eyes dark with understanding and other things Clark couldn't
quite name. "I'll make you a deal."

That brought Clark's head up, and he was sure the whites of
his eyes were showing: this was Lex, yeah, and so that meant
he was prettymuchsafe, but a Luthoroffering a deal? Even his
own Luthor? Anyonewith any sense would head for the hills,
then stop to make sure they hadn't lost a pound of flesh or a
few internal organs.

Lex was looking at him, steady, placid as a lake under
midnight skies, and just as deep and unknowable.

Lex seemed to be waiting for something, so Clark said,
"What kind of deal?"

"If youdon't lie to me, I won't askanyquestions."
That was—that was the biggest gift anyone had ever given

him.That was as bigas the X-rayvision and the space ship in
the storm cellar.

And that was a pretty huge damned hint that Lex knew
something, or at leasthad some good strong suspicions.Which
meant that even the offerof no questions was perilously close
to his secrets, too close to the thing he wasn't supposed to tell
anyone, the thing that had changed Pete and him, altered the
friendship, made it closer on the surface, but where it really
counted... Not closeness, but distance. Still small, for now,
but every day, every week, it widened by a breath or a look,
as Clark was that little bit different, or Pete took that little bit

more riskthan he ought because Clark could savehim or Clark
could find out their grades or Clarkcouldjust fix everything.
Clarkcoulddraw a map of the future, his friendship with Pete
like a parched field in a drought, all their potential sundered
by cracks and fissures and divides—and his friendship with
Pete had been a hell of a lot more uncomplicated than his
friendship with Lex could ever hope to be. So what the hell
could happen if Lexever found out?
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Or what was happening now, right now, if Lex already
knew?

He swallowed, and Lex watched that, then Lex's eyes were
meeting hisagain, and Lex waswaiting. Waiting.

Waiting as Lex had waited from the very start. But the
risks—

No questions, no lies. It was an offer his own dad would

declare suspect and Lex's dadwould stomp on. Butit was lying
there between them,waiting for him to pickit up or reject it.

It was up to him: Lex wasn't pushing him, Lex wasn't
coercing him, Lex was giving him a choice, the ball was in
his court and... He just had to make the decision. Right
here, right now, without a crisis or the threat of discovery or
anything else. Just Lex, waiting for him, unnervingly patient.
Butdamnit, he wanted Lex to push. Justgivehim that one last,
little push so he could take that leap into the unknown, so he
could have an excuse if it all went wrong. Lex made me do it,
he couldtellhimself,later,if a secret-knowingLexpulled away,
or if Lex couldn't resistthe temptations of having his own pet
alien.The amount of money Lexcould make from having an
alien—the money brought in by exclusive picture deals alone
would be in the millions: it would finance LexCorp, would free
Lex from his father.

Howcould he expect Lex to resist that sort of temptation?
Lex's smile was diamond bright and twice as cutting, only

it wasn't Clark who was bleeding. And then Lex was turning
away, going back to his laptop, all small, perfectly controlled
motions and white-knuckled smiles, his face nearly bovine in
its bizarre placidness.

No questions. No lies.
Maybe no secrets told either.
Because the danger here wasn't that Lex was asking for his

secrets: the danger was that after the red meteor rock, he
couldn't pretend he didn't want to tell Lex every last secret he
had. In detail. More than once.

That was something else he and Lex both understood: the
influence of a father, and of a mother, and of what you'd been
brought up all your life to be.

Don't tell anyone.
Don't get too close to anyone.
Be careful.

Don't let anyone ever see you.
The knowledge soured his stomach and tasted bitter in his

mouth: it was dressed up differently, but he'd been brought up
with the same core lesson Lionel Luthor had drummed into

Lexday after day after day.
You can't trust anyone, son.
And he could hear that as clearly in his own dad's voice as in

Lionel Luthor's.

Lexwas a study in elegant relaxation, like something out of
a glossy magazine and just as real: there was a tiny twitch at
the corner of Lex's left eye, and those knuckles were still white.
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Half an age ago, before he'd retreated into awkward silence,
Lex had askedhim the safest non-question question of all: was
it about Lana.

"I took Lana to this bar—" And it did something to him,
deep down in his guts, where lust dwelt, that Lex turned to
him so quickly, likea feral cat offereda trough of chickenand
cream.

"Where you wereseen leaving in my father's latestattempt at
a birthday present after havingquite an altercation."

"Uhm—yeah. Sorry about that, too."
Flicker of a genuine smile, melting Clark's bones. "Believe

me, I've done worse. But—Lana? In a bar that has sawdust on

the floor and cowboysdancing to Billboardalt-crap?"
"Hey, we can't all listen to thrash trance or whatever you're

into this week. We're a long way from Metropolis. MTV's
about as cool as we get around here."

Lex didn't need to actually say anything to express his
opinion on that.

But Lexwas still not pushing, still sitting there, still waiting,
albeit with the beginnings of tics and tensions, one finger
and thumb rubbing at his right eyebrow, lips pressed tightly
together, and it was enough to know that Lex wantedto push.
That Lex needed to know even more than Clark needed to tell.

"I took Lana there, but when she didn't let me...when she

said...when she wouldn't..."

"Let you rock her world," Lex said, all warm butterscotch
over smooth vanilla ice cream.

"That was when Jessie showed up."
"Your original plan. And she, I take it, was willing to let you

rock her world?"

And there it was, just sitting there, looking at him. He fixed
his gaze on the way his fingers were twisting and turning,
making pretzel shapes. "Lex, can it still be rape even if the
person doesn't say no?"

The silence was very,very, verystill,all watchful waiting and
unspoken thoughts.

Eventually, Clark looked up.
"What happened?" Lex asked him, neutral, nothing at all in

that voice.

"She—"

He closed his eyes, and replayed it all against the backdrop
of his eyelids. "She wanted me, she did,"he said, and it wasn't
until he heard himself sayit he realizedhow hard he was trying
to convince himself that it was the truth. "She never said no,

she didn't even try to push me awayor anything, not seriously.
But..."

"But what?"

But with his strength, could he tell the difference between
her playing rough and her genuinely trying to stop him?
He thought he could, he desperately
hoped he could. He needed to believe
he could and more importantly, that
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even under the influenceof the red meteor, he would obey the
difference.

"It seems kind of clear cut, Clark," Lex said, but there was

still that cautious, waiting neutrality, until Clark felt like a
mouse in a hole with a cat outside. "She didn't say no, she
didn't try to stop you—"

"But did she really want it?"
There was another pause, and the words spilled out of him

like his come had that night, filling the emptiness."You didn't
see how she was dressed, Lex. She was—she was just about
wearing a sign with Teenage Rebellion printed on it. And it
wasn't me shewanted, it was—you knowhowsomegoodgirls
are attracted to the bad guys? And when girlsare trying to be
all mean and tough and prove to themselves they're strong
enough to take whatever the world throws at them so they
want the even badder boys? It was that, but—but she was
scared, too,Thefight in thebar—after it, I saw theway shewas
looking at me,but I grabbed her anyway. Lex. I—"

The question stuck in his craw and he had to swallow twice
before he could actually speak. "I don't know if she said yes
because being kinda scared turned her on or if she didn't say
no because shewas scared what I'ddo if she tried to stop me."

"Ohshit," Lex said, andmaybe it was a new "gift" rearing its
ugly head,but Clarkheard the nearly subvocal murmur loud
and clear.

"Yeah," he said."That's pretty much how I feel."
His dad had a saying for this, just like his dad had a saying

for everything: betterhungfora sheep than a lamb. "And the
other thing, Lex?"

A wordless,encouraging little noise.
"I'm not sure if I really wanted it. I mean—I wanted it, of

course I did, I'm not a freak."

He madethe mistake of glancing at Lex at that moment, and
the rich affection in Lex's eyes almost—almost—made up for
the disbelief on his face.

"Okay, soyeah, I'm a freak," he confessed, his reward being
Lex's hell-bent smile, and Lex's right hand stroking over the
smooth baldness ofhis skull, freakishness Lex's own particular
badge of pride—and courage. "But I wanted sex, and she
was—I think she was willing. Maybe. And I did it and it was
good, but..."

"But the first time is never asgoodas our fantasies, Clark,"
saidwith such mature, gentle understanding that it would be
galling coming from anyone but Lex. "It can't be. How many
times did you imagine your first time? And how many times
was it perfect, when it was all inyourheadandyou didn'thave
to deal withanotherperson andyourown haste? No fumbles,
no missing the target, no awkwardness—"

"But it was perfect," Clark nearly whispered, looking down
again, his fingernails making a play
of picking at the seam of his jeans, a
nervous habit without the destruction
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of his strength up against mere cotton threads. "It reallywas. It
wasas if I'd done a it million times, and I think maybe she had,
and it was just—perfect."

"And the problem with that is...?"
"One of the things I kind of bought wasa motorcycle," Clark

said, peripheral vision telling him this sideline had thrown
Lex another minor loop. "I picked Jessie up on the way to
school, drove us right through all the kids and everyone was
lookingat us—lookingat me. I had this hot bike between my
thighs—" Beside him, Lex shifted suddenly, nearly upsetting
the laptop."Andthis even hotter girl at my back, wrapped all
around me. I could feel her inner thighs around my legsand
it should've—"

With just the thinnest sliver of a smile: "Rocked your
world?"

"Yeah. Instead it was... kinda..." He shrugged, giving up
on describing everything it hadn't been. "So then I saw Lana
standing there staring at me, and I thought, that's it, there's
nothing wrong with me, it just wasn't hot because it wasn't
Lana. I've wanted Lana since—God, I've wanted Lana since
before I could...well, since before I could, you know, really
do anythingabout it. And that's whyit wasn't hot with Jessie
wrapped around me on the bike."

He took a breath,giving himselfa secondto gather himself,
darting another quick look at Lex. "Then I took Lana to that
bar, but the second she made it clear she wasn't going to do
anything, itdidn't matter, she didn't matteranymore. I walked
away, Lex," he said, looking right at Lex, not sure what it was
hewas looking forin Lex's eyes. "I had Jessie, who was willing,
so I dumped Lana who wasn't." He flushed with shame, ears
andcheeks andtheback of his neck painfully, pricklingly hot.
"It wasjust sex, it wasjust about—"

"Fucking,"Lexsaid for him.
"Yeah," he said quietly.
"Forgive me if I fail to see the problem, Clark. You're not

exactly Methuselah—why shouldn't you beout to getlaid just
likeeveryother guy under 50?"

"Because it was Lana," he whispered. "And I thought I loved
her." He couldn't bring himself to look at Lex, but he heard
the sharp intake of breath. "I thought I worshipped her. Pete
says—" Lex was waiting again. "Pete says I'm married to Lana
in my imagination."

"So you found out you're a real boy after all," Lex said, and
Clark hadasuddenvision of something other thanPinocchio's
nosegrowing long and hard and sprouting.

"Why shouldn'tyoube likeother guys—" Lex raised a hand,
forestalling Clark's reaction. "Sorry. No questions, no lies.
Look, Clark, she didn't sayno, you didn't force her—"

And Clark knew heshould be panicking about Lex knowing
not to askwhy Clarkwasn'tlikeeveryone else, but damnit, the
alien crapcould take a backseatforjust five minutes. "Butshe
wasdoing it for all the wrong reasons. Sowas I."
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"I don't know what you want me to say here, Clark, but if
you're looking for blame or someone to make you feel guilty,
you've come to the wrong place."

It hadn't even occurred to him that he might want that—that
he might need that. An excuse to feel badly about what he'd
done, so that he could push it aside likean inverse imageof the
usual "it's not your fault" that he pushed aside everyweek.

"You slept with Jessie because she wanted what you were
that night, and you wanted what she was offering. I slept with
Victoria, to name but one, and my motives were even lesspure
than just wanting to fuck a willing body for the first time."

And Clark had no clue how to answer that without royally
pissing Lex off and/or mortally insulting him.

Lexwas still looking at him with even more understanding.
"But you wanted it to be more than just fucking, didn't you?"

Clark knew his smile was lopsided, but he figured he should
at least get points for trying. "I'm a closet romantic, I guess."

He might as well admit to that since he was a closet
everything else.

"Clark..."

"I know, I know, not every relationship is about love."
"And that isn't necessarilya bad thing."
"Aslong as she doesn't say no."
"Aslong as neither of you say no."
And they hadn't, either one of them. But they hadn't been

able to look each other in the eye afterwards.
"Did you, Clark?"
"Did I what?" he asked, stalling for time, fully aware that Lex

would know he was doing exactly that.
Very gently, as soft as a summer zephyr: "Did you say no?

Even if only to yourself?"
"I think..."

Lex waited, all coiled listening and concern, the tacit push
Clark needed.

"I think maybe I wish I had."
Beside him, Lexshifted again, not as precipitously this time,

just a restless surge and a tense resettling. "You know you don't
have to answer anything you don't want to, don't you, Clark?"

Clark resisted the urge to roll his eyes. "I'm a big boy, I can
get out of answering questions. I'm not going to lie to you,"he
said. Then he surprised the hell out of himself by adding: "Not
about this."

"Sounds likeadeal," Lex replied, mildlyenough forClarkto look
at him sharply."And it sounds to me like you're havinga typical
morning after the night before, but without the hangover."

"Yeah, I know, people do stupid things all the time, usually
when they get drunk or high and yeah, I know, you've done it
all and I bet you have a million things worse than this," and
that was unfair, and he knew it as soon as the words left his

mouth because he'd been depending on Lex's debauched past
and blase present, but this whole thing mattered to him, "so
this is nothing much to you, but for me—"
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Lex's gaze was fixed on his laptop, where the woman who
irritated him had been banished in favor of a webcam that

showed nothing but an endless vista of snow and ice and
solitude, and Lex's voice was almost dreamy when he spoke.
"But the first one changes your life. It changes who you think
you are."

And oh, that was the voice ofexperience talking, that was the
voice Clark needed to hear—and oh, but that was the voice of

pain, too, and he hadn't wanted that, hadn't wanted to stir up
old miseries. Hadn't stopped to think that his weren't the only
secrets risking exposure around here. "Lex?"

Lexstill wasn't looking at him, was still staring at the expanse
of white, and now Clark could see that it wasn't a featureless

abstraction, but shades of white on white, with minimal hints

of palest blue, even an icy trace of green. It looked like death,
if death decided to dress up in its Christmas best, finally fit for
a Luthor.

Clark moved slightly, not daring to put his arm around Lex
or offer obvious comfort, but pressing his warmth a little bit
more closely, leaning in just a touch more when Lexdidn't pull
away.

"You find out things about yourself," Lex said, nearly
dismissively, not that Clark was fooled—not that Lex thought
Clark was fooled for a moment.. "Usually things you didn't
want to know."

"That's some of the stuff in your past you're not too proud
of, right?"

"Some of it."

This time, Clark was the one who waited, and it was Lex who

finallyyielded.
"Most of my sordid past can't be blamed on anything or

anyone but me. But there are quite a few mornings-after on
myslate,so I can imagine how you're feeling."

"Yeah?" And then Lexwas looking at him, really looking at
him—and more, Lexwas letting him see Lex."You think you
know how I'm feeling?"

"Yeah," Lex said, soft and sad. "Soiled. Used. Guilty. And a
littlebit smug, a little bit proud because you dared, because you
did what nobody elsehad the balls to do. You did what nobody
expectedyou to do—what you didn't think you'd ever do."

Which was one of the things that scared him. Other people
could afford to slip like that, and enjoy it, but him?

His secrets pressed against his lips, clamoring to be set free,
like all the denizens of Pandora's Box in full cry. He couldn't
let them loose, but instead, he could sacrifice another truth

alongsideLex'son the altar of friendship. "I feel like1havetwo
identities and I don't know which one is the real me."

Which made Lex grin, then out and out laugh, if such
a constrained, polite little sound could be called laughter.
"Like the cartoons, the Devil on one

shoulder, the angel on the other."
"No," Clark said, offering the truth,
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the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help him, God,
if therewasa Godand if Hecoveredaliens. "As if the angel and
the devil are both me, right here, inside my head, and— I knew
I wasn't a saint, but—"

Lex's eyeswere as hard as his lips were soft. "It's hard to see
the other side, to find out just what we're capableof."

Clark swallowed and held Lex'ssteady gazewith his own fear
filled one. "I hurt people, Lex."

"So have I."

"I liked it."

The tiniest of twisted little smiles, the first time Clark had

seen anything truly ugly about Lex."So did I."
Hewasbeing met, point for point, accepted, matched. And it

felt like absolution. And perdition.
Another thing he'd said to someone else, an elliptical

question he couldn't quite bring himself to ask and for which
he wasstilldesperately seeking the answer. "I kind of got lost
along the way."

"But you had people to drag you back."
The fear he'd been skirting was sitting there now,black and

ugly and grinning up at him with feral teeth."What if they're
not there the next time?"And he asked the questions he could
only askof Lex, noone else, because whoelse had the morality
to recognize this in himself and the courage to admit it?"How
do I stop myselffrom getting lost again?That wasn't someone
elsedoing those things, Lex, that was me. Howdo I not be that
part of me ever again?"

And his breath caught, and his heart stuttered, because Lex
touched him then. Lex reached out, just his fingertips, and
touched his face, tender as a mother to an infant, or a lover to

a new love,before pulling back into himself.
"You do what I did. You get a hero, Clark," Lex said, staring

at him, eyes painfully sincere even as the slight smile slid
into self-deprecation. "You find yourself a hero and you try
to live up to his standards." And now the smile was all-out
selfmockery and the eyes were simply pained,"You try to be
someone you're not."

"You can't do that, Lex," and knew a moment of fear that

his eyes would burn the way his voice did, and maybe Lex
saw something in him, maybe Lex had a taste of Clark's fear,
because Lex wasstarting to pull away, and Clarkgrabbed him
by the wrist, stopping him. "You can't be someone you're
not—"

"Don't you— I can try, Clark."
"No, you can't," he said, not letting go, gut instinct telling

him that if he let Lex go now,he might never be able to catch
him again. And maybe this wasthe moment when they finally
stopped skirting the issue, stopped dancing a do-si-do up to
their desire then away again. "You can't be someone you're

not, which means that the man you are
here, in Smallville, with me, iswho you
really are, just as much as the messed
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up kid you were when you were in Metropolis was who you
used to be."

"You seem very sure of that," Lex said, and amidst all the
intense looks and spiraling tension and the heat that was
crawling up his spine, Clark still noticed that Lex was very
carefully not struggling, wasn't trying to pull his wrist free—
wasn't doing anything that might raise awkward questions
about just how strong Clark reallywas.

"I am very sure about that."
"Based on what? This? What you've seen while I've been

here? In Metropolis, I had a wild crowd I ran with—no, I
didn't run with them, I led them. Every week, there were
clubs and raves sending me special invites and offering me
sexand drugs if I'd just show up. I had drugs being handed to
me when I walked through the door of those clubs—or into
my favorite restaurants sometimes. I had people walking up
to me in the street, Clark,complete strangers, offering to blow
me right then and there, if I wantedthem, just to geta tasteof
my money or my name or hoping that maybe a little bit of the
Luthor nightlife glamour would rub off on them."

Clark could see it—could feel it, in his mouth, in his cock, so
much lust and hunger and need pulsingthrough Lex's voice.

"What temptations arethereherein Smallville? Why areyou
so convincedthis change in me is permanent?"

"I'm not," he said, and saw that shock shiver through Lex's
eyes. "Butwhatever you are here and now is really you,evenif
the rest of it's reallyyou, too."

"I am legion—"
"No you're not. Maybe your dad is, but you're no demon,

Lex."

"That's notwhat everyone else says. It's notwhatyourdadsays."
"Yeah, well, my dad also says Creedence Clearwater Revival

isthebest bandever, so he's wrong sometimes. And he's wrong
about you."

And what elsewas his dad wrong about?
Don't tell anyone.
Butliftthe truck to save a trip into the barn to geta jack.
Don't tell anyone ever.
Butoncehe'd told Pete,it had beena smileand a hug for Pete

and a welcome to the family.
"Your own dad's wrong about you too, Lex. And maybe he

knows that, maybe that's whyhe'sso desperate to getyou back
to Metropolisand if he can't get you back there, maybe that's
why he's come here."

"He knows he's losing his hold over me. that's all.My father
doesn't like to lose what he owns."

"He only owns you if you let him."
"You think Idon't know that?" Bynow,anyone elsewould've

degeneratedinto foul languageand yelling, but Lex's voicewas
barely raised, for all it sounded like shouting. "But that's me
too, Clark. The me who won't walkaway from all this money
and power because I like it. I want it."
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"I only told you a bit about that night—I'm not perfect
either, Lex."

His hand was no longer clenched around Lex's wrist: it had
sliddownwards to hold Lex's hand, without his intent, moving
purely on the instinct he tried so hard to curb; they were
palm to palm now, his fingers wrapped around the strong,
callused heat that washoldingonto him as tightly ason a well-
remembered day on LevelThree.

"Even in Smallville, I'm not a saint," Lex told him, low and

private, like a confessional box. Or a bedroom.
"You think I don't know that, Lex? I remember—I know

about you hesitating over your father, I know about Roger
Nixon—"

God, he had no idea Lexwas still so torn up over that, and
this was why he'd always tried to rein things in around Lex,
stop it going to the next level. If he didn't keep Lex at a safe
distance, then he had no defenses against Lex's suffering,
especially when Lex was putting such a brave, impassive face
on it.

But if there was one thing Clark Kent knew way too much
about, it was the wearing of masks.

"Lex," he said, knowing he was letting too much show,
knowing his father would never approve of him trusting
Lex this much, that his mother would have a fit over what

was probablygoing to happen to her little boy before he left
here tonight. "I meant I knew about you hiring Nixon. That
was...shady.But what you did to save my dad's life—"

"Yours."

He looked at Lex,holding on tight, not letting Lexgo.
"I did it to saveyour life."
Although it had been his dad lying there helpless on the

ground: he'd been told, in hushed tones, one very late night,
of how his dad had lain on the ground with a steel bar aimed
right between his eyes, how it had felt to feel another man's
blood on him, to feel the hot splashof blood before he realized
he'd hearda gunshot, to feel the weightof a dead body pressing
down on his own still-breathing chest, to look into the eyesof
a man who'd been killed to save you...

"But then I realized what I'd done," Lex wasn't whispering,
was nearly snarling, lips pulled back from his teeth, and
Clark understood that he wasn't the only one who was being
devoured by secrets and lies and fears."I had killed a human
being. Therewas someonelying there dead because of me."

"Not because of you. Because of what he was going to do."
What Nixon had been taunting his father with, standing there
with rusty metal poised to kill. How much do you know,how
much did you hear?, he wanted to ask Lex, but the words
were strangling him, secrets bottled up for years and years,
stoppered by fear and he wasn't sure if he wanted to let them
out or if he needed to keep them in...

"You didn't have any choice, Lex. If you'd shot to wound
him, he could still've got my dad, or he could've turned on
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you. You had a choice about your dad, but Roger Nixon was
the one who chose that someone had to die out there in the

woods."

"But I chose who died."

"You expect me to fault you for that? You think I'd prefer it if
you'd let Nixon live? Lex—"

He tugged Lex closer, then let go, just long enough for both
of them to scrabble together to catch the laptop before it
crashed to the floor—and he saw Lex start to move again, saw
another one of those moments when it would be so easy for
Lexto withdraw back into the safety of his old protective shell.
He barely had to move, and then his hand was on Lex's back,
smooth, densely woven cotton warmed by Lex'sbody.

He could feel Lex's shoulder blade move and his muscles

shift as Lex leaned forward, elbows on knees, both hands

smoothing over his skull, a silent scream.
"My dad and I were fighting.Yelling at each other. Justbefore

the tornado blew out the windows," Lexsaid, and then stopped,
leavingtoo much time for Clark to think, to envision what it'd
been like in the castle. "My father," Lex said, "threatened to
bury me and anyone in Smallville who took my side."

"But you still saved him," Clark said, sliding forward, hand
curling around the curve of Lex's shoulder, his side pressed
against Lex's, offering warmth and comfort and anything else
Lex might want to take... "I didn't save him. You did."

"Don't try to make me into a hero, Clark."
Clark could feel the deep breath Lex took, Lex's ribs

expanding against Clark's side for a moment.
Then smoothly, hiding every scrap of emotion behind

polished perfection, Lex looked at him and said: "You'll only
be disappointed, sooner or later."

"Youthink I'll never disappoint you? C'mon, Lex, you trying
to tell me you weren't disappointed when I doubted why you
were helping Ryan?"

Chipsand cracks appearing in the polishedsurface. "I don't
need you to be perfect."

"That's a relief." He answered the question in Lex's quick
glance at him: "I'm Clark Kent, goody two shoes. I'm that
nice boy of Martha and Jonathan's, I'm the guy who didn't
take advantage of Lanawhen she wasallhalf-naked in her red
lace underwear—" That got a raised eyebrow. "The flower,
remember? I'm—you know how you hate the waypeople put
youin a box becauseof who they think you are? I'm the same,
only I'm expected to be this— this—"

"Guardian angel, rushing to the rescue, then stepping to the
back so nobody notices you."

"Yeah, exactly. Everyone elseexpects me to be perfect."
"Clark—"

"What?"

"So how come you're so...sanguine
about Nixon and all the rest now?"

He edged closer, till there was no way
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he could pretend he was doing anything other than hugging
Lex, wrapping himself around Lex as much as he could. He
still hadn't gone too far: he could still pull back, play the best
friend card the way he had with Chloe and Lana, but...but
he'd been doing that for so long, hiding his secrets, hiding
behind his secrets, and maybe he didn't have to any more.
After all, it didn't look like he was going to have to hide one of
his closets much longer.

"It's easy to get mad at people when you think you'd never
do anything like that," Clark said, and no, he wasn't going to
draw attention to the fact that Lex was allowing him to rub
soothing circles in the middle of Lex'sback, nor to the fact that
he wanted to do that against bare skin... With his nails."I was
so busy throwing stones, I never stopped to look at myself. You
don't know halfof what I did when—I wasgoingto saywhenI
wasn't myself, but I was more myself than maybeI'd everbeen
before.I didn't even try to control myself, Lex. I just tookwhat
I wanted and you know, I kind of fell off the pedestal me and
my parents built for me. And—"

"Yeah?"

"I learned friends can do stuff they're not proud of to their
friends," he could almost hear himselfspeaking in the voice of
the red meteor, using the day he'd first saved Lex's life, using
that and using Lex for money and status and cars, "and it
doesn't mean those friendsare any less...close."

Therewasa sparkle of a smile, a tiny twitch in Lex's profile,
and Clark touched the cornerof that smile with hisfingertip.
A tiny breath inwards, then Lex turned towards him, and his
finger slidalongLex's parted lips, feeling just the faintest hint
of even, wet teeth.

Desire hitched his breath, and pulsed through his cock,
and this time he didn't pull away. Nor did Lex. "I would've
gone with you to the penthouse, just the two of us," Clark
whispered. "Why did you go to mydad instead of taking me
to Metropolis?"

"Look around you, Clark," Lex said, throwing a quick look
around the opulence and understated extravagance of this
room, of a pseudo-castle dropped in the middle of Kansas
farm country. "I'manexpert on thedifference between getting
what I want insteadof havingwhat I need."

Andthat warmedClarkin a waynothing everhad:when was
the lasttimehe'd felt protected, instead of being theprotector?
When was the last time hehadn't beenat least halfpretending
whenhe'd accepted someone's help? Lex had refused himwhat
he wanted to give him what he needed, and that meant Lex
had refused himself what Lex wanted too.

He wasn't a complete fool:he'd known from the start that Lex
wanted him.Butnowheknew whyLex, dissolute, experienced,
jaded Lex Luthor, hadn't taken what Clark could so easily

have been seduced into giving: an
unexpectedlystraightforwardrefusal of
what was wanted in favor of what was
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needed. Now it was his turn: Lex wanted to trust, but needed

the truth, or that trust would corrupt and decay like a body
abandoned in a ditch. Lex needed the truth, or this would end

as badly as Lex's relationship with his father...
Clark could hear his own pulse pounding, could feel the

triphammer beat of Lex's heart. Could see the wariness in
Lex's eyes, could see how far Lex was from hope.

It wasn't just physically that he had to hold onto Lex and
there were worseways to lose someone than not having them
as a...well, whatever they would end up being if they took
the next step. If it was what they both needed, more than
just wanted, and perhaps it was an echo of the red meteor
influencing him, but he wasn't going to hide from what they
both needed, not any more.

Lex needed the truth or trust would turn to something
maggot-ridden and rotten. And frighteningly, Clark needed to
tellLex the truth.He'dwanted to whenhe'dbeenwearing that
ring, wanted to tell everyone he knew, but this...this was his
ticket, hisquid pro quo forLex's friendship and beyond.More.
He needed more, and so did Lex. And Clark was finally ready
to give it to themboth. "You rememberthat paperweight?"

He heard Lexswallow, felt the tension knot Lex's shoulders,
felt the movement of muscles as Lex nodded yes.

Deep breath, just say it."It's mine."
"Yours."

Nota question, but therewere so manyquestions crowding
Lex's eyes, somuchneedleashed and heldat bay.

"Formy—" God, he couldn't say it. He couldn't just put it
intotheharsh glare ofwords. "Nixon was ontosomething. He
really was."

Lex said nothing, just sat there, tense and taut under Clark's
arm.

"About me. He—I'm..."

Oneheartbeat. Two. Three. And Lex saying nothing.
Not pushing.
Not pushing at all.
This was his decision to make, his and his alone. There'd be

no blaming someone else, no excuses. Nothing he could take
to his parents, or useto console himself if it all went wrong.

Because hewasn't afraidLex wouldbetrayhim—God, oneof
the first things he'dlearned was the frightening extremes Lex
would go to to protect his friends, and who else fit that label
better than Clark Kent? But he'd forgotten that, misplaced it
under the constant barrage of his father's hate and suspicion,
and under the onslaught of hisown fear of exposure.

No, betrayal wasn't what he was afraid of. He was afraid
Lex wouldn't see him the same way any more. He was afraid
Lex would be repulsed by his lackof humanity, his alienness,
his...his lying.

His feetwereturning into blocksof icebecausehe wasafraid
that finally telling Lexthe truth would mean Lex would never
trust him again.
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But—

He only wanted to keep his secret. Lex needed the truth.
They both needed the truth.

"What do you think I am, Lex?"
A long measuring stare that made him squirm, made him

uncomfortable with being so close to Lex, being so closely
under a metaphorical microscope.

"I used to think you were another meteor mutant," Lex said,
the old urbanity back in full force again, hiding things Clark
wished he could hear. "I used to think you were like me."

"Is that whyyou started investigating the meteor rocks?"
And just likethat, the urbanity was gone again, shredded like

tissue, telling Clark just how close to the edge Lexwas. "Every
other week, someone who'd been exposed to the meteor
shower twelve years ago goes nuts or turns into some kind of
murderous monster. I was..."

Clark stroked his hand across Lex's shoulder when Lex

looked away, and rubbed his thumb over the back of Lex's
neck when Lex lowered his head.

"I was afraid, Clark."

And safe in his little alien cocoon, that hadn't even crossed

his mind. "It doesn't affect everyone the same way,Lex."
"But how could I be sure it wouldn't do that to me? That /

wouldn't end up out of control, running through Smallville—"
"I'd stop you."
He felt Lex take another deep breath, felt the fierceness of

Lex's protection burning in Lex'seyes with the weight of that
stare on his skin."I wasn't going to make you do that."

Protecting him. Again."Lex—"
He stopped because Lex had twisted around till he was

sittingsideways, one foot braced on the floor, the other tucked
under him. Clark didn't let go; he let Lexslide deeper into his
embrace, let his arms encircle Lex from this new angle, let
Lexcome close enough to share breath, a gentle, nearly fuzzy
embrace, which blunted the honed edges of the conversation
and eased the discomfort of so much honesty between two
people brought up on lies.

"The piece of metal, the alloy that's like nothing else on
Earth. That's...yours."

So much for that little detail just sliding in under the radar
to cozyacceptance.So much for Lexnot pushing. So much for
thinking telling Lex wassuch a great idea."Yeah."

"Which means you're..."
Looked like Lexcouldn't bring himself to say it either. "Yeah.

I'm...I'm...that. One of those."

And Lexjust stared at him. Then stared at him some more.
Then Lex was on his feet and across the room almost as fast

as Clark could manage.
"That's—that's..."

Lex Luthor, flabbergasted. Speechless, wordless, standing
there with his eyes kind of wide and his mouth hanging
open. It was almost reassuring that even Lexcould look like a
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complete dork of a loser once in a while. Maybe Clark wasn't
entirely out of his league after all.And at least Lexhadn't run
screaming from the room. Thank God for comic books and
closeted geeks.

"You... it's..."

"Yep. Kind of how I reacted when I found out."
"When you found out?" Lexdemanded, turning incredulity

into an art form. "What the hell d'you mean, when you found
out?"

"I didn't know. Don't look at me like that, I really didn't! I
don't remember anything until after the meteor shower. My
first real memory is running through our house with my mom
chasing me."

"Soyou don't remember whereyou came from?"
"Nothing." And he realized he could talk to Lex about

this, really talk to him: Lex wasn't Pete, Lex wasn't going
to feel threatened or inadequate if Clark could outrun him
and outshoot him at backyard basketball, because Lex had a
lifetime of privilege and status bolstering him. Lex was also
used to being a freak, immediately and visibly different from
everyone else. An outcast, right here in Smallville.The words
started like pebbles rolling down a hill, picking up size and
speed, going faster and faster and faster, relief tumbling in
their wake. "I don't even know where I came from. I don't

even know my own name! There's no handy star map with an
X marks the spot telling me where I came from. Hell, I don't
even know if I'm from this galaxy. What happened to my folks?
Why am I the only one, why did they send a little kid out on
his own? And how old am I? I arrived with the meteors, so

I couldn't've been traveling faster than the speed of light, so
how long did it take me to get here, and was I in stasis or a
traveling incubator, or is it normal for whateverthe fuck I am
to look five years old after howeverlong it took me to get here?
I could be from anywhere.I could be anything, anyone, there's
nothing, just—"

Very quietly, with a trace of unsteadiness, and Lex was
handlingthis pretty damned well, considering. "That piece of
metal and whatever it fits into."

"Yeah. There's.. .1 guess it's a pod. It's not big enough to be a
regular space ship."

"Oh, and we all have space ships lying around to know what
the averagesize is."

"Lex—"

"Sorry, but—God, Clark, this is something out of my comic
books or Arthur C. Clarke. This isn't supposed to be real life."

"Yeah. Exactly," Clark said, and he knew he was hunching
his shoulders, but it made him feel better. Smaller. Less

noticeable.

Less like an outsider.

Less like he could break something,
or someone, by accident or sheer
overgrown alien clumsiness.
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"Are you—" Lex paused, which was kind of unnerving:
Clark wasn't sure he wanted to know what made Lex Luthor

look nearly embarrassed. Oh. That. Reasonable question,
considering where they'd been heading till he'd come out as
an alien.

"I know it doesn't make any sense, but I seem to be like
humans pretty much all the way."

"Apart from the effect the meteors have on you, the
indestructibility, the strength and the speed, right?"

"How did you—"
And Lex was meeting hisgaze with the perfect honesty that

always said that Lex was lying.
"Don't," Clark said. "I'mnot lying to you, don'tyou dare—"
Lex looked out the window, at the formal gardens Clark

always thought looked painfully out of place amongst the
Kansas fields.

"Nixon's personal effects were signed overto me—"
He could feel the sweat beading his palms. This meant—he

wasn't going to freak. He wasn't. "I amso notgoing toask how
you arranged that."

"And hehadphotographs, audiotapes and videotapes."
Of the truck exploding, and God alone knew what else, but

the truck was the big thing and if Lex had seen evidence of
that—

"A farming accident," Lex said dryly. "I believe that's what
you said happened to the truck."

"It was an accident and it wason the farm,"he said, because
being caughtin a liecame withitsvery ownreflexes.

"It was deliberate sabotage—and you came through
unscathed."

Like the time Lexhad hit him with a Porsche,not that either
of them needed toactually say that out loud: it hung between
them now, asit hadfrom theinstant it hadhappened andhe'd
first lied about it.

"I think—"

"Ergo sum," Lex said, and Clark supposed heshould let Lex
inon theother little secret, thathewasn't quite asdumbashe
played. But hecould tell from the way Lex was looking at him
thatnothing he didor had done was going to betaken at face
value fora while. Fora hell of a longtime,ifhe knew hisLex.

And he did know Lex. Who wasn't the most moral person
on the planet, unless you measured him byLex's own peculiar
and strict code. Or unless you compared Lex to his father, at
which point Lex suddenly became a saint. "Idon't know why
I'mhere," he said, andthatbrought another slew of relief that
flooding through him. It was adelight, the first bright sunny
day after winter, to finally be able to talk about his doubts
and fears to someone who wouldn't feel guilt or worry about
whether or not they'd brought him up rightor made thebest

decisions for him. "I thought it was
all an accident, you know, just pure
chancethat I ended up here,but—"
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"The cave," Lex said, and Clarkrecognized that combination
of wonder and speculation. "The relief in the wall for the metal
octagon—"

"And the illustrations."

Sharp, penetrating look, digging into him even from across
the room."You believe everything in the cave?"

"I want to."

"And what do you think the cave art means? Two beings
joined together, or one being split in two?"

Decision time. Or—really, the decision had been made a
long time ago, almost at thevery start. Maybe even while they
were both still dripping river water. So this wasn't decision
time, this was simply time. The right time, the time when he
was ready, the timewhen it was finally right.

"Two beings joined together," hesaid, his smile turning into
an outright grin when Lex gave him a small smile in return.
He gotup from thecouch, tooka couple of steps towards Lex.
"Two beings with a shared destiny, two beings sharing the
same root..."

And yes, that was one of those smirks he liked so much. "I
told you our friendship would be legendary."

"Yeah?" he asked, still grinning, probably looking like adork,
but Lex didn't seem to think that was a turn-off. "So which
one are you?"

"The purple one, of course."
"The purple—"
But Lex broke in with: "Clark?"

"Yeah?"

"You reallyare an..."
He knew how this felt: just when you thought you had your

brain wrapped around it, it would suddenly hit you again:
alien. Space ship. Science fiction for real. Shock that made
you want to hide for a year or laugh hysterically. "Yep. Should
probablyget a green card."

Lex walked towards him, grabbed him by the elbow and
pulled him over to the couch, where Lex just...deflated, and
flopped down onto the leather cushions like aspent balloon.

Clark stood there, and waited, while Lex stared his fill.
He didn't even wince when Lex finally whispered the word.
"Alien?"

"Yes."

"Not a meteor mutant."

"No."

Stronger thistime, with more certainty, and a hint of a smile
in Lex's eyes."Alien."

And this time, he could admit it. Could even smile as he
admitted it to thisWarrior Angel fan. "Alien."

"That's—that's more than I expected. Damnit, I was so
sure—"

And that was—that was just Lex, to the max. "I don't
believe this! I thought this—" Lex's perfectly natural shock,
his reactions, all of it,"was all about the whole alien thing, it's
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because you were wrong!" Butat least Lex wasn't edging away
from him or looking at him warily, although it wasmore than
a little unnervingto see the knowledge begin to settlethrough
Lex, to see the wheels start really turning in that analytical
brain. "So, uh, you're fine with the alien thing, it's the being
wrongthat's freaking you out?"

"Not exactly," Lex said,and Clark waswilling to accept that:
it was a hell of a lot better than it could be, and anyway, the
whole alien from outer space was a bit much to handle in a
singlesitting.

He'dstuck his arm into the wood chipper more than once.
After that had lost its charm, he'd lost count of how many

hours he'd spent studying anatomy books, trying to X-ray
himself, staring at himselfin the mirror, trying to see,looking
for the things that made him not-human, that made him
other. That made him alien.

And in Smallville, a place with fat-sucking teenagers and a
father who brought his son up to be the second coming of
the conqueror of the known world, well, he was beginning to
wonder if maybe he wasn't particularly alien at all.

Just not from around here.

Slowly, not wanting to startle Lex,he sat down on the couch,
beside his...not just friend, not quite more than friend. The
perfectmatch for an alien who thought himself human, and a
human who'd found out he was alien. After a few moments, he

reached over and was allowed to take Lex's hand. "Lex?"

"Hmmm?" Lexwas still looking over at the shelves with the
antique objets d'art and the state-of-the-art executive stereo
system.

"Kind of thinking deep thoughts, there," Clark said,
following Lex'sgazeand realizing Lexwas looking at the ranks
of leather- and calfskin-bound first editions.

"Biographies."
"Yeah..." Clark said warily, knowing this wasn't about the

books on the shelves, that this was going somewhere.
"Every year, since I was about fourteen, LuthorCorp's

press office has updated my biography. They've been very...
selectiveabout what they include."

Even more warily:"And?"
"I want to be president."
To rule the world, although the law would stop him from

doing it as young as his namesake.
Lexwanted to be president.
They'd come so close to being more than friends. But Lex

wanted to be president.
Clark let go of Lex's hand, and wrapped his arms around

himself.

He should leave. Get back to the farm. With mom out late,

his dad was out with a couple of the guys from the local
farmers' group, but there were always chores to be done on
an active farm. He could maybe build that new chicken coop
his mom wanted. She'd like that; it'd even get the shirts taken
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off hisguiltslate. Funny how she hadn't batted an eyelash over
the motorcycle and the Ski-Doo,but the fact that he'd bought
dry-clean only silk clothes had really gotten to her.

He should leave. And he would. He'd get up in just a
minute.

Lexwanted to be president.
He'd forgotten that, or maybe he'd just hidden it away from

himself so he wouldn't have to think about that, wouldn't have

to face what that meant.

No room in a presidential campaign for a gay lover.
And God knew what Lex's opponents would do with his

unconventional immigration and adoption.
Although he was pretty sure it would still be the whole gay

issue that would be the big thing.
He reallyshould leave.
To think he'd been so sure the whole alien-with-lies would

be the big problem.
Well, Lex had handled that okay, so maybe there'd be a way

around the presidential prospects thing too.
"I'm just wondering," Lex said, making Clark look up too

suddenly,"how selective presidential biographers would be."
Clark was willing to bet Bill Clinton would say it wasn't

the biographers who mattered, but the press and political
enemies.And a gayalien lover trumped a cigar and a dress any
day of the week.

"But there's a hell of a lot to be swept under the carpet. My
juvenile records are supposed to be sealed,but that won't stop
my opponents from having them leaked."

Clark waited, impatient, but letting Lextalk this out.
"There's the whole Club Zero incident," Lex said musingly.

"That won't look good when they add Nixon on."
Clark went still, almost afraid to breathe because he might

not have to leave after all.

"The press will love my past. But I could argue youthful
indiscretions, say that I learned from my misspent youth."

"But you'dhave to be a saint from nowuntil you getelected,"
Clark said, feeling his way, tiptoeing around what he thought
Lexmight be trying to say.

"I want to be president," Lexsaid again.
The emphasis was so slight, Lex probably didn't even realize

he was doing it—or Lexwas being subtle enough to let Clark
feel damned clever for figuring it out. But whatever it was,
there was no doubt now: Clark understood what Lex was

really saying—what Lex was probably asking for. He tried to
stifle his smile, but could hear the warmth of it in his voice.

"But what do you need to be?"
Lex didn't say anything, and Clark knew exactly how that

felt:looked likehe wasn't the only person in this room needing
the other guy to breach the unbreachable.

"Lex," he said, and turned, and

touched him. Touch as light as a
whisper, but still, Lex went where he
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wanted Lex to go, lying down on the couch, Clark leaning over
him, moving over him, putting his own alien invulnerability
between Lex and the rest of the world. "So the way I see it,
you've got two choices. There's the presidency, and with that,
you get the socially perfect wife. That relationship won't be
about loveeither, and you'llhaveto liveyour entire lifeplaying
by other people's rules—"

Lexmade a sound like the start of a protest.
"It only looks like ruling the world, Lex, but it's not like

Alexander. You have to fit into their rules, you have to do
nothing your opponents could use against you. From now
till after you leave office, you'd have to be a little goody two
shoes." Hegrinned, flicked the tip of Lex's nosewithhis finger.
"You'd have to be me, Lex, and flannel just isn't your color,"
he dropped his voice and dropped his head lower, till he was
within kissing distance; he couldn't resist and allowed himself
onequicktaste,one quicklickof Lex's skinbeforepullingback
justout of temptation'sreach, "Or the other choice iscomplete
uncertainty, no maps, no routes planned out, nobody making
the rules but you—and me. Because everything kind of
changes when you add the whole alien thing to the mix. So
which one, Lex? What youwant,or what you need?"

Lex stared up at him, giving nothing, revealing nothing,
and that told Clark just how afraid Lex was. Because this
relationship wasn't about love either: it was about love and
trust and forever. And who theyweregoingto be.

"Destiny and heritage, Lex," he said, and leaned down,
brushing his lips over Lex's in the briefest, chastest touch. "Ask
yourselfthis: what would your father choose?"

And there was a moment, a long moment, while Clark
watched and waited and Lex thought and weighed and
decided. Then under him,Lex moved, Prometheus unchaining
himself from the rock, bringing Clark the fire of his kiss, his
touch, his need.

It was—it was a promise, it was a beginning, it had the
subtle underflavor of what he'd been looking for and hadn't
found with Jessie—or Lana, or Chloe. And it was hotter than

it had everbeen, and he couldn't wait to get naked and hard
and get his hands on Lex's nakedness and hardness. He was
no innocent: he'd grown up on a farm where bulls serviced
heifers, billy goats bred with nanny goats, and one farm over,
there was a stallion with several mares. He knew all about the

birds and the bees, and he knew what a man and a woman did,
what twowomen did, what twoguysdid, and a lot of variations
in between. What he didn't know was how it felt to do those

things, and this felt...beyond words, beyond description. It
was more than just physical, and maybethiswaswherehis true
alienness showed, because hepreferred this, this touching and
kissing, fully clothed, to being naked and inside Jessie.

Okay, so only because he knew he
was going to get naked and inside
Lex—or vice versa—pretty damned
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soon, but oh, this was more than want, this was more than

need: this was what he'd craved, this was who he was.

This was—

Lexstopping him.
Not part of the plan.
He let Lex push him up a littie, and couldn't quite get his

brain to put together what they had been doing and how good
it felt, the way Lex looked (kissed, kissable, his) with what Lex
was trying to do right now.

"Stop?" Clark said, and maybe in a couple of hours or years
he'd be embarrassed by the way his voice just squeaked that
word out. "You want us to stop?"

At least it took Lex a couple of deep breaths and a hard
swallow before Lexhad the wherewithal to speak."I have staff,
mydad has staff.We can't fuckon the couch in myoffice."

Oh. Yeah. "Discretion's the better part of valor."
"I hate that quotation."
"So. Not here."

Lex didn't seem to have any more functioning brain cells
than Clark did right now, or maybe the delay was because
Clark had pressed down with hips and cock and tongue and
had just kissed Lex into the couch.

He was definitely developing another gift: he could hear
footsteps somewhere, but all he could tell about location was
that they were too far away for regular hearing. Not on the
couch. No fucking on the couch. Which meant fucking was
okay elsewhere. "Bedroom?" Clark said.

"Fuck,yeah.But discreetly—"
He grinned slowly, and if he'd had a mirror handy, he

would've recognized the smile that had gone with the red
meteor ring."Want a tasteof the whole alien thing?"

Lex cupped Clark's cock through his jeans and licked his
lips.

"Fuck, yeah," Lex said again, even more fervently.
Still grinning, Clark helped Lex up off the couch, stood

besidehim for a moment, kissinghim, just becausehecould—
just because he had to, the need sneakingaround behind him,
ambushing him.

And then, between one heavy-lidded blink and another,
Clark whisked them up to Lex'sbedroom, and had them both
stripped naked.

Lex layon the bed, spread-eagledand—
Superspeeding him up here wassupposed to have been sexy,

but maybe rubbing Lex's face in the whole alien thing hadn't
been such a good idea after all. Clark looked down at Lex's...
total lack of interest.

"What the fuck was that?" Lex demanded, and Clark wasn't

going to comment on the wobbly squeakiness of Lex's voice.
"Uhm...would you believe...cool?"
"You were trying to impress me?"
"You've got all this stuff—" a quick gesture, rounding up

the castle and the clothes and the cars and the sheer class that
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Lex exuded the wayother people exuded sweat, "and I don't. I
thought maybe..."

Lexclosed his eyesand lay there for a moment.
"I've met prime ministers and sheiks," Lex told him. "I've

shaken hands with men who could buy and sell this entire
country—Clark, myfather could buy and sell this country. I
have Alan Greenspan's home phone number. I went to school
with several dukes,earls, and one prince, two places from an
honest to God throne you'dknowabout. I'vefucked a princess
and several countesses, and I've played polo with crowned
heads of Europe, tennis with Wimbledon winners and chess
with world masters. I've had dinner with Shaq and Kobe,
Elton and Britney—hell, I've had birthday parties where Foo
Fightersand 'NSync played."

Lex opened one eyeand peered up at him."'NSync was my
dad's idea."

Clark stood there, naked and vulnerable, feeling his
erection deflate as Lex went through this laundry list of
impressiveness.

"I'm too much of a gentlemen," and only Lex couldlookthat
charming with such a wicked grin on his face, "to name the
actresses and singers and models I've fucked."

So he should be grateful for small mercies?
"But want to know the only thing that's ever really impressed

me for more than five minutes?The one thing that hasn't been
replacedby the next big star, the next big event?"

Oh. "Me," Clark said, grinning. "Not me exactly, but—but I
likeyour money,but that's not why I like you. I don't likeyou
because of or in spite of you being a Luthor. I like you because
you're Lex."

"You don't need to impress me," Lex said softly, eyes still
closed, long pale arm reaching blindly for Clark.

Clark went, more than willing, his cock rising rapidly to the
occasion,eager for the touch of bare skin against bare skin.

"And you do NOT need," Lex said, hand sliding up Clark's
arm, all that naked skin only inches away now,"to take me on
a gut-churning amusement park ride right after I've eaten and
before I've taken my Dramamine."

So much for sexy—he collapsed into a fit of laughter,
giggles, if he was honest, because that explained the closed
eyes and just lying there and...he wasn't laughing as much
now, because he'd collapsed half onto Lex, who was naked
and smooth as...as...as those shirts Lex sometimes wore, the

ones that were so expensive that even Lex kept them for special
occasions. It was so strange to touch skin like this, because
even when girls waxed or whatever they did, and his hand had
brushed against their legs, there were still pores, follicles, but
Lex...totally hairless, totally smooth, only a few sprinkles of
frecklesbreaking up the expanse of naked skin. It was actually
kind of creepy, but he wasn't going to tell Lex that. He'd get
used to it, he'd adapt—hell, he'd adapted to being an alien, he
could adapt to this too-smooth skin.
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And there was other skin that he had expected to be that
smooth, so he moved his gaze upwards, following the path
of his eyes with his mouth, to the curve of Lex's skull. Such
incredibly tight skin, smooth as glass, oh, so nice under his
tongue— "God, Lex, you're gorgeous. So hot, so smooth." He
was babbling and lovingit because therewereso many things
he wanted to say, things he'd barelydared think, things he'd
wanted to tell Lex for months, and he finally could: his secrets
laid to rest, rest in peace, life goes on— "You can trust me, I
don't want you for your moneyor your name—"

And why the hellwas Lex pulling away from him?
In the middle of sex? He'd known Lex was messed up, but

this was—it was just as well he'd been Lex'sfriend first: at least
he was used to Lex's knife-edgedmood changes.

He let Lex roll him over, lay there on his back with Lex
astride him, over him, didn't use the strength that even
normal farm-bred muscles would have,just let Lexmove him,
and touch him. Here they were, naked together, and Lexhad
all but admitted this was forever, and now Lex's eyeshad gone
guarded, distant, wary.

There were times Clark could cheerfully line Lionel,Victoria
and Desiree up against a wall, douse them in hickory sauce
and barbecue them to a crisp with his heat vision. He could
understand why Lexneeded to be this way, after Victoria, after
Desiree, but no way was Clark going to have those women in
his bed, not when Lexwas dragging them around like Marley's
ghost, jangling chains and cackling voices and all. Lex needed
to get rid of them, let go of them and all the baggage that came
with them—but Lex was lousy at letting go of any bit of his
past, good or bad.

So Clark would just have to do it for him.
He lay passive and compliant under Lex's weight, which

was heavy for a human but negligible as thistledown to him,
feeling Lex's desire hard against his thigh, seeing Lex's fear
hard in Lex'seyes."You married Desiree because she said she
could save you," Clark said, and grabbed on, stopping Lex's
recoil.Meeting Lex's eyes steadily,he asked quietly,"What have
I been doing since you got to Smallville,Lex?"

Another knife-edge, a bright, serrated moment that could
cut off the lingeringdemons or cut Clark out of Lex's life.

And then Lex smiled at him, small, tender, honest, and more

naked than his body. "I remember flying," Lex whispered
against Clark's lips."I remember knowing I could start again."

Clark simply wrapped his arms and legs around Lex, and
opened his mouth to Lex's kiss. He groaned as Lex started
moving against him, long, slow, easy thrusts, sliding the
damp head of Lex's cock along the shaft of his own, such an
unexpected, unknown pleasure, so completely different from
the touch of a hand, or being inside Jessie. He shivered when
Lex shifted just a little and slid lower,
between his legs, cockhead kissing
against his ass,and he knew Lex would
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push into him,would thrust and push inside him, just exactly
the way Clark had Jessie.

Then there was an awful, dreadful stillness that made his

body scream with the need to touch and move and join. Lex
was leaning over him, muscles bunched with the effort of
staying still, of stopping this, and Lex was looking at him,
really lookingat him. Clarkcould feel the surgicalprecision of
Lex turning the tables,of Lex letting Clark's demons go:"Do
you want to say no, Clark?"

Even if he'd wanted to say no, he didn't, wouldn't, because
what he needed was to sayyes.

He breathed a kiss across Lex's mouth, then kissed Lex hard,
devouring him, enslaving both of them to this passion that
burned between them, and if Lex needed to call love, and love-

at-first-sight,'destiny,' then Clark could let him, because it was
certainly the stuff of legends.

Hisanswer was obvious, asblatant as hishard cockstroking
against Lex's taut abdomen, but he wanted to hear himself
actually say it, to hear the momentwhen heboth yielded and
laid claim. "Yes," he said, into Lex's mouth. "Yes," into Lex's
ear. "Yes," hislips around Lex's nipple. "Yes," finally, ashe took
Lex's cock into his mouth, hard need sheathed in soft want,
such soft, satiny skinsliding oversuchhot,rigid heat,the taste
and the hardness filling his mouth, the scent and the sight
and all that skin filling his senses until there was no world,
no universe, no alien. There was only Lex and sensation and
himself, and with every thrust of Lexinto his mouth, that was
narrowing down into sensation and a mindless, feral us.

Lex's cockin his mouth wasn'tenough.He needed—
He needed, beyond words, beyond logic or reason or

explaining. He'd expected tobeblown away bytheintensity of
finally having sexwith someone and he had, with Jessie; he'd
hoped that the emotional intensity would shatter him, but it
hadn't. But—this was more, this was Lex. This was different,
this was other, this was alien.

Alien.

Long before he knew what sex was, he'd been fascinated by
swans and wolves and penguinsand gibbons, evenweirdlittle
antelopes whose name had made him blush when he was a
little older, when he'd tried to explain to his mom why he
was fascinated by the dik diks. He didn't know what sexwas,
but he understood 'mated for life' before he could define the
words. The concept...it spoke to him, an atavistic Tightness,
an achethat went all the waydown to his individual cells. He'd
wondered if it had been behind his ongoing obsession with
Lana, but with Lex's taste in his mouth and Lex's skin against
his,hecouldseehisobsessive loyalty to Lana washisvariation
on a crush.

This—he didn't simply want to have sex with Lex, or fuck
him,or marry himor be hissignificant
other or whatever it was called in

Metropolis. He wanted to mate. Not
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to reproduce, but— He barelystopped himself from growling
the word aloud, from rolling Lex over and just fucking him
hard.

But he shouldn't do that, not without at least warning Lex
that maybe Clark wasn't exactlyEarth-normal over sex.But he
couldn't stop now, couldn't find words, couldn't do or think or
feel anything beyond this desperatedrive to mate, to be joined,
to be in Lex or have Lex in him. He could feel the fear clamor

at the back of his mind because he hadn't expected this, he
didn't understand this, he was afraidhe would do something
too weird for Lex. But he couldn't stop. This was worse than
it had been with Jessie, he could not stop, wanted more, and
more and more, needed Lex so much—

"Lookat me,"Lex said, rough as need and soft as love. "Look
at me, Clark."

Hecouldn't stop himself, but Lex could. He obeyed, obeyed
with a desperate gratitude and a shudder of relief that made
Lex hold him harder and stare at him even more intensely.
He could stop. He could. The mindlessness receded, and the
feeling of connection wasback, satisfying the driveto mate, to
blend, and that's what he needed, this balance between sex and

instinct, pleasure and purpose. Lex washere,with him, the two
of them, together, and he could stopwhen he had to,hewasn't
prey to this—and he wouldn't preyon Lex either. He wasn't a
monster from outer space. This was just another difference,
another new gift and all he had to do was hold onto the now-
familiar routine ofcontrol, control, control. Hegulped inhuge
lungfuls of breath, and stared up at Lex.

Lex's eyes were mirrors to him, showing an armyof hungers
and longings and unspoken needs. Not exactly the same as
Clark's, but close, close enough. So this need to be joined,
to be more than just his single, solitaryself, to be more than
merelyone half of a couple, to know that this was it, there was
nogoing back, nochanging his mind, nothing but this mating
with this one particular person...it didn't only mark him as
alien: it made him human. Perhaps more human than most
people on this planet.

"Do you want to say no?" Lex asked again, fierce and sure
and needy,and it wasn't a question, it wasan assertion of what
was between them.

He didn't actually say yes this time: hisbodydid that for him,
and he was kissing Lex again, and rubbing up against Lex's
erection. He was being rough, but Lexdidn't seem to mind—
Lex wasgrabbing at him just as desperately, with the same raw
lust and need and want. He felt Lex's teeth on him, knew he
should probably warn Lex to be careful, because cracking a
tooth would put a damper even on the two of them, but god,
it felt good, and he felt as much as heard Lex's animal grunt
of pleasure—and thatwas asdeep a thrill asLex marking him
because he was the one who'd made Lex lose his facade like
this, him,just himand Lex's feelings forhim,the power of that
knifing through him. Clark tilted his head back and stretched

1
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his throat, knowingexactly how Lex would read that and yes,
Lex's teeth were on his bared throat, biting him hard enough
that he could actually feel it, hard enough to feel so damned
fucking good—

Hestruggled for a moment when Lex pulled awaya little,but
settled again when he realized that Lex wasn't letting go, Lex
was just getting lube and condom, because right, Lexwas no
virgin; Lex had come of sexual age in a world with HIV and
AIDS, promiscuity and wild parties: no matter how squeaky
clean Lexwas, it probably wouldn't even occur to him to have
sex without a condom. At least, not when he was sober.

He watched as Lex fumbled with packaging and cellophane
and a small bottle of lubricant—and he was the reason Lex

wasso turned on he was fumbling like the nervous near virgin
Clark was supposed to be. Clark moved until he was right
under Lex again, cocks stroking gently against each other,
a nice, slow simmer while he waited for Lex to get his act
together."Thought you couldn't get sick."

"You're not the one doing the fuckingthis time."
He hummed happily at the implications of 'this time,' and

surged up again, holding Lex in place with one hand on a
deliciously rounded ass that fit his palm to perfection. "Alien,"
he murmured, the word blurred by his mouth against Lex's
shoulder.

"Who eats the same food as everyone else, even though you
take the consumption of caffeineand pizza to new heights. So
until we know for sure, we're going to do this right, start you
off with good habits—"

And it was...well, adorable that Lex, made of fragile,
breakable, tearable mortal skin and bones and muscle, would

protect him like that, and he'd never really noticed how often
Lex protected him, but Lex had been doing it from the start.
Lexhad claimed him long ago, and just thinking that brought
the atavistic urge back, but he recognized it now. Before the
panic could set in and before he could get lost in the need to
mate, he treated it like just another 'gift,' something else to be
controlled and gotten used to—or enjoyed, in this case."Now,"
he said, canting his hips, so that Lex's careful, gently-circling
finger pushed right into him in one single surge.

"Oh yeah,"Clark said, and maybe everybody else needed the
preparations he'd read about and Lexwas obviously planning,
but he didn't want or need anyslowbuildup: he was made for
this, could feel the ease of his body with this as if he was just
a regular guy in a regular guy-type relationship who'd done
this a hundred times before. This didn't feel at all new, not

even vaguely virginal: this felt fundamentally familiar, but
momentarily forgotten. "Now," he said again, and when Lex
didn't comply fast enough, he made a sound he'd never heard
himself make before, and he pulled Lexforward—

And Lex looked at him for barely a breath, then Lex was
grinning at him, and pushing forward even as Lex said, "I'll
take that as a—"
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"Yes!"

And Lex was in him, Lexwas home, and he was complete,
better than when he ran, better than when he—

Oh shit, he was floating, and he couldn't concentrate enough
to stop and—

"That's high enough," Lex said, still grinning at him, wild
and fierce and free, and it felt good to see Lex's hedonist joy
in Clark's own alienness—in Lex not being the freak when he
stripped down naked and exposed himself. It felt even better
to have Lex's considerable strength pressing down on him,
keeping him from floating too high, anchoring him through
touch and presence.

Lex waspushing into him, withdrawing slowly, pushing back
in. Clark was already sounding breathless as he said:"Yeah,just
there, that's—oh, God, that's perfect."

Lex'shands were locked onto the top of the headboard, and
Lexwas kneeling between his thighs, thrusting into him a hell
of a lot harder than he'd dared thrust into Jessie. This was why
Jessie hadn't been enough: no fault of hers, it had been him, he
was the one who'd been lacking. He had craved this without
words, without recognition; had tried to bury it. Even when
the red meteor ring had let it loose, he'd refused to face it full
on and had tried to bury it in Jessie's wetness. He'd held back
with her—could feel that now, with Lex pounding into him,
with himself shoving back against Lex—but he could take
everything Lexcould give,could handle this side of Lex,could
see how much Lexloved being able to really let rip.

"Some delicate littie virgin, huh?" Clark said, using his legs
to pull Lex into him even harder, and it was beyond cool that
he could make Lex laugh, even now, like this; to know that
even in the middle of actually fucking, they were still friends,
they were still themselves.

They were more, too. He could see that in Lex's eyes, could
feel it within himself, more than just the physical sensations.
The sense of mate was back, and he hoped to he wasn't going
to develop some weird telepathic shit because no way could
Lex cope with having some kind of bond with someone, and
no waydid he ever want to be in the scary place that was the
inside of Lex'shead. He'd stick to being here, like this, with Lex
inside his body, and the promise that he'd be inside Lex's,that
they could mate and fuck and share and play and—

Oh, now that felt good.
"There?" Lex asked, sounding surprised, but repeating the

movement.

"Oh god yeah, right—"
"There," Lex said with confidence this time, and moved at

that precise angle again.
So maybe there reallywere differences between him and the

locals after all, but from what he'd read, that was his prostate
Lexwas rubbing his hard cock against,
even if it wasn't exactly where the
anatomy books said it should be.
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"Yes," he said, when Lex pushed into him just right, just
hardenough,and poor Lex wasgoing to have bruiseson those
sharp hipbones of his, but it was worth it, it was so worth it—

And this was better than it'd ever been, because Lexwas inside,
and he wasn't alone, and best of all, Lex was hitting the spot
again and again and again. Thiswasa million miles fromjusthis
own hand,and a hundred miles from using Jessie, and oh, right
there, just right there, like that, yes, and anysecondnow—

"Let me seeyou come," Lex said, nearly grunting the words
out.

Even with the pleasure gyroscoping through him, he nearly
laughed because it was just so like Lex to make that sound
like a command instead of what it was: Lex was tiring and
Lex was on the verge of coming himself. He could feel it in
the sweat dripping down Lex's back under his hands, in the
quiver in Lex's arms stretched out over him, hanging onto
the headboard. Could see it in the flutter and quiver of Lex's
abdominals, perfect six pack, adding more power to thrust
into him and—

He hadn't even touched himself.

His cock was drooling, as hard as he'd ever been, and he
was this close, this close, better than it had ever been, but
he hadn't even touched himself. Hadn't even thought about
touching himself. He looked up at Lex in astonishment, saw
the expression in Lex's eyes—

And dissolved, justexploded anddissolved and felt something
insidehim quiver as Lex's hard cock stroked over it and he was
just—pleasure, profound, complete, whole, pure light and
sound andsensation, enfolded andunfolded bythesweet, sweet
surge insidehim.Dimly, he heard the noiseLex made, and knew
Lex was coming too, and wished he could see Lex's face,but he
could hear Lex andfeel him, and thatwas enough.

Thankfully, they were in Lex's nice soft bed, because as soon
as orgasm let go of him, he thunked back down onto the
mattress, Lex landing even more heavily on top of him. Just
as well Lex had slipped out of him, otherwise—well, if he'd
thought explaining bouncing bullets would've been hard, just
try explaining to the emergency room physician how you'd
broken Lex Luthor's penis. Try explaining to Lex how you'd
broken his penis.

Lex tossed the used condom into the wastebasket then

turned and thumped him, hard, demanding—testily at that:
"What's so funny?"

"You," he said without thinking, grabbing Lex before Lex
could actually leave, rolling over to pin Lex as Lex started to
squirm away, all that lovely slick skin under him, justbegging
him to rub against it.

"Not my performance," Lex said balefully, the effect totally
ruined by his huge yawn and the tenderness lurking in his

eyes.

"Just thinking what would've
happened if you hadn't pulled out."
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Lex winced, left hand instinctively going down to cup his
genitals. And that drew Clark'sattention, along with a frisson
of something that was close to desire, his body sated and
content,his mind alreadyedgingtowards an amorphous wish
for 'more.'

Clark slid down the bed, nuzzling up against Lex, smelling
him, then licking him, tasting a bitter echo of latex, but
under that was Lex, pure,distilled, tasting exactly the way Lex
smelled—

"Notalien," Lex said, pulling away, cock twitching unhappily
and yeah, that was one of those things Clarkhad read about,
being too sensitive right after coming, but given his own
body's reactions, he'd pretty much thought it was a myth till
now. "Give me fifteen minutes," Lex said.

"Just want to taste," Clark said, wriggling forward, and really,
he just wanted one little taste. Okay, so the mate feeling was
coming back justa little, so it was more a case of needing to
get his mouth on Lex again, to taste and smellhis mate. One
good thing about condoms: they left all thatcome in thetipso
the taste was strongest there, where Lex's foreskin had closed
protectively over the damp head. Lex must've been clumsy
taking the condom off too—hands still shaking, muscles
quivering, his memory supplying images he'd been too far
gone to register at the time—because the entire length Lex's
tender, soft cock was still glistening, from Lex's come and
Clark's brieftaste of him. Heneeded more, already, hismouth
opening to suck in the head of Lex'scock—

Lex thwacked him on the top of his head—even harder than
the first thump—then grabbed hishair and pulled him back,
Lex's inner caveman obviously liberated by the exigencies of
havinga real-life super-strong, invulnerable alien in his bed.
Lex pulled him up the bed, letting him stay close enough to
Lex's body to lick the sweat-slicked skin, but then Lex was
letting him linger when he discovered his own semen mixed
with Lex's sweat, the two tastes commingling, something
deeplysatisfying about that, and his mind darted off on other
ways hecould getthem to mix, to blend, together—

"Having fun?"
He heard the amusement from somewhere above him:

somewhere along the line, the hand grabbing his hair had
shifted into fingers stroking through it.

"Uhm—" He focused his eyes on the wet, reddened skin of
Lex's stomach: it looked like he'd been giving Lex a monster
hickey, but—"Did I do that licking you?"

"Alien,"Lexsaid, like it was the sweetest endearment known
to man. "Yeah, licking. Next time, we're planning thisbetter—"
Lex's neatly trimmed fingernails scratched through theshadow
of stubble along Clark's jaw line. "I'm setting a time limiton
the licking—and you're shaving first."

Next time, his skin sang the words, immediately wanting
that next time to be right now. Clark stretched out even
more, coveringas much of Lex's deliciouslybare naked skin
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as he could, rubbing gently, with more affection than he'd
thought Lex would allow. "Your dad has a beard, you don't
have hair—you gonna force one of the servants to loan me
his razor?"

"I wouldn't do that to the staff. We have everything a guest
could possibly need."

Not just what a guest wanted, but what they needed. Clark
had come herewith no more intention than to apologize and
to squirmout of anything to do with bullets,meteorsand just
exactly what he'd meant when he'd suggested running away
together, and look at where he was right now. So going with
the flow wasobviouslyworking for him today,but even so, his
heart wasbeating too fast as he said, with a studied casualness
he'd stolen from Lex: "What if the...guest...wants to stay a
long time?"

Lex shrugged, leaned back against the pillows and tugged
Clark up, the move the sort of casual perfection Clark was
still trying to copy. It was the same sort of absent 'oh, are you
beside me?' Lexhad pulled earlier on the couch, and this time
Clark found himself neatly tucked against Lex, unable to see
Lex's face—but able to feel the too-quick beat of Lex'sheart.

"If someone wanted to stay for a long time, the response
would depend on the circumstances."

"Such as?"

He slid his arms around Lexas Lexshifted uncomfortably.
"I was kind of wondering about a frequent visitor," Clark

said, because Lex had coped with the whole alien thing, and
the whole sex thing, and even the whole goodbye-to-the-
presidency thing, so maybe now was the time to propose this
whole forever thing right out in the open. "Someone who
stops by all the time, maybe spends the night when there's a
trip to Metropolis or a late night movie. Maybesomeone who
needs to savesome money when he goes to collegeso he'd take
advantage of his best friend and staywith his best friend..."

"Assuming said best friend had moved to Metropolis."
There was a question in Lex's voice, a deceptively idle

musing, and Clark knew better than to ignore it. "Said best
friend is beinga big fish in a small pond, but pretty soon, he'll
have to move to a bigger pond."

"Said friend," and there was a softness to Lex's voice that told

Clark this was a gift, "should already be at the bottom of the
local equivalent of a pond and is quite happy to stay on dry
land. And doesn't much care where that dry land is or how
big it is."

He stretched up then and kissed Lex because the sex had
been great,the sexhad been shockingly good, but there hadn't
been enough kissing, because he could pour his heart into
kissing the way he couldn't pour anything into words. Clark
was beginning to think there could never be enough kissing,
not when Lex tasted like this, and slid his tongue into Clark's
mouth like that, or let Clark suck on and nibble that lovely
lower lip—
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"I've been thinking," Lex said, against Clark's neck, making
him shiver.

"I haven't," Clark told him, rubbing his erection against Lex's
thigh.

"I'm tired of staying at the penthouse—it's Dad's anyway,
and I think it's about time I left home."

This was—this was the more he'd needed, this was the more

he'd hungered for even as his body lay sated and filled. "Yeah?
Maybeget a place your dad doesn't have a key to?"

"With truly exceptional security so nobody's dad can come
after me with his rifle."

And he'd love to laugh and tell Lex not to be ridiculous, but
his dad had already come after Lex with his rifle once—well,
once that Clark knew about—and when his dad found out

what had happened today...
Oh, God. The whole alien, great big secret, don't tell anyone,

never trust a Luthor thing.
Maybe political opponents and the media weren't the

only ones who could be distracted by a good 'my gay lover'
scandal.

Only not right now. Right now, if he tried covering up
exposinghis secret to Lexby telling his folks he and Lex were
now...lovers? boyfriends? mated?—well, whatever the hell
they were, when his dad found out he might stroke out, but his
mom... Clark knew all about his mother's reaction to Desiree

just coming onto him. If she found out Lexhad fucked him, it
wouldn't be a rifle his mom came after Lex with. There was an

antique gelding garrote hanging in the barn with Lex's name
on it.

"Uh, Lex? About the whole alien thing and the whole sex
thing?"

"Ixnay on the telling arentspay?"
"Hell yes."
"I didn't think we'd be taking out an announcement in the

Torch"

And was that regret Clark had heard in Lex's voice? It was
definitely regret he could hear in his own: "We probably need
to keep it secret from everyone."

"Particularly my dad. If you think your dad—and your
mom—would go ballistic over this, you have no idea what my
dad would do."

"Because it's me or—"

"Heirs," Lexsaid succinctly."I'm expected to produce an heir
and a spare by no later than my 30th birthday. So unless you
haveany more anatomical secrets you'd care to share..."

"Pretty sure that's not one of them. But Lex..."
"Hmmm?"

"I uh...I'm not sure I've finished..." He was not going to
call it puberty, because he'd gone through puberty years ago
and no one should have to suffer that

twice. "Whatever it is I've been going
through." Lexwasstaring at him again,
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questions crowding Lex's eyes. "It kind of started the day you
hit me,and it's been goingsince then. Firstthe invulnerability,
then I got even faster and stronger than I'd ever been, then
the X-ray vision...And I think maybe the heat vision was
connected to—"

Yeah, well, maybe he could explain this without actually
telling Lexabout the whole 'mate' thing.

Lex pinched him, just enough to get his full attention.
"Connected to what?"

"Uhm..."

"Clark, were you behind all those fires?"
"Not the car," he said, because she'd lied about that as well as

everything else and he wasn't taking the blamefor anyof her
crap."But the rest—yeah. Before I could get it under control."

And right at that moment, Clarkwished Desiree was right
in front of him and he could forget his control for a moment,
that maybe right after sex—God, he'd had sex, with Lex,
his whole world had changed—his heat vision spiked or
something. Because thewhole urgeto barbecue certain people
was gaining appeal by the second. He'd like to immolate her
like theSpanish Inquisition, just fry her to a crisp because she
was the reason Lex had that look on his face.

"I still—" Lex swallowed and Clark watched as Lex's

expression turned into something smooth and sophisticated,
Lex's voice as bland as tapioca pudding. "So one sight of
Desiree in the classroom and—"

"She smelled ofyou." And damn, but thatwas another thing
hehadn'tmeant to say, but—but it was impossible to regret it
when Lex's eyeslit with warmth and relief.

"She smelled of me?"

'Yeah," he said,squirming a little because he hadn't realized
his sense of smell had decided to join his vision. God, what
was next? Hearing? Touch? Maybe he be able to tell people's
geneticstructure by tasting their skin.

Which was uncomfortably close to what he'd just been
doing to Lex with the whole licking thing, so going back to
the nowpasse heatvision thingwaseasier. "Not like too much
perfume, but— Ididn't know what itwas, I couldn't figure out
why she'd got me so hot—"

"No pun intended."

This time, Clark was the one doing the thumping, albeit
gently. "I like girls, and she was pretty sexy, but I'd never
reacted like that."

There was a careful, thought-filled pause, then Lex said,
"Never gotten hard that fast, never gotten so hard?"

Okay, so Lex had coped with the alien thing, the sex thing,
the 'gifts'thing, the floating—oh God! "I floated!"

Lexeyed him curiously."Yeah."
"In front of you!"

"More like under me."

"And you didn't freak."
"Clark, you'd already told me you
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were an alien, I kind of expected one or two differences. It's
not likeyou told me you weresecretlyCanadian."

"Cosof course, secretly Canadian, that would freak you out."
"All that niceness?" Lex said, shudderingdelicately, laughter

shimmeringin his voice. "Total freakout city."
When Lex's hand tugged on the back of his neck, pulling

him backdown into Lex's embrace, he wentwillingly, eagerly.
"Lex?"

"Yes?"

"Thanks."

"Oh, it was my pleasure."
"Minetoo," Clarksaid,shifting till he couldleanup and look

at Lex. He was grinning too much and he knew it, but Lex
didn't seemto mind. "I wasso scaredyou'd freak."

Lex's fingertips were very gentle as they stroked down his
nose, down to bisect his lips, down over his chin, the bump
of his Adam's apple, all the waydown to where his heart beat
strong and fast. "That's not the only thing you must've been
afraid of."

"No—"

"Don't," Lex said, the harsh coldness of his voice worse than

a bucket of cold water. "Do not lie to me, not now. Don't
answer ifyoudon't want to,but do not fucking lieto me."

Wow. "Uhm—okay. No lies."
"I'ma Luthor, Clark. You'd be an idiotnot to worrywhatI'd

do when I found out."

Only... "I'mnotworried."And itwas true: hewas completely
unworried, absolutely sure of his safety with Lex, although he
wasn't sure quite why, considering Lex's own warnings. Lex's
warnings, his dad's warnings, Phelan's warnings...everybody
warned him about Lex, but—but maybe they were wrong.
Maybe they were so busy looking for flaws, they found them
in the smallest sign of simple human frailty. Maybe it took
an alien to see beyond human nature to the man and his
intentions. "You've protected me from the very start," Clark
said, watching his words drip ontoLex like morning dew. "You
saw the difference when Lana's necklace fell off me. You put
Lana's necklace in a lead box, you investigated the meteors,
youonlyasked me once howI got into the mansion..."

"Clark—"

"You tried tosave thefarm andmydad's pride, you called off
Nixon and the investigation into the car and the field where
you found the ship's key. You—"

"Clark, you still need to be careful around me—"
"Becauseof your father."
"Not just what he'd do, Clark, but what he's taught me to

do."

"Destiny trumps heritage," Clark said, kissing Lex again,
soft andslow andsweet. "And Lex? Everyone else gets to make
mistakes, so how come you don't?"

There wasa very delicate pause, then Lex said:"Because I'm
special?"

mi
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Clark would love to claim he'd chortled or some other

sophisticated thing, but the truth was, he snorted with
laughter,and buried his faceagainst Lex. "Oh, special,precious
little Lexie. Destined to be perfect."

"Better than your destiny, pod person."
He was willing to be magnanimous and let that go—if only

because he was too distracted by the small, firm pressure of
Lex's nipple pressing against his chest, and once he started
paying attention to that, the rest of Lex's body was attracting
his interest too. "My destiny looks pretty good from here,"
Clark said, looking down the length of Lex'sbody, stroking his
hand from chest to belly to groin, cupping his own big hand
around Lex's cock and balls, loving the fragility of that all too
mortal flesh,so soft and tender in his hand, so rapidly shifting
towards heat and hardness.

"Yourdestiny is more than sharing my bed."
"My destiny—I thought you said my destiny was to be your

friend?"

"Something like that. But more, Clark. You and me
together—"

"I still like the sound of that," Clark murmured against Lex's
neck, kissing him.

"So do I. But there has to be more for you. You have these
powers, Clark. What d'you want to do with them?"

And that was something he hadn't really thought about. "I
don't know—I've been so busy trying to control them, and
keepeverything secret—"

"You've had no energy left for anything else. But c'mon,
Clark, look at what you can do. You can't waste that hiding
away."

Clark fingered Lex's nipple, pinching and twisting it, testing
to see just how Lex reacted to gentle touches and roughness
and everything in between. Very softly, because this wasn't
giving a vague answer to a new principal, but an admission
of the truth, of a possibility beyond most people's dreams. "1
want to help people."

"You mean rescuing people the way you do now, only more
so?"

"Yeah. And other stuff—I was watching a documentary
about a dam that was failing and they couldn't evacuate
everyonefast enough. I could've fixed that."

"How?"

"What? Lex, I can do stuff—"

"I'm not arguing. I'm asking how. You run up to this dam, it's
breaking, so how do you fix it?"

"I...I uh...I shove a giant rock in the hole?"
"But the rock won't fit perfectly. What'll happen with the

water that's forcing its way around the edges?"
He'd built a sandcastle on the beach, and he'd seen concrete

walls ruined by slow leaks behind sinks. "It might hold long
enough to get everyone out."

"True, but—"
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"But," Clark said, just to shut Lexup, taking a moment then
to bite and lick at the same nipple he'd been playingwith. "But
that's where you come in."

"Me?"

"You. I provide the brawn, you provide the brain."
Clark could hear Lex's laughter rumbling through his chest.

"So a post-modernist me Tarzan, you Jane?"
"Only if I get to choose your dress."
"I am not wearing a dress, Clark. Not for you."
"How about a skirt?"

"No chance." Pause. Gasp, when Clark sucked on Lex's
nipple, then Lex continuing, voice husky and shaky: "But
maybe a kilt."

"Easyaccess," Clarksaid,and slidlower, overthe curves and dips
of Lex's abdomen to the tumescent cock, half-risen. "I like that"

"So do I, so keep on doing it. But come up here—"
Clark kept his hand on Lex, slid back up him, sank gratefully

into the welcoming kiss that soothed him again, easing the
urge to matebefore it had a chance to start spiraling. He licked
and kissed his awayalong Lex's jaw, to his ear, such a delicate
whorl on such a strong man. He could feel Lex'severy shiver
as he darted his tongue inside, another part of Lex that he'd
entered, claimed—

Lexwas talking?
Sex with Lex wasn't anything like he'd expected, and if this

was how chatty Lexwas the first time, ten years from now, and
Lexwould be delivering lectures on the political situation—

Oh. Wait. He already was.
"Lex?"

"Global economy," Lex said, and at least he was breathless
and arching up into Clark's touch.

"Lex—"

"I can have it all, Clark. Global economy, that's how I can
rule the world, better than a pathetic little presidency—"

And Lex was still talking, but now Lex was thrusting
upwards, a sinuous undulation that brought everyinchof him
against Clark in an oceanic rhythm.

"And you—you could be a real hero. You could be a real
Warrior Angel."

He was trying to have sex here and Lexwas—"Likea comic
book? Are you nuts?"

Mydad would think so,"Lexsaid with the biggest shit-eating
grin Clark had ever seen."But think about it. I could finance
you, get the vicarious thrill of being ruler of the world, but
without the risk of turning into my father."

Which made an unnerving amount of sense."But—"
"Ryanasked me why Devilicus turned evil,and I told him I

didn't reallyknow."
He wasn't stroking or kissing or licking anything now,lying

there beside Lex,staring at him in rapt
bemusement. "But Lex, that's just a
comic book—"
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"Which is all about fantasy, but it's also a simplified
distillation of human nature, Clark. I told Ryan that it wasn't
like flicking a switch, it wasa process."

"Lex—"

"Absolute powercorrupts absolutely," Lex said.
Clark was definitelygoing to invest in a barrel of barbecue

sauce, line up everyone from Lex's past and fry 'em. Starting
with dear old daddy. "Lex, youwon't turn into your father—"

"You said it yourself, Clark. If I decide I still want to be
president as a stepping stone, I can change the rules—to a
degree. But I'll still have people watching me. If I build the
biggest business empire in the world, I'll have a board of
directors, employees, governments—you."

Lexwas looking at him so strangely.
"Clark, I'm not talking about me."
"Notyou," Clark said, and thiswas something else he hadn't

really thought about, not beyond his parents'admonitions to
not misuse his powers, or his own fears over what he might
have done under the red meteor's influence.

Lex just kepton looking at him steadily, giving him time to
accept it, to tieit intohowhe'd been with the redmeteorring.
To marryit to who he'dbeen whenhe'dworn that ring.

This was Lex doing exactly what he'd depended on Lex to
do: breaching the unbreachable. Lex making him consider
theconsidered. He'd nearly killed Phelan. He routinely threw
people across rooms, or hit them with things, or hell, how
many times had he knocked someone out—not all of Lex's
concussions belonged on Chloe's Wallof Weird.

How many people had he already seen die, and how many
of them had died needlessly because he didn't have the skill or
experience toprevent it,orbecause he...needed tokeep hissecret?

He'dgained so muchstrength and speed since the maniacin
thePorsche had hithim; he'd gained new gifts—not gifts. Call
them for what they were.

Powers.

He'd gained power, and he'd gained powers, and he was
prettysurehisbodywasn't finished with himyet.

Where the hellwouldhe end up?
Who had his father been? Someone scarier than Lionel

Luthor? Was that his heritage?
"Absolute power—"
"No, it won't. Not you," Lex said, hands tightening on Clark

for a moment. "I'll make sure of that."

"Yeah? You think you could you save me from myself?"
grinning hard because that was better than the alternatives,
clinging hard to Lex, grasping at the hopeLex offered him.

"Yes," Lex said, simple, sure, certain, serious enough to give
Clark pause.

Echoes within echoes, and he repeated Lex's own words
back at him: "But how could I be

sure it wouldn't do that to me? That J

wouldn't end up out of control?"
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And facing these truths was worth it for the smile Lex gave
him, open and brave, and brimming with confidence and
faith."I'll stop you."

"I don't want to make you do that."
"Then don't just go blithely into this whole—alien

superpowers rescuing hero scenario. Stop and think. Don't
blunder along—"

"The wayI've been doing?"
"Exactly. You're more than brawn—"
"Use my brain. Because if I don't..."
"I'm an expert on slipperyslopes," Lex said, the touch of his

fingers in Clark's hair soothing them both. "Stopping once
you're halfway down isn't easy. It took dying to stop my last
slide, Clark. I don't want thesame thing happening to you."

"Protecting me again?"
"Someone has to."

And that sounded good, and felt even better. Someone
looking out for him, someone protecting him, someone at
hisback, watching out for him—and watching him. Notwith
parental blinkers, but with a hard-eyed stare, trained by a
lifetime in Lionel Luthor's shadow. If anyone could truly see
him, ifanyone could truly stophim ifheneeded tobestopped,
it would be...

"Lex," he said, and it sounded like love.

Long stroke of fingers up his arm, to his throat, to his lips,
slipping inside his mouth, and he sucked on them helplessly,
because here, with Lex, he didn't have to be strong or brave
or a good son. He could be himself, alien and human and a
combination of both. Super strong, and vulnerable as a baby
to his own blindness, and to his own strength. He'd nearly lost
himself in the red meteor ring,and Lex had reeled him in so
hisdad couldsave him; he'd nearly losthimselfin the drive to
mate, and Lex had stopped him; he didn't have to fearwhat his
alienness threw at him next because Lex was right there tostop
him, andthere was nothing he couldn't bring to Lex, couldn't
tell Lex, couldn't confess to Lex. Lex already knew: Lex had
lived everything thatcould belived, had done everything that
could be done.

Lex even knew what it was like to kill, and there would be a
day when Clark had to come to him with that, too.

"You'll stop me,"he said.
"Andyou'll stop me."
"Should I tell you I won't let you rule the world or wait till

we'vehad sex again?"
"Oh, I'd wait," Lex said. "Because once you stop me ruling

theworld, you'll be sleeping on the couch, superman."
With a last hard suck, Clark released Lex's slicked fingers.

"Yeah? Even if I do this?" And brought those wetted fingers
down, twisting Lex's supple body until Lex's fingers were
touching himself, there, where Clark was going to fuck him
soon."Still think I'll be sleeping on the couch?"

Clark watched as Lex's eyes became unfocused, almost
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glassy, Lex's fingers circling and pressing, and yeah, it looked
like most people really did need that kind of preparation.

"Yes—no—"

"Maybe?" Clark supplied, grinning, snatching a kiss then
slithering down Lex's body, feasting on anything that caught
hisattention, from a clusterof freckles to a nipple to the small
indent of Lex's bellybutton, to the sharp jut of a hip and the
soft crimple of thin skin cradling Lex's balls. Then lower,
not far, follow that smooth little ridge to where Lex's fingers
were, lick those fingers, then lick where they were going, his
own limber tongue against and inside Lex, getting Lex ready,
getting Lex to where he was begging for it.

Reciprocation, balance, completion, the circle coming full
and round and ripe. He would be inside Lex, as Lexhad been
part of him, and that felt right, necessary, this once. He needed
this, instinct rising once again, the urge and need to mate
nibbling its way up his spine and into his brain. But he wasn't
afraid this time because Lex was looking at him, and Lex was
right here in front of him, and Lex would always stop him. But
not now. Right now, Lex was encouraging him, not stopping
him; opening up to him, handing him lubricant, and yeah,
condom, because the whole alien thing still harbored a few
unknowns. Lex's hands were on him because Lex had put on
who knew how many condoms, and Clark had struggled his
waythrough this just once before, ruining several thin sheaths
with fingers that were too big and strength that was too great
to control. But Lex's was gentling him, guiding his hands,
guiding his body.

Lex was staring at him, meeting his eyes, waiting for him.
And when he was staring at Lexwith Lex'sown need reflected
in his eyes, Lexsaid, clear and strong, "Yes."

Yes. No doubts, no shades of grey, not here, in bed. Here it
was pure: Lex opening up for him, Lex letting him slide in,
smooth and steady and easy. Here, it was Lex groaning and
grabbing him, arms hugging him so hard, so tightly,Lex's teeth
fastening on his neck, biting him, marking him, if only for a
moment.

Righthere, it was fast and hard and frantic, full of unspoken
needs and hopes, driven by promises of tomorrow and the
harsher realities of today.

They'd have to keep this secret, and not only in case Lex
decided to rewrite the rule book so he could become president.
But they didn't have to keep any secrets from each other: Lex
could attack pleasure with the violence kept so tightly chained
all the rest of the time, and Clark could not only take it, Clark
could feel it as pleasure. Clark could take the passion, and
the fire, and the demanding, devouring hunger that would
consume anyone else.

Lex was his.

Raw, vulnerable, utterly naked, writhing under him, biting
and clawingand grabbing, and punctuating it all with breathless
moans or a kiss that slid unexpectedly into tenderness.
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Lex was his.

All of Lex, good and bad, regardless. It was Lex, and so it
was his.

His.

He could feel it within himself, deep, as if Lex was inside
him again. He could feel it with every hard thrust of his body,
with every time Lex growled at him to do it harder and faster.
He could feel it every time his tongue tasted Lex'ssweat, or his
fingers touched Lex'sskin.

Lexbelonged to him, and he to Lex.
And they could and would stop each other, where no one

else would dare. Where no one else would have that kind of

power.

The truth had set them free and left them chained each to

the other, a balance of power unlike anything the world had
ever seen.

Contained here, and now, with his body sliding into Lex's,
and Lex's fingers sliding into his mouth, cycle and circle
of pleasure, completion, desire escalating, a widening gyre
leading upwards, upwards, upwards.

He was staring into Lex's eyes, and Lex was staring back,
unafraid, yielding nothing, but seeing him. Truly seeing him.

No secrets.

And with that, no shame.

He thrust into Lex, following the cues of Lex'sbody and Lex's
half-gasped words.He could feel orgasm dogginghis heels,but
he wanted to see Lex first, wanted to see Lex lose all control.

Wanted to be the one to hold Lex, to protect Lex.
Wanted to see—yes. That. The moment when Lex went

rigid,whiteness splashing between them, pale as snow against
the spring blush of Lex's skin.And that waswhat he'd needed:
seeing that, hearing his name garbled by the rush of orgasm
pillaging through Lex, and it was enough. He plunged inside
Lex one last time, feeling the pleasure seize control of him,
knowing that Lex would stop him, and he could let himselfgo.
Justlet himselfgo,surrender control, just...

He curled himself up smaller so that Lex could curl more
tightly around him. Perverse creature: full of talk during and
between sex, but now, when their bodies would need a lot

more than fifteen minutes to be ready again, when sleep was
just around the corner, Lex had fallen silent, letting the stroke
of his hands and the affection of his kisses speak for him.

This wasn't what he'd expected earlier when he'd been
hoping to get away with avoidingLionel Luthor and the issue
of running away to the penthouse. Now...well, now he'd
committed himself to forever, and maybe even being a guy
from a comic book. It was...weird, which pretty much suited
Smallville, and him, and Lex.

"Soyou're really okay with the whole alien thing?"
A nip to the back of his neck, and a

soothing swipe of tongue after.
"Is that a yes?"
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"Yes, Clark. I'm fine with all of this."

He turned his face into the pillow to hide his grin—another
one of Lex's secrets revealed: the man got grumpy, downright
petulant, when he was on the verge of sleep and someone kept
talking to him. "You're totally sure?"

"If you want, I'll schedule a total freakout next week. I don't
have much on Wednesday, so how does that sound?"

"Market, so Wednesday's no good for me."
"Then you can just pretend. Now shut up and let me sleep—

just for an hour, then I'll be ready for more."
Clark felt Lex's weight settle more heavily against him; he

doubted Lexwas going to wake after just an hour, but that was
all right. He wasn't in the least bit tired, so he could lie here
and think about all of it.

Himself, being a real hero.
He'd really be able to help people that way. And Lex was

right, blundering in wasn't enough, he could do more harm
than good. He'd need to start studying natural disasters and
fires and train wrecks and tornadoes and all of those things,
learn what could be done to avert disaster and what most

needed to be done when disaster hit.

Learn what not to do.

He could help people,reallyhelp people, and not just one or
two folks here in Smallville. There wereso manypeople in the
worldwho neededhelp,and with his gifts—
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Powers.

He needed to call them for what they were.
With these powers, he saveso many lives.
And he could save Lex, who would save him, if he needed it.

"Hey, Lex," he said quietly, in case Lexwas asleep.
"Huh?"

"If you try to rule the world, will I have to call you
Alexander?"

"Just stick to 'great' and I won't have to killyou."
He was still giggling when he felt Lex go completely limp

against him,breathsoughingalonghisnape,Lex asleep, trusting
him with this vulnerability. Trusting him to not tell that Lex
Luthordrooled a little in his sleep, or that Lex Luthor wantedto
save people as much as he wanted to be saved himself.

Secrets. New secrets, good secrets, like planting a new crop
on ground that had been nearly all grown out from the last
crop.New secrets, and he likedthese; likedthat he'd be giving
Lex some new secrets to hold in trust. Loved that he was here,

and that he was surely an alien, and that it mattered. Loved
that he wouldn't need red meteor rings to be himself, that he
didn't haveto be a good son all of the time, that he didn't have
tobeperfect. Loved that therewas someone whowould simply
stop him for thingshe'd neverbe ableto tellhis parents.

Loved that he couldlie here,in the gathering night,and not
fear the dark at all.



At went against everything his father had ever taught him. He could list the
lessons this ignored; could list every single one of his father's commandments,
far harsher than a paltry ten absolutes written in mere stone.

He knew exactly what his father would advise, what Dad would expect of

him, what would be required of the only surviving Luthor heir.
Well.

Mother had done exactly what was expected and required by Dad, had
rejected the advice of the doctors and gone ahead with a second pregnancy.
And it had killed her. Not immediately, but her health had never fully recovered
from the actual pregnancy, a weakness lingering in heart and lungs after the
toxemia and the pregnancy-induced diabetes, until the loss of his baby brother
had been the proverbial last straw.

Proverbs. Now there was something his father didn't often quote. How
sharper than a serpent's tooth, and other such things.

And a new one, for Lex, first heard years ago with the meteors when he'd been
too young to truly understand, only finally making sense when he'd met the
man who'd pulled him from a very expensive German-engineered coffin in a
river: yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I shall fear
no evil.

Although Lexvery much doubted that the pastor at his boarding school had had
quite the same interpretation in mind for'thy rod and staff me comfort still.'
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There were times when he could barely take his eyes off

Clark's rod for thinking about the particular comfort that
could be had there.

Another thing that would give his father apoplexy. TheGreek
idealwas alive and well in his father: a beardless youth could
indulgein men, but once he became a man, hewasto put aside
suchyouthful pleasures. A real man, as his fatherhad pointed
out so many times, was alwaysthe pitcher, never the catcher.A
real man wasnot to geton hiskneeslikea beardless boy.

Which was usually when Lex would smile, and stroke his
own meteor-smooth chin, and simply raise an eyebrow,
murmuring, "Beardless, Dad?"

That was invariably followed by lectures on keeping the
line going, providing heirs, continuing the family name, the
family dynasty, the family business. And there would be an
endless string of 'suitable' women paraded in front of him,
their pedigrees all but hung around their pretty, enticingly
bowed necks.

And as predictable as night following day, Lex would look at
them, wine and dine them, fuck the most predatory ones then
kick them out, while heheaded offfor thelatest ofthelate-night
clubs, dangerous places with dangerous men, rough sex inback
rooms, and on dance floors and in toilets and hallways and
alleyways andcars. As many menashe could get hishands on.

It was a miracle—or another item for Chloe's Wall of

Weird—that he'd nevercaughtso much ascrabslet aloneHIV.
His miraculous, re-invented, reborn constitution had turned

him from a frail asthmatic who could barely climb a flight of
stairswithout wheezing, to a boy who could run.

And run, and run.

He'd spent twelve years running, until someone had finally
caught him, fish on a line, pulled from the river, lying there,
landed and gutted and gasping, stunned by this new world
around him.

And bythis strange creature gazing downat him.
It wasn't just Clark's looks that had got him, although

they didn't exactly hurt. He'd fallen in lust before, would've
dismissed it as just another case of beauty from on high
sinking right down low into his cock, but it had been the look
on Clark's face, thehaunted bleakness in his eyes when hehad
whispered that he'd be dead if Lex had hit him.

Lying there, awash inthis sudden surge oflife and living and
rebirth, he couldn't even begin to comprehend why someone
should look so...conflicted about notbeing dead. As if, oddly
enough, not being dead wasa death sentence.

He loveda good mystery.
And maybe, just maybe, he loved a good man.
Heknew whathisfather would say. Hecould hearhisfather's

voice echoing and reverberating through his mind, through
this room, through this 'ancestral'
castle, through Smallville. He could
hear his father's words, the endless
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repetition, the incessant insistence, the absolute conviction
that brooked no possible dissent.

But still, and not just to spite his father, he might be in love
with a good man. Lex Luthor, Alexander Joseph Luthor, he,
himself,him, he just might be in love.With a good man.

Which just might be enough to finally make his father
disown him.

While nighttime drifted past outside the stained glass
window that his father had had replaced to 'improve' upon
the 'boring' clear leaded windows of the original, Lex sat and
thought, about his father, about beingdisowned,about what it
would be like to walk into banks and businesses and hotels and

airports and everywhere else and not be Lionel Luthor's heir.
Thought about what it would be like to be branded, finally
and publicly, as a complete failure, for that's what the world
would see. That's whathisfather would see. Too incompetent,
too weak, too flawed to do what he'd literally been born to.
"All you have to do is survive," his father had said, once, when
Lex hadasked himwhat was theminimum his father required
from him. Survive. Just keep on breathing, which was a hell ofa
loteasier since themeteors hadtaken care of his little problem.

If his father disowned him...

As the sun startedcoming throughthe clear glass panesand
bleeding through thedarkred squares of thestained glass, Lex
Luthor thought about the legalities of the stocks his mother
had left him, and his inheritance from his grandmother.
Thought about living expenses, and capital, andstart-up, and
investments. Thought about cars, and farms, and mansions
and penthouses in Metropolis.

Thought about secrets, and lies, and what his father had
always told him about trust. What hehad learned about trusting
people wholiedto him. People who kept secrets from him.

Lessons his father had taught him.
Lessons he'd learned from the life his father had mapped

out for him. From the life he'd chosen for himself in rebellion
against his father.

He could, without trying, hear his father's voice repeating
the lessons again, and again, and again.

Could hear that voice telling him precisely what his father
thought of this latest insane rebellion. Could hear the
confidence in his father's voice declaring that it wouldn't be
long before Lex realized that Clark was nothing, a dalliance, a
convenient hole, that it was Lionel whom Lex needed. Could

hear the disgust in his father's voice, reminding him once
again that real men, that bearded men, could dip their wicks
into hairless boys, but no real man—no bearded man—would
ever take it lying down.

Could almost hear his own voice, insolent, indolent, sexual
drawl, saying, "I wasn't lying down, Dad. I was on my knees
for him."

Could almost feel what it would be like to geton his hands
and knees, for Clark.
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To allow Clark that.

To give Clark that.
To give himself that.
Hewatcheddawn brighten into day and thought how much

he wanted to feel Clark inside him. How much he wanted

to...

To...

Not be alone.

Joined, to another person.
One he knew lied to him. Often.

And yet...
He could guess what those lies were about: after all, he had

only told Clark half of his own meteor secret; there was still
the half that no one else knew about, not even dear old dad.

Not officially, anyway. Not in a way that could be proven, or
documented, or measured.

He could still, sometimes, hear people.
Not their voices.

In the corn field that day.
In the corn field twelve years later.
Talkingscarecrows, Jesus-figureswhispering in supplication

to him.

Not the only voiceshe heard from too far away.
His father's voice, sometimes, even now, although that was

probably simply familiarity breeding contempt. But he could
still hear, sometimes, even when he should be long out of
earshot. Not so different, perhaps, from Clark's secrets. Close
enough, certainly, that he could understand whyClark's secrets
were protected with such fiercedesperation and fear.

A few miles away, far closer than his father's presence in
Metropolis, the Kent farm would be already astir, cows no
doubt being milked and animals being fed. Clark would be
up doing his chores, contributing more than his share to
the family workload, doing things that the Kents so fondly
believed were 'secret.'

As if LexLuthor was blind, deaf, and stupid.
So he knew that Clark was lying to him, but he also knew

what some of those lieswere—and why Clark was lying.
He could still hear his father's voice ringing in his ears,

raging and pounding against him.
Sounding like a bad X-Files: Trust No One.
On the other side of doors and walls, he could hear his
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staff starting the daily routine; there were phones ringing,
voice mail being transcribed, schedules being checked and
rechecked, ready to be brought before him. Music, and the
occasional flurry of laughter.

Not the way his father ran his houses, or his office.
Not the way his father ran his own life.
Not the way his father wanted to run Lex's life.
The late winter daylight had reached the lake, glinting

brightly, sunlight dancing.
His father would never take the time to notice such a thing.
His father would never even contemplate what Lex

was considering: it was appallingly poor business, a fiscal
nightmare, a recipe for disaster.

He could hear his father's voice giving him a complete
business run-down on the losses that would be incurred if he

went ahead with this foolishness.

"You're absolutely right, Dad," Lex said aloud, meaning it.
No two ways about it: this was going to cost him a fortune,
remove most of his power base, put his plans back by years.
He could also kiss the presidency goodbye—hell,he could kiss
being elected to Smallville's town council goodbye:his political
aspirations might survive him being a Luthor,but they'd never
survive him being a Luthor and having a male lover.

He ran the whole thing through his mind like another
business report, profits and losses,expenditures and incomes,
write-offs and investments. Balancing books that couldn't
possibly be balanced because the price was so damned high.
And not for a sure thing, but for a chance.A second chance.

It was a choice his father wouldn't comprehend; it was a
choice his father couldn't possibly make.

And that, perhaps, was the best argument in its favor.
The wind carried the sound of Smallville's mutant year-

round sunflowers waking to the morning, and a tractor
starting up. Lex Luthor smiled, and picked up his phone,
making the choice his father couldn't possibly make.

"Good morning, Mrs. Kent," he said, still smiling, gazing
out at sunlightglitteringon a lake, acutely aware that he'd just
taken the road map of his life and created a brand newfork in
the road."I need to talk to Clark, please," and then he sat there,
in the coolbrightness of winter sun warmedby red glass, and
waited till Clark came to the phone and it was time to take the
first step.
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/here was no one around to hear him, so let himself make little noises of
discomfort as he closed and locked the door behind him, the discreet little security
tell-tale blinking reassuringly. With the rest ofthe world kept at bay, he dismantled
another layer of his public face, allowing himself more little noises, of comfort,
of relief, of freedom, as he dropped his heavy wool coat on the Castilian buffet in
the hall, hung his new cashmere jacket on the old oak newel, kicked oneshoeoff
as he walked past the Norman tapestry and the other at the Scottish oil painting,
and he was relaxed enough to let himself damn near grunt as he finally pulled his
damned tie off and dropped the noose over the doorknob. He unbuttoned the top
button—damnit, who was there to see? The day was over, the damned party was
over, he could relax, he could go back to being himself, so he wrenched the top three
buttons undone, pulled his cufflinks out, cupped them smoothly in one hand while
he rolled his sleeves up inaway that had always had his father (and be honest, he
reminded himself, Mother, too) commenting about day laborers and Luthors and
how the two simply didn't mix. He finally reached the bar and dumped the new
cufflinks ("Made from Alexandrian gold. Appropriate, don't you think, son?") onto
the silver platter, metal clanking on metal and ringing against crystal.

And causing a sudden startlement of noise from behind him.
He whirled around, his body assuming danger even as his brain realized

who it had to be. Yeah, his mind soothed his body: no imminent death or
destruction, just relax.
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Yeah, right, his body mocked his mind, responding with
alacrity to the sight of a very rumpled, verysleepy Clark Kent
bolting up from the couch, hair awry, eyelids heavy, chin and
cheeks dark with stubble, T-shirt rucked up under flannel
shirt, a narrow patch of belly showing,dark line of hair—

"Lex!"

He dragged his eyes back up to look at those heavy, sleepy
eyes: he was willing to bet Clark was hell to get up in the
morning. And that took his mind— "Who the hell else were
you expecting?"he snapped.

Clark stared at him for a few seconds, slightly wide-eyed,
mouth thinned a little. "Sorry," Clark said, shoving his
hands into his jeans' pockets, the twin fronts of his flannel
shirt bunched forward to completely cover his crotch, gaze
dropping guiltilyaway from Lex. "I must've fallen asleep."

And the evening he'd just been through was no excuse
to behave like his father and his own errant desires were no

excuse to treat Clark like another Victoria. "I told you to come
over and watch the satellite or any of the DVDs, Clark, it's not
a problem."

"It's rude to overstay a welcome."
Was there.. .yes, there was a tiny flicker of amusement, of

knowledgein the glance Clark slanted at him: a very mild, very
tacit demand to be treated like a friend, not...

Well, not as whatever Lionel Luthor usually treated Clark as
and not the way Lexhad last behaved towards Victoria.

"Ceud mille failte," Lexsaid, Clark giving him the expected,
damn near trademarked look of innocent incomprehension.
"Gaelic," Lex said, pouring himself a glass of whisky, taking
a sip, sweeping the nearly full glass around to encompass
the castle. "Goes with the territory. Ceud mille failte,
usquebaugh—"

"Which means..."

"Usquebaugh," Lex said, raising his glass of the Macallan,
"aka the water of life, and the other one is—" he spread his
arms wide, his posture wobbling just enough for him to
realize just how drunk he was,"a hundred thousand welcomes.
Should takeyou a while to wear out all of them, Clark."

He was gifted with another smile for that; took it as an
invitation and crossed the room to the leather couch, pulling
Clark down beside him, abruptly distracted by how big
Clark's hands were, how dark and tan—like any farmer's—yet
smoother than Lex's own. He fitted his hand against Clark's,
unused to having other people'shands be bigger than his own.
Bighands, big feet, big—

Oh he was fallaciously drunk. Very, very carefully, he put
Clark's hand down onto Clark's bedenimed thigh, patted it
likea good dog who'd done what he'd told it to. Made himself
stop beforehe started actually stroking that big warm hand or
that big warm—"I suppose you need to get home before your
parents start to worry."

"Not really," Clark said, and it was the tone of voice that
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made Lex look at Clark's face, a very odd expression sitting
there.

He remembered that he was supposed to be having a
conversation, not staring. "Why not? Told them you were at
Pete's?"

"Nope. Told them I'd be here."
Well. That wasn't what he expected.
"Andyour dad gave you permission to spend the night?"
Clark actually fidgeted. As soon as Lex had wrested Clark's

secrets from him, he was going to teach Clark the fine art of
lying.

"Why's it so surprising he'd let me sleep over?"
"Because he doesn't like my friendship with you," Lexsaid

dryly, looking down at the swirl of his whisky in the crystal
glass. And it was only because he hadn't actually intended to
face Clark that his sudden look at Clark caught both of them
bysurprise—and he caught the lie on Clark's face. Perhaps not
over what Jonathan Kent had really said, but that Clark was
nervous. Clark...wasn't. But a scant heartbeat later, and the

'aw shucks' blushing farmboy mask was firmly back in place.
Okay, so maybe he should be taking lessons in lying from

Clark.

Tomorrow, as soon as he was sober, he was going to think
about this, figure out just which innocent comment or
blatantly nervous lie over the past months had really meant
something else entirely.

Tomorrow. As soon as he was sober. As soon as he could look

at Clark without thinking about burying his cock up Clark's
ass.

Oh man, he was drunk. He was dangerously drunk. The
reward for staying stone cold sober all the way through
tonight's little torture chamber of a birthday party obviously
shouldn't have been getting plastered during the drive back
to Smallville. He shouldn't have come back at all, not tonight,
should've stayed in Metropolis, where he could've gone out
and picked someone up—let himselfbe picked up, gone into a
backroom or up to the balcony at Metro...

Only he wasn't sure if Metro was even still open, clubs
came and went, a lifespan of months for true coolness,
maybe a coupleof yearsof actual profit brought by lingering
reputation. But it'd been—God, where the hell had the time
goneand whyhadn't he noticed?—nearly a yearnowsince his
last trip to a club.If he didn't count being hungby his heels by
a maniac and no wayin hell was he even going to think about
Club Zero and Amanda and severed hands and—

The crystal ice bucket flickered into existence in front of
him.

"Youlooked like you were going to hurl."
"Luthors don't hurl," he said, thinking about drunkenness,

slowed reaction/comprehension times,
and sheer, unnatural, meteor-mutated

speed.
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"C'mon, Lex, everybody—"
"Not since I was 9,"he said quietly, and yeah, there it was, his

right hand going up to touch his head. He was going to have
to break himself of that habit completely, one of these days.
Something else for his To Do list for tomorrow, when he was
sober.

Beside him, Clark was very quiet, holding still in a way that
made Lex's teeth itch, in a way that made him feel he should
have a foil in his hand, poised in that endless second before a
match started.

"Not even a cold?"Clark asked him, verysoftly.
"Even cleared up my asthma, my allergies—hell, Clark, it

cleared up my fears too."
He turned then, to look at Clark's face to see what the

knowledge of mutation would do.
Hadn't expected that.
Had so not expected Clark to look personally responsible

and pleased as punch about it: Clark's expression was all but
shouting, 'I did that!' Lex added that to Clark's usual guilt-
ridden 'I did that' whenever the meteors caused something
bad. So. Clark's secret definitely wasn't just the standard,
everyday, Smallvillemeteor mutation. Which led Lexto...

He wasn't anywhere nearly drunk enough to cope with
this, not on top of today, of being paraded round his father's
associates and sycophants and the social registeras if he wasa
prize heifer— Oh God fucking help him: he was thinking in
farming metaphors.

The whisky was smoky and peaty and ripe on histongue, in
his throat, in his stomach, the carved crystal warmed by his
hands, the whisky breathing, soft scent rising...and the entire
thing nearlykissing the floor, becauseeven drunk ashe was, he
recognized a touch when he felt one.

"How did things go in Metropolis?" Clark was asking him,
voice softer than skin.

"How do you think it went?"
"That bad?"

He actually snorted, something he'd pretty much broken
himself of doing—years ago, when he'd rarely been sober.
"Take as bad as that, multiply it to the nth degree, throw in a
little gratuitous humiliation, and you're getting close."

The touch on his arm slid up, and across, until therewas a
heavy arm across his shoulders and that was—that was...that
was too close to what he wanted, what he needed, what he
couldn't have. Heshrugged, not sure if he'd managed to make
it look natural or if he'd hurt Clark's feelings bytoo-blatantly
shrugging him off.

Not that it apparently mattered: Clarkjust put hisarm back
around him and—God,hugged him close.

He was not—absolutely not—going to melt into Clark.
Wasn't going to let himself slide down
and rest his head in Clark's lap.

Wasn't.
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Also wasn't going to drink anything else until Clark was
safely out of reach."There should be snacks in the bar fridge,"
he said to himself, gauging just how much this latest glass of
whiskywould've impaired the remains of his balance.

Of course, as always, when a Luthor mentions such things,
someone takes care of it.

"You're not a fucking retriever," he snarled, and Clark, the
bastard, frowned at him uncomprehendingly—real, or faked?

"No, I'm your friend," Clark snarled right back, for once
letting a little of that temper show. "And friends don't let
friends drive drunk—"

"Limo," he said, even though Luthors didn't answer to
anyone but another Luthor.

"—and friends don't let friends go get snacks when they
can't even see straight. Here—"

A platewas shoved into his hands, big hands—bigger than
his, so strange in someone he was trying to remember was
caught in the summer between high school freshman and
high school sophomore—ripping Saran wrap off the finger
sandwiches his cook had left for him.

He wasn't hungry; wasn't in the least bit keen on actually
putting foodin hismouth,masticating it to a pulp,swallowing
the gelatinous—

The ice bucketwasright in front of him again.
"Have to eat," he said.

"Then don't think about it, just—"
And yes, today's humiliation was complete: he was sitting

here drunk as a skunk in his father's pathetic approximation
of an ancestral castle being fed like a child...by someone
not quite a child, but nowhere near adult. He took the
food—and he did not snatch it from Clark's hand, he took
it, calmly, politely—and shot a glare up at Clark's completely
unrepentant face. Not thinking about it at all, he chewed the
food just enough to swallow it, too dry, too large—and took
the bottle of water that appeared in front of his face.

"Had a lot of practice at this?"
"Nope," Clarksaid, sounding cheerful enough to make Lex's

stomach roil."But it's obviouswhat you need and—"
He twisted round a little, leaned back, so he was sprawled

withcarefully negligent ease in the corner of the couch.Clark
was standing less than two feet away, and hesimply stared up
at him,waiting—pressing—for the rest of it.

Clark didn't blush, didn't fidget, just stood there very still,
looking downat the floor. Then he slowly raised hiseyes, and
Lex couldsee—morethan he ought.

"You don't let people give things to you.You don't let me—
us—just dostuffforyou, you always have togive ussomething
to 'repay' me—us— or whatever and I want—"

Lex blinked, hopinghis face wassafely blank.
"Iwantto beable to do something foryouthat'sabitsmaller

thansaving your life." Sudden smile, anotherglintof humorin
the eyes. "It'sokay, I'll still save you, so you don't have to give
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up your cars. But...but you know, just sometimes...I want to
do stuff for you. Not so you'll give me something, but—but
becauseyou'll let me. Because it's not all business."

It was that simple? That's where he'd been going wrong with
the people in this damned town?

That's where he'd been going wrong with Clark?
He swallowed, and looked away. "Thanks," he said, feeling

peculiar."For the sandwiches."
And yes, that light blinding him was Clark's smile. Jeez. And

to think he'd wasted money on a truck.
Then, for his sins—and they were legion, even if he'd never

known most of their names—Clark sat down beside him.

And picked his feet up. And took his socks off. And put his
bare feet on Clark's laps, inches—millimeters—away from
Clark's crotch and then—oh, how he'd sinned!—Clark started

rubbing his feet.
He just lay there and watched. Those were his feet, in Clark's

hands. Pale, narrow, pedicured feet, in Clark's big, tanned,
manly hands.

He had to clear his throat twice before he trusted his voice

to sound like it belonged in the living room and not the
bedroom. "Had a lot of practice at this?"

"My mom," Clark said, shrugging.
So there was a God. Mom, Clark's mom, and that just blew,

so to speak, any sexual connotation right out the window.
Until Clark slanted a glance up at him that Mata Hari

would'vebeen proud of."Though I don't enjoy it this much."
He should take his feet back. He knew he should. But his

feet had never been an erogenous zone. He hastily swallowed
another finger sandwich as he remembered the time some
woman had pulled his motorcycle boots off and started
sucking his toes on the floor of the filthiest bar he'd ever—

"Lex?"

He swallowed, waved away any hint of the ice bucket.
"Yeah, that's right, Luthors don't hurl," Clark said, with the

most delicious edge of sarcasm.
Feet. Concentrate on feet, which were not, never had been

and never would be erogenous zones.
Thank God Clark hadn't decided to give him a neck rub.
Or a scalp massage.
And he hoped to hell Clark would think that groan was just

relieffrom having the, ah, kinks rubbed out of his feet.
"Lots of standing?"
"All night. It's easier to mingle without a sit-down dinner."
"And you mingled a lot?"
Oh, how he'd mingled. He'd managed to finish the

sandwiches and the water, so he lay back, and contemplated
the ceiling which, thankfully, bore no resemblance whatsoever
to Clark, and didn't even remind him of Clark. Nice, safe,

non-erotic view. He liked this ceiling—
"Lex?"

"Three debs," he said, since he was, after all, drunk and
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therefore couldn't be held responsible for anything he said.
"Three debs, all hand picked by my father—" and wasn't that
an image he didn't need in his head?—"all paraded before me
like Miss America."

"In bathing suits?"
Lovely Clark. Wonderful, lovely, delightful Clark, to inject

just the right tone of levity and facetious shock into the
conversation. "Evening gown competition. My designer's
better than your designer. Miles and miles of this season's de
rigueur fabric and style and color—puce," he said, raising up
a little and giving Clark a sharp look, just to make sure Clark
realized how horrifying miles of puce could be, "and miles
and miles and miles of Dad smiling encouragingly at me,
making—"

Clark, bless him, didn't say anything.
But he answered the question anyway. "There's something

deeply disturbing about talking to an 18-year-old, convent-
educated girl while your dad stands behind her and—"

He repeated his dad's masturbatory hand gesture.
"But if you picked the girl, you wouldn't have to do that,

right?"
That surprised him. Clark usually blushed and ran a mile

when the talk turned sexual.

"Unless," Clark was grinning at him, eyes amused, the 'aw
shucks' farmboy not quite in place, "she was a very unusual
girl."

Laughter gurgled from him, and yes, it was pathetic that
him laughing out loud had Clark looking at him in surprise.
Christ, what a pair they made.

"Oh, I could tell you about some of the unusual girls I've
known, Clark."

Very quietly, voice deep, and strong, and certain. Inviting,
too.

"Then why don't you, Lex?"
"Because I'm pretty sure that would count as corrupting a

minor in this fine state."

"You're planning on racing off to tell Sheriff Ethan that you
just told me all about the unusual...women...in your past?"

Good point. If he didn't tell anyone, and Clark didn't tell
anyone...

What was that they said about the slippery slope?
He shouldn't say a word, but...
But Clark wasn't hiding behind his innocence tonight. Clark

wasn't pretending ignorance—not that he'd ever believed
Clark's innocence and ignorance, not when Clark had such
easy access to the internet.

He should keep his mouth shut.
Instead, he curled his spine a little, shimmied up a little until

he was partly propped up against the arm of the couch. And
Clark moved, too, so that his feet were

still in Clark's lap, and Clark's hands
had stopped massaging, were simply
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rubbing now, fingers sliding up his ankles, under the hems
of his trousers, stroking skin, running along tendon, circling
rounded bones...

Okay, so that wassexy.
That was...

As sexy as the way Clark was looking at him, mouthslightly
open,eyes focusing on him so intently, and—

Clark moved his feet, and he could feel the press of Clark's
groin along the side of his foot.

Groin? he mocked himself. When had he turned into a

walking Health Education class?
Cock.

His foot was heldsnugand warm and tight against Clark's
cock.

Which wasn't soft.

Not soft at all.

Okay, so maybe feet were an erogenous zone—not for him,
but maybe Clark...

Those fingers were stroking him again, tracing bones
and very nearly tickling, but feeling almost obscenely good
instead.

"Everyone knows about drag queens," he said, and Clark
nodded, encouraging him. "But there's more than one type,"
he said, remembering, wondering how Clark would react.
"Some don't try to look like men in drag, some try to pass as
women—"

"Thought mostof themwere straight?"
"Most. And then there are the trannies."

"Chicks withdicks," Clark saidquickly—and thisblushwas
genuine, he'd bet money on it. "Internet," Clark told him,
shrugging, blush fading—fingers stroking, and pressing his
foot that bit tighter against a cock that was that bit harder.

"Exactly," he replied, and rubbed his foot against Clark's
cock.

Gotthe hottest gasp for that,Clark's eyes closing and mouth
opening in a beautifully unsophisticated, unjaded response.

"First time I met one, I had no clue," he said, rubbing his
foot back and forth, back and forth. "I thought I was king of
the debauched, but when 'she' took off her dress and I saw this
huge,hard cockthrough her panties—"

He'd nearly panicked, because he'd been younger than he'd
pretendedto be,younger than he'd thought himselfto be,and
while he'd already donesome things withguys hisownage—

Fuck. What the fuck was he doing? Clark was—internet be
damned, five o'clock shadow be double damned, Clark was
young. And Clark probably thought he was ready for this,
even though Clark wasn't even ready enough to ask Lana for
a date.

Hepulled his feet away, sat up properly, naked feet planted
firmlyon the ground.

He was not going to seduce Clark—
and he wasn't going to let Clark seduce
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him. Goddamnit, there were laws in this fucking state, and
if they'd put him in jail for laying a finger on his former
housekeeper's daughter, they'd crucify him for fucking an
underage boy.

Even one who thought he was ready and more than capable
of giving informed consent.

And when they'd finished crucifying the local Luthor, they'd
turn their attentions on Clark: Lex had lived in a small town

long enough nowto know that there were worse punishments
than jail.

"Lex—"

"No, Clark," he said, and tucked his hands under his own

thighs, trapping them between fine wool and smooth leather,
nice, safe things for him to touch.

"Why not?"
Somehow, he didn't think a parental-sounding 'because I

saidso'would be the wisest answer rightnow.
He got to his feet, started for the bar and headed for the fire

instead. With the food and thewater in him, he was realizing
that it hadbeen as much low blood sugar as liquor: it wasn't
that he'd been nervous or dreading today, just... Hell, he'd
kept so busy he hadn't had time to think about it until he was
getting dressed and then walking into that roomful of people
standingmeasuringhim, Dadleading him around like...

Proof of the old man's virility. Proof that the company was
utterly stable, even if some upstart bolt of lightning should
dare to strike Lionel Luthorthe nextday. Proofthat Lex was a
loyal little Luthor, doing Daddy's will, being a good little boy.

His dad had hugged him, patted him on the back. Stroked
the backs of long,bony fingers down hischeek.

The sandwiches threatened to reappear.
He closed his eyes, braced his hands on the mantle, and

stood there for a moment, dimly grateful that Clark wasn't
saying anything, that Clark wasn't asking questions that were
impossible to answer—

That Clark had come up behind him,and wrapped himself
around him.

Itwasn't often Lex gotto feel small. Itwasn't often thathegot
to feel...protected. Wasn't often that hegotto feel cherished.

Oh God, how he wished he was drunk. Rotten, stinking,
fallingdown, drunk.

So that tomorrow when he was sober, he wouldn't remember
any of this. Wouldn't remember the hands stroking him, or
thecock pressing against his ass, or thestrong arms wrapped
around him, or the mouth gentleagainstthe back of his head.

Wouldn't remember how hungry he wasfor this.
"Shh," Clark wastelling him."It'sall right."
Another lie, because theyboth knew it wasn't anywhere near

all right: theonlydifference was that Lex knew exactly why it
wasn't all right. Never would be.

His skin was tissue paper, his bones pillars of salt, and one
wrong move would dissolve him.
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And how the hell could Clark—so young, so fucking
young—not make a wrong move?

There was stillthe reason Clark was here tonight in the first
place: Whitney coming home for weekend leave after boot
camp, and Lana's house the eternal focal point of Clark's
telescope. There was still Lana, for all Clark was here right
now. There was still the whole figuring things out, for all
Clark was here right now. Therewas still being willing to deal
with the shit of people's reactions, if Clarkstayed—compared
to the open-armed welcome and approval of that nice boy
having such an enduring, loyal crush on sweetlittle Lana.

No two ways about it: his timing absolutely fucking sucked.
Ifonly he'd been exiledhere a few years down the line—

But then Clark kissed him—surer than he expected, no
fumblingvirginal uncertainty—right behind hisear,justwhere
the tendons to his neck began. Kissed him, and mouthed him,
tip of tongue tracing down, down, to his neck, to nip and bite
and suck, then move up, open mouth on him, and he heard
himself groan, felt it in his chest, felt himself shiver as Clark's
mouth hit him right there. Almost—not quite, but almost—as
good as a mouth on his cock, sometimes.

He was going to pay for this: he wasgoing to have his skin rip
open and his bones spill out, because this was going to backfire
on him and burn him badly.

But it would be worth it, for this moment, this comfort and

this passion and this...
He didn't want to give name to the feelings within himself,

fear curling low in his belly, adrenalin rush adding to his
arousal.Knewonly too wellwhat name went with Clark'sslow,
intense caresses and firm hands stroking over his chest and
belly, not quite daring low enough to touch his cock yet.

Wondered briefly,bitterly, if Lana had ever let Clark get this
far. Wondered just exactlywhat had happened while Lana had
been under the influence of the Nicodemus flower.

"Shh," Clark said again, mouth biting and licking the
muscles at the base of his neck, devouring the tension in them,
loosening him up.

With Clark's mouth on him, he'd loosen up in two seconds
flat: he could have that cock in him instead of just against him.
He could have Clark be part of him, for however long this
crush lasted, for however long this experimentation endured.
His own experimentation had settled into a fairly even mix of
male and female, but he could barely remember the name of
the boy he'd been so desperately in love with when he'd been
Clark's age. Remembered his surprise at how full his mouth
felt as he'd sucked that first cock. Remembered how much he'd

hated that first cock shoving its wayup his ass, in those far off
daysbefore he'd learned to separate sexfrom love.

Looked like he'd have to relearn that lesson all over again.

But for now—

Hehad Clarkwrapped around him,arms and heat and voice,
and Clark on him, mouth and tongue and cock. Naked fingers
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sliding inside hisopenshirt to squeeze his nipples, twisting a
littlewhen he gasped and arched into the touch.

It was goingto hurt like hellwhen Clark wanted to go back
to beingjust friends, but it wasn't as if his expectations would
beshattered, wouldit?Carpediem,and all the other platitudes
Clark probably learned at Jonathan Kent's knee.

Fathers, good or bad, weren't exactly conducive to enjoying
what was going on here. He was going to savor this, wallow
in it, milk it for everything he could get for the brief time it
would exist: fireflies and butterflies, brief flare of light and
beauty,then gone.

Worth it. So fuckingworth it, to hear Clark's voicerepeating
his name over and over and over in that hoarse little murmur,

breath against his ear, tongue against his skin, cock against his
ass, fingers against his chest, the other hand reaching up, and
he opened his mouth to suck the fingers in—but Clark didn't
see, and Clark...

Stroked his face. The backs of Clark's long fingers ghosting
down his cheek.

Oh God. That was an echo he just didn't need.
There wasn't enough booze in the world for this.
He closed his eyes, and leaned back against the pillar of

strength holding him up, and felt the weakness of his bones,
the fragile friability of his skin.

He could still feelhis father's fingers on his face,and still hear
his father's low-voiced whisper: I hear Victoria's had a little
medical procedure of late, Lex. Wonder which one of us she
has to thank for that.

He and Clark could keep this secret from the Kents, and the
town and the law,but his father... fuck, his dad had probably
known before he did.

There was very little that happened in this house without
Lex Luthor knowing about it: there was absolutely nothing
that happened in it without Lionel Luthor knowingabout it.

And Clark was sucking on the back of his head with such a
sweet intensity, such a sweet attempt to convey acceptance of
what set him apart from everyone else.

Yes, the 'aw shucks' mask had slipped more often tonight
than usual, but what it had revealed was hardly up to taking
down Lionel Luthor.

For Clark's sake,he had to stop this. Right now, before they
burned their bridges, before he knew exactly what he'd be
missing, because ifhe knew, he'd never beableto deny himself
from knowing it again and again and again.

For Clark's sake. If this was more than just sex (and God
help him, it was, on hissideat least), if this was more for him
than just fucking another pretty young—very young, too
young, what the fuck was he thinking, even contemplating
having sex with Clark?—then Lex had to be the adult here,
had to be the one with the sense and

the comprehension and the power to
stop it right now.
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But Clark—Clark was touching him, mouth and hands, lips
and tongue, and he could feelClark's erection (bigger than his
own, and wasn't a man measured by the size of his cock; how
could Clark be just a boy if his cock was bigger than most of
the men Lex had fucked?), heat and hardness, promise and
threat, pressed up against him. Pressing against him, like
the sea, pushing against him, retreating from him, waves of
pleasure against him. Clark wanted this, Clark obviously had
some idea what to do and how to do it, Clark was ready for
this, mature enough for this, even if Clark's dubious adoption
papers said he wasn't old enough to do this with a jaded,
debauched man.

"Yes," Lex said, even though he knew he shouldn't. He
wanted this, Clark wanted this, Clark knew what he wanted—

Oh fuck. Clark wanted this, but this wasn't all of it. His father

would know. And his father wouldn'twant hisonly legal heir
settling down with someone who couldn'tgive birth to lotsof
little Luthors.

It hit him like a blow, weakening his knees, scrunching his
eyes closed, collapsing himagainst Clark's solid strength.

Hewanted this.More than he'd wanted anything since he'd
begged his mother not to die. And he could have this, if he
would only just throw Clark to the jackals. But Clark was big,
and strong, and tougher than even the meteor mutants—and
Clark was holding him, onehand rubbing circles on his belly,
under his shirt, fingertips sliding under the waistband of his
pants, pinkie finger sliding down, stroking over bare naked
skin, shivering pleasure through Lex. Clarkwasn'tsomedelicate
little flower needing his protection, Clark would cope. What
harm would it do to have Clark, at least for a little while?

His nails bent as his fingers dug into Clark's wrists; anyone
else, and there would've been half-moon indentations seeping
blood.But this wasClark,Clark with his secretsand lies, Clark
with things that couldn't be trusted to a Luthor, not even one
so un-Luthorian as Lex. And if he had Clark, even for a little
while, his father would have every last one of Clark's secrets
on his desk by morning, even if it meant destroying the Kents
to get them.

"Clark," he said, and was appalled at the naked vulnerability
in his own voice, at the pathetic echo of need. He put some
steel into his backbone, and forced himself tostand up, tostop
leaningon Clark. He should turn, face Clark, stare him down
as he said this, but—

He couldn't. A lifetime's lying wasn't enough training
enough to deceive Clark. Or himself.

"Clark," he began again, warm and yielding as twice-forged
steel, although he couldn't quite manage the practiced, cutting
smile that was supposed to go with it,"I'm drunk, and right
now, a knothole in a fence—"

"I'm not stupid, Lex. You haven't
been drunk or high since you moved
to Smallville—"
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Now that was perfect: the truth as damnation. "Yes, I have."
He still wasn't looking at Clark, but he could feel the bristle

of disbelief behind him. "I had staff bring my things down
from Metropolis. But I brought my own...supplies in my own
car.

And he'd used those supplies—of course, that had been
during the thirty-seven and a halfhours he'd been in Smallville
before he'ddriven offa bridgeand beenbrought backto life by
Clark'skiss. Damn shame he was no Sleeping Beautyto havea
happily ever after.

"Fine,soyougot highor drunk or whatever, and if you need
to pretend you're drunk right now,fine, great,go right ahead,
this is me not stopping you.You're drunk, Lex," Clark said,and
his voice wasstartlinglyclose. "Drunk as a skunk, three sheets
to thewind, pickled like pieand I've gota dozen otherthings
my dad says to tell you that you, Lex Luthor,are drunk."

Which blended perfectly with Lex's plan to claim that his
response had only been the booze talking, so why the hell
did he have the sure and certain knowledge that somehow,
somewhere, Clark had snatched control of this conversation?

"Okay, soyou're drunk,and that'swhy yougothardwhen we
were making out—"

The phrase dropped onto Lex's shoulders with the weight
of decades, until he felt as oldashis father; obscene thought,
his father licking his lips andstaring atClark, his father taking
Clark the way his father had claimed Victoria and everyone
elseeven half-important to Lex.

"So stay drunk, Lex, stay drunk andletthishappen—"
"You have no idea," he snarled, white-knuckled, anger

knotting his hands into fists. "You think you know me, you
think you're ready for this—for me. Are you, Clark?" Fast and
dangerous as a summer twister, heturned on Clark, anger his
best defense and Clark's only protection. "I date my men as
openly as I date my women. I won't hide, I won't run, and I
won't be ashamed ordiscreet or anything else. Are you ready
for that, Clark?"

Clark's mouth was set in a line as stubborn as anything Lex
had ever managed, and wouldn't his father just love trying to
break Clark the way he'd tried to break Lex? "Are you ready
for what people will think and say behind your back? What
they'll say toyour face? What your dad will think and say?" he
snapped, although he flinched as much as Clark. "You think
you're all grown up," he sneered, atClark, athimself, spreading
the pain evenly because that was the price he had to pay for
Clark. "So are you ready to walk into school on Monday and
face the jocks and Pete and Chloe and Lana when they know
you're a fag? When they know you're Lex Luthor's fag, my toy,
my fucking pet?"

And yes, there itwas, at last: Clark blanching, lips whitening
in anger and eyes widening in fear and hurt and dismay.
"Nothing's free, Clark, every single fucking thing in the entire
fucking world has a price, and that's what fucking me will
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costyou.Can you afford that, Clark? Areyou readyto paythe
piper?"

And then Lex stood there, waiting, feeling the booze sour
his stomach and recede from his head, misery the best detox
he'd ever had the misfortune to find. He waited through the
thundering beat of his heart, through the short, sharp breaths
Clark was taking. Stood there, and waited for the answer. A
partof himself, the weak, feeble part that neededand hungered
and craved and curled up at night when the dark stretched
too wideand too lonely, was hoping Clarkwould say yes, yes,
damn the price,damn the piper. But the parts of him that were
untouched by his father, the part of him that had awakenedto
decencyand potential and promise when he'd died and Clark
had brought him back...oh, that part, that aching, hollowed,
gauntness in him was praying that Clark would say no, that
Clark would—yet again—savehim, from himself this time.

What his father had done to Victoria would be nothing
compared to what daddy dearest would do to someone Lex
actually loved.

AndClarkstillstood there,staring at him,eyesstormy, entire
body nearly shimmering with the finest tremble running
through it. Lex hoped it was fear or anger. Regretted that it
might be pain or loss. Didn't want to think that it might be
power and the sort of strength that could lift two grown men
one-handed back up onto a collapsing walkway.

Say no, he pleaded, inside his own head, where no one but
him could hear the broken edge of lost hope. And Clark stood
there, one more second, two more seconds, and Lex could see

him thinking. Wondered if Clark, as quick to lie about his
intelligence as his strength, had seen through what Lex had
said: had seen through the surface truths to the fearful truth
beneath. Clark, after all, had found the photographs of his dad
and Victoria, and he'd told Clark about Pamela himself.

That's whyhe had—eventually—been able to forgivePamela:
he knew his father and so did she. Running far, far away was
the only viable option for someone who didn't want to end up
dead or wishing they weredead by the time his father finished
with them. And their family.

He watched Clark, watched the thoughts chasing themselves
in circlesbehind those eyesthat covered lies so well.

He wanted Clark to say yes. He quite desperately needed
Clark to say no.

Because he couldn't.

God help him, he couldn't.
And finally, finally...
Clark touched his mouth, just a fingertip, touching the scar
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that was the other main leftover from the meteor shower, and

for a long, painful moment, Lex waswrackedbetweenwanting
it to be the start or the end.

Then Clark smiled at him, not a familiar Clark smile, but one

of Lex's own, and for a moment, he wondered if he himself

looked so melancholic, so...lonely, when he smiled like that.
The answer, then.

Clark Kent to the rescue,once again. This would be the end.
Friendship would continue, blunted though, weighted by the
knowledge of what they'd chosen not to do tonight.

Lexturned sharply on his heel, downed the last of his whisky,
headed brisklyover to the decanter, his hand barelytrembling
as he poured another drink. He was perfectlypoised. No one
would ever know.

He didn't want to know either.

Did not want to know how much it hurt that Clark had said

no.

Did not want to know how much of a relief it was that Clark

had said no.

He was safe—Clark was safe. He should be grateful, and he
was.But he washuman enough, still, under the Luthor mantle,
to wish for a different world, a world where...

There was no point in dreaming. None at all. None.
Glass in one hand, decanter in the other, Lex breezed past

Clark, waved the decanter in a dismissive gesture. "Feel free to
use one of the guest bedrooms," he said, inordinately pleased
with just how casual he sounded. "Or to lock up behind
yourself when you leave."

"Lex—"

Habit and need stopped him, and he turned around, took a
deep breath and looked up. SawClark's face. ReadClark'seyes.

Want. Need. Hunger. But not enough to face the slings and
arrows of his hometown, not enough to deal with his father
finding out. Not enough to risk either of them to the dangers
of Lionel Luthor. Or perhaps just unwilling to be tarnished in
Lana's eyes.

Too young. Clark was still just too damned young.
"I'll see you tomorrow," Lex said into Clark's tongue-tied

hurt and regret, gentler than he'd meant to. Clark was,after all,
very,very young. And for all his strength, terribly, terrifyingly,
vulnerable. Even now, he could see Clark having second
thoughts, could see Clark swayed by the burn of want and
lust. With one last look at what he couldn't have, Lex took his

decanter of very fine, very strong whisky and headed upstairs,
alone, knowing that he'd done the right thing.

And finding it very cold comfort indeed.



The photographs just sat there on his desk, mocking him.
He had noone buthimself toblame. Desiree, apparently, hadn't been warning

enough for him. No, he'd rebounded from her like a rubber ball and then just
had to go running around looking for someone else to love, someone else he
might woo, someone else who might give him some crumbs of affection and
acceptance. At this rate, store mannequins wouldn't besafe from him plighting
his troth to them.

He was so pathetic.

Heshould'velearned by now that running hell-bent and determined towards
something was just another way of running away from something. His own
need. His own weakness. His own feelings. Loneliness. A turret of solitude
surrounded by lies, the one person he really wanted a proven liar,proven to be
someone he couldn't, shouldn't, wouldn't trust.

And now he was lying to himself. Great. Thiswasjust.. .great.
So busyrunningfrom onesetof lies, he'd run headlong and heartfirst into the

charmingly deceptive embrace of even more.

In his defense, she'd been utterly convincing on those five dates—from the
moment he'd laid eyes on her, and she'd ripped him a new one, and held him
at arm's length. Played hard to get, the oldest trick in the book, and he'd fallen
for it, hook, line, and sinker. Landed like a gaping, gasping fish, just waiting for
her to gut him.
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Which she'd done. And damn well at that.

Even when he'd shown her the photographs, she'd sounded
so believable, been so—wasn't that how the truly innocent
reacted? At least here in Smallville?

He'dbeenwrong about her,he must havebeen wrongabout
her—not from the beginning, maybe not on those five dates,
but about lying over the photographs, and his dad. Accusing
her of being in bed with his father—because that was what
he'd been doing, even if Helen hadn't realized he was having
flashbacks to Victoria, hadn't he driven her to that reaction?

Maybe she'd been right to storm out of here. Surelyshe'd been
right to be appalled, absolutely right. And surely this wasone
of his worst indulgences in wishful thinking ever. His fingers
lingered on the photographs, fanning through the glossy sheaf
so he could see her in all of them. Maybe.Or maybe she—

"Put them away, Lex," Clark said, gentle and kind and
absolutely refusing to brook the least little argument. Lex
dropped the photos to the desk. "Staring at them's not going
to help."

"I know, but..."

"But," Clark said, tossing a pool cue at Lex, nearly hitting
him with it, startling Lexout of his reverie and out of his seat,
"you don't know what to do, so you're sitting here broodier
than a hen who hasn't laid in a week,and that's not helping."
Clark looked at him sharply, the pool balls clacking as he
racked them and Lex left his desk and the photos behind. "Is
it, Lex?"

"No.It's not. In fact," Lexchalkedthe tip of his cue, set up his
shot to break the rack, "it's making it worse. But what the hell
elseam I supposed to do, Clark?"

"Talk to her."

Lana, Chloe, Victoria, Desiree, Helen: it didn't seem to

matter which female they were talking about, they always
seemed to end up being a sounding board for each other,
working through things in ways Lex still found novel and
more than a little strange. "And say what? I'm sorry, I'm a
slimy sleaze ball of a Luthor who doesn't know how to treat
someone properly?"

Clark caught the cue ball as it hit off the corner and bounced
over the edge of the table. "You treat me just fine," Clark said
mildly enough, but there was the usual warning behind the
calm voice, refusing to let Lex tar himself with his father's
brush."You tell her whyyou reacted the way you did, and ask
her to explain things to you."

Lexwatched Clark take his shot, two balls dropping neatly
into two separate pockets. At this rate, he wouldn't have to
worry about how he was going to surreptitiously pay Clark's
way through college. Clark could finance himself as a pool
shark.

"Already tried that," he said, missing another shot, Clark
shooting him a concerned glance."She nailed my balls to the
wall for checking her bank account—"
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"Lex!

He leaned on his pool cue and met Clark's gaze head on.
"There were a hundred thousand of my father's dollars in that
account."

Clark blinked at him, opened his mouth to say something
then shut it again. Then, finally: "I'm sure there's an
explanation. Maybe your dad put it there without her
permission?"

"Then why didn't she just tell me that? It's not as if I'm going
to call her a liar or throw her out if she tells me something
terrible about my dad. Hell, I'll probably embellish on it until
it reallysounds like something he'd do."

Clark was looking at Lexout of the corner of his eyes, and
there was tension beginning to knot his shoulders. "Youthink
she lied to you?"

"I know she did. She said she'd never met my dad, but I have
photographs from two separate occasions. Feeding pigeons in
the park,"he added scornfully,insulted at being betrayed using
such a trite cliche. "And when I confronted her—Clark, I even

told her it was because I'd been burned and the whole disaster

with my honeymooning bride trying to kill me wasn't exactly
kept quiet."

Clark looked at him with what just might be pity, and
Lex winced because the memory of the racks and racks of
magazine covers, tabloid headlines, and entertainment news
on what felt like every television station in the country still
stung. There was no way Helen could've missed the overkill
coverage,especially not here in Smallvillewhere the news had
been bandied around with such glee.

"Clark, I told her I found out not because I suspected her,
but because I was having my dad followed."

"Why are you having your dad followed, Lex?"
Lex took two shots, pocketing one ball, nearly digging into

the feltwith the second."He told me he'd bury me. And all my
friends."

There wasn't a lot anyone could say to that—particularly
not when they knew Lionel Luthor well enough to know
that it probably wasn't just venting spleen in the heat of the
moment.

"Have you found anything?"
"Apart from his tete-a-tete with Helen? Not a thing. Which

just makes me even more nervous."
"I can't imagine—"
"What it's like to have a father willing to kill you?" Lex said

when Clark broke off.

Clark looked up at Lex, missed his shot, and didn't even
notice. "I couldn't believe it when he sealed the plant or
wouldn't even talk to Mrs. Dunleavy."

"Yeah, well, those weren't the first times, so I'm kind of used

to it.

And Lex didn't just miss his shot, he
missed the table. Clark had blindsided
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him, hadcome upbeside him outof nowhere andjustgrabbed
him. His ribs were creaking from thetightness of thehug. But it
beat being dangled offa steelcatwalkor left to die at the hands
ofone of your dad's former mistresses. Those things hurt,but
this... Ithadbeen a long time, but not solong thathedidn'tstill
recognize comfort when it was offered. When it was wrapped
around him like a boaconstrictor, refusing to lethim go.

When it came in the form of lipspressed to his temple, and
a voice crackingover, "I'm so sorry."

Then he was left to stand on his own two feet, dizzy,
befuddled, while Clark went back to playing pool as if he'd
never hugged Lex, let alone kissedhim.

"Clark,did you just—?"
"Your shot," Clark said.

Lexgot the message:pretend I didn't do that. Pretend I didn't
take us to thenext level like life isa giant video game. Pretend
I wasn't tackyenough to kiss my best friend for the first time
when he was talking about being dumped by his girlfriend.
Okay. Lex could do that. He was good at pretending, andwhat
was one more lie between friends? Somehow, he'd held onto
hiscue for the duration of that hug and hadn'tdropped it in
shock when Clark had, yes, kissed him.Not a huge passionate
tonsil-ticklingsexfest of a kiss. But a kiss.Adefinite more than
just-good-friends kiss.

Lex muffed that shot too.

He wasn't even sure it was the cue ball he'd hit.

Clark had kissed him.

Clark, meantime, was bent over the pool table, his face
flushing a color unpleasantly close to the exact shade of the
baize. "Whatelse did shetell you?"

"Apart from the fact that I was pathetic and paranoid and
even more arrogant than everyone said I was? Well, that my
dad had offered her themoney to dump me."

Clark looked up at him, then went back to the table.
"The thingis, about the money for dumping me?" Lex said

slowly, talking to the back of Clark's head, wondering what
expression Clark was trying to hide and whether or not this
hug and kiss behavior was a singularity or going to ambush
him in the future like the local meteor mutants. And whether

or not he wanted to be ambushed. Regularly. "I'm prettysure
she was lying to me about that too."

Then Clark stood upandlooked at Lex across thepooltable
where they'd played countless games, not all of them pool.
"Maybe shehad a good reason for lying, Lex."

"A good reason for lying, Clark?" Lex asked, keeping his
voice carefully neutral, allowing neither hope nor accusation
to color it.

Clark shifted uncomfortably, a penitent at the confessional.
"To protect you, maybe."

"From something worse than my
dad trying to wreck the first serious
relationship in my life?"
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"Five datesisa serious relationship?"
"For me, yeah," Lex said, swallowing hard before continuing.

"Told you, I'd never even contemplated more than two
months with a woman before. With anyone before. But it's
what I want."

Clark hesitated for a long moment, standing there, fingers
sliding restlessly up and down the cue stick in a way any guy
would immediately recognize. "So you're considering more
than two months with...Helen, then your surveillance ofyour
dad—and Lex, I know you say it's business, but you do know
spying on your dad is seriously weird, don't you?—shows her
meeting him twice even though she saidshe'd nevermet him,
andthen she tells youit'sbecause your dad wants hertodump
you?"

"Ican'tdecide ifthat'smoredepressing oraccurate," Lex said,
taking a shot out of turn because who was he to turn down the
rareopportunity to cheat on Clarkat pool."But you've nailed
it, Clark. That's essentially the whole patheticsituation."

"So you need to figure out why she did what she did.
Because—" Clark stopped, waiting till Lex looked up at
him, continuing with a surfeit of honest sincerity, "because
maybe she had some really good reasons for not telling you
everything. And it wasn't just her. She did stuff she shouldn't,
but you did stuffyou shouldn't and you both said stuffyou
really shouldn't."

"But why lie to me in the first place? She comes from the
same circle I do, she must know about my dad and me, the
way we arewitheachother. And to beblunt, Clark, when you
getinto our incomebracket,a backgroundcheck isconsidered
perfectly routine. Sowhy lie? Why not come to meand tell me
what he did?"

"Maybe," Clark said softly as Lex set up his next shot, "she
didn't want to hurt you."

"And postponing—" Lex stopped, rose to his full height.
Stood at the opposite side of the pool table, took one step
towards the window, while Clark took one step towards the
door, so that they fetched up direcdy opposite each other,red
baize scattered with a few brightly-hued balls lying between
them. "Maybe she wanted to tell me," Lex said carefully,
watching Clark's reaction, "but was embarrassed."

"Maybe she wanted to tell you, but didn't know how to tell
you right when it happened. Then the longer she didn't tell
you," Clark shrugged, ventured an apologetic, shy half-smile
at Lex, "theworse the delay made her not telling you look. So
then she couldn't tell you, and then that delay just made it
worse..."

"Maybe she had the best intentions, but things went awry
because of events outside her control, and to confess would
make her look worse than she was." Lex knew he wasn't

actually smiling, but suspected he was looking at Clark with
an expression bordering on softness.

Apart from the low murmur of their voices, there wasn't a
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single other sound in the room as Clark looked right at Lex
and said, "Maybe she felt she couldn't tell you because she
wasn't the onlyperson involved, so it wasn't onlyher secret."

Lex laid his pool cue down on the baize. "Maybe she was
going to try to fix it, but I found out before she could."

Clarkpicked up Lex's cue,held it alongside hisown, both of
them togetherin one large hand. "Maybe shewas afraid that if
she told you,you'd look at her differently."

"That maybe it would tarnish her."
"Make you think less of m—her. Maybe shewas afraidyou'd

neversee her the same wayagain."
Lex walked slowly around the pool table, stopped right in

front of Clark.Tookboth pool cues, laid them across the pool
table. "Maybe she was afraid that the ugliness of past truths
would ruin things between...us."

Clark picked up the pool cues, slotted them into the wall
rack as he spoke. "Maybe she was worried that once she told
you, you wouldn't be able to let it go."He smiled suddenly, his
entire facelighting up, Lex'seyes brightening to match. "You're
kind of obsessive, Lex."

A gracious, amused nod of agreement, and an affectionate
warmth in Lex's eyes."Maybe she was afraid that if she didn't
handle it herself, I'd think she was incompetent, or weak."

"Yeah, like that's going to happen," Clark said, nudging Lex
almost playfully. "Maybe," and Clark was still smiling, not
his usual grin, something softer, chenille instead of everyday
cotton, "maybe she was afraid that if you knew and your dad
found out because your dad's even more obsessive and weird
than you are, it would be used as a weapon against you."

For a moment, Lex frowned over that, then nodded, not in

total comprehension or acceptance, but as if he were tucking
it away for later consideration. "Maybe she hadn't ever
encountered anything like this since being a kid, and maybe
she didn't have the slightest clue how the hell to handle any
of this."

"Maybe," Clark said, stepping closer, very close to Lex now,
"she only found out about...stuff...kind of recently, and it
was taking a while to get her head around it, and by then she'd
already told her first lie and didn't know how to go back and
undo it."

"Exactly," Lexsaid, breathing the word out. "Maybe it's been
years since she had anyone she could even imagine trusting,
and she just doesn't know how. Yet."

"Maybe she's only trusted two people her whole entire life,
then," Clark ducked his head, looked away like a liar then met
Lex'seyesagain, honesty like a beacon. "Maybe she had to trust
someone else, and they could be trusted, but...they kind of
weirded out on her for a while and it scared the living daylights
out of her."

"Maybe she's scared shitless that when...people...learn the
truth about her, she won't see them for dust because they'll
leave her so fast."
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"Maybe she shouldn't be afraid of any of that stuff," Clark
said, a breath awayfrom Lex.

Lex leaned forward, less than a breath away, breathsmingling
as words passed from one of them into the other. "Maybe she
should learn that you don't have to lie to keep secrets.Silence
works even better."

"Lex," Clark said, and ran the tips of his fingers along the
sleek column of Lex's neck, where the top buttons of the
amethyst shirt were undone to reveal freckle-dappled skin,
"are you going to keep digging?"

"There are some things I need to know, Clark," Lex said,
pointedly running his right hand across his scalp. "Anything
that turns up alongside that is...irrelevant. Something to be
ignored."

"Like finding out about Helen and your dad?"
"Some lies are told out of friendship—"
"And necessity."
"And fear, or habit, or—"

"To protect people."
"She lied to me, Clark, but I'm becoming a real connoisseur

of lying.Shewasn't lying out of friendship or self-preservation
or anything elsejustifiable. Shewas lying for her own sake, and
it didn't matter that it betrayed me."

"You don't know that."

"I didn't expect you to defend a liar, Clark."
"Sometimes lying's the last resort. Sometimes it's the only

decent thing left."
"Compared to what?"
"Compared to putting an unbearable burden of secrecy on

someone," Clark said, his hand sliding down Lex's chest to
his waist, then across, fingers brushing against Lex's palm.
"Compared to putting more temptation in front of them than
they could resist."

Lex was very still under Clark's touch, under Clark's words.
"Compared to revealing things that hurt too much to relive?"

"Yes," Clark said, closing his hand gently around Lex's.
Lex stared at him, barely blinking, trying to read the tiniest

nuance. "Compared to being judged badly for something they
didn't intend?"

"Definitely," Clark said, rubbing his thumb across Lex's
palm.

And this was the crux. "Compared to doing something they
know most people would think is wrong, but it's the only way
to survive?"

Clark took a deep breath. "It's easy to pass judgment when
you don't have to walk in another man's shoes. But when
you've walked in his shoes..."

"Youwon't pass judgment?"
"I'll.." Clark looked down, hiding himself from Lex's view

for a moment. "I won't say I won't yell
about it."

Familiar ground, but traversed by
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a totally unfamiliar path. "And I won't yell...about other
things."

"Just—be careful."

"She won't—"

"I'm not worried about what she'll do."

For a moment, the fire flared, the legendary temper that
wentwith the hair Lex had lost so many yearsago.And then it
was gone, even more suddenly than it had flared, doused when
Clark slid his arm around Lex's waist, a warm, reassuringly
loose embrace, freedom no more than a motion away, should
he want it. "All right, Clark.I won't go too far."

"Eventhough you think she's another Victoria?"
"Well, she hasn't slept with my dad yet, and she hates her

dadmorethan I hatemine, soshe's not working forher father.
But—yeah. Maybe."

Harking back to an old discussion, an old dispute, an old
disagreement. "Not all relationships are about love?"

Lex raised their linked hands."Friendships are."
"I have to tell you something, Lex. I don't know how things

are done in Metropolis," Clark whispered, leaning forward
till his lips werealmost brushing Lex's ear,"but in Smallville,
buddies don't go around holdingother buddies'hands."

Lex said nothing, just smiled a little, and turned his head so
that his forehead rested against Clark's, just for a few seconds
before he pulledslowly away. "I still haveto..."

"Find out, yeah, I get that. Okay, so J don't, but I know
it's...it's just you." Abright, insightful gaze pinned Lex, giving
him anotherglimpse of who Clark really was under his mild-
mannered exterior. "But Lex?"

"Hmmm?"

"Afteryou find out?"
"Mmm?"

"Maybe we can try figuring out if some relationships are
about love."

With a gesture borrowed from a gracious Venetian count he
had once admired, a gesture so wonderfully out of place and
absurdly romantic that it invited a little bit of laughter, Lex
took their joined hands and kissed the back of Clark's hand. "I
look forward to it," he said, very nearly shocked by how true
that was.

"Then as soon as you know what's going on, we'll try
figuring it out. Unless—" Clark stopped, obviously confused.
"What ifyou find outshe wasn't lying, it was more... she just
wasn't telling thetruth? Will you still belooking for more than
two months, Lex?"

Lex stared down at their linked hands, pressed his lips
to Clark's skin again, darting his tongue out to taste, then
lingered, paying attention. Chalk, and soap and skin. And
promise.

Lex straightened up, met Clark's gaze
steadily, with a degree of honesty and
openness that would horrify his father
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and might well terrify Lex tomorrow. "Not with her,"he said.
"Good," Clark said.

Then theystood there, holding hands, staring at each other
because neither of them had ever done anything like this
before. Neither, Lex thought, had the slightest clue how to
continue or end a moment like this.

Until Clark blushed, and laughed, and Lex grinned, and
tugged hishand free, andClarkstartedcrowing abouthe'djust
thrashed Lex in pool again, and Lex got them both water.

Very normal, very routine, apart from the half-shy little
smiles they shared between them like secrets.

£lark took all thesunlight with him when he left a little later.
Took all the light, period, a familiar, deep gloom settling over
Lex as soon as he wasalone again.He couldn't quite decide if
it wasdisturbing or exhilaratingthat he and Clarkweremore
honest to each other with their lies than most people were
with their truths.

Secrets and lies, truth or dare, and didn't that just sum up
Helen's reaction. He'd raised the truth to her and she'd been

outraged,daring him to continue beingso unfair.
Theproblem was, hewas usedto telling lies, andhewas used

to being lied to. There were corporate lies and business lies,
lies to seal deals and get better deals, lies to lure employees
from another company, lies to get rid of employees who'd
become liabilities. Lies to cover hisass, lies to lay blame where
it belonged even if there was no evidence, lies to protect the
truth. There were the lies that had driven him half-insane

trying to figure out the truth behind them, since the truth
in Smallville could make science fiction look unimaginative.
There were the lies he told like reflexes, the lies he needed
to tell himself, the lies he wanted to hear because they were
better than the truth. Or not knowing. Therewere the lies he
welcomed, because he'd suspected—and now knew—that in
an odd way, the lies were forhissake, not hisbetrayal.

How many lies had he told Clark, and vice versa, in the time
they'd known each other? And how many truths, truths that
neither of them told anyoneelse?

Compare those to Helen's lie.

Outright lie, immediate attack, a thrust-and-parry Lex had
used his whole life, and had had used on him.

Not the same sort of lie Clark told him, or that he told
Clark.

She said he'd given her no chance to explain, but he had.
He'd even rolled over and showed her his belly, made himself
vulnerable toherbytelling herwhy this bothered him, why he
needed to know.

And she'd attacked.

Andattacked again, in the so-aptlynamed Talon.
This was something he was used to, and it had thrown him

only because Smallville had gotten him out of practice. But
those were familiar tactics and familiar lies, just like the ones
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with which he was most familiar: I only hurt you, son, because
I loveyou. It only hurts, son, because you're fighting me so. It
only hurts, son, because you let your emotions rule you.

He'd very nearly let his emotions rule him on this, too.
Which was, perhaps, exactly what his dad had been counting
on him to do.

So push emotion aside—no. Hold onto the emotion he had
with Clark, the lying truth and the truthful lies they shared,
hold on tightly to that, put his emotions there, where it was if
not safe, then at least a hell of a lot less dangerous. Emotions
aside. Use his mind. No feelings. Logic.

She'd already met his father twice before she told him
she'd never met Lionel Luthor with a flawless innocence and

honesty he'd believed completely.
She'd looked at those photographs, and despite what she'd

said later she, like Clark, hadn't even tried to explain. She,
unlike Clark, had immediately attacked him.

And she had twisted the knife in the wound. Belittled him.

Hit him on the very places made most vulnerable by his own
father. Coincidence? Luckyshots? Insider knowledge?

A hundred thousand dollars would go a long wayin Rwanda.
He'd looked into what she was doing there, the international
aid organizations and volunteer groups she wasworking with.
A hundred thousand dollars would build the hospital they
were trying to raise funds for, and the three orphanages they
were trying to build and the four they were trying to supply
with food. A hundred thousand dollars would even stretch,

in Rwanda, to a few schoolrooms with slates and chalk and

volunteer teachers. Especially if a hundred thousand of his
father's dollars were only the down payment, the balance due
on completion of her...job.

Dumping the spoiled, shallow heir to billions of dollars
might seem like cosmic justice, or like the ends justifying the
means, a very reasonable trade for a hospital and orphanages
and schools—if dumping him was what his father had actually
paid her to do. He could see where his father wouldn't want
him getting too close to someone who had so thoroughly
broken free from her own father, and for reasons so close to

Lex's attempts. But still, considering some of the people he'd
been involved with, considering what he'd done and with
whom he'd done it, his father had never done anything so
crass, so declasse as to simply, straightforwardly pay someone
to dump him. Cover up for him, sure. Make evidence and
arrests disappear, you bet. Because all of that saved the family
name too. But just having someone dump him? For a straight
quid pro quo involving cash?

When you were a multi-billionaire who already knew
everyone had a price, where was the sport in that? Where was
the fun, where was the challenge?

His father was up to something, whether Helen knew it or
not. Most likely not, judging by the fact that it had taken so
little effort to find what she'd done with the hundred thousand
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dollars that she'd taken from her bank account—although
she'd been careful not to mention the money beyond telling
him what his father said it was in payment for. She obviously
hadn't expected him to have his people check architects to find
out if anyone was drawing up plans for a hospital in Rwanda.
From what he'd seen—and he'd seen the copies with Helen's
handwritten notes and instructions for changes—Bryce
Hospital was going to be an excellent facility, no money wasted
on ostentation and plenty of attention given to the specific
needsof the region. The special family accommodation rooms
werea particularly nice touch, he thought. Good to know that
hatingyour own familydidn't necessarily make you forget that
some people actually loved theirs. And were loved by them in
return.

She had such good motives. Such good intentions. And such
blindness to let his father use her so consummately.

At least she wasn't having sex with his dad. That was an
improvement. But she was definitely being used, and being
paid off to dump him... No. No matter how hard he tried to
believe that, that was just too simplistic for his dad. Maybe
it was supposed to humiliate him enough or sour him so
completely on Smallville that he would return to Metropolis.
But with LexCorp growing by leaps and bounds, his father
wasnow actively trying to prevent him from getting anywhere
near LuthorCorp. After all, information is power, and he
already knew far too much about LuthorCorp for his father's
peaceof mind.

So why had dad told her he wanted her to dump him?
Even if she were lying about that too, it still left his dad up to
something, and him in the dark.

And he'd never, ever liked being left alone in the dark.
A hundred thousand dollars. Considering his dad had been

willing to let him die rather than spend five minutes talking
to someone, that was a hell of a lot of money. And for what?
To accomplish what leaving his juvenile record for her to read
would do for absolutely free. She'd nearly been put off just by
him puking semi-digested alcohol all over her when he'd been
in college: there were a dozen things in his juvie jacket that
would have her slapping his face and stalking off in righteous
contempt. And maybe talking to the district attorney.

But dad had chosen to spend a lot of money, to get her to
dump him. Dad had a plan, and dad had been depending on
Lex's predictable over-emotionalism. And dad had formulated
this plan without knowing that Clark would step up to the
plate and...change things. Offer Lex what Lex had been
looking for in and from Helen.

That gave him hope for the future and it had to give him a
major advantage over his dad.

Rubbing one finger across his lower lip, he sat deep in
thought for a few minutes before
deciding on a course of action. There
were certain...occasional employees
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he needed to re-activate, and he started contacting them,
beginning the first stage in the shadier side ofhis campaign to
find out whatthe hell hisdadwas up to.And forthefirst time,
he felt there was someone peering over his shoulder, not tospy,
buttokeep him in check, sothat theyelling could bekept toa
minimum. Tokeep the lies as few as possible.

There were some lies he could and would tolerate, some
lies he could understand, some lies he could even applaud.
But woe betide those who lied to him to betray him, to hurt
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him, to profit his father. Those people...well, those people
were just fish on a line waiting for him to reel them in. Even
if they didn't realize it and thought that it was they who had
him hooked. Even ifthey couldn't realize just how wrong they
were, just how dangerous it was to fish for sharks, until he
gutted them.

He pickedup the phoneand dialed Helen's cell number, his
voice perfect, a flawless combination of restrained hurt and
pride-choked need. All the better to reel her in.
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(Beinga Bastardization o/The Princess Bride byS. Morgenstem, the 'Good Parts'
Version edited by William Goldman, adapted by Jane Mailander)

Warning: Ifyou haven't seen thefilm "ThePrincess Bride," you won't get most of
the jokes in this story. Bythe way, Priticess Buttercup didn't get halfthe stomping
that wimpy bitch deserved.

Cmily honey, Grandma's here to see you!"
"Mom, she's gonna pinch my cheek again."
"Oh, she won't do that!"

"Mom, Grandma always pinches my cheek."
"Well, hey! I heard someone had a cold!"

"We're in here, Mom!"

"And how's my favorite granddaughter today? Ooh, chubby cheeks!"
"Mpph!"
"Right, I'll just leave you two alone, I have to get to work. Thanks a million.

Mom, you're a lifesaver."
"Quite all right, Cath, we'll have a fine time. Goodbye! ...Well, now, let's see.

Ah, reading comic books. Smart girl! Best way to spend the day in bed sick.
What are vou reading?"

"STRANGERS IN PARADISE."

"Good choice. Two girls who love each other, their friends, their adventures.
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I got your mother started on those when she was a girl, too.
Now,Emily,have you ever read SUPERMAN?"

"No way, Grandma. Superman's boring. Boys like that
stuff—a dumb jock in tights flying around punching planets."

"Well, certainly the way some of those comics are written,
they are dull. And Lois Lane's a real ninny in some of those.
But there's more to Superman than the tights and the cape,
or throwing cars around. Now I have here a Superman story
I think you'll like very much. I thought I'd read you some of
this, and then you can decide for yourself. Deal?"

"...Deal."

"Very well. Now this version is called 'The Prince Lex.'"
"Does it have friendships and adventures?"
"Does it!Star-crossed love.Beautifulyoungmen. Inseparable

friends. Bad guys. Good guys. Bad girls. Good girls. Wicked
fathers. Wise mothers. You'll love it, I just know. So let me
begin.

"Ahem. Once upon a time..."

0nce upon a time, in a small farm town in a faraway land,
thereliveda young princewhose name was Lex. Now, princes
as a rule don't live in small farm towns; theylivein cities. But
this prince had been sent by his father, the King, to govern
thissmalloutpost in his kingdom as a test of the youngman's
ruling abilities. Or so the King said. Lex privately suspected
that he was a thorn in his father's side and that he had been

sent awayso as not to embarrass the King.
Small farm townsarenice, quietplaces to live for the people

who are born and raised there—but for a young man used
to the noise and activity and dangers of a great city like
Metropolis, this town was a dull, terrible, wall-less prison,
a place of exile far from the wild parties and boisterous
companions to which he had been accustomed. In addition,
his governingduties weredull and repetitive and most of the
farmers were foul-smelling, which put the prince in an even
fouler mood.

The only two pleasures Lex took in his new life were in
driving his expensive cars very fast on the roads of the small
town, and in tormenting the young man who brought him
fresh produceeveryday from his family's farm. So proud and
haughty was Lex that he would not even use the lad's name,
but ordered him around thus:

"Farmboy! Fetch me that basket of apples!"
To whichthe young man wouldsay, ashebrought the bushel

of fruit to the prince, "As you wish."
Or, on another occasion, Lex would drive up to his home

where theyoung farmer stood withhisbasket of produce, leap
from the vehicle and imperiously order, "Farmboy! Wash and
wax my Porsche!"

Again, the lad's replywas the same, as
soft and even-voiced as ever, even as he

stripped off his flannel shirt and stood
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naked to the waist beside the sleek, beautiful automobile, with

a hose in one hand and a soapy sponge in the other.
"As you wish."
On still another occasion, while Lex was at fencing practice,

he threw a foil in anger and it fell near the lad's feet. Furious
at losing a match to his trainer, Lexsnapped, "Farmboy, bring
that back to me!"

The lad picked up the sword in one hand, walked over to
the prince, took his hand with his free hand, and pressed the
pommel of the foil into Lex's palm, curling the hand round the
hilt with both of his big hands. He smelled of apples, and his
eyes were the color of the sky.

"As you wish," he said quietly, and reached a hand up to
gently close Lex's mouth before turning and walking out the
door of the game room.

No matter what order Lex gave to "Farmboy," or how
proudlyor coldly he snapped his demands, the young man's
reply never varied, nevershowed angeror resentment. Always,
hisanswerwasa quiet, gentle"As you wish."

That steadyreplyworked on Lex the waysunshine workson
a clumpof springsnow. And it wasn't long before Lex began
to realize that everytime thisyoung man said"As you wish," he
was reallysaying"I love you."

And Lex looked at this young man he had treated like a
servant for so long out of cruelty and loneliness. He saw how
beautiful theladwas, howstrongand well-built, howsplendid
hehad looked washing the car, and how bluehiseyes hadbeen
looking down into hisown in thegame-room. Agreat longing
built in the prince for the wild games he had played with his
cronies in the city. The farmboy loved him. It wouldbe easy.

So the next time the lad came to the prince'sestate with his
bushel of fresh apples, Lex smiled at him. "Farmboy," he said
softly. "Lie with me."

Theladsetthe apples down and went to Lex. "As you wish,"
he whispered.

They kissed.

"£eww!"

"What is it?"

"They're kissing"
"So?"

"Grandma, I hate kissing! They always have kissing scenes
in movies!"

"You know, in a few years you might not hate kissing in
books and movies so much."

"Gross!"

"Stillwant me to skip them?"
"Yes!"

"Fine. Let's see, where were we? Kissing, skip that. We don't
need this part either. Here wego..."

/he next day Lex awaited the farm lad with great eagerness.
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He had not slept much that night, thinking of the handsome
youngman and the joyhe had found in those strong arms.The
pleasure had been so intense that at one moment Lex had felt
asifhe were flying. Thisdulllittle town nowhad one thinghe
thoroughly enjoyed.

But that dayanother boy came to Lex'sestate with the basket
of fruits and vegetables from the farm. He alsobrought a note
from the lad,which Lexopened with haste.

My beloved Prince, [the note read] J am offto the city tomake
my fortune and prove myselfyour equal. When I have risen to
anestate in which you can look into myeyes andseewho I truly
am—when you can love me as I love you—I will return and
become your inseparable companion.

P.S. My name is Clark.
Lex wasenraged,but it was too late. The lad was gone to the

city, and he himself must stay to work at his father the King's
businessin this dull little town.There was nothing he could do
but stay,so he stayed.

One month later word came from the city that the young
man had been crossing a city bridge on foot when he was
struck by an automobile which hurled him into the water far
below. His body was never recovered.

Lex laughed bitterly when he heard the news. Those days
with the farm boy—with Clark—had been the sweetest he
had ever known in his dissolute life. A tenderness had stirred

within him that he had thought dead and buried with his
beloved mother.

The prince knew, then, that the pain he had felt in missing
the lad had not been yearning for his sweet body. It had been
love. True love.And now it was gone.

Lexhoisted a bottle ofexpensive imported water and silently
toasted the dead boy and his wasted chance. "I," he said, and
drained the bottle, "shall never love again." He flung the bottle
into the fireplace. Then he called his father and agreed to the
marriage the King had arranged with a neighboring King's
daughter.

Not long afterwards the prince stood with his lovely
betrothed upon the balcony of his estate, flanked by their
grimly smiling regal fathers, and addressed the townspeople.
"Citizens of Smallville,"he proclaimed, "I present to you your
future queen, the Princess Victoria!"

"Ayuh," the farmers responded, and wandered away to finish
shovelingcow manure and chugging through the spring mud
in their filthy tractors. Lexenvied them.

Preparations for a grand royal wedding began at once, and
took up great amounts of time, money, and icing. Princess
Victoria brought in her wedding planner, Nell, who soon
filled the best rooms in the palace with yards of fabric, forests
of flowers and her own obnoxious, imperious personality. It
seemed that if the slightest detail of this wedding were to be
left to chance, both kingdoms would collapse.

With only a fewdays remaining before the nuptials, Lexwas
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more unhappy than he had ever been in his life. He spent his
time avoiding Nell, Victoria, and the palace, driving out and
far from that small town,as if trying to drive back the clockor
to escape the invisible fences that held him there.

One day he had gone very far and was deep in a clump of
woods when his Porsche got a flat tire. Cursing, Lex climbed
out to fix it himself. As he was taking the spare out of the
trunk, he heard a voicesay, "My lord?"

Lex looked and saw three people facing him—a pop-eyed
man dressed like a guardsman, a mouse-haired white teenage
girl in a pink sweater, and a muscular black teenage boy
wearing football shoulder pads and a helmet.

"Forgive us, my lord, " the guardsman said politely."I was
driving my kids to their first day at their new school and my
car got a flat. I'm walking them to school the rest of the way
because it's dangerous here deep in the forest. Can you tell
us if we are getting close to Smallville High and the Fighting
Crows?"

"Go Crows," the two teens chanted.

"Your sense of direction is badly damaged," Lexsaid shortly;
he was in no temper to be polite, or even cautious. "We are
miles from Smallville High—and Smallville itself."

"In that case,"the guardsman said, smiling, "no one will hear
you call for help."

Lex was hit from behind with a big stick to the back of his
bald head. He had never seen anyone sneak up on him. When
he found himself wrestlingwith an armful of air, he realized
that he was dealing with a fourth assailant—and this one was
invisible.

He'd thrown his invisible attacker right into the pop-eyed
man and had kicked the jock in the crotch when the pink-
sweatered girl picked him up with one hand and threw him
againsta tree. The impact stunned him long enough for their
leader, the guardsman, to bind him.

When the brown-skinned boy stopped rolling around on
the ground and moaning, he changed the Porsche's tire and
pinned a note to the passenger seat. The car then appeared
to start by itself, turn in the direction of Smallville, and drive
away, back to the Prince's stately home—clearly the invisible
attacker was at the wheel.

"Girl!" the man barked.

The mousy girl simply picked up Lex and threw him over
her pink-sweatered shoulder. The three trudged through the
woods down to a small boat anchored at the shore of the lake.

They had rowed a good way out across the lake—or, rather,
the football jock and the strong girl had rowed a good way
out—when Lex said sharply,"What do you hope to gain? My
father the King will refuse any ransom you demand! If you
kill me, he'll thank you for removing an embarrassing heir,
and then he'll have you executed as a
warning to others! If it's money you
want, you should have simply robbed
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me—it's the same risk of the gallows without putting yourself
to the trouble of kidnapping me."

"I don't want money,YourHighness," the pop-eyed man said
cheerily. "I'm just acting on my employer's orders. When your
father reads the note in your car, it will implicate conspirators
from Smallville in your disappearance. This will be all the
excuse needed for Metropolis to annex Smallville, if it doesn't
cause a war between the two."

War meant profits to so many on so many levels that Lex was
kept busy and silent, trying to figure out who would stand to
profit most from this scheme. He did not leave out his own
father the King as a suspect, nor his less-than-beloved fiancee
PrincessVictoria from Central City.

"Uh,Phelan," the jocksaid uneasily. "There's a guyfollowing
our boat."

Phelan snorted. "Inconceivable! I made sure we were well

out of earshot and away from anyone who could see us."
"But there's the other guy's boat, Phelan," the sweatered girl

said.

Lex looked, as well as Phelan. There was a small boat

following theirs,and gaining.
Only one person in that boat. If Lex overcame that one, the

boat was his—

He jumped overboard, bound arms and all, and began to
kick his way toward the small boat.

Seconds later he realized his mistake when a shark fin broke

the water and headed toward him. Several others followed.

Thesharkscameat Lex, their mouths open—

M0kay, no way, Grandma!"
"What?"

"Sharks? In a lake?"

"Oh. I forgot to mention about the sharks. There's a long
passage here in the book, very dull, about the sharkeggs that
were flushed out oftheMetropolis Aquarium bymistake years
ago, and got washed into the river and downstream to the lake
miles away."

"Metropolis sharks?"
"Very rare. Very nasty. Big sharp teeth. Green eyes thatglow

in the dark."

"Sharks.Right."
"Anyway, Lexis in the water, the sharks come at him, mouths

open, and—"

4nd Lex was seized by the collar ofhis purple shirt and yanked
back into Phelan's boat by the very strong girl. The sharks'
teeth snapped on air and water.

"Idiot prince!" Phelan snapped. To his hench-teens he
shouted,"Rowfaster! There'sonly one man in that boat! He'll

get tired before we do!"
"We?" the boy-jock and the strong

girl muttered.
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"How many times do I have to tell you little thugs that I
am the brains of this gang?" Phelan sneered. To the jock he
said,"Do you really want to stuff envelopes for the Democrat
party for the rest of your life,pretending you were once a great
athlete? And you!" This, to the sweatered girl. "May I remind
youthat you'rewanted by the lawfor stalking the homecoming
queen and burying her alive? You're lucky you're not in jail!
You two are here to do the things you're good at—hitting and
fightingand rowing."

They rowed all night across the lake. Rather, the two teens
rowed. Phelan skulked. Lex glowered, which was all he could
do tied to the anchor.

"Hey, Tina," the boymuttered. "Phelan says wecanjust fight
in the dark."

The girl paused. "He's lucky...we don't toss him to a shark."
Theboygrinned, and pulled hisoar."He thinks he'sso great,

he thinks he's so smart."

The girl smiled and rowed with her own oar. "Phelan the
guard is just an old... fart."

Phelan glaredat them."Girl,do you have to rhyme?"
"No, no, just some of the time." Row. Row.
"Stop that rhyming, girl!"
"Lookdown there! Is that a pearl?"
Phelan squawked. Lexwatched with amusement.
By dawn the opposite shore was in sight. And the stranger's

boat wasstill in sight behind them.
"Inconceivable!" spluttered Phelan. "He's keeping up with

us!

"We're almost at the Cliffs of Improbability," the jock said.
"Hewon'tbe able to follow us up that way."

And indeed there they were, ringing the opposite shore of
that lake, looming over everything for nearly 300 feet—the
Cliffs of Improbability.

"Jsn't Smallville in Kansas?"
"Yes."

"There's no cliffs in—"

"Shh."

/he strong girl in the pinksweater carried Lex outof theboat,
anchor and all, once the boy had leaped out and pulled the
craft into the shallows. A thick rope dangled from the very
top of the cliff. With the aid of a specially-made harness, the
pink-sweater girl was soon climbing hand over hand up the
rope; this would have beena marvelous testimony to hergreat
strength all by itself, and was even more amazing considering
that she also carried Phelan, the boy-jock, and the bound Lex
(sans anchor) via the harness.

The boy looked down. "Phelan, there he is."
Phelan lookeddown too.Therewasthe man who'd followed them,

andthemorning light revealed himaswearing anoutfit ofvivid blue
andred. Hehad just startedclimbing up the ropeaswell.
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"Inconceivable!" spluttered Phelan. "Climb faster,girl!"
"I can't climb any faster," said the girl. "And I'm carrying

three others as well as myself."
"I asked for faster climbing, not excuses! Do you want me to

hire another super-strong teenager in your place? Do you?"
"Dick,"the girl muttered, but climbed faster.
At the top of the cliff, Phelan lost no time in cutting the rope

and watching it whip out of sight. "That'll stop him!"
Both teens looked down the cliff."Nope, he's still there,"said

the lad.

Phelan stared over the edge. There was the man in blue
and red, clinging to the rocks, and slowly climbing up by his
fingertips."Inconceivable!" he spluttered.

"You keep using that word," the jock said. "I don't think it
means what you think it means."

"Enough!" Phelan turned to the girl. "Pick up the Prince and
we'llkeep going. You." This, to the jock. "Wait till he comes up
here, and kill him."

"Okay." The jock shrugged. "I'll wrestle him, and when I've
pinned him, I'll push him off the cliff."

"You don't need to do that!" Phelan blustered. "Just push
him off the cliff when he's made his way up here!"

"Okay," said the jock.
Phelan and the girl took off with Prince Lex.
Once they were out of sight, the teen boy looked back down

the cliffat the advancing young man in blue and red, who was
already nearly at the top. "Hey, man, he says I'm supposed to
push you off the cliff."

"I heard,"the stranger responded, still making his wayup by
fingerholds. He was a very good, swift climber.

"You know, it's not really fair of me to do that I'd ratherwait till
you're up here,and beatyou in a fairfightbeforeI kill you.Iswear."

"You are the enemy," the stranger said dryly. "You'll forgive
me if I'm a little skeptical."

"What if I gave my word as a football player?"
"I've known too many football players."
"Then I swear by the career of my father, William Ross, that

I will treat you honorably and kill you only after I've beaten
you in a fair fight."

The strange young man looked up the cliff. "What is your
name?"

"Pete. Pete Ross."

"Pete. I believe you." With that, the stranger in blue and red
finished climbing, and hopped over the edge to stand before
the jock.

Pete held up his hand. "Catch your breath first, man."
"Thanks."

They sat amid the rocks overlooking the cliff and eyed each
other.

"Catchy outfit," Pete said, indicating the stranger's blue-
and-red form-fitting suit and cowled mask. "Looks like a pro-
wrestler's costume."
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"Thanks."

"I don't suppose you have shoulder-length hair," the jock
said.

"Do you start most conversations that way?"
"Sorry, man. But I'm looking to put the hurt on this long

haired guy.Wanted to know if you were him."
The young stranger lifted the cowl to the side, just enough to

show his short black hair, and returned it.

"Thanks. See, this long-haired dude evicted my dad from
his creamed-corn business years ago. The poor guy was
devastated—he had to become a lawyerjust to feed our family.
I swore I'd avenge the insult to our family, and to my dad's
trust in this guy who'd ruined him."

"Your dad went from canning creamed corn to being a
lawyer?" the stranger asked. "Wouldn't most people see that
as a step up?"

"Not in Smallville, man—Creamed-Corn Capital of the
World. That's where people go to make their fortunes in the
creamed-corn business—all the other professions are adjuncts
to creamed corn. My father was a broken man when the Long-
Haired man finished with him. So I've started studying law
too, and practicing every legal trick I could learn, so that when
I finallyfind this man, I can look him in the eyeand say: Hello.
My name is Peter Ross. You ruined my father. Prepare to be
sued."

The stranger shuddered involuntarily.
"Right, let's get to it shall we?" Pete said, standing up.

"Standard rules, best two falls out of three. You lose, I throw

youover the cliff. I lose, it's up to you."
"Fair enough," said the stranger, also rising. "But I should

warn you, I'm stronger than I look. Think locomotives."
"Yeah, right,"Pete replied, and rushed at the stranger.
The young man in blue and red tapped Peteon the forehead

with two fingers. Pete blinked. "Super, man," he muttered.
Then he fell, out cold.

The stranger stared over the land and picked up the trail of
the kidnappers. "Like I said," he called over his shoulder to
the unconscious jock as he began to run, "I'm stronger than
I look."

Amid the steep rocks of a hill a mile away, Phelan saw a blur
of blue and red on the horizon. "Inconceivable!" he shrieked.

"It's up to you, girl. Stayhere,and stop him."
The girl set Lex down with a thump. "Should I tie him up

and bring him along?"
"No, you idiot! Just kill him! Throw a boulder at him! Throw

him at a boulder! Whatever!" Taking hold of Lex'sbound arm,
Phelan hurried away toward distant Metropolis, leaving the
girl there.

"Dick,"she muttered, and looked for a good-sized stone.
When the cowled stranger appeared,

she threw it at his head as hard as she

could. But the stone shattered against
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the boulder behind the stranger—he'd stepped aside so
quicklyit wasas if he'd teleported.

"Stop!" she shouted, though she was afraid at what his
survival meantabout his strength. He'dgotten past Pete. She
stood away from the rocks and faced the stranger, hefting
anothervery large stone. "I'm stronger than you think!"

"I'msure you are, but I'mfaster than you think," thestranger
called. Next moment he was off like a shot,gone in a blur of
blue and red before she could throw the stone.

The girl stood, mouth open and stone still in her hand,
watching the blur tearlikea speedingbullet afterPhelan. "Nice
cape," she mused. Then she took off into the wild; Phelan
clearly wasn't going tosurvive longenough to pay her.

When thestranger caught up to Phelan, theguardsman had
stopped running and shouting "Inconceivable!" Hewasseated
amid the jutting boulders at the edge of a long sloping hill
that plunged into a dark forest at the bottom. The bound and
blindfolded Lex sat beside Phelan, and the guardsman held
a long wickedly-sharp dagger at the prince's throat. "By all
means, come closer," Phelan said politely, and dug thedagger
tip in; a tiny trickle of blood oozed down Lex's neck. "You'll
onlywind up killingthe Prince that much faster."

The stranger stood still. His hands moved rapidly.
Phelan laughed. "A mute, areyou? I'dbe a poorwatchman if

Icouldn't read silent hand signs. 'What do you want,' you say?
What I want, blue boy, is for you to stand offand letmegoto
Metropolis unimpededwith my cargo."

More hand signs.
Phelan threw back his head androared withlaughter. "You're

going to take him away from me? You mayhave out-wrestled
my moronically honorable jock, or overcome my super-strong
girl, but I have the advantage right now. Come a step closer
and I slit his throat."

Signsign sign.The stranger folded his arms.
"'Then kill him now.'"

For thefirst time since his captivity, Prince Lex smiled avery
very little bit. He knew that the stranger had called Phelan's
bluff.

Phelan snorted. "True. We're needed in Metropolis, and it'll
be harder going ifI carry a dead bloody manon my shoulders.
ButI can certainlywound him. SupposeI cut offoneof hisears,
or put out his eyes?" The knife hovered beneath an earlobe.

More signing.

"Money?" Phelan snorted in contempt.
"Forget it," Lex said bitterly. "I already tried buying him off,

and I'm richer than you'lleverbe."
"Shutup," Phelan snapped to hiscaptive.
More signingby the blue-and-red stranger.
Phelan likewise rejected the stranger's suggestions of a

poison-drinking contest, a quick
round of Yahtzee or Rock-Paper-
Scissors.
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"Sorry, hero. Looks like you've been out-thought," Phelan
said cheerily. "I hold all the cards. You forgot the most basic
premises of warfare. The first isneverto getinto a land-warin
Asia, and theother is to hold the high ground. I hold the high
ground and you don't. As longas I don't care what state my
captive is in when I get him to Metropolis, I win."

In rage and frustration, the stranger punched the rock wall
beside himand stalked away, backthe way he'dcome.

Phelansmiled at the retreating back.Without a sound, still
holding Lex by one bound arm, he hefted the knife in his hand
and drew it back to skewer the strangerbetween his shoulder
blades.

That was when the rock wall cracked and split at the site
where thestranger had struck it.Aboulder-sized slab toppled
and fell. Lexwas completely untouched save for the wind of
the stone's descent, but all that remained of Phelan was a red

smear seeping beneath the rock.
The stranger turned and walked back without a word, even

as Lex ripped the blindfold off his eyes. Bending down to
retrieve the dagger from the limp hand protruding from the
boulder, the Prince glared at the cowled blue-and-red man as
he cut his own wrist bonds. "Before I thank you for rescuing
me, I'd prefer to knowyourownulteriormotives, or your part
in this scheme."

"Only to return you to your beloved betrothed, Your
Highness," the strangersaidin a cold, sharpvoice, and started
back toward the cliffs.

Lex quickly caught up with the striding young man in
blue and red. "The Princess Victoria is hardly beloved to me.
This will be a convenient and appropriate political marriage,
nothing more. Who paidyou to save me? Was itVictoria? My
father? It seemsunlikely."

"I came on my own, Your Highness, as a loyal subject of
Smallville doing my duty to my Prince. Nothing more, as
you say." The young man's voice was still hard and cold."The
soonerthejoyful dayof yourloveless wedding approaches, the
better for our kingdoms."

Lex wouldn't stand for that, not after the pain he'd felt for
months. "Listen, boy," he sneered. "1 have known love that
made myheart soar. That love is dead and gone now, and so
is my heart."

"Such pretty, poetic words. How long didyou wait to pledge
the Princess' troth, Highness?" Theangry young cowled figure
strode along the hill's steep edge, red cape fluttering behind
him. "Was it thevery houryou lost that love, or didyou wait a
whole weekout of respect for the dead?"

Lex's temper snapped, and with that he shoved his insolent
rescuer hard, down the hill. "Go to hell!" he shouted.

Down tumbled the blue and red figure, down the steep hill
to the dark forest below. A voice wafted up—soft and gentle,
not hard and cold. Familiar.

"Aaaasss...youuuu.. .wiiiishhh..."
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That voice, that familiar voice! The farm boy—Clark—
"Clark!"Lex shouted, in a very different tone.
Only one thing to do, insane and drastic as it was. The Prince

flunghimself down the hill, after the tumbling figure.
The rocks weren't confined to the hilltops, unfortunately.

Lex was more bruised and bloodied by the time he reached
the bottom of the hill than he'd been by the entire kidnapping
ordeal.His physical pain was the last thing on his mind.

When he opened his eyes Clark was gazing down at him.
He'd pushed the cowl off his head, and his sky-blue eyes and
ruddy cheeks were the same ones Lex had dreamed of with
grief these past empty months. His breath still smelled of
apples. He smiled.

"Clark," Lex whispered, one hand going up to stroke a
beautiful cheek."They said you were dead. You'dbeen hit by a
car and you went into the river.They never found your body. I
was in despair. I let my father arrange the marriage to Victoria.
Mytrue love was dead."

Clark smiled. "I'm stronger than I look," he said softly. "But
true love is stronger than I am."

They kissed.

"£eew!"

"Oh right, right, you don't want the kissing parts. Let's see,
ah—"

'Wow did you survive thecrash?" Lex asked, sitting up tobrush
bits of weed and stone chips out of his clothes and torn skin.

Clark was already on his feet; he didn't seem to have taken
much damage from the fall. "I was crossing the bridge over
the Metropolis River when some maniac in a Porsche swerved
right at me. He had a cellphone in his hand—I noticed that.
He hit me and knocked me right into the water, along with his
car. But I'm stronger than I look. I survived the encounter. So
did the man in the Porsche." Clark reached a hand and all but

lifted Lex to his feet."I dragged him out of the car and to the
shore, where he coughed up a good portion of the river, three
Xanax, and the cell phone. He moaned and tossed his head
and muttered,'Kill the farm boy.'"

"Did he have long hair?" Lex asked. He wasn't really
surprised, only full of cold anger.

"Shoulder-length. And a beard."
"And did you see the royal coat of arms on the Porsche

door?"

"Now that you mention it..."
The Xanax only confirmed the Prince's suspicions. "It was

the King.My father."
"Yes."

Who'd wanted this embarrassingly emotional obstacle to an
expedient political marriage stricken from the picture in a way
that would not cause his son to object. "So you disappeared
beforehe regained consciousness,and you hid your identity."
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"Exactly." Clark smiled his beautiful smile again. The bold
blue and red colors of his suit looked good on him.

Lex smiled—truly smiled, for the first time since he'd
receivedClark's note. "My father can go hang, Clark. Ifyou can
defeat a very strong girl, an honorable wrestler and a corrupt
guardsman, I think you can face the King unmasked while I let
him know that I have made my choice. He will have to settle
for negotiation if he wants Central City under his thumb as
well as Metropolis. I will not marry Victoria."

Clark smiled again, and left his cowl down. "In the
meantime..." He looked away from the hills, to the dark and
threatening woods. "We'd best go back to Smallville by an
alternate route. Through the Woods of Weird."

Lexstared apprehensively into the forbidding forest."We'lldie
if we go home that way. No one survivesthe Woodsof Weird."

"Oh, pooh! You'reonly saying that because no one ever has.
I think we should start a trend, don't you?"

Lex shrugged. They ran into the unwelcoming canopies of
tree limbs.

It was dark within the forest, save for occasional flashes of

unnatural orange light; the stillness was punctuated by an
odd "foom-foom" sound followed by the screams of small
rodents.

"This could be a valuable foray," Clark said. "If we learn
exactlywhat are the perils of the Woods of Weird, we'll be able
to find a way around them and warn others."

"Legend says there are three perils," Lex replied. "Each one
is deadly."

Foom! Foom-foom!

"That sound..."Clark mused.

And then the trees before them burst into flames, with a

man in their midst dressed in a Smallville High sweatshirt,
a baseball cap and wearing a whistle around his neck. "How
dare you destroy my legacy!" the Fire-Coach roared, his eyes
blazing. Flames leaped out at them from the trees.

Lex yanked Clark back from the flames and helped him
stomp out the blaze that had caught on his red cape. Taking
up a handful of sand from the ground, Lexthrew it in the Fire-
Coach's eyes."Go snuff yourself, coach!" he shouted.

Howling in rage, the Fire-Coach covered his eyes with his
forearms and fell back amid the trees. They were in darkness
again, with only a few smoldering branches here and there to
light their way.

"Right," Clark said. "Well, that's one. That strange noise is
the sound just before he blazes up. So we'll be warned next
time. That was quick thinking, Your Highness."

"Well, everyone knows that sand will put out a fire..." Lex
paused and looked down.

So did Clark.

"Sand?" they both said, just as they
plunged out of sight into the sand-pit
they'd been standing on.
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The forest was quiet again, save for the crackling of fires
and the nearby ominous rumblings of yet another peril. A
smoldering tree fell over, one branch poking deep into the
sand-pit.

A hand seized the branch and pulled hard, let go and
grabbed for a higher hold. Slowly, Clarkpulled himself out of
the deadly sucking sand-pit, one arm wrapped tight around
Lex. They clung to the charred log, coughing out sand and
gasping for breath.

"A featureless, expressionless pit that sucks the life out of
everything that crosses it," Lex gasped when he could speak
once more.

"Reminds me of a girl in my class," Clark said, standing on
thelog and offering Lex a hand out."I think I'll call thisthing
Lana Lang, too."

Together they walked on the log out of the Lanalang Sand
and back onto the solid, non-sandy ground of the sullen
forest.

Clark was decidedly cheerier as they traversed the gloomy
woods. "Well, we'renearlyto safety, Lex! We've discovered how
to look for the Fire-Coach, and that tree was kind enough to
save both of us from the Lanalang Sand."

"What about the T.F.S.C.s?" Lex said.

"The Terrible Fat-Sucking Chicks?" Clark replied. "I don't
believe in—"

Just then a Terrible Fat-Sucking Chick pounced on Clark,
face contorting like a SCREAM mask. Lex leaped forward to
help andwas flung aside once again. He was having no impact
at all with women of any age.

Frantically Lex rifled his pockets and found some sandy
M&Ms, which he threw into the gaping maw even as Clark
wrestled with the savage creature. It was no good. Lean and
wiry as a giant blonde rat, as cruel and voracious as Melissa
Rivers at the Oscars, the fat-vampire tore and worried at
Clark's flesh. It was clear that the lipophage was starving,
living this close to Smallville and its lean and photogenic
young people.

Lexlooked around for a stake (or a steak) and heard "Foom.
Foom-foom." Instantlyhe jumped up and waved his arms.

The Fire-Coach blazed into view.

"Look!" Lex shouted, and pointed at theT.F.S.C. "Over there,
Coach! It's trying to overthrowyour legacy!"

FOOM! The liposuctioning creature went up in flameswith
a squall.

Lex pulled Clarkaway and helped put him out once again.
Their noses wrinkled at thesmell of charbroiled, very lean veal
that came from the dead T.F.S.C.

"Well," Clark said, "at least she's now the Size 2 she always
wanted to be. Well done, Lex."

"Afraid so," Lex said, eyeing the
charred remains with disgust."I don't
think I'll ever eat meat again." He
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touched Clark's shoulder withone hand,wincing in disgust at
the slobber. "Did she hurt you badly?"

"Not even close. I'm stronger than I look, Lex. More to the
point, we're almost out of the forest, and once you're backin
the castle we can—"

"We canseeyoupayforyourcrimes, kidnapper," a coldvoice
said from before them.

Clark and Lex looked at the group that had just appeared
ahead of them.Apretty,haughtywomansat in the driver'sseat
of a Ferrari, and Lex's father the King was in the Porsche that
hadbeen driven offby the invisible boy. Manyother menand
women surrounded them, heavily armed.

"This man saved me from the kidnappers," Lex called out
at once."He has been injured saving my life in the Woods of
Weird."

The King clapped, slowly, three times. "You have our
gratitude, peasant. Your duty is discharged. Lex, return with
me to Metropolis."

"Yes, Lex, come back to the castle," Princess Victoria said.

"You must be overcome by your terrible ordeal. And our
wedding is only a fewdaysaway."

"I thinknot,Your Highness," Lex said. "I have found my true
loveagain, and it is he that I willwed."

"Don't talknonsense, Lex," said the King. "You will wed the
Princess Victoria, and that's that. Don't let some fling with a
farmboy cloud your judgment."

"That's quite all right, Your Majesty," said Clark cheerily.
"Lex and I have decided that we can stay in the Woods of
Weird until this can be resolved."

In the nextmoment every rifle and gun muzzle was pointed
at Clark.

"Orwe can resolve this right now, farmboy," the King said,
just as cheerily.

"Ifyou promise not to hurt him, Your Majesty, I will gowith
you," Lexsaid at once.

"Lex, I'm stronger than I look," Clark muttered. "I don't
know if I'm bulletproof or not, but what better way to find
out?"

"I won't lose you again, I couldn't bear it," Lex muttered
back.

"Hurt him?" The King smiled. "Why, Lex, I only want to
question him on his remarkable ability to survive the Woods
of Weird. His insight may finally make this corner of my
kingdom safe for other people." All the guns and rifles went
back to the guardsmen's shoulders as two of the men took
hold of Clark.

"Now come with me, Lex darling," Princess Victoria said.
"You've had a terrible time of it. I'll run us a hot bath."

The only thing Lexwanted lessthan a hot bath with Victoria
was to be parted from Clark now. But his father held all the
cards, once again. Never breaking his gazewith Clark, Lex let
himselfbe herded into the passenger seat of the Ferrari. The
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betrothed royal couple drove away, inthe direction ofthe great
city Metropolis.

"You lied," Clarksaid flatly.
"Of course," the King said airily. "Royals do not make

promises to peasants."

"One royal has made a promise to one peasant," Clark
said. Hesmiled. "I see you have shoulder-length hair. I know
someone who wants to meet you."He yanked his arms free of
the guards that held him, ready to dash back into the woods.

Still smiling, the Kingheld up his hand. Emblazoned on one
ring was a shiny green stone.

Clarkcollapsed, sick and weakand frightened. He had never
felt this ill before.

"Know thy enemy, goes the saying." The King waved his
glowing green-stone ring before the crouching farmboy. "1
have studied you well, farmboy. I have learned the one thing
that cripples you. Takehim along."

Clark lost consciousness as the guards seized him again.

"tframma, how'd the King know aboutkryptonite?"
"Spies. Informants. Tattletales. Intrigues. Sources. Snitches.

Listening devices. Hidden cameras.Turncoats. Hearsay—"
"Okay,okay,okay I get it!"
"And I'm just listing the top ten methods used by powerful

and ruthless people."
"Eew."

When Clark came to, he waslyingon a metal table. He seemed
to be alone in what looked like a laboratory of sorts. He was
fettered and manacled to the table, and from his sick feeling he
knewthat the strange power the Kingheld over him in the ring
was in this room too. Indeed, there seemed to be a faint green
glow from a small open boxjust overhis head and fastened to
a support pillar that made him too weak to snap his bonds.
The T.F.S.C. hadn't done much damage to him, but she had
hurt him, and the immediate presenceof that sicklygreen ring
on the King's hand hadn't helped.

Clark hearda thumpingsound from behind—the sound of
someone descending a flight of stairs. A man approachedhim.
From the man's white lab coat and untidy mop of hair, it was
clear that he was a scientist of some kind. "How is my patient
today?" the man said,beaming at Clark.

"I've been better,"Clark said airily. "I don't know why I'm a
patient—I'm not really sick. So if you don't mind I'd like to
go now."

"I'm sure you would," the man said."But the King is very
interested in you. I have to make sure you're well before he
starts questioning you."

Clark took a deep breath,which hurt under that greenlight.
"And by'questioning' you mean'torturing,'don't you?"

"Torturing is for barbarians," the labcoated man snapped,
examining Clark's shoulder where the T.F.S.C. had attacked
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him. "Our discoveries will benefit the entire kingdom. My
special job is to discover everything there is to know about
these special green rocks. They may make a very useful
weapon if hostiles ever show up here." The man glowered at
Clark. "Hostiles, such as a treacherous young man who has
seduced a prince away from doing his duty to the kingdom."

"If there wasany seducing," Clark said sharply, "weseduced
each other. Tell the King that."

"You may tell the King yourself when he appears tonight,"
the scientist said. "Be honored that His Majestywill grant his
presence at such an important time. He is in excellent spirits,
by the way." The man gathered up his instruments. "His son
willwed the PrincessVictoria in two days.The entire kingdom
is preparing for a celebration."

Clark closed his eyes as the scientist left him alone once
again.

Three days later Prince Lex sat upon his dais and
contemplated the dead body laid out before him. This time it
was no rumor or hearsay. The proof of Clark's death laybefore
his eyes. His father and his father's agents, of course. Not that
he could ever prove such a thing, or be allowed to spend so
much time worrying over a dead troublemaking peasant.

He leaned over Clark's corpse to lay one last kisson the dead
lips, but a hand on his arm stayed him. It was his bride-to-be.
"Lex, we'll be late for our wedding if we stay here," Victoria
said, not looking at the corpse at her feet.

Lexlooked at her, and the last wisp of love he'd ever felt for
another human being shriveled and was gone likea singlehair
in a fire. Yes. It was time for him to do his duty by his kingdom.
Wed this cold-hearted schemer and acquire her lands, spend
his married life avoiding her poisoners and assassins, and see
which of them would survive to ascend the high throne once
his father had finally been claimed by the Devil.

Lex looked at Victoria and said,

"Wait a minute, Grandma."

"Yes, honey?"
"Urn...that isn't right.That isn't in the story."
"It's right there. See?"
"But.. .but he's not dead. Clark can't die like that. He and Lex

shouldbe together, not Lex and that rotten Victoria!"
"Honey, this iswhat the storysays—"
"But these guys don't die! They're comic book guys, they

don't die! Clark's having a bad dream! Or, or that creepy
scientist gave him a drug to make him think this ishappening!
Or Lex took the drug!"

"No. None of that happened."
"But Superman doesn't die! Not even when he died in that

Doomsday thing!"
"Honey, I know most comic books

don't let people stay dead forever. But
stories get changed. People tell their
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own stories. Even superheroes have died, really died, forever,
in official comic books—'Crisis on Alternate Earths,' 'Death

in the Family.'"
"I don't care!The story can't end this way! Doesn't Lexeven

kill the King for doing this? How can he just roll over and do
what his father says after this? Why did you even start this
story!"

"Sweetheart, I think you'retaking this too personally. Maybe
I should leavethis and read you something else—"

"No, Grandma, keep reading, please!"
"But I'm upsetting you, and you don't like the way this is

going—"

"I just wanna hear how it works out. Please, Grandma. I'm
calm.Really, I'm okay. I'm okay now.Really."

"Well...all right. If you say so. Let's see. So Lex says to
Victoria..."

"/hen let usgo tothe altar, Your Highness."
So they were wed. And as the newlywed royal couple stood

at the door of the royal chapel, the citizens of Metropolis,
Smallville and Central City cheered, and then bowed to their
future monarchs.

But then Lex heard a loud "Boo! Boo!" from the crowd.

Startled, he looked over the bowed heads, and saw the one
unbowed head—a young blonde woman with a PRESS card
around her neckfrom the Daily Planet.

"Prince Lex Spurns True Love to Wed For True Greed!"
the young woman shouted, scribbling away in her notepad.
"Bearing of a Prince, Heart of a Snake!"

"Why are you saying this?" Lex asked, angry and
bewildered.

"Your Obedient Highness would rather roll over like a
lapdog for your father's wishes than follow the path of true
love!" the woman called back angrily. "What is the hallmark
oftrue royalty, Your Highness? Is it purple clothing, oragold
headband, or the right to have a troublesome subject put to
death? No—the true mark ofaroyal heart is courage. Courage!
Courage to do what is right!" To the people around her she
said, "Look at him! Look at her! Such a beautiful-looking
couple they make, the Prince and the Princess! And it's as real
as the sugar-candy bride and groom atop awedding cake! He
whines and fawns athis father's feet, and kills his heart to gain
a kingdom! Boo! Boo!"

The other people straightened up and glared at the shocked
Prince."Boo!" they roared."Boo! Boooo!"

Lex leaped up with acry offear, and found himself sitting up
in bed. The wedding was still two days off. Ithad only been a
horrible dream.

Seel I was right, it was a baddream!
I told you so!"

"Do you want me to go home right
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now and take the book with me?"

"...no. Go on, Grandma."

Lex was notone to take warning signs lightly. Herose from his
bed that very moment and flung on his robes, and marched
into the King's chamber.

The Kingsat up in his bed. So did the Princess Victoria.
Sadly, Lex was not really surprised, and he didn't let the

revelation slow him down. "Your Majesty, I will not wed the
Princess," he said sharply. "Your Highness, it is Clark I want,
and not you. It is Clark I willhaveas my true love."

"Really, Lex," Victoria snapped, looking indignant(not abad
trick to pulloff when one wascaught naked in bed with one's
fiance's father bysaid fiance^. "Listen to reason and logic. We
are to be wed."

"Don't beridiculous, Lex," theKing said irritably. "You know
this wedding willbe an advantageous match."

"Advantageous for you, Your Majesty," Lex said. "All of
Central Citywill beyours,aswell asMetropolis and Smallville.
I have not been blind to the messages you and the Princess
have exchanged. I will nolonger pretend thatI see nothing."

"But the decorations have been hung, the cake baked,
the linens monogrammed," Victoria pouted. "Nell will be
furious."

"What—Your Highnessis now afraid to inconveniencea few
servants? What a change of heart, especially when everyone
in Central City knows you don't flinch at beating your
dressmaker or your cook!" Lex snapped. "Father, call Clark
back from hisfarm andbring himhere. It isheI will wed, and
youandVictoria maybe hanged together."

The King smiled. "Clark is not on a farm, Lex. After talking
to me, he has gone his own way, into the wilderness. He said
he didn't want to ruin your special day by showing up and
embarrassing you."

Lex smiled also. "More likely Clark has gone to muster an
army and bring them back to my side to oppose you. Clark is
no ordinary farm boy."

The King lost his smile. "Yes. I know that very well."
Lex felt calm, as if he'd just battled his fencing instructor to

victory. "Let the wedding go onas you see fit, Your Majesty. My
Clark will return for me. And then, Your Highness, we will see
who is embarrassed." He left the chambers.

The King stared after his son. "Ialways knew that boy would
be nothing but trouble," he muttered.

"Lex? Or that dung-shoveling farmer's brat?" Victoria
sneered.

"Does it matter?" The King ranga bell.
Atall blond thug appeared and bowed. "Yes, Your Majesty?"

Agood lackey, the thug saw nothing outof the ordinary inhis
master's bedchamber.

"Whitney, I've heard rumors that a mercenary army is
mustering toattack my son onhis wedding day," the King said
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to the Captain of the Guard. "No doubt they'll recruit in the
Thieves' Forest."

"No one's in there but a few mangy bandits and the hermit
Kyle," Whitney said."Trash,but hardly fighting stock."

"It is a believable source. Draft a brute squad and clear out
the forestfor a day's journey in everydirection from the castle."
The King rose from his bed. "I myself will be occupied for a
time at my laboratory. Report back to me in 24 hours with an
empty forest to show for your work, or it's your jockstrap."

"Yes, Your Majesty," the thug said, and bowed deeply before
leaving the chambers.

"I'd best go back to planning my wedding, Your Majesty,"
Victoria said demurely, also rising from the bed.

"Yes." The King smiledat his paramour and future daughter-
in-law. "After all,we want this event to be a fairy tale made real.
The peasants will love it. Those commemorative tea-towels
and plateswere a brilliant idea of yours."

"We're levying a special tax on those items," Victoria said.
"Those unwashed idiots will buy anything."

The King stared at the young woman. "If you weren't
betrothed to my son," he said,"I'd marry you myself."

Victoria left the room. The King headed out to his
laboratory, which looked like an old barn rotting at the edge
of the Thieves' Forest.

Hislab-man met him there and bowed."YourMajesty, I have
the subject prepared for you. Say the word and we may begin
the experimentation."

"Very good, Dr. Hamilton," said the King, and the two
descended the storm cellar into the room where Clark lay
bound and helpless beneath the cruelgreen light glowing over
his naked body.

"So this is the threat to my son's marriage," the King said
amusedly, as Clark's eyes opened, bleary with pain, to stare at
the two men."This brazen kidnapper who can dance through
the Woods of Weird but faints at a little, little rock from the

sky."
"Your son danced through those woods with me," Clark

whispered. "Weconquered the unconquerable, together."
"I think we need to learn more about what these rocks do

to this saboteur, Dr. Hamilton," the King said, and took up
another, larger glowing rock from a box nearby. He smiled at
the big-eyed young man on the table. "Does it hurt when I do
this?" He touched Clark's forehead with the stone.

Clarkscreamedand hisback arched. Hisbody shook violently
under his restraints. Tears flew from his eyes and frothy saliva
dribbled from his howling mouth. Blood started at the places
where Clark yanked at the iron bands on his wrists and ankles.
His heels drummed hard on the metal table.

The King took away the stone and Clark collapsed, sobbing
for breath.

"I'd say that's a yes," Dr. Hamilton said, and made some
notes on his clipboard. "What do you think, YourMajesty?"
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"I don't know, Dr. Hamilton," the King mused, eyeing the
shivering, sobbing boy before him. "The hallmark of the true
scientific method is repeatability. In other words, will we get
the same results every time?"

Dr. Hamilton and the King smiled. "Only one way to find
out, Your Majesty,"said the scientist.

The King nodded. "Atleast one more time. Fiveor ten would
get us more scientific results." He turned back to the shaking
Clark, and lowered the stone again.

Meanwhile, Whitney and his brute squad were kept busy
clearing out the thieves and brigands from the surrounding
forest, driving them away or hauling them off to the dungeons
for the duration of the royal wedding. But one thief would not
leave.

"He's holed up in the hut, Captain," a guardsman said.
"Every time someone gets close to him, he throws a pack of
legal papers at them. Those things hurt." He rubbed his head.

Whitney curtly signaled his best brute and marched on the
hut himself.

In the hut was Pete Ross, furious and ready, throwing legal
briefs at all comers. "Habeas Corpus!" he shouted, clocking
another goon. "Anti-trust! Restraint of trade! Emotional
distress! Come on, Long-Haired Man, I'm ready for you!
Bring it on!"

Whitney signaled his thug. "All right, you little punk, you're
sleeping in the dungeon ton—"

Whitney was picked up and thrown hard against a rock. He
was out like a light.

Peteblinked in the dim light of the hut at the thug who'd just
turned on her boss. He gaped. "Tina? That you?"

The strong girl in the pink sweater smiled."Pete. How d'you
do?"

The girl brought Pete up to speed on all that had happened
at the castle—including the fact that Lex was to be wed the
next day, the castle was surrounded by guards, and that the
Kingwas a long-haired man.

"Man, we need that guy—the one in blue and red who iced
Phelan and put the smackdown on both of us," Pete said. "If
anyonecan get through that many guards and help me get my
revenge,he can."

"We don't know where we can find the man," Tina said.

"Don't bother me with trivia!" Pete snapped. "I'm within
suing distance of the man who canned my dad's factory!"

At the castle,Victoria found Lex in the game room, playing
pool. "My husband-to-be," she said with a smile.

"My princess bride," Lex said, with the same smile, and
struck a blue ball into a pocket.

"Your farmboy will not return, you know,"Victoria said. "He
is a kidnapper and a dangerous threat who faces death if he
returns anywhere near the castle."

Lex smiled at the red ball, and sent it

after the blue ball. "He's stronger than
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he looks. And he loves me,as I lovehim—asI do not love you,
nor you love me. My Clark will return to join me."

Victoria's smilewavered. "I wouldn't saysuch thingsif I were
you, Lex," she hissed. "We will be wed tomorrow."

"No such weddingwill occur," Lex said. "Your commemorative
royal weddingtea-towels andplateswillbecomevaluable collector's
itemsbecause theywillhavecommemorated a non-event Take the
moneyand be happywithit,and with the King's sexual attentions.
I don't beg for my father's table scraps any more."

Victoria turned gray; her pinched lips turned white. She left
the room and the double doors banged shut hard behind her.

Lex set down the pool cueand headedto his office. Hisspies
hadn't located Clark yet, but worry would be pointless now.
He unlockedhis laptop and sent a few coded messages.

In the laboratory, Dr. Hamilton and the King looked up
in surprise as Victoria strode into the room, radiating fury.
"What are you doing here,girl!"the Kingsnapped.

Ignoring both men,Victoria bent over the shaking, gasping
captive. Clark blinked open eyes running with pain-tears to
see her.

"You two, together, would havebeen happier on your worst
day than he and I willeverbe on our best day," Victoriahissed
in the boy's face. "SoI think no one will suffer asmuchasyou
will!" Shesnatched up a chunk of the green rock and shovedit
into Clark's gasping mouth.

"No!" Dr Hamilton and the King shouted together before
clappinghands to their earsand staggeringback from the table
at the scream that radiatedfrom the captive.

Victoria alsostaggered back, clutching her earsand shaking
her head.

Beakers shattered from the sound, spewinggreenand yellow
and red smoke. Engines trembled from the sonic vibrations.
Kettles screamed—unheard in the shriek coming from the
captive. The walls of the barn shook and bowed, creaking,
from the pressure of that noise.

All three fled the barn in different directions, through
swaying trees and along with terrified animals dashing away
for their lives from the horrifyingnoise.

The sound roared through the forest. People huddled in
their huts, shaking. Guards at the castle gate gripped their
weapons anxiously. In the Thieves' Forest, lowlifes fled the
sound, along with members of the brute squad.

Peteand Tina did not. "That's the guy!"Pete said."That's the
guywho beat us both!Onlyhe could have a yell of pain strong
enough to clear out a forest!"

So Pete and Tina were the only ones to run i the sound of
ultimate suffering.

They ran into Dr. Hamilton running the other way. Tina
caught the struggling,yelling man. "This is the King's torturer,"

she said. "This must be the one who

caused the pain we're hearing."
"Lemme go! Lemme go!" Dr
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Hamilton screamed, kicking and fighting the strong girl.
"Dammit, lemme go!"

"Where is he? Where is the man you're torturing on the
King'sorders?" Pete snarled at Dr. Hamilton.

"Torturing is for barbari—"
Tina shook the man the way a terrier shakes a rat; when

she stopped, the man dangled limp from her hand. "We said
'where is he'?" she growled in his face.

"Clark! Clark! Barn! Barn! Lemme go!" Dr Hamilton
shrieked, hysterical.

Tina shrugged and set Dr. Hamilton down, and the man
tore away from them, running fast to get away. (Dr.Hamilton
was never seen again. They sayhe didn't stop running until he
wound up in Champion City,where he met his end at the tines
of the BlueRajah's fork.)

The shriek stopped just then; the silencewasdeadly. "Clark,"
Pete said. "His name is Clark!"

Pete and Tina followed the trail of flattened grass from
panicked animals, back toward the bent trees, and then the
broken and fallen trees, until the still-tremblingwooden barn
camebefore them. They entered the decrepit structure.

The place was a mess of shattered glass and disrupted
machinery, oozing liquids and noxious odors. And in the
midstof the carnage, a metaltable,and a bodylying still upon
it, despite the snapped bands that had once held him.

It was Clark. And he was dead.

"He's dead," said Tina.

"You're not kidding," Pete added, staring sadly at the
contorted corpse.

"Well?"

"Well what, Grandma?"

"Aren't yougoingto get mad at me for reading youthisstory,
if it's just goingto be about Clarkdying like that?"

"It's not over yet."
"You sure?"

"Yeah, I'm sure. If Lex isn't gonna give up, I'm not either."
"Smart kid."

'We's dead," said Tina.
"You're not kidding," Pete added, staring sadly at the

contorted corpse. "We'd need a miracle to save him now."
"What about Miracle Maxim?"

Pete winced. "Didn't the brute squad run him off?"
"We cleared the whole Thieves' Forest, except for three.

There was you. The hermit Kyle kept shaking our hands and
telling us he didn't need to be chased out, and for some reason
we believed him and left him alone. And Maxim came out

of his house and started talking to us, and most of the brute
squad ran away."

Pete winced again. "I don't blame you guys.Oh man, do we
have to? Miracle Maxim?"

1
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"If anyone can help us, his wife can,"Tina replied stoutly.
"And to get her help, we have to go to him."

Pete glared at Clark's body as Tina lifted it in her arms.
"Clark man, you owe us big time for this."

So off they went, the three of them, to a little farm located
between the forest and Smallville. Over the kitchen doorway
was the motto: LIVE SIMPLY THAT OTHERS MAY SIMPLY

LIVE.

"Oh God, this is gonna hurt," Pete whimpered. But he
knocked at the door.

"Abandon hope all ye who enter here!" a voice boomed from
inside.

"Miracle Maxim?"Tina called."Aren't you the farmer who's
been enemies of the King since he took over Smallville?"

"To remind someone of past injuries is to re-open the
wound!" the man shouted angrily. "Guests are best viewed as
they leave! Suffernot the King! Heavylies the head that wears
the crown!"

"I'm outta here," Pete whispered.
Tina collared him as he tried to flee. "Miracle Maxim,"

she called again, "We have an innocent here who needs a
miracle from you and your wife! He is a victim of the King's
mischief!"

"Fool me once, shame on you! Fool me twice, shame on me!"
Maxim bellowed from within.

"This isn't a trick!" Tina called. "This man can't even hurt

you, he's dead!"
The door opened a crack, and a farmer in his late forties

peered at Clark's body. "Dead men tell no tales," he observed.
"There's always someone worse off than you."

Pete pinched his lips and whimpered. But he managed to
whimper out, "This guy.. .this guy got the Kingmad. The King
did this to him. If you could help us out here..."

Miracle Maxim's eyebrows rose as Pete mentioned the
King. "To have the ear of a King is to be a King," he said
suspiciously.

"Oh for God's sake, let them in, you big hick!" a woman's
voice snapped from behind Maxim.

Maxim winced and turned to face his wife as she came to the

door. He was momentarily silenced by her, and Pete liked the
woman already.

The Witch was a pretty woman, also in her mid-forties, and
she pursed her lips as she appraised the visitors. "You say the
King killed this poor young man?"

"We need a miracle desperately," Pete said to her. "I know
he's dead, but—"

"I've seen worse,bring him in,"the Witch said.
Maxim stared uncomprehending at his wife.
The Witch said, slowly and clearly as if to an imbecile, "Mi

casa es su casa."

Maxim nodded, still frowning a little. But he let Pete and
Tina in with their burden.
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"Just plop him on the kitchen table, I'll be right back," said
the Witch, and disappeared.

Maxim glared at Clark's body. "Trust requires a lifetime to
gain and needs but a moment to be lost,"he muttered.

"Look, man," Pete said to Maxim. "This guy—his name's
Clark—Clark really needs a miracle. He deserves a miracle.
He's—he's a good guy, loves widows and orphans, saves nuns
and cute fuzzy animals from danger..."

"The more you shovel it, the higher it piles,"Maxim retorted,
glaring at Pete.

"Dude, / need this miracle!" Pete snapped, losing his temper.
"If Clark stays dead, we can't storm the castle tonight, we can't
call off the royal wedding, the King gets control of Central
City—"

Maxim stared at Pete. "Get me to the church on time?" he

asked, pointing to Clark.
"We ruin the wedding," Pete prompted, seeing what he had

to say. "The King loses his grip on his son. The King loses
Princess Victoria's lands. Humiliations galore."

The change in the farmer was astounding. Maxim beamed
from ear to ear. "The enemy of my enemy is my friend!" he
boomed, giving Pete a hard whack on the back.

The Witch came back, her arms piled high with different
colors and types of cloth. "Right, let's get to business."

"Yoursorceress' robes for your magic?"Pete asked.
"Of course not," the Witch snapped, shaking out her

armload—a red flannel shirt, patched blue jeans, socks,
underwear, some worn boots. "The poor boy shouldn't wake
up naked. He's about your size, dear."

Maxim smiled. "Clothes make the man," he said predictably.
Rolling his eyes, Pete helped the Witch dress Clark's body.

Even in flannel and denim, red and blue looked good on him.
Only when the body was dressed did the Witch pull out what

lookedlikea spotty,smallapple."Makehim take a bite of this,"
the Witch said to Pete."It's organic."

"Anapple a day keeps the doctor away," Miracle Maxim said
inevitably. Pete bit his lip.

The Witch held the apple, and Pete worked Clark's jaw
to make the dead man take a bite. There was something...
reversed...about a witch using a special apple to bring a hero
back to life.

Crunch.

Clark's eyes blinked open. He turned green. Then he turned
his head and vomited on the table. Out came the chunk of

apple—and the poison-green rock. "Guggh," Clark said,
coughing hard.

The Witch smiled. "All our produce has that effect on
people,"she said proudly. "It's so bad, even the dead throw up
when they eat it."

"Great," Pete said weakly, his own
stomach a bit queasy.

Clark lay back down, still coughing
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weakly. He blinked and stared up at the people looking down
on him. "Bluh," he said.

"It's alwaysdarkest before the dawn," Miracle Maxim said.
Clark blinked and stared at Maxim.

"If you've got your health, you've got everything." Miracle
Maxim beamed and thumped Clark's shoulder.

"Uh.. .Darmok and Gilardat Tenagra?" Clark ventured.
"Close enough," Pete said. Tina pulled Clark off the table.

"Thanks for the help, sorry about the table, we got a royal
weddingto stop and a Kingto destroy."

"At leaststayfor dinner, we'remaking apple pies," the Witch
said.

Secondslater there was only a dust cloud to show where the
visitors had been, and the kitchen door swung lazily on the
one unbroken hinge.

"Bye, you three," the Witch called after them cheerily. "Wear
a sweater, the castle's cold."

"Luck is when preparation meets opportunity!" boomed
Miracle Maxim.

"Do you think they can do it?" the Witch muttered to her
husband.

"Close only counts in horseshoes," Miracle Maxim replied
sotto voce before getting out his toolkit to fix the door.

Lex. stared at Victoria. For one of the few times in his life, he
was poleaxed.

"Tonight?"
"Midnight," the Princess said. "It will be the next day,

technically, and there will be less chance of interference from
the King's enemies."

"It's for the best, Lex," the Kingsaid.
"Shouldn't you investigate whatever made that horrible

screech in the Thieves' Forest an hour ago?" Lex added, trying
to sound casual.

"It is investigated, Lex," the Kingsaid, and smiled."It seems
your farm boy found out about your wedding. The griefwas
too much for his heart to take. His cry of pain as his heart
broke flattened everything withina mile. I must say, hewasan
extraordinary lad—I'm only sorry I couldn't learn more from
him before he died."

Lex stared at both the King and Victoria. "You're lying," he
said. "You wouldn't move the date of the wedding up if you
thought he was no threat to the proceedings."

"Oh, he's not a threat any more, Lex," Victoria said calmly.
"Andwhen we're wed, you won't be a threat either. Not even
youwouldbe stupid and ambitiousenough to destabilize our
kingdoms at such a crucial moment."

"You don't want your future subjects to think that you'd turnon
your own beloved bride outofrage at thedeath ofyour—paramour,"

the King added, smiling. "They'd question
your ability to rule them without letting
yourheart interfere withyourduty'
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No. No. This was his father talking, and his faithless fiancee.
His ruthless father, who had had Clark surrounded the last

time he'd seen him in the Woods of Weird. That cry in the
woods had mirrored thesoundin his heartwhenhe'dthought
Clark dead once before. He would tolerate much from these

two,but the one thing he would not tolerate was the death of
hope.Clarkwould comeforhim, just ashe'd climbedthe Cliffs
of Improbability, defeated powerful henchmen and outwitted
the vilePhelan,and walked safely through the Woodsof Weird
with the Prince. Clark wasstronger than he looked.

Bestrong, and wait for the opportunity.
Lexsagged,a little bit. "Midnight."
"You've little time to prepare, love," Victoriasaid."I'll run us

a hot bath."

"And I have to see that allpreparations around the castleare
finalized," the Kingadded,and left the betrothed pair.

Once outside, he called to Whitney. "Double the guard
around the castle."

"Your Majesty, we already have fifty men stationed around
the perimeter,"the henchman replied.

"Then make it a hundred, dolt! I will have nothing interfere
with this wedding!" thundered the King, cuffing Whitney for
his insolence. "The forest is clear?"

Whitney remembered confronting the last holdout in the
Thieves' Forest, a harmless lunatic with a briefcase full of

papers,and nothing afterthat."It is clear, Your Majesty."
In the meantime the lastholdout from the Thieves'Forest,the last

member of thebrutesquad, andthelastperson theKing wanted to
think aboutwere heading toward thecasde ata fast clip—or asfast
as two people could head somewhere while carrying a limp
torture victim. Clark was back from the dead, but he'd felt

better.Tina had no problem carrying Clark, but threatenedto
killhim again if he asked "Are we there yet?" one more time.

Just outside the castle wall, they hid behind a turret. It was
nearlymidnight. Torches and heavily armed guardsmen filled
the courtyard.

Pete stared over the wall at the opposition, his arms full of
hisweapons. "There'sat least thirty guys on that door.Should
we pick another way to get in?"

Clark stared all around the castle. "The other doors and

windows are heavily guarded, too. This is the best entry, and
the closest to the chapel." He froze. "I can hear the ceremony
starting! We have no more time to lose!"

"I can take on fifteen of the guards by myself," Tina said.
"Can you get the other fifteen?"

"I could take on one of them. Maybe," Pete said sourly.
"Clark?"

"I could take them all on—in the morning. But I need
sunlight to regain my strength.Wedon't havethat time."Clark
stared at the guards grimly. "We need a distraction of some
kind. Something terrifying, like a horrible thing from the
Woods ofWeird, or a big fire,or—"

Wfl
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Foom. Foom-foom.

"Or both of them at once. Hey!"Clark shouted, exultant at
his amazinglygood luck."Hey,Coach!"

The Fire-Coach, who'd stumbled out of the Woods of Weird

to finish off the interlopers who'd escaped his wrath and had
ended up at the castle gatejust at that verymoment, turned to
glare at Clark.

"Those guys! All those guys!" Clark waved at the startled
armedguardswho'd heardhisvoice and were looking around,
drawing their weapons. "They're trying to destroy your
legacy!"

The Fire-Coach glared at Clark. "Do you think I'll fall for
that stupid trick AGAIN!!" he roared, and flames shot up all
around him, meltingdown the iron gates,crackingthe nearby
stone walls, and terrifying the guards into fleeing right and
left.

"My mistake. Thanks!" Clark called as the three invaders
leaped the wall and headed for the doors.

Only one guard stood between the three of them and the
door. Whitney glared at the invaders. "You won't stop this
wedding! Not if I have to die for it!"

"We're not here to stop the wedding," Pete said. "We've
broughta wedding giftfor the royal couplefromsomegrateful
Smallville farmers. Here, have one." He pulled an apple out of
his backpack and held it out.

"Oh, thank you!"Whitney gratefully took the fruit and took
a big bite. He turned green, then white, then tore away from
the door in the direction of the outhouses.

Pete grinned. "The Witch let me take some apples with me. I
figured they'd come in handy."

"You bastard," Tina said admiringly, and kicked the doors
in.

Meanwhile in the royal chapel, everyone could hear, if
muffled, the screams of the guards, the roar of fire, and the
deep boom of the main doors opening wide. The few royal
guests able to appear on short notice for the hasty wedding
looked around and muttered nervously. Victoria, completely
oblivious to the showing she made in her original-design
wedding gown, kept looking behind her at the chapel doors
in the direction of the noise. The King and Victoria's father
didn't look behind them, but their knuckles whitened as they
gripped the pew fronts.

Lex alone seemed to listen intently as the bishop, flanked
by a squad of altar boys, droned the wedding homily with
all the enthusiasm of a high school principal announcing
the cafeteria menu over the intercom. "Clark is coming, Your
Highness," he muttered to the agitated Victoria. "Your plans,
and the King's plans, are ashes."

"You're lying!" Victoria snapped. The Bishop stopped and
glared at both of them, as if he wanted to issue detention to
both. "Clark is dead and gone!"

"Why is my father upset, then?" Lex murmured. "He only
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gets this furious when one of his schemes is about to be
destroyed."

More screams from outside. Pounding feet, heading toward
the chapel door.

The King stood up. "Bishop, pronounce them married,
now!"he shouted. "Now, or it's your head!"

"I hereby pronounce you man and wife, the mass is ended
go in peace, let's get the hell outta here!" The Bishop took off
for the apse of the chapel, followed by the squad of shrieking
altar boys.

Victoria stood up, beaming from ear to ear. "I am Princess
of Central City, Smallville and Metropolis!"she announced to
the stunned congregation and the grinning King.To the four
guards at the backdoor she commanded, "Go in my name and
kill the invaders!"

"Your Highness!" they chorused, and left through the door
in the back.

To the four guards flanking the wedding party the King
commanded, "Takethe royal couple to safety at once!"

"Your Majesty!" they chorused, and hustled the newlyweds
out through a side door in the chapel and down a little-used
corridor.

Hedidn't come Lex thought, stunned at the speed of change.
The King headed out the chapel doors after the four

guards—and all five came face to face with the assailants.
Pete stared, in the forefront, ahead of Tina carrying Clark.

His briefcase was out, and seconds later all four guards were
struck down by the unerring flight of four perfectly served
subpoenas.

Pete now faced the King alone. "Hello," he said softly to the
petrified monarch. "My name is Peter Ross. You ruined my
father. Prepare to be sued."

The Kingstared at Pete for a long moment. Then he turned
and fled down a corridor.

"No!" Pete shouted, and tore after the king.
"Pete!"Clark called after the obsessed legaleagle, and shook

his head in despair.
"He came here for revenge, not for true love," Tina said,

stepping over the subpoenaed guards. "You came here to stop
a royal wedding from subverting the course of true love."

Clark nodded from Tina's arms, and focused his eyes on the
wallsof the castle, looking for the silhouette he knew above all
others. "There! I see them! That way!"

Tina took off down that corridor.

The King dashed into the main banquet hall, and his eyes
fell on the covered dishes laid out for the wedding guests. He
opened one silver tureen and smiled.

So that when Pete Ross charged into the room after him, the
King flung a ladleful of creamed corn that hit Pete in the face.

With a cry of pain, Pete dropped
his briefcase and slumped against the
wall, gasping for air and clawing at the
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yellow mess on his face. His legal papers scattered everywhere,
useless.

"0h, I get it! it's like yellow kryptonite!"
"Exactly, hon. Justas Clark's old homeplanetis nowfatal to

him, creamed corn is Pete Ross' onegreat vulnerability."

... £verywhere, useless.
"So!" the King gloated as his adversary sank to the ground,

trying to wipe the creamed corn from his face. "You were
that little brat who threw cow pies at me while I made your
father sign the papers to give me his farm! Do you mean to
say thatyouspent all this timestudying law in order to wreak
your revenge—only to be stopped by a handful of mashed
vegetables? I don't think I've ever seen anything so sad in my
life." The King advanced on the whimpering Pete, one hand
reaching to his side. "There's only one thing I can do in a
case like this." Up came theKing's hand, holding a cell phone
bearing theroyal seal. "And that's to acquire yourlaw firm and
haveyou disbarred."

Pete gasped for breath, blinking the creamed corn out of his
eyes tosee the King approaching him.TheKing whohadstolen
so much from so many and was so high above the law thathe
considered himself to be the law. Feebly hegroped around him
on the floor. His fingers found a paper, then two, then three.

And as the King bent down to watch Pete succumb, Pete
threw the papers at the King. The King yelped and staggered
back, clutching at the massive papercut across his face.

That cry, and that wound, gave Pete strength. He had
touched the untouchable! He hoisted himself upright, and
groped for another paper. It was a lunch menu for a Chinese
restaurant near his father's law office, made of cheap paper
with very sharp edges. He flung it at the retreating King, and
it cut across the back of the monarch's hand. The royal cell
phonedropped to the ground.

"Hello, my name isPeter Ross, you ruined my father, prepare
to be sued!" Pete called, and stood upright, scorning the
creamed corn dripping down his Armani.

The King backed away, clutching his paper wounds.
So this was how you battled a paper tiger! Pete advanced,

growing stronger andangrier ashegrabbed more papers. The
King ducked behind the banquet table to re-arm himself, but
Pete kicked over the tureen of creamed corn. The besieged
King was reduced to flinging nut cupsand individual tomato
aspicsat his pursuer, while documents rained down hard and
fast ina blitzkrieg of legalese.

"Hello my name is Peter Ross you ruined my father prepare
to besued!" Pete roared triumphantly and frisbee'd a writof
habeas corpus that gashed the King's cheek.

"Stop saying that!" the King roared
back, finally backed up against the
wall.
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Pete was a hideous sight—plastered in dripping red and
yellow blotchesand pepperedwith fancy salted almonds.But
his briefcase was shining leather, untouched by the King's
attack, and papers still boiled out of it.

Scornfully, Pete flicked one handat the King, and a ghastly
combination of creamed cornand tomato aspic gel spattered
hiscustom-made morningcoat. "Say you'll settle out of court,
Your Majesty," he retorted. "Promise me you'll agree to a
reasonable recompense forthe loss of myfamily business!"

"Yes, 1promise. Yes, anything!" the King babbled.
"Ask me for my terms! Promise me whatever I ask for

recompense!" Pete shouted, and flung another handful
of aspic-corn goo at the King's suit. "Any reasonable
repayment!"

"Anything! I will give you whatever you wish!" bleated the
King.

Asecond later theKing shrieked with pain asthefull weight
of the lawsuit struck him in the chest. The folder was as
thick as two cinder blocks and weighed about the same. He
collapsed to the floor.

"I want my family farm restored, you son of a bitch," Pete
said quietly. "So do every one of these other twenty people
who are suing you simultaneously." And staggered, finally
feeling the fulleffect of the creamed corn. Hesank to hisknees,
opposite the gasping monarch.

"You're hurt too, ambulance chaser," snarled the King,
glaring with hatred at the weary attorney. "Don't you know
I'll destroyyou?"

Pete laughed painfully. "Do your worst, Your Majesty. Call
in a phalanx of your best attorneys. Ruin me financially for
generations to come. Buy us all off, if you can. Have me
arrested for Driving While Black.

"It doesn't matter, because the publicity from this trial will
make your stock drop like a paralyzed falcon, and your name
will be a joke on the lips ofevery investor for months—long
enough for your securities to bottom out. Once the money
starts drying up, your employees will leave for greener pastures
ifyou don't let them go first. You might want tostart learning
a marketable skill, like selling apples."

"My allies will—" The King froze. Hewentstone-faced, but
not before a lookof horror hadappeared in a flash.

Pete laughed hard, through his tears of triumph. "Your
Majesty—what allies? Who will stay at your side when your
money is gone? You'll be very, very lucky if your own son
merely disavows and exiles you before assuming the throne."

Just then thedoorburstopen andincame a troop ofsoldiers
bristling with armor, their swords out and flashing. "Your
Majesty!" the troop-leader called. "I serve theKing!"

"It's about time you showed up, you fools! Iorder you to kill
him!" theKing roared, pointing a finger at Pete.

Pete held up his legal briefs. "He's poor now," he said to the
guards, pointing to the King.
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"Sorry, wrong room," the troop-leadersaid,and the guards
left. "Where's the bald one?"The door clanged shut.

Pete grinned at the stunned monarch. "The Kingisdead," he
whispered, and sank to the floor toward a well-deserved faint.
"Long live the King."

Father, you may conduct law in peace from now on. You are
avenged.

The guards hustled the royal couple down the corridor to
the deepest, best-guarded, most impregnable portion of the
castle.

Lex's mind worked fast. He could go along with this sham
marriage as long as was needed, until he could summon
his resources and go find Clark. He would endure anything
thrown at him by his father and his...his wife until the
moment he could join his true love and become undefeatable.
His people would flock to his side and join him against
Victoriawhen the time was right. Even now he could see Clark
standingat his side,eyesshining,saying"You are married, Lex.
It wouldn't be right."

Lex froze, and stumbled a little.

"Careful, Your Highness," a guard said beside Lex, and
offered a hand.

Lex shook his head and took back his stride. But the blow to

his own heart had finally cleaved what hope remained in his
breast.

Clark would be as bitterly heartbroken as Lex—but he
would not approach the Prince and Princess now that they
were wed. His duty was to the now-conjoined empire of
Central City and Metropolis, just as Lex'swas. Any course of
action he took from here—an affair, a cunningly-executed
spousal murder, one-sided annulment, combat—could cause
a war between Metropolis and Smallville. And Clark would
despise Lex for it.

It was over.

"Here,Your Highnesses,"the guard said.
The labyrinth of tunnels had ended at this small iron door

and thesmall room within. Windowless, boasting only the one
door, deep below the ground and inaccessible save through a
labyrinthof tunnels, it wassurelythe safest,most impregnable,
most inescapable prison in the kingdom.

"We're safe now, Lex," Victoria said sweetly, and took his
hand. "Why,you're steady as a rock and cool as a cucumber."

Cold as a corpse, Lex mentally corrected his wife. Duty and
Intrigue were locked hard around his wrists and ankles, and
the chain pulled at his very heart.

The guards, after inspecting the room, ushered in the heirs.
The room, constructed of massive stone and mortar and wired

with spotty fluorescent light, was as cheerless as Lex himself
felt inside. It was a war room, clearly; a big oval table stood
at the center, surrounded by chairs and microphones. A red
telephone stood by the chair embossed with the Royal Seal;
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a small lead box rested on the table before the head chair as

well. Dark screens formed a perfect circle around the room,
meant no doubt to display updates on battles or disasters. A
few cots lined the far wall between a small kitchenette and a

small bathroom.

Victoria pouted. "This is a terrible honeymoon suite," she
whined.

Lex looked around at the trappings of raw, cold, loveless
power. This was a perfect room to symbolize this wedding.

"I'll stay here on guard with Their Highnesses," the head
guard said,and shook hands with the other three guards."Stay
outside and set up the checkpoints." The other three agreed
and filed out of the room.

"I'll run us a hot bath, Lex," Victoria said, and entered the

bathroom. Seconds later she flounced back out, fuming.
"Bloody hell, it's only a shower stall!" she snapped.

Lexsmiled for the first time in days."Youmay have the first
shower, my bride." The smile left his face the instant she was
back in the bathroom.

"Wouldyou likeme to fix you and the Princesssomething to
eat, YourHighness?" the guard asked. "It's a poor substitute for
a wedding feast, but I can make soup or sandwiches."

"Not unless there's a strong poison you can add to my soup,"
Lexsaid stonily."It seems to be the only way out of my prison
now."

"Why would you saysuch a thing, Your Highness?"asked the
guard. "Youare safe, not in a prison."

Lex laughed. "I am at the center of a labyrinth, guarded at
four junctures, and impregnable by all but those who can pass
through and open the one door. And I am wed to Princess
Victoria."

The guard scratched his chin. "Your Highness, I helped
stand guard at the back of the chapel during the ceremony.His
Majesty the King ordered the bishop to pronounce you wed,
which he did without obtaining consent of both parties."

Lexstared at the guardsman. "He did!"
"In that case, Your Highness, you are not truly wed yet.

Marriage still requires the consent of both parties before it is
considered legal and binding, whether one follows the laws of
God or of man." The guard shrugged elaborately. "Youand the
Princess are not married."

Lex was so stunned with relief that the sound of the wall

being smashed open did not register at first. The dust and
noise filled the room and quickly caught the Prince's attention,
as well as that of the instantly alert guard and the shrieking
Victoria.

The wall had been broken open from the outside, near the
negotiation table. A figure emerged from the smoking hole. It
was Clark. He smiled at Lexfrom the breach. "Your Highness,"
he said softly.

It was like having all his blood
returned to his heart all at once. Lex
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couldn't take the grin off his face now if his father were in
the room. "Hold," he called as the guard ran forward, sword
drawn, "thisisa friend." Hehimself stepped forward, beaming.
"Clark."

But Clark looked behind Lex. "Princess!"

It was Victoria, out of the shower, naked and furious, her

face contorted with rage. Shestood by the royal chair at the
table, the lead box in her hands. "Farmboy!" she shouted.
"How many times do I have to kill you!" She flung open the
box and dashed the contents at Clark—a large glowing green
rock, biggerthan all the other stones put together.

Lex stared in horror at the sickly green stone, only able to
watch as it sped toward his true love.

Clark caughtthe rockwithone hand and grinned.
Victoria stared at Clark, her eyes white-ringed with rage.

"That rock should killyou,you bastard!"shescreamed. "Do I
have to cramit downyourthroatagain?" She lunged forward,
her hands out and shaped likeclaws.

Clark pitched the rock rightat Victoria, beaning her in the
forehead. Down she went, out cold.

"Hold!" Lex shouted, physically stopping the guard from
going after Clark.

"Your Highness, please put that stone back in the box,"
Clark said."It's very poisonous to Clark."And with that, Clark
wavered and melted and changed shape to appear as...the
strong teen girl who'd helped kidnap him.

Lex blinked. It seemed she was a shape shifter as well as
being very strong.

"Clark is here behind me," the teen girl said. "We both
thought Her Highness might try this kind of attack if she saw
him coming." She bentdown topick upsomeone lying behind
her.

Lex nodded, dazed. He fumbled the stone back into the lead

box and handed it to his guard. "If the Princess tries to get
that box from you," he said, "you have my permission to kill
her."Then he stepped toward the breach in the wall,where a
weary, pained Clark smiled at him from thegirl's arms. "These
corridors are tangled like a knot," he saidsoftly. "How did you
get through them?"

"The same way Alexander the Great solved the Gordian
Knot," Clark said. "Did you think that a few corridors would
stop me when both of us have walked through the Woods of
Weird and lived to tell the tale?"

And then he and the Prince Lex were in each other's arms.

Both the guardand the girllooked away fora longtimeand
pretendednot to hear anythingfor the sameamount of time.

"I'm not married," Lex whispered, his forehead pressed to
Clark's. "I can bewith you, with theonlyoneI truly love."

"If the Princess contests the legality of themarriage," Clark
replied, "I know a good lawyer who'd
be happy to assist you. Even now he is
subpoena-ing your father."
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"Bastards!"

Everyone looked over at the enraged Victoria, once again
conscious,upright, and enraged. In a flash she darted forward,
and snatched out the sword Lex had worn as part of his
wedding outfit. Now she was looking at Lex, face contorted
with hatred, the blade pointed straight at his heart.

"If I can't kill your whore, dear husband," she spat,"I'll kill
you! I will rule with or without you! Myword willbe law! Your
father the King will see to that!"

Tina strode between Lex and Victoria, Clark glaring at her
from the teen's arms. He was far from the sun, far from the
strength that would have kept him safe from the blade that
was nowas fatal to him as to anyother man. But he could die
to save his love's life.

They were not alone. The guard stood between Victoria
and her targets as well, and his sword was out. But it was not
pointed at the Princess. It was held to her, hilt-first. Theguard
knelt. "Your Highness, accept my sword in your defense," he
said, "and take me as your vassal from this day forward, to
defend you against all your enemies." He bowed his head
and extended his right hand to her. "Or should I say—Your
Majesty."

Betrayed, Lex thought numbly, remembering the small
kindnesses of the guard. Proved false. No doubt the man
thought he'd be under better protectionor be better rewarded
asoneofVictoria's minions than asa royal guard.

Victoria beamed. "Two swords against none. Guardsman,
youwill be richly rewarded for your loyalty to me when I am
Queen." She reached a hand down to his, to accept his quick
oath of fealty.

The guard took her hand in his, looked up and smiled.
"Princess, you and Lex are not truly married," he said."Lex is
the true ruler of his kingdom."

"Lex and I are not truly married," she said sweetly, eyes
slightly unfocused. "Lex is the true rulerof his kingdom."

"The King is your true love, and the source of all your
power," the guard said. "Go to the King and join him. Your
fates belong together, the King and you."

"I will join the King," Victoria agreed happily, eyes vacant.
"The source of all my power. Our fates belong together."

"Take theotherthree guards with you. Thecrisis ispast," said
the guard. He let go of the Princess'hand.

Victoria walked pasteveryone in thesmall room,still smiling
vacantly. "The crisis is past. I must join my true love and the
source ofallmypower," shesaidprettily, and walked out of the
door."I will calloff the guards."

Theguardstood,and with the stupefied Lex, Clark,and Tina,
watched the Princess walkdown the labyrinthine corridor to
thefirst stunned guard on watch. "Ishould have toldherto put
some clothes on first," the guardsaidruefully.

"What is this?" Lex demanded, flabbergasted rather than
angry.
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"Forgive me for the ruse, Your Highness," the guard said.
"But it seemed the only way to get the Princess to touch
my hand. I am Kyle, better known as the hermit Kyle of the
Thieves Forest. I havea—gift."

Tina nodded, shifted to look like Clark, and shifted back.
"So do I."

Lex looked at his allies, looked back down the corridor. "She

and the Kingwill team up once again."
"When Pete isdone, the King won't havetwo pennies to rub

together," said Clark. "No money and soon no power. How
longwillVictoria staywith him then?"

Lex smiled and found he couldn't stop smiling."Once I have
ordered my father exiled, she can join him if she likes. She
won't try to makewaron me as longas I haveenough proof of
her treachery with the King to turn Central City againsther."
He took Clark from Tina's arms. "Then you are quite right,
Clark.The crisis is past. I am unmarried, the kingdom is mine,
my enemies are deposed, and I am free to be with my true
love." He laughed, and his voice had a catch to it. "And not an
hour ago,I was sure that I would die of grief."

"Nonsense,YourHighness,"Clark said, eyes shining. "You're
stronger than you look."

The four proceeded down the deserted corridors and back
to the main part of the castle. Outside the doorway of the
banquet hall they found a weary, blotched Pete still trying
to clean up the creamed corn spilled on him. "Super, man,"
he said when he saw Clark and Lextogether. "Your Highness,
your father just threw some silverware into a bag, shredded
some documents, hotwired a royal Porsche, and took off for
parts unknown. I think I'm safe in saying—Your Majesty."

Lex smiled, and it wasn't a nice smile. "He won't get far.
I was able at least to contact some of my own operatives.
He'll be stopped at whatever border he uses and detained as
a conspirator and a threat to the throne." He looked at the
lawyer and at Tina. "For the service you have done me today,
you both havea royalpardon for your parts in my kidnapping.
Take a commission in the guards,girl,and teach my men a few
things about combat."

"Great!" Pete said. But a frown crossed his face."I've spent so
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much time building mycase againstthe King. Nowhe'sout the
door, I have no idea what I'll do."

"I do.TheRoyal Steward ofAgriculture," the Prince said. "A man
well-versed in both creamed cornand law is just theone to fairly
arbitrate landdisputes and tomete landout to wronged farmers."

Pete beamed.

Rumors spread faster than light. By the time Lex and Clark
reached the royal chambers, every member of the kingdom
present for the wedding knew what had happened, and the
roars of "Long Live the King! Long live the King!" preceded
them as Lex stepped out onto the balconyto greethissubjects,
still holding Clark in his arms.

The rising sun touched Clark'sface, and he stood, strong and
beautiful and aliveonce again.

"My people!" King Alexander called, and they fell silent. "I
choose my royal consort from among your own humble ranks,
to be one of you in my royal presence! I present to you—the
Prince Clark!"

The roars doubled in volume. "Long live the King! Long live
the Prince!"

Lex beamed up at the tall, beautiful young man at his side.
"Farmboy,"he said softly. "My love.My true love.Kiss me."

Clark smiled like the rising sun himself. "As you wish," he
said, just as softly.

"The End."

"Oh, Gramma."

"Well,what do you think of Superman now?"
"It's.. .it's great. Thank you."
"My pleasure,honey.And now,it looks as though your mom

will be back from work any minute, so I'd best get home and
feed the cats. You know how Flash and Adam get when their
food's late."

"Yeah, really. ...Um, Grandma?"
"Yes, dear?"

"Could you...could you come back next Tuesday night and
read me the story again?"

Grandma smiled at Emily. "As you wish,"she said,and closed
the bedroom door.



The rain slicked his skin like kisses, wet and warm, sliding over him, running
down the back ofhis neck like a lover's finger, while the threat ofthe looming
thunderstorm crackled through him, making himeven harder.

He could feel his pulse, in his wrists, in his throat, in his cock, the heady
excitement of life driving through him. Ironic, that he'd driven through
Clark and that's what had brought him life. Rebirth. Born Again. Far from
Christian, but born again, and just as unsteady on this narrow path as any
newborn would be.

Which was why he was standing in themiddle of the Kansas night, with rain
pouring down him and lighting thrusting over the horizon. He hauled his jacket
off, tugged the soft pima knit of his shirt off over his head, threw his arms out
and his head back, andjust stood there,letting the rain pelthim, shower-warm,
summer-warm, smelling of ozone and farms and birth. The breeze, kicked
up by the encroaching storm, blew across his chest, dancing heavy raindrops
against his nipples, soughing linen slacks against his cock.

He loved being hard. Loved the power of it, loved the pleasure of it, loved
the fecund solitude ofstanding here, hard and male—just being. Alive. So very
alive.

He brought his hand forward, undoing the waistband button, a little clumsy
because his left hand was pinching his nipples and he couldn't spare it just to
undo his trousers. But then the button was open, the zipper down, and his left
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hand darted into the gap, his cock filling his hand, the pulse,
pulse, pulse so hot, so perfect, the heartbeat of life.

Glorious. This was—

He threw his head back, raising his face to the night sky, the
warm rain, the distant storm, and laughed, this moment sheer
exhilaration, his first taste of joy in too many years.

He was alive.

For whatever reason, or simply because there was neither
reason nor plan, only random chaos, he was alive.

Thanks to Clark.

Who was...

His hand tightened on his cock,stroking himself lovingly.
Clark was inspirational.
Clark was life, and life was sex and this moment—

He was on the grounds of his father's damned
megalomaniacal castle, behind walls ridiculously high and a
security system that made state-of-the-art look obsolete. No
staff,by happenstance and overdue vacation time, till 7 am. No
one for acre upon acre. Just himself, his hand and his cock and
his skin, licked by wet rain, slicked by warm moisture, while he
thought about Clark, and sex,and life.

He kicked off his loafers, bare toes curling into the grass,
then peeled off the clinging trousers. It was almost as
electrifying as the storm on the horizon, to stand here naked,
in the dark wildness of a summer's night, rain sheeting down,
wind gathering strength, lightning illuminating him like the
best strobes at the most underground of clubs. He stood, legs
spread, balls pulling up in tight anticipation against his body,
right hand stroking them, left hand—stronger hand, powerful
hand, the hand the ancient Greeks believed led straight to the
heart—stroking and squeezing his cock.

The next gust of wind wasbrieflycolder and he shivered, his
back rippling, muscles bunching and relaxing, then moving
smoothly as he moved his arms. This was—

He laughed at himself, at his own pedestrian, predictable
need for this primal display, this atavistic connection between
himself and the elements, sex and life and thunder and rain.

Life and sex and Clark, inextricably intertwined, vine on a
tree, but not choking, no, simply coiling all around until the
tree couldn't stand without the vine to hold its weight and the
vine couldn't survive without the tree to climb.

Oh, their friendship wasgoing to be the stuff of legends.He'd
always been Alexander,and finally—about fucking time—he'd
found his Hephaestion.

Both hands on his cock now, slick with rain and pre-come,

and he held his fists in a tight tunnel, holding them steady,
the muscles in his arms quivering with the tightness of the
grip and the fight to stay still, to hold still, to give himself
something tight and hard and hot and wet to fuck. LikeClark's
mouth. Clark's ass. Clark on his knees, facing him, mouth
proffered in tribute, or kneeling away from him, ass offered in
supplication. But either, both, meant Clark wanted him, was
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ready for him, was his shield and his sword and the protector
of his back, safe haven and warm hearth, savior and saved.

And then he stopped, shocked, while the storm raged and
the rain poured down.

This...

This wasn't the way it was supposed to be. Yes, Clark at his
side, Clark there to urge him on, to help him do great things,
to protect him. But to feel this...

This...

He threw his head back again, eyes screwed shut, mouth
fallen open, as if a scream or a shout or a raging protest wanted
to burst from him.

This was...

Tenderness.

Love.

The desire to be Hephaestion to Clark's Alexander.
That was...

That was...

He could hear his father tell him what that was.

But—

But his father would never stand here, like this, naked to the

elements, one with the night and the rain and the storm, bare
feet getting muddy on the rain-soaked grass.

His father... Lionel Luthor would stifle this, would destroy
Clark as a weakness.

Unlike Alexander. Unlike Alexander the Great, or the not-

great-yet.

Lex opened his eyes to the night sky where the clouds
covered the stars and the moon, but a little moonlight filtered
through, a gentle glow overhead, trailing against the violent,
spectacular flash and burn of the storm spreading nearer. The
rain made him blink, and tasted even better than his Ty Nant,
softer and warmer and with just a hint of the life it would
bring to the land.

Rebirth. He had been reborn, begun again.
Lionel would destroy Clark.
Lex.. .Lex would create Clark.

Give Clark everything Clark didn't even know he needed to
growand expand and be greater than anyone else could even
imagine. Convince and cajole Clark into being the great man
he could be, with Lex at his side. All that power, unleashed; all
that goodness, brought to bear. It was...a new beginning. A
dream worth having, a plan worth fulfilling.

Together,side by side, the two of them.
Lexstroked his cock again, bringing himself back fully erect,

and thought about Clark, doing this. Thought about kissing
Clark, and about saying certain words out loud.

Thought about secrets, and trust, and what he already
knew—far more than Clark suspected, far more than Jonathan
Clark wanted him to ever know, far less

than Lexwanted to know, but enough.
For now.
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Thought about his own secrets,the ones that brought shame
and regret, and the ones he never looked at because they'd
always made him feel too much of a freak and those latter
secrets...who elsebut Clark could he ever confesssuch things
to? Those particular secrets...those wouldn't bother Clark at
all. His own little stash of relatively shame-free, secrets that
werelesserthan Clark's secrets,secrets that wouldn't—just this
once—make him the only freak.

Shield mate and sword bearer, savior and saved: they could
be both to each other.

And wouldn't that just take the world by a storm?
A far bigger storm than this one crashing around him

tonight.
Hestrokedhiscocklovingly, the rain assoftasClark'stongue

would be, his wet fistsas hot and tight as Clark'smouth would
be, and oh, to be inside Clark, to thrust—

Shield mate and sword bearer, together. A new life, a new
beginning.

With Clark, secrets and all.

Lex braced his legs more firmly, leaned back, let the rain fall
on his face and into his mouth like kisses while he stroked his

cock with liquid warmth and strength, his pulse thundering,
the storm approaching.
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All that power, around him, within him, waiting for him in
Clark.

Clark's hands, Clark's mouth, Clark's ass, on him, around
him—in him, Clark—

Hecame, whiteness mingling with the rain,hissemen poured
on the ground like an offering, a potent ritual even older than
his namesake. Trembling from the breeze blowing a steady chill
across his naked skin, and from the aftershocks of pleasure still
rippling throughhim,Lex stoodfora moment, watching thelife-
giving rain water where he'd spilledhis seed.And he smiled.

He knewwhich path he wasgoing to take;knew who would
walk beside him. Had time and inclination and enough power
to plan where that path would lead them—and the world.
His own lust for power, his own ruthless streak, ameliorated
by Clark's corn-fed decency: it was the best possible revenge
upon his father. Become what his father had demanded, but
not become who his father had wanted him to be.

Leaving his sodden clothes sprawled on the grass, Lex turned
towards hiscastle where hehadleft lights burning like beacons, and
planned exactly what he was goingto saywhenhe called Clark.

Behind him, lightningcrashed, and the parchedearth drank
in the rain and the seed he had sowedon the ground, and life
began again.
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Aittle rills of laughter still ran under his skin, making his mouth twitch in
barely suppressed smiles. The horse and rider were both fine, so the initial fear
and panic had evaporated; the horse had been checked, unsaddled, rubbed
down, pampered, and otherwise safely settled in the lush green paddock round
the back of the barn to rest, while the rider...

The rider was alternating between giving Clark "I'll kill you later" looks and
the other looks, familiar and fun and indecently incandescent, hot little looks
that lingered like caresses, part of their game. A dangerous game, perhaps, if
playedbyother people,but this was them, and this was theirs, angles and planes
rounded into something oddly comfortable, reassuring. This was what they
did, this minuet of flirtation and fire, banked embers stoked into occasional

flare-ups designed to warn, not burn.
There weredayswhen Clark wondered if he was the only person left unburned

by Lex's fire. If he was the only person left untouched when Lex Luthor wanted,
when Lex Luthor desired.

But untouched he was, because this was what they did: they played with fire,
and Lex allowed Clark to warm himself on Lex's passion, and Clark allowed
Lex to hope. SoClark led Lex from the paddock, into the barn, where there was
a primitive sink tucked into the far corner, a place where Lexcould wash up a
little after the...mishap.

Still smiling, Clark turned around and nearlv laughed outright again at Lex
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standing there besmeared with mud and grass.And then Lex
wiped the smirk from Clark's face simply by looking at him.
That look. The one that always made Clark feel naked and
displayed and splayed,open and ready for Lex.

Until his body reacted to the heat of Lex's stare, and he
blushed, as he always did, and Lex smirked,as he always did,
and backed off, leaving Clark both aroused and protected,
tempted but safe. This time, though...still blushing, he gave
Lex backlook for look,playingtheir eternalgame, but upping
the ante with a look and a smile and the tip of his tongue
wetting his own lips.

Oh yeah, he won that round! Lex was standing there,
mouth half-open, whatever Lex had planned on saying lying
temporarilyforgotten on the tip of his tongue.

Feeling really quite smug—Lex usually rang rings around
him in their little game—Clark dug around until he found the
hand soap and the towel. And then he stood still and turned
around, very slowly, as he heard Lex's voice, plum velvet and
raw silk, the supple shock of it nearly winning Lex the entire
game.

"Undress me,"Lexsaid."I dare you."
Clark hoped he was wearing his most innocent expression

because right now, that was about the only innocence he
had available. "Sure, Lex," he said, and yep, he'd done it—he
sounded as perky as Chloe and as clueless as Lana! Not bad, for
a guywho'd spent four hours on the internet last night—with
his bedroom door closed, and locked, and his parents at the
town hall meeting. "Don't see why you can't do it yourself,"
he went on, crossing the barn in three easystrides."I mean,"
he risked a look at Lex's face, figured he couldget away with it
and got down on his knees, turning his face up towards Lex,
making sure his eyes were wide and guileless, scoring points
right left and center, "it's not as if you'd get your riding pants
dirty."

Whichgave him the perfect—theabsolutely perfect—excuse
to look innocently at the mud splattered from the top of Lex's
head to the toes of Lex's once-polished boots. And hell, Lex
was so muddy,he couldevengetaway with having a goodlook
at Lex's crotch—which was a real pleasure, considering Lex
waswearing white polo pants that were now brown with mud.
Wet mud. Clinging mud. And Clark didn't even have to use his
x-ray vision to know that Lex was circumcised.

Downboy,he told himself,loweringhishead,hidinghis face,
cursing himself for being too obvious. Lex's hand flickered
into viewfor a second,but nope, he'd gotten away with it: Lex
was steppingback,turning slightly aside,subtly tryingto cover
up the fact that his dick was at least half-hard, a real chubby
pushing against the wet polo pants.

And the innocent farmboy wins again! Clark thought, hiding
his smile behind his blushes.

"Hey, Lex, I can't get all this off you
if you keep moving away," he said,
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stayingdown on his knees,looking up at Lex—andsure, it was
purest, purest,purest coincidence that this left his eyesat Lex's
crotch level. "C'mere, let me—"

He'd made the mistakeof raisinghis eyes above crotch level.
Lex looked... well, he looked...

Flick of a switch and it was the same old urbane Lex, a cool

smile, cooler eyes, totally bored sophisticate stuck in a hick
barn. Only Lex's left hand came up and smoothed across his
scalp, and the tendons in Lex's neckweretight.

And yeah, before the mask had fallen in place, Lex had
looked.. .miserable.

Which made no sense at all. "Lex?" he asked, not sure what

the question needed to be to get any sort of answer from Lex.
"I'm a mess,"Lex said, with the weirdest twist to his smile, as

if Lexhad just been talking to that old bastard, Lionel."And I
don't have a changeof clotheshere,so I'll just head backto the
mansion and get changed there."

Then allhe could seewas the gorgeousflex and rise of Lex's
ass in those white polo pants, polo pants that were still fairly
clean because Lex had landedface first in the newly ploughed
field. Then—oh, there wasa God! Lex wipedhis hands on the
backof his pants,muddy, damp streaks molding the pants to
those tightmuscles, and the movement of thoselong-fingered
hands pulled the pants really, really, really tight and man oh
man, there were no underwear lines marring the smooth,
expensive polo pants, so it hadn't been his imagination that
he'd been able to see—

Yeah, he'd seen Lex half-hard, but he'd also seen—

Damnit, why did sex objects have to insist on being real
people? "Lex," he called, getting to his feet, hurrying—within
normal human limits—towards the man who was his friend as

well as the object of his desires.
"Clark."

He couldn't quite bring himself to take hold of Lex's arm:
there was a distance, suddenly, an invisible bubble of Do Not
Touch around Lex. Shit. His fault, too. Lex had been fine, a
bit pissed, a lot amused,when Clark had nearly killedhimself
apologizing for startling Lex's horse into throwing him. But
this...this wasn'tteasing, this wasn't playing the innocent, this
wasn't fun at all.

Thiswas scary, because thistook theirusual flirting and eye-
fucks and teasing and made it something...real.

Once more, with feeling.
Shit.

How the hell was he supposed to deal with a Luthor with
feelings? Lex was the sophisticatedone, Lex was the one who'd
started the whole prick-teasing routine, Lex was the one who
could go out and get laid any day of the week, Lex was— Lex,
Clark realized to his shame, was supposed to stay in his nice
little shinybox until Clark wanted to take him out and play
with him like a toy.

Lex was the one who kept it a nice,safegame, a place Clark

l
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could thrust and parry without ever having to follow through
or...or...

Lex had stopped waiting for him to speak, and had started
walking again. One hand—still mud streaked—raised in a
typical gesture, a casual farewell, Lex's voice the usual dryly
amused grown-up tone Clark mostly only heard when Lex
was talking to him about his crush on Lana. Back to normal:
Lexwas putting this back to the way it had alwaysbeen, action
replay, total rewind, aim the magic remote control and undo
a bit of real life like a TV show,and just.. .go back to the way
it was.

Only-
Clark was used to making Lex react. This wasn't even close

to the first time he'd seen Lexget half-hard around him. It was
part of the game, part of the tease, part of the flirtation. But
Lexhadn't been kidding when he'd said, "undress me, 1 dare
you."That had been...

That had been an invitation. That had been real.

That had been Lex,putting it all on the line and he'd— He'd
pulled the innocent farmboy routine, which would look
like—which would feel like—

Clark swallowed hard. He'd been so scared— terrified—of

Lex rejecting him— No. That wasn't true, or at least, not all of
the truth. He'd been afraid of that, yeah,who wasn't, but... but
he'd been scared pissless that he wouldn't measure up for Lex.
Lex had had innumerable lovers, sophisticated, experienced;
every last one of them would have known everything in the
Kama Sutra and Joy of Sex combined or they'd have trained
courtesans or be just plain fantastic and skilled in bed. But
what Lex had done in before he'd turned to walk away... He'd
never been able to start even thinking that this playing might
be a rehearsal for the real thing.

And he didn't have half the ego Lex did—nor half the
abandonment and acceptance issues that Lexdid.

Lexhad run his hand over his scalp, and turned, and walked
away. Lex, who never left a battlefield without saving face,
was just...walking away, without even looking at Clark. No
smirk, no condescendingly raised eyebrow, no witty little dig,
nothing. Just—walking away.

In riding boots, over rough terrain, with a good three miles
to the mansion. Had Lex even realized he didn't have a cell

phone on him? That he'd have to walk home, in public, where
anyone might see him?

Because Lex wasn't heading for the paddock where they'd
put Bucephalus to rest rather than ride him too soon. Because
Lex wasn't heading to the house, where there was a phone he
could borrow. Lex, Alexander Joseph Luthor, was heading
out across muddy fields and open land, on foot, his face and
clothescovered in mud. And he didn't seem to givea damn.

Oh shit.

Yeah, Lex had given him the familiar dismissive wave and
farewell, but—
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Weirdly honest as only Lex was: I'm a mess, Lexhad said, and
if he paid attention, Clark could see that After all this time of
playing around, Lex had taken the chance and he...well, he'd
flat-out rejected Lex—God, it was worse than that. Clark knew
just how good he was at playing the total innocent: not only
could he easilyconvincehis parents,but far more impressively, he
could even fool Chloe and Pete.He hadn't just rejected Lex, he'd
convincedLexthat the offerhad sailedright over hishead—which
it had, but it wasn't Lex's fault it sometimes took Clark a second

to shift gear— and he'd convincedLex that Lexwaswrong about
the game, that Lex was wrong about Clark flirting and teasing
back. He'd convinced Lex that Lex was a fool, and that, that was

something from which there was no coming back.
Well,not if he didn't try to persuade Lex.
He knew exactly how to persuade Lex. Even though finally

doing it, finally being that naked, that exposed, brought a
lump of fear to his throat—and a surge of excitement down
his spine and into his cock.

He didn't need to use all that much of his speed to catch
up, but he was faster than he should've been, and when he
took Lex's arm to stop him, he used more strength than he
ought, Lexscything a sharp look over his shoulder at him. The
show of strength wasn't much, really, just a little gift, a sort-
of apology, and a little bit more of his strength was enough
to turn a stubborn Lex towards him. Lex's eyes widened,
then narrowed, and Clark smiled as he saw comprehension
dawning, as Lex realized just exactly what Clark was giving
here, just exactly what Clark was revealing about himself. And
just exactly what that revealed about Lex's place in Clark's
personal pantheon. Not that anything about Lexwas ever that
simple. Lex was still looking at him, thinking way too hard to
be persuaded yet.

"C'mon, Lex," Clark said, heading Lex back to the house.
"Even my dad wouldn't let you walk home like that, not after
being thrown."

"I'm fine—"

"Anyway, what about Bucephalus?"
"I'll send the horsebox for him—I'll pay for his stay in your

paddock and any feed he goes through, of course—"
Oh, that was just—that was just so Lex. Try to do something

for the guy and he throws money in your face. "Lex, can it.
You're not your dad, people will do things just for you, not
your money—if you'll let them."

"And what am I letting you do now,Clark?"
He probably deserved that hard stare, and the suspicion in

the tight set of Lex's mouth. "You're letting me—" Jeez, how
the hell was he supposed to say this? "You're letting me have a
redo. I messed up in the barn—"

So that's what Lex Luthor looked like when he was genuinely
shocked.

"—and now you're letting me fix
that. So—"
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"Clark—"

The front door banged shut behind them, and Lex's riding
boots were loud on the wooden stairs, and Lex was getting a
bit breathless from allthat tryingto pull hisarm free ofClark's
grip.

And maybe Clark hurried a bit more than he meant to
because they were standing in the middle of the upstairs
bathroom, Lex looking around in a combination of horror,
fear and total incomprehension—of course, that could justbe
in reaction to the cow-themed decor.

"So say it again."
Lexstopped looking around, and looked at Clark instead.
"We're doing this over," Clarksaid."Sosayit again."
"It would help if you told me—"
"Don't,"Clarksaid,takingthe singlestep neededto crossthe

bathroom."I'm sorry I messed up, but I thought wewere still
playing." Hetouched Lex's hand,fingertips to fingertips, then
more, holding Lex's hand tightly, probably too tightly, but it
had just hit him that thiswas it, they were going to—he was
going to—

Lexswallowedaudibly. "Clark,your parents—"
"It's the first Sundayof the month, Lex."
Lex looked at him.

"Themonthly farmer's meeting and potluck. They won't be
back for hours. If Mr. Short heard from the finance guys and
the insurance people, they won'tbe backtill tonight."

Lexjust kept right on lookingat him.
"Please," Clarksaid,and he'dneverexpected to hearhisown

voice as soft and breathyas a Hollywood romance movie and
if he weren't so damned nervous, he'd be embarrassed as hell.

"I didn't get it when you said it, but I figured it out. Say it
again, Lex."

And for a verylong moment, Lex simply staredat him,cool
and calm and distant, deeply thoughtful, until Clark thought
that maybe he'd really missed his chance, maybe he'd really,
really, really messedthis up, maybe Lex wouldn't...

"You're pretty strong,"Lex said.
Clark's heart thumped too hard, fear kicking him. He'd let

Lex see—feel—a bit of his strength, but this was so close to
telling, to spilling the secret, saying it out loud to the person
who mattered most. This was—

Trust.

He couldn't hint about meteors and mutations and Chloe's

Wall of Weird. If he lied to Lex now, even byomission...
Oh shit.

If Lex was going to trust him with...with whatever those
feelings he was hidingwere, then Lex was going to demand an
equal andreciprocal trust. Adeal. Abalance. Quid proquo. An
exchangeof goods for services.

It was so fucking Luthor, it was sick.
But it was also Lex.

Who was putting that bubble of
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distance around him again, who was looking like he was a
nanosecond from just walking away.

"Yes," Clark said, a harsh croak of a word, and then he stood

there, waiting, because 'pretty strong' didn't even begin to
cover it, and Lex was Lex, Lex would press the advantage, Lex
would getmore than 'prettystrong'out of him,but it was only
fair: how many truths did he owe Lex for all the lies? More
than the truths Lex owed him for the lies Lex had told.

And instead, Lex smiled at him, so bright and open, but
sharp too, sharp enough to draw blood from anyone foolish
enough to try to betray the trust in that smile. Lextouched the
fingertips of his left hand to Clark's mouth and said, "I know."

"You know? You know!Then why—"
"Shh," Lex said,and Clark'sheart nearlyleapt from his chest

when Lex stroked his thumb across Clark's lower lip. "I like
trying to ferret out your secrets, Clark—makes a change from
the crap factory. I just don't likebeing lied to likea fool."

Which made sense in a Lexian sortof way. "Soit'sokay if I lie
to you likeyou're a genius?"

Andthat surpriseda littlelaughout of Lex, a nearlybreathless
sound, one little tiny hitch of laughter on an indrawn breath,
and a sudden flight of amused affection in the quick way Lex
looked at him.

Then that thumb stroked along Clark's upper lip and he'd
been brought up on a farm, he didn't mind a bit of honest dirt,
right? He opened his mouth and—

"Undress me," Lex said, lowand sexy and raw. "I dareyou."
And this time when Clark went to his knees, he wasn't

pretending innocence. His hands trembled, but only a little,
and when Lex sawit, he stroked his fingers acrossClark's hair,
soothingand promisingall at once, steadyingClark.He could
do this. Lex wouldn't laugh at him for not knowing what to
do, for being inexperienced. Well, not much, and it wouldn't
becruel—and if it was laced with asmuchaffection as the way
Lex was looking at him right now, even beinglaughed at might
not be too bad.

After all, it wasn't going to last long. Clark didn't think
anyone who had sex with Lex Luthor stayed inexperienced,
ignorant, or innocent for very long.

"Clark, while I really appreciatehavingyou on your knees,"
and Lex did, he really did—Clark could see firm proof of that
in Lex's polo pants, "we're getting nowhere. Let me take my
boots off—"

"Jeez, Lex," Clarksaid,stung bytheegregiously gentle patient
understanding tone in Lex's voice, "what d'you think I am, a
scared kid?" And he could see the answer to that on Lex's face,
sohesimply picked Lex up—and howmanypeople got to hear
Lex Luthor squeak in utter surprise likethat?—and sat him on
the bathroom counter. Got back down on his knees while Lex

was still gaping like a landed fish, and pulled the long riding
boots offwith a lack of effort that wasn't exactly helping Lex
regain his usual insouciance.
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"Clark—"

"Told you I'm pretty strong."
And Lex matched his grin and leaned forward, fisting his

hands in Clark'shair."And I don't injure easily," Lexwhispered
into Clark's ear, tongue tip dancing, teasing, making Clark
shiver."And I heal really fast."

A secret, given like a gift: something Clark had noticed,
but something never ever mentioned. Like his own strength
and habit of rescuing people. Of rescuing Lex, which is what
Clark figured he was doing again. Hard to be the Luthor of
Lionel's dreams when you have someone you can trust with
your secrets.

Lexwas still blinking in confusion three seconds later when
Clark deposited him in the shower. Naked.

Oh.

He'd been moving so fast he hadn't had time to pay
attention—

Oh.

Oh my.
Lex was naked, in the shower, water pouring over him,

washingaway the mud in rivulets, leavingacresand acres and
acres of bare naked skin behind.

Bare.

Naked.

Between one blink and the next, Clark was just as bare and
naked and squeezed in beside Lex with the same water—too
cold, should've taken the time to check—pouring over him,
and his hands were on those acres and acres and acres of bare,

naked skin and—

Lex was pushing at him, which was just so not part of the
plan."Lex, I thought we were going to—"

"And we are, and I don't damage easily, but slower, Clark,
slower, I'm not going anywhere—"

Oh. He hadn't realized he'd been moving that fast. Okay,
slower, he coulddo slower, although this wasstarving-virgin's-
first-time slow, which really wasn't slow at all, but Lex didn't
seem to mind. In fact—

Lex was doing that laugh thing again, but it wasn't cruel, it
was delight, Lex was delighted, and smiling at him, and Lex
was laughing, not because Clark was an idiot but because...

Lex was happy.
Clark actually stopped for a moment, just to look. Lex

looked... there were probably words for this, but Clark
couldn't think of anything more sophisticated than that Lex
was happy. And that Clark was the reason for it. And that
Clark was pretty damned happy too, his hand on Lex's cock,
and Lex's hands on his and—

"Sorry," he mumbled against the side of Lex's face, pushing
back when he realized that little squeak was because he was
smooshing Lex into the wall of the shower. "I didn't mean
to—"

"To what, flatter me?" Lex said, and Clark had honestly
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never heard anything sexier in his life than Lex's voice at that
moment. Had never seen anything sexier either, Lex's pupils
wildly dilated, Lex's cock long and hard and up against his
belly, Lex's lips parted, Lex's face and chest covered with a
blush of arousal and a dusting of freckles.

"You'll be ready again in two seconds anyway," Lexbreathed
into his ear."I was, my first time. Believe me, the only thing
that saved me with her was that fast as I came, I was ready
again even faster." A swift kiss, little more than a promise, and
another breath of laughter. "Atleast I made it all the wayinside
her the second time!"

And that was another gift, another of Lex's little secrets, or
maybe a big one, given how Lex felt about being incompetent.
There was nothing he could give Lex, no secret that wouldn't
involve talkingand explaining,when all he wanted to do was—

Stand here, and watch as Lex, oh God, yes, Lex was going
down on his knees, and opening his mouth, and that was his
cock, his own cock, the one he jerked off at least twice a day,
sinkinginto Lex's mouth. And that wasLex, lookingup at him,
eyes so bright, mouth so tight and wet and warm around his
cock,and shit,Lex wasstill takinghim, swallowing him, more of
him, allof him, and Lex's throat wasso tight around him—

And he was this close to coming again, this close to losing it,
in Lex's mouth, staring into Lex's eyes,and it was enough for
him, but what about—

"Lex, let me—"

Lex just swallowed, his left hand disappearing out of Clark's
view, the muscles in his shoulder and upper arm flexing and
relaxing in a rhythm Clark knew like his own heartbeat. And
then Lex's right hand moved, up between Clark's legs, to his
ass, to—yeah, there, and next time, oh next time he wasgoing
to haveLex's tongue and Lex's cock there, but right now, right
now that finger was enough, that finger and that mouth, and
Lex's eyes and it was Lex, he was with Lex, who knew, who
knew about him and still wanted him, and who was nearly as
much a freak as Clark was, and Lex was like him, Lex liked

him, and he was in Lex's mouth and Lex's finger was in him
and—

"Next time," Clark mumbled around a faceful of shower

water and a lapful of Lex,"you're going to fuck me."
That got him a sharp bite to his collarbone, and a very

wet Lex slithering around in his lap until Clark could feel
Lex's still-soft cock pressed against him. "Five minutes," Lex
mumbled against Clark's shoulder. "Just give me five minutes,
and I'll be ready."

It actually took Lex closer to fifteen minutes, but they
managed to find one or two things to occupy themselves with
in the meantime, none of which involved talking, although
Lex managed to explore one or two of Clark's secrets. And
shortly after that, Clark showed Lex
just how fast a learner he was.



11was over. They both knew it, had known it for along time, not that either of
them hadsaid a wordabout it. Or taken the final step.

But it was over.

No discussion, no fights, no scenes. Just a careful, non-accusatory mention
that LexCorp needed to expand into Europe, responded to with an equally
unblaming reference to finishing a college degree here in Metropolis.

It was over.

The truth was in every kiss, in every touch. It was in the way they were so
careful to always kiss goodbye, and hello, and to call each other during the
day or if they were going to be late for dinner. It was in the way Clark never
mentioned the skylight that was no longer part of the security grid, and in
the way Lex always pretended to be asleep when Clark came home, and in the
way Clark always pretended to be fooled, but nothing was eversaid, no truths
spoken, by either side, the lies assticky asa spider web, trapping them.

It was in the way Clark was so careful not to ask if Lex had slept well, but
always kissed Lex's closed eyes, the eyelids trembling delicately beneath his lips,
eyelashes brushing against the faint purple shadows of sleeplessness.

It was in the way Superman was never mentioned in their home, and in the
wayLex simply rose and left the room when Superman wasshown on the news,
and Clark never followed to ask what waswrong.

It was in the way Clark no longer asked how Lionel was, and the way Lex no
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longer askedClark to sayhello to Martha or Jonathan for him.
It was in the way Clark had dinner with his parents, or Pete, or
Chloe,or Lana,and Lexdidn't. It was in the wayLex had dinner
with his father, or a CEO, or a useful contact, and Clark didn't. It

was in the waythat slowly, over time, dinner wasjust the twoof
them, or separately, with the unsharable part of their lives.

It was over.

No fights. No scenes. No discussion.
Just—kisses, like this, stolen in the darkness, cherished while

the loved one slept. Just—the delicate touch of a fingertip to
an upper lip,or the furtive touch against soft,dark hair. Just—
lying together on a Sunday morning, the sky lightening in the
east, the two of them facing the huge window, watching the
light creep towards them, heralding the moment when they
would haveto let go of each other, and get up, get dressed,face
the world. Just—smiles that quivered around the edges, eyes
that swam in sadness, voices that broke with tenderness.

It was over.

It was in the way papers and finals were worked on in study
groups at the library instead of at home. It was in the way
business trips were no longer avoided like the plague and cut
unwisely short. It was in the way they clung to each other as
they whispered words of love in the darkness of night, but
no longer talked about friendship, or trust, or truth in the
brightness of day. It was in the way they were so very careful
not to ask certain questions, or offer explanations. It was in
the waya movie about lies or deceit was quietly turned off and
a comedy chosen instead, and the way they held each other
a little more tightly as they laughed too loudly. It was in the
way Hollywood's sudden obsession with comic books and
superheroes never found its way into their penthouse.

EXEUNT

It was in the way Lex's collection of Warrior Angel quietly
disappeared. It was in the way Lex never questioned Clark
suddenly wearing glasses. It was in the way Lex never
explained or excused anything LexCorp did or was rumored
to havedone, and it was in the way Clark never asked him for
the truth and it was in the way Lexnever offered him any.

It was in the way they started referring to 'the penthouse'
instead of'home.'

It was over.

It was in the way they looked at each other, every morning,
every night, as if this might be the last time they would see
each other. It was in the way they made love with desperation
or heartbreak or fierce, clinging hunger, as if it would be the
last time they would ever touch.

It was in the way the didn't talk about it. It was in the way
they couldn't talk about it, the pain of loss too great a hurdle
for both of them to cross.

It was over.

It was in the wayLexstayed in their bedroom for a long, long
time, fingers running over old flannel shirts and newer white
button-downs; it was in the way Lex's fingers lingered over
sweaters,and jeans and the silk pajamas that were never worn
for actual sleeping; it was in the way Lex stood there, for the
longesttime, lookingout of their bedroom window at the vast
expanse of empty, silent sky.

It was in the way the penthouse echoed with silence when
Clark came back that night. It was in the way the bed was
empty and cold when he slipped into it. It was in the way he
cried for all the lost hope and lost dreams, and for the bitter
knowledge that sometimes love just wasn't enough.

It was over.



Author's note: 1took the liberty ofsimply moving Due South forward a few years,
setting the Due South elements immediately prior to Call of the Wild, lifting
dialogue, ideas and elements wholesale from those two hours. Smallville is set
an unspecified time after Rush, but written before any other episodes aired—so
whatever happened next doesn't exist for this story.

I don't think we're in Kansas any more," Ray said, bracelet glinting in the sun as
he pushed himself to his feet. Hewas grateful that at leastFraser's ownToto was
still safely back in Chicago: the wolf, proving he was smarter than the average
bear, Chicago flatfoot and Mountie all combined, had refused to sneak onto the
bad guys' plane, no matter how many times Fraser had mentioned Duty, Honor
and The Canadian Way. Ray scrubbed onehand through theshort spikiness of
his hair and sighed. "Nope, we sure as hell aren't in Kansas any more."

"Actually, Ray, allowing for the direction and duration of the flight, we should
be in Kansas. The northeastern quadrant, in fact," Fraser said, the impromptu
parachutes neatly folded at his feet, and who vvould've thought that thermal
blankets and knitting yarn could serve so effectively? Ray certainly hadn't,
which is why Fraser had resorted to underhanded subterfuge to get Ray to jump
from the plane. Fraser dusted himself off and planted his Stetson firmly back
on his head, turned slowly ina half circle and surveyed the landscape stretched
before them."And you have to admit, it's windy enough and flat as..."
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It actually wasn't particularly flat, which shut Fraser up, but
the wind wasbehaving likea proper Kansas wind,threatening
to workitselfup intoa Wizard of Oz frenzy and making Ray's
normallyexperimental hair evenmore experimental.

"Fraser, we are not in Kansas, this place is as flat as Dolly
Parton," Ray said, squinting through the blowing dust and
chaff."And this damned wind is blowing dirt into my eyes."

The giant haystack had broken their fall exactly as Fraser had
promised,although the rush of air had whipped halfof Fraser's
reassurances awayas the plane receded to a blackdot in the sky
and the ground rushed upwards in a green and straw-yellow
blur. "And I'm standing," Ray did a slow 360 degree turn, "on
a model of something out of Star Trek. C'mon, start walking
before aliens show up cos we messed up their haystack. And
do not say another word," Ray said, Fraser's mouth shutting
with a snap. "Turtles. Not 'here's my plan, Ray' or 'what do
you think of this plan, Ray.' No, it was 'Look, Ray, turtles'
then he pushes me into the wide blue yonder," Raymuttered,
scramblingdown the curved slopeof the haystack.

Fraser slid down neatly beside Ray, opening his mouth to
speak, shutting it when Ray glared at him. "When I get to a
phone," Ray said,"thosebastardsare gonna have every cop in
every state from here to Canada after them."

Fraser forbore to comment on either the legality or the
practicality of having every cop in every state going after
the malfeasants, especially sincehe had taken the libertyof
interfering with the small plane's navigation system so the
malfeasants only thought they were heading due north to
Canada. Still, it would be prudent to warn the necessary
authorities between here and the gulf that they were likely
to have a moderately sized plane bearing empty fuel tanks
and very confused criminals coming down in their midst.
To do that, theywould indeed need a phone and Fraseralso
forbore to even mention the hasty, if dramatic, destruction
of Ray's cell phone. Instead, he lifted his head and sniffed
the air, turning to each cardinal point in turn."That way,"
he said, pointing diagonally opposite from Ray's chosen
path.

"You can smell a town?"

"Not exactly, no," Fraser said, striding easily off down the
tractor-rutted track, his voice whipped over his shoulder by
the wind.

"A house?"

"Not as such."

"A farm?"

Ah. Just as he'd expected: there was a somewhat battered
single-lane blacktop road upahead. "Not specifically, although
that seems likely."

Ray recognized that mutantly cheerful toneof voice: noway
was he going to like this. "Sowhatspecifically can you smell?"

"Manure."

"Oh crap," Ray said, and followed Fraser anyway.
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/here was a hill in theirway. A hill, with trees. A hill with so
many trees, a man might be forgiven forcalling it a forest.

"It's not a copse or a corpse or anything else a Chicago cop
shouldbe anywhere nearwithout his gun. It's a forest, Fraser. I
told you,we'renot in Kansas any more."

"But Ray—"
"Fraser, you werebeaten,unconscious—"
"Onlybriefly, Ray," Frasersaid defensively.
"—for eleven minutes and thirty seconds, which I know

because a) they took my phone and my gun, not my watch
and 2) unlikeyou, I didn't get kickedin the head and knocked
out. And on top of that, the whole time you were awake and
not beaten unconscious, that whole entire time, you had bad
guys yakking at you in Frenchois or Quebeckian or whatever
the hell it was. So how the hell can you think you have any idea
where the hell we are?"

Fraser just looked at him, then pointed to the sign nearly
obscured by the lush, untouched vegetation.

Coming Soon! The 43rd LuthorMart in Kansas
And under it, in fancy pseudo-copperplate script:
Future home of Luthorville, Kansas, A New Model

Community
Ray stared at it. Looked around, taking in thecomplete lack of

housing, thesingle-lane blacktop that camefrom nowhere and
led nowhere, the rising stand of trees, and it was aforest, never
mind what Fraser said, theabsolute, unnerving silence thattold
him there wasn't another human being within a mile radius at
least, probably more. And there was going tobesome kind ofstore
here. Before the modelcommunity. But after the giant science
fiction haystack.

If this place got any more huts, never mind aliens, he'd start
expectingMunchkins to come dancing down the street.

"Okay, sowe're in Kansas," Ray said, withthe calm acceptance
of thetotally bizarre that came from beingFraser's partner for
more than a week. "We still need to find a phone. You still
smelling that manure?"

Fraser looked somewhat shamefaced. "Yes, well..."

"You can track musk ox across the Atlantic ocean, how can
you lose manure?"

"It...well, it changed, Ray."
"Changed," Ray said flatly, looking at Fraser, wondering

just how many concussions and/or blows to the head it took
to turn someone completely freakazoid nutso and trying to
figure out just howlongago Fraserpassed that number.

"Changed," Fraser confirmed, obviously relieved that Ray
understood. "It was raw manure, with a little diesel exhaust
and then..."

"Roses and lavender? Peaches? Gardenia blossom?"

"Nitrogen. Then the wind shifted direction—"
"And since we'd already found the

road," Ray said, letting his anger put
his feet in motion before it put his
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fists into action, "you decided, without telling me, without
asking me, you just decided for me," and at that, heglared over
his shoulder, Fraser walking quickly behind him, not quite
catching up, "doin' my thinking for me again like you always
do, like you already didwhen you shoved me offaplane, which
I have not forgotten and you can call it strategy or subterfuge
or anything else you can find in your pocket dictionary but
you and meboth knowyoupushed me,you just decided since
we'd found a road,we'd just keep on the roadcosit hasto lead
to something somewhere sometime, and never mind telling
Ray that weweren't heading for the manure farm—"

He rounded the bend in the road and stopped dead in his
tracks.

"That's not a farm," he said,quietly.
"No," Fraseragreed,standing at the foot of a forested hill in

whatwas, apparently, Kansas, and lookingdown at the gently
rolling, sometimes hilly countryside, which was, apparently,
also in Kansas, despite everything Fraser knew about Kansas,
and staring down at the building nestled between folds of
hills, a lake and several stands of trees. Lots of trees. Conifers,

in fact. Of the sort Fraser associated with his one and only,
thankfully brief, visit to suburban Vancouver.

"Acastle?" Raysaid, staring at it just as hard.
"Mansion," Fraser corrected absently."AVictorian mansion,

apparentlyof Scottishextraction but with Jacobeanand—great
Scot,yes that's Jacobean and Norman pretension. Together."

"In Kansas."

"Apparently."
They exchanged looks that encompassed multi-lingual lip-

readingdeaf wolves, vodoun spellsand, in Fraser's case,entire
logcabinsbuilt in his closet by his dead father.

Then they both just shrugged and headed towards the
Scottish Victorian mansion in the middle of the rolling
wooded hills of Kansas, while Ray whistled "We're off to see
the wizard" and Fraser brushed the dirt and hayseeds off his
full dress red uniform.

Eraser wastrying,for the fourth time, to persuadethe guardat
thegateto at leastallowthem to borrow the useof a telephone
if they couldn't be allowed to approach the premises proper,
while Ray wastrying to resistthe urge, for the fifthtime, to ram
hisfist and hissparegun down the guy'sthroat and just usethe
damn phone, when the gate started to open automatically.

"Ah, you've changed your mind," Fraser said ever so politely,
and evenadded a"Thank you kindly" as he darted through the
opening gatebefore the guard could stop him.

"Ray—"
"Ray."
"Ray!"

It wasn't until the sleek grey car
fishtailed to a sudden stop that Ray
shut his mouth and focused enough to
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notice that Fraser was—like thecar—through the gate and he
hurried to follow.

"May I help you?" The voice was urbane, smooth, the
question perfectly politeand just as clearly a demand to know
what the hell they were doing and why they were doing it
here.

"I hope so. I'm Constable Benton Fraser—"
"RCMP," the driver said,walking towards them, black three

quarter length coat snapping in the wind, one leather-gloved
hand waving the blustering "but I tied to stop them" guard
back to the guardhouse. "You're a long way from home,
Constable."

"Well, not quite as far as you might think. I'm based here in
the United States. I first came to Chicago on the trail of the
killers of my—"

"Lamborghini," Ray said.
Fraser looked at him with some hint of concern. "No, Ray.

On the trail of the killers of my father—"
"Now that's something I could get behind," the bald man,

who was surprisingly young on closer inspection, said as he
stopped in front of Fraser."Your father's killers?"

"Yes. And for reasons that don't need exploring at this
juncture, I have remained, as liaison—"

"Well, everyone in America knows about Les Liaisons
Dangereuse.But are you dangereux or amoureux?"

Fraser blushed, shifted his feet and looked down at his boots,

which made the young man's smile kick up another notch.
"You wouldn't happen to be related to Clark Kent, now

would you?"
"Not that I'm aware of, although there was my great-great-

great Aunt Matilda, who was a Kent from Kent, but after the
unfortunate incident on the farm—"

"Lamborghini," Ray saidagain,this time running his hand a
hairsbreadth above the car's polished sleekness, following the
voluptuous curves.

"She's a beauty, isn't she?" the young bald man said, half-
turning so he could talk to Ray, but not so far that he left his
undefended back to Fraser.Or the now-retreated guard.

Fraser took a good, long, albeit surreptitious, look around
to see if there was anything (other than forests and hills and
Scottish mansions in what was, apparently, Kansas) to warrant
such...caution.

Ray had been gazing at the silver car while Fraser had been
looking around. In fact, Ray had been entranced by the silver
car since it had slewed across the driveway in a perfectly
controlled fishtail that just happened to block the entire
narrow roadway.

"You're a connoisseur of cars?" the bald man asked, swiftly
circling around till he wason the other side of Ray, with Fraser
and the guard in full view."Mister...?"

"Ray," Ray said, barely glancing from car to man. "Ray Ko—
Ray Ve—" He broke off there, and whirled, facing Fraser.

1
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"Uh. Fraser, who am I?"

Fora long moment, Fraserjust stood and looked at him, and
the young bald man looked back and forth between them.

"You're my friend, Ray," Frasersaid, and made it sound like
that was all the answer needed.

"I washoping for a last name more than his social status," the
baldguysaid,eyesnarrowing for a moment beforehe finished
his assessment and stuck his hand out. "I'm Lex Luthor."

"A pleasure to meet you. Do you happen to havea phone we
could borrow?"

LexLuthor paused for a moment, as if he'd expected a very
different reaction. "Sure," he said, fishing a tiny folded phone
out of his pocket and flipping it open, the small color screen
brightening immediately. "Knock yourself out."

"Don't say things like that around him," Raysaid.
Before Lex Luthor could comment, Fraser leaned over and

said,conspiratorially, "It's a bit of a sore point at the moment."
Then, into the phone: "Ah,yes,I do believeyou could help me.
I need to speak to Lieutenant Welsh."

As the strains of very bad muzak dripped out of the phone,
Ray turned back to the silver car and said, once again, voice
reverent,"Lamborghini."

Eraser thought that just this once he could be excused for
punching his partner. If Ray said one more thing about that
silly car, and it had been downright embarrassing to have to
pull his partner from the car,especially when Ray had resisted
so...energetically. Why Ray had wanted to ride in the car for
such a short distance down the drive to the front door...

Americans. Wouldn't know a good walk if it jumped up and
bit them. Three days across the tundra in a blizzard, now that
was a real walk.

And heaven help him, he was starting to sound like his
father.

Ray, meantime, was now fully engaged in conversation
with a very nice gentleman called Hans, who seemed to share
Ray's nearly blasphemous worship of the totally impractical
vehicle.

"Constable?" the young bald man wassaying.
"Ray—"
"Can keep Hans company for a while," Lex said, opening

the front door and gesturing Fraserinside."I think he might
punch you if you tried to drag him away again."

Bootheels ringing against the floor, Fraser followed Lex
Luthor into a singularly schizophrenic room, high tech
equipment and desk cohabiting with equally anachronistic
17th,18thand 19th Century books and furnishings in a room,
despite its clever recreations, that had been built no farther
back than the early 20th Century. First editions stood cheek
by jowl with comic books, and the serious work ethic of the
desk and multiple computers was nearly shouted down by
the decadent red baize pool table. Fraser blinked. Twice. "It
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certainly seems as if Ray and Hans are bonding over your car,
Mr. Luthor.

"Please. Call me Lex."

"Lex," Fraser said, matching Lex's smile with one of his
own.

"You started to introduce yourself outside, Benton—may I
call you Benton?"

"Ah...yes, sure, that would be...actually, that would be very
nice."

Lex, who had once upon a time been called Alexander and
understood the power of names all too well, looked at Fraser
with bright eyes and quick understanding. "Been a long
time?"

Fraser rubbed an eyebrow, and accepted the blue bottle of
water offered him. Welsh water, in a Scottish mansion. In

Kansas. "Except for my father on occasion, and I'm not sure
he can legitimately be counted, so, yes, it's been a long time.
Down here—well, you really don't need to hear about that
right now."

"What do I need to hear about right now?"
"I'm really not—"
"How about why a Mountie and what I presume is a Chicago

cop, if his accent and attitude are anything to judge by, ended
up on my driveway after appearing out of nowhere in the
middle of nowhere?"

"Ah,"Fraser said, and stopped.
"Okay, so you don't think I need to hear about that. Then

maybe—why the Chicago cop didn't know his own name?"
"Would you believe head injury?"
"Are you telling me that's what it is?"
"Yes," Frasersaid, shuffling from foot to foot."Really, yes, it's

head injuries, dozens of them, some of them quite serious," he
said, nodding in emphasis. "In fact," he assayed a laugh,"good
grief, the decapitation alone—"

"Decapitation?" Lex asked, and not with anything
approaching the levelof disbelief anyone had a right to expect
when they'd just claimed their very much alive partner had
been decapitated.

"Yes, yes,absolutely. Well. No, not really."
Lex looked at him with a strange mixture of disbelief and

relief.

"In fact, not at all. Not even close," Fraser finished, dropping
his head briefly in shame.

All in all, it was the most fascinating spectacle of lying
gone awry that Lex Luthor had seen since his own childhood
practice sessions in front of the mirror. It even beat Clark's
usual run of laughably feeble excuses hands down. "So...no
head injuries."

"Not to Ray. I'm the one who suffered the most recent head
injury." Fraser paused, then added,
painfully honest, "And the last several,
too.
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"Thatwould goa long way to explaining it."
"To explaining what?" Fraser asked, the perfect picture of

slightlywide-eyed innocence.
"Are you sure you aren't related to Clark Kent,Benton?"
"Benton?" Ray said as he came through the double door.

"You're letting him callyou Benton? Justdon't tellhim to call
me Stanley."

"I thought your name was Ray?" Lex said very softly, eyes
narrowing.

"It is, but my dad had a thing about Marlon Brando, so he
called meStanley, only soonas I was oldenough to figure out
why grown-ups laughed whentheyheardmyname, Iswitched
to my middle name. Which is Ray, and which suits me better,"
Ray said, flinging himself down on the couch, all bad-guy
attitude and bristle, "cos I'm more a Steve McQueen kind of
guy"

Whostillhadn't given Lex his lastname. "In myconsiderable
experience with law enforcement," Lex walked gracefully
around to stand in front of Ray, "oneof the first things a real
copdoes is tell youhisname. Unless he's too busy shooting at
you."

"My badge—"
"Wouldn't be any more convincing than several I've seen

soldon streetcorners for cash. Soareyou a cop, Stanley Ray?
Because really, it's not a problem if you're not. I've harbored
felons here before, usually because Clark asked me to, but
under the right circumstances," Lex's glance flickered towards
Benton Fraser,"I'm willing to make exceptions."

"I can assure you Ray isn't a felon—" Fraser saidjust as Ray
burst out with,"You harbor felons? Drugs? Murder, burglary,
stolen goods—what's this...Clark...into?"

"Flannel," Lex said, as Clark walked in, heavy work boots
making nearly as much noise as Fraser'sregulation boots had.

"Hey, Lex. Uh...sorry, I didn't realize you had company..."
"It's all right, Clark, this isn't business. Let me—"
"Clark?" Ray said, getting to his feet in one smooth

movement,coveringthe distance to Clarkwith the quickgrace
of a dancer,gettingright in Clark'sface. "The guywhoasks the
rich guy to harbor felons. Youwanna—Fraser?"

Ray stopped talking. Lex shut his mouth hard enough that
his teeth clickedaudibly. Clark just stared.

Fraser was sniffing the air.
"Fraser," Raysaid, looking at him warningly.
Fraser ignored him, just kept right on sniffing, walking

closer and closer to Clark, sniffing harder the nearer he got,
till he wasjust about running his nose overClarklikean over-
friendlydog.

"Stanley Ray, what the hell is he doing?"
Ray shrugged, and looked unnervingly as though thiswas a

perfectlynormal thing for Fraserto do.
"Sniffingyour felon-harboring friend,"
he said, crossing his arms, getting
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comfortable while Fraser sniffed and looked and sniffed and,
yes, finally licked, his wayaround Clark.

"You..." Fraser's eyes went from glazed distraction to sharp
focus, pinning Clark. "I've never smelled anyone quite like
you."

"Uh—it's probably just the farm," Clark replied, smiling
winningly, even though the metaphoric whites of his eyes
wereshowing.

"No," Fraser said thoughtfully, taking another sniff along
Clark's jaw line. "Thefarm's there, andyou need to adjust the
potassium levels in your goat feed, but that's not it. It's.. .it's...
I can't place it."

"Fraser, Fraser, Fraser," Ray said, shaking his head. "I can't
take you anywhere. Oh, wait," Ray's voice sharpened, his
fingers jabbing forward to punctuate his words,"I didn't take
you, you dragged me. Pushed me. Both."

"I did not drag you—"
"Notphysically but metaphysically! What else'm I supposed

to do?"

"Volunteer," Fraser said as if it were a perfectly reasonable
suggestion.

"Volunteer? Even Dief wouldn't volunteer, not even when
you offered him raw liver!"

"And it's not my fault I pushed you—"
"You pointing out turtles to get me to the door—"
Lex exchanged a questioning lookwithClark, whoshrugged

in total bemusement, then both stood back and just watched
the show.

"—your hands, my back,how is that not your fault?"
"If you'd jumped when I asked—"
"Fraser, nobody in their right mind jumps outta an

airplane!"
"I jumped—"
"Exactly! Thank you for making my point for me! Did I not

just saynobody in their right mind—"
"What was I supposed to do, let them shoot us? You were—

»

"In control of the situation."

"You werehogtied!"
"Only until you cut me loose, which you were about to do

anysecond. I was in complete control—"
"They had your gun—"
"But I had my back-up—"
"Which was in your boot, and sinceyouwere hogtied—"
"Myhand was nearerthan if I'd beenjust standingthere! Or

unconscious, Mr. Let's-Just-Jump. They were going to shoot
us—"

"You," Fraser said suddenly, his voice, his demeanor, his
expression all changing, still as a pebble dropped in a pond,
theeffects rippling outwards. "Theywere planning on keeping
mealive and usingme asa hostagewhentheyreachedCanada,
but they weregoing to kill you."
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"Me?"

"You."

"So they were planning keeping you hostage for God knows
how long, but did you get my gun out and stop them?"Raywas
all but shouting, flustered and flushed and nearly vibrating
with tension. "No, you you pushed me out of the plane—"

"I untied you first! "
"Instead of taking my gun and shooting them!"
"I have no jurisdiction in the United States nor do 1 have a

gun permit—"
"Which you have never explained to me, Mr. Sharpshooter

Marksman."

"Even if I had a permit to use a weapon, we were on a
plane—"

"Which you pushed me from!"
"—and leaving aside laws regarding weapons on planes—"
"Which are to stop bad guys, not the good guys!"
"—I could hardly risk damaging the skin of the plane by

discharging a weapon."
"So you discharged me instead, right out of the plane—"
"Youhad a parachute!"
"A thermal blanket and knitting yarn don't count as a

parachute!"
"It worked, didn't it?"

And just like that: "Yeah, it did," Ray said, the anger
dissipating faster than smoke. "So. We're here—this really is
Kansas?"

"Uh.. .yeah,"Clark replied. "Smallville."
Lex's smile was as slow and lazy as a basking shark.

"Smallville,Kansas,meteor capital of the world."
"Really? That's fascinating," Fraser said. "I hadn't heard of

Smallville, or the meteors—"

"Because they're really not that interesting," Clark butted
in, sounding nervous even to his own ears and downright
suspicious to other people's ears. "We used to be the creamed
corn capital of the world, but that doesn't bring in many
tourists, so..."

Lex was looking at him, and Clark was most definitely not
looking back.

"And interesting though this is," Lex said, "it still doesn't
answer my question. Who are you?"

"Constable Benton Fraser, Royal Canadian Mounted Police,"
Fraser said, leaning forward with the most charming smile, a
small dimple forming in his left cheek. He reached out, shaking
first Lex's hand then Clark's. "I first came to Chicago on the
trail of the killers of my father, and for reasons that don't need
exploring at this juncture, I have remained, attached as liaison
officer with the Canadian Consulate."

"In Chicago," Lexsaid. "But this is Smallville. Kansas."
"Which I'd really like to ask you about," Fraser said. "The

hills and conifers, and I believe I saw a large river dam in a
deep gorge from the plane—"
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"Beforeyou threw me out or on the way down?"
"—which I confess, confuses me. My understanding of

Kansas—"

"Won't get you very far in Smallville, Benton," Lex said,
castingone more lookat Clark."Sowhat brings you gentlemen
to Smallville?"

"Jumping from a plane," Fraser said pleasantly.
Distractingly.

"For you, Fraser. Me, I was thrown from a plane."
"Ray—"
"Do not start with the Ray, Ray, Ray, Ray thing, Fraser. No

more crossing my Ts and dotting my Is, no more making my
decisions for me—"

And they were off again, leaving Clark and Lex to stand
shoulder to shoulder, discussing them. "Do you think they're
always like this?" Clark asked.

"Looks like they've had plenty of practice."
"Yeah, they sound a lot like my mom and dad about tractors

and combines." Clark hesitated for just a moment, casting a
shylychallengingglance at Lex. "Think they're a couple?"

"Could be,"Lex saidslowly, turning slightlyuntil hisattention
was focused completely on Clark. He swallowed,once, staring
unblinkingly at Clark. "Could well be. Or perhaps they're not,
it's only what they want to be."

"Uhm," Clark said, nearly blushing, looking away suddenly,
just as quickly stuffing his hands in his pocket, his flannel over
shirt bunching over his jeans, "you have guests, I have that hole
in the barn floor to fix, I guess I'd better..."

"Run?" Lexasked, a millimeter away from smiling.
"Uhm...yeah. Run. Home. To my chores."
Lex took a long, deep sucking drink from his bottled water

then said, lips still glistening, "Say hi to your mom for me."
And it was just as well Lex didn't know Clark's looks could

kill, because if he had, he might not have smirked quite so
openly as Clark hunched forward to hide his crotch even more
as he bolted from the room.

Meanwhile, the two visitors were winding down, an endless
cycleof comments circling the conversational drain.

They finally paused, looking at each other speakingly before
looking, in tandem, at Lex. "Lex, may we borrow your phone
once more?"

"Be my guest, Benton," Lex said, waving towards the small
cordless on his desk.

Then he stood there in bemusement as Benton and Stanley
Ray discussed calling...the first female Prime Minister of
Great Britain?

After hushing Ray regarding Margaret Thatcher, Fraser
turned towards Lex. "It's long distance."

"He can afford it, Fraser."

"That's not the point, Ray."
"I know that because I was there

when you phoned Welsh. The rich
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guy offered. Now pick up the damn phone and call her." Ray
stepped forward, pugnacious and echoing the good old days
of punk, or at least New Wave. "Or I will."

And interestingly, Fraseractually blanched. "That won't be
necessary, Ray. I'll just..."

"Call her,"Raysaid.
"Absolutely. I'll just call her. Right now."
Not that Fraser made a move toward the phone, eying the

small piece ofplastic with awariness usually reserved forsmall
children confronting very large baths.

"Okay, that does it. I'll phone her."
Then Fraser juststood there, untilRay picked up thephone,

and Fraser snatched it from him,finally dialing.
"Ah, yes, TurnbuU," Fraser said, sounding like Lex years

ago when he'd just been told exactly what was in prairie
oysters, "There are two things— Yes, I'm aware there are
more than two things in the— No, I'm not calling about
either of those two— Yes, he's with me and that would make

two—Turnbull—TurnbuU— Can you continue to take care
of Diefenbaker for me?"

Lex listened asbrazenlyasStanley Ray as Frasertalkedabout
a former Canadian Prime Minister, long dead. Who needed
to be taken care of. This, Lex thought, was getting more
interesting by the minute.

"Well, no, it's not pleasant, but if you would refuse when
he begs for pizza with anchovies— Garlic? Oh good God,
Turnbull! Are you insane—no, don't answer that. Restrict him
to scrambledeggsand rice.Yes, brown eggsare fine— However
many youthinkbest—No,twodozen would be too many."

Lex leanedagainst hisdesk,openlyamusedbywhat had to be
the most bizarre half of a conversation he'd ever heard, which
was quite something, considering he'd been in Smallville as
long as he had.

And just to make sure things were really entertaining,
Stanley Ray was just about jumpingout of his skin trying to
catch Fraser's attention.

He finally succeeded, Frasermurmuring, "Yes, Turnbull, I'd
like to hear about that,"then holdingthe phone out to the side,
hand covering the mouthpiece."What?"

"Cooked rice," Ray said, sounding desperate. "Cooked plain
white rice."

Fraser stared at him.

"The last three times Turnbull's made rice, Fraser. Szechwan.
Curried. Gumbo."

Fraser closed his eyes in horror. "Turnbull? Yes, that was
really...I'm sure you did find the whole thing stimulating.
About the rice for Dief? Uh...I'm sure it's a splendidly
authentic recipe, but no, paella wouldn't be a good idea,
remember what that much garlic does to hisdigestive system.

Yes, I do remember, only too well,
which is why I— Yes, plain white
rice, steamed— Then tell him he can
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do without— If he won't listen to you, tell him Ray won't let
you and Dief stay in his apartment while he's here with me.
Yes— No— He's deaf, Turnbull, I don't think that would help
sincehe couldn't lip-read what—And to you.Yes, I wouldlike
to speak to Inspector Thatcher."

Inspector? Well, that scuppered the most interesting
connection, Lex thought, revising his opinion when he
saw Fraser's spine-straightening reaction to this particular
Margaret Thatcher.

"Yes, sir," Fraserwas saying. "No, sir, I— Yes, sir. I would—
Absolutely, sir, Ido—Understood. No, sir, I really do—" while
Ray was making faces and using his hand to make 'yak, yak,
yak' motions.

Watching these two was far more entertaining thananything
on television these days, especially when Ray made appalled,
'who, me?' gestures and pretended to cut his throat even as
Fraser handed him the phone.

"Hi, Maggie."
Fraserwasshakinghis head frantically.
"Nope, I haven't been consuming any interesting weeds,"

Ray said, winking at Fraser. "Why, d'you have someyou want
to share?"

Lex got himself another water, and seated himself in his
comfortable desk chair, all the better to watch the show.

His two impromptu guests were in full flight, a highenergy
combination of silent movies and stand up comedians,
gestures and comments and theatrically speaking facial
expression being thrown around with,yes,he wasgoingto call
a spade a spade, gay abandon.

They were fascinating to watch. The communication
between them, the warmth that fueled the bickering, the sheer
intimacy...

It was enough to make a lonely man jealous.
Especially when said lonely man wasbisexual, the twoguests

wereboth extremely attractive in verydifferentways, and the
lonely bisexual hadn't had anything other than his own left
hand to keep him company for quite some time. And was
pretty sure he didn't want to have any other serious or long-
term company, given the disastrous nature of his most recent
romantic outings and the inherent dangers of a vengeful
Jonathan Kent with a rifle.

Lex sipped his water, and watched the floor show, but no
matter how he tried to be impartial and pay full attention
to both his guests, his eyes were drawn inexorably back to
Benton.

Tall, dark, handsome, almost comic book handsome. Clear

eyes, shading from blue to green to greyand backagain.Dark,
dark, thick, shiny hair, with a hint of ruthlessly suppressed
curl. Broad shoulders.Somuch power, so much strength...

And those were only the surface resemblances to Clark.
Oh shit, Lex thought, just asStanley Ray hung up the phone

and the two men turned towards him expectantly, Benton
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looking at him with Clark's honest openness, / am in such
deep shit.

"Did you hear that?" Raysaid to Fraser.
"When you were telling her off about Canadian stupidity in

American airspace?"
"No, when she was telling me off for American stupidity

about Canadian labor regulations. You, Fraser, are on
vacation."

"I'm on..." Fraser gaped, till Ray kindly reached over and
tapped his mouth shut.

"Let me translate that into Canadian. You're on holiday,
Fraser, and you are not to come back until the whole situation
is cleared up."

"But that could be—"

"Hours, days or weeks," Ray broke in. "Which means, since
I am officially liaised to the Canadian Consulate for the
duration as your officialbodyguard and American lesion," and
a sharp look at Fraser nipped any nit-picking in the bud, "I am
on vacation too."

Lex sat back and watched them tell each other the truth by
using some very good lies.

"Vacation," Fraser said."Right.Yes. Vacation it is then. Ray,
there is one slight problem..."

"Yeah?"

"On the plane."
"And don't think I've forgotten you threw me off said

plane."
"They took your main gun."
"Yeah. And?"

"Andyour badge."
"So?"Then Ray looked at Fraser,and Lex looked at both of

them.

"Oh shit, it was in my wallet," Ray said, digging frantically
through his pockets and, much to Lex's fascination, takingout
a wallet. "The bastardsstole my money!"

"Well, they are criminals,Ray."
Ray shoved his emptied wallet back into his pocket. "I got

nothing. How much cash do you have,Fraser?"
Interestingly enough, Fraser picked his hat up and looked

inside the crown. "About a hundred."

"That'..." Raybroke off."Canadian or American?"
"Canadian."

"Oh man, we're going to starve.Where can we find a room
for that? Or a bank in Smallville, Kansas open on a Saturday
that can transfer a measly hundred bucks Canadian into real
money?"

"Nowhere," Lex said, getting to his feet. "However, I have
some cash on hand, and you will, of course, stay here in the
mansion. There's plenty of room, and the price is right for
people with a whole hundred dollars Canadian."

Ray's "Great!" was drowned out by Fraser's: "We couldn't
possibly impose—"
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"Oh, it's no imposition," Lex said smoothly, just about
managing not to stare at Benton and to keep his eyes mainly
north of Fraser's belt. "In fact, I'd appreciate the company."
Not to mention the eye candy and the entertainment value.

"In that case—"

"We accept. And uh...any chance we could borrow a car?"
Rayadded. "And if we can't borrow the Lamborghini, are you
using your Ferrari?"

Fraser followed Lex and Ray through the study's double
doors with a truly outraged "Ray!"

£ay was just about tiptoeing, peering into drawersand closets
and under beds. He swung the armoire doors wide, and then
stood there, agape, Paul on the road to Damascus, Abraham at
the burning bush, Noah looking at the sun breaking through
the clouds. "Holy shit," Ray said reverently.

Fraser, still in his boots, the public luxury of the Canadian
Consulate obviously desensitized a man to the decadence of a
billionaire's mansion, came up to see what Ray was gazing at
with such rapt adulation.

"It's just a television, Ray."
"No, it's not. It's the Holy Grail of televisions, Fraser. It's a

wide-screen HDTV plasma screen with remote, DVD player,
satellite—"

Fraser snorted. "And I thought you watched too much
television in Chicago. We'll never see you outside this room."

"Yeah, you will."
Frasergaveone last look at the television screen, then sat on

one of the plump leather armchairs and started removing his
boots."You'll never leave this room. DVD, satellite,plasma—"

"Ferrari,"Raysaid."AstonMartin. Lamborghini."
"Our host does have a lot of cars..."

"Those aren't cars, Fraser, those are works of art. Art on

wheels, the pinnacle of automotive styling. Sure, they're
foreign cars, but they're the Rolls Royces of foreign cars."

Fraser, knowing the better part of valor, didn't even try to
deal with Ferraris being the Rolls Royces of foreign cars: one
did not mess with Ray and hiscars."He has a Rolls Royce, too?"

"Maybe," Ray said,shrugging. "I was too busy lookingat the
really fastones to pay any attention."

"Did you have a chance to speak privately with Lieutenant
Welsh?" Fraser asked, crouching down to admire the fine
dovetailing on the chest of drawers.

"Yeah, while you had your nose buried in one of those old
books—"

"First editions, Ray," Fraser said with all the reverence Ray
had used for cars and television combined. "Signed!"

"—he called on that phone your friend gave me. Seems our
bad guysditched the plane early."

Fraser straightened up. "Where?"
"Some small town nobody's heard

of. And nobody's seen 'em since."
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"How far away?"
"Not far enough. Which is and isn't a problem, because at

least they're down here chasing usand not inChicago meeting
Armando Lingoustini. Because the thing is, the problem is,
youknowthe guywho broke out yesterday?"

"Not beyond recognising—oh, you were being rhetorical.
The guy who broke out yesterday—you mean, the one you
arrested less than twenty-fourhours prior to his escape?"

"The one I arrested when I was being Ray Vecchio's cover.
You were right, his name shows up in Vecchio's jacket, way
back when he was a rookie, but he wasn't the arresting officer
which iswhythe guy's name wasn't red flagged."

"But since such information would bring a hefty reward,
that would explain why our arrestee went to such lengths to
breakout because he remembered the real Ray Vecchio."

Ray's face tightened, almost imperceptibly. "And maybe he
remembered where he'd last seen Vecchio, which wasn't as

Vecchio, or maybe he still hasn't seen Vecchio as a mob guy.
So we want that bad guy down here, keeping busy looking
for us so he doesn't see Vecchio who's currently Armando
Linguini—"

"Armundo Languistini," Frasercorrectedautomatically.
"—but we don't want 'em finding us," Ray continued,

blithely ignoringhim,"becausenot onlydo wewant him busy,
but wedon't want 'em catching us and killingus,becausewe're
the only ones who can identify them as the kidnappers of two
law enforcement officials—"

"—and can give just-cause verification of the phone calls
they made to their contacts, which is needed to get the search
warrants—"

"—which will lead to the documents—"

"—which will lead to incontrovertible evidence—"

"—which will lead to bringing down the biggest drug
suppliers to the crime families in Chicago—"

"—not to mention the biggestdrug operation in Canada—"
"—so we're to laylow,because nobody knows we're here."
"And anonymity is our best protection—"
"—considering they've got my gun, my badge and a whole

new load of grudges against both of us and if the guys who
think I'm Vecchioconnect up with the guys who think Vecchio
is Linguini..."

Disaster. And almost certain death.

"So we can't return to Chicago?"
"Where half the city has Family connections? Not till these

guys get caught, and we can't risk being the ones out there
catching us, cos as my lieutenant so kindly pointed out, they
already caught usonce, so we are not to show our facesoutside
of Smallville, Kansas till these guys are caught. Then we go
backand giveour statements, get the evidence,slam theseguys

in jail and throw away the key."
"Ray, the trial..."
"With our evidence, it's a foregone
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conclusion," Ray said, forgetting for a moment that he wasn't
supposed to use such sophisticated words. "In the meantime,
we pretend we're on vacation."

"That makes no sense..."

"You want to tell a bunch of people we don't know in
Hicksville, Kansas, that a Chicago mob family's got a million
dollar open hit out on us and the Canadian drug cartel is
offering a million Canadian for each of us?"

"We've alreadytold them we're police officers."
"Notthat yourbuddy Lex believes I am and you'rea Mountie

so it only halfcounts. Butthat'sokay, we can work withtelling
themwe're cops. Iftheyask, wetell 'emwemessed up,bigcase,
we're on forced vacation tillour bosses forgive usenough to let
us backin Chicago without kickingour butts."

"And in the meantime, the FBI, et al, have a chance to find

the criminals before they find us, and before theyblowRay's
cover—"

"You talking aboutthe FBI blowing hiscover or thebadguys?
And howthe helldo we tell 'em apart? But yeah,westay low,
give the FBI and Welsh and your guys time to get the bad guys
before theyblowour headsoff with verybig guns.Fraser?"

"Yes, Ray?"

"One more thing. Your boss was kinda...concerned.
She said...uhm, lotsa stuff, but it boils down to, you're in
protective custody."

"She thinks I'm in so much danger—"
Ray gave him a flash of a grin. "Nope. She said something

about pontoons and punts and bills from last time you were
let loose in the back of beyond."

"Oh."

"Yeah."

"Protective custody?"
"Likethat time in the Consulate whereyou arrested me,"Ray

said, his voice a million times warmer than his words would

suggest. "I'm just returning the favor."
"Buddies," Fraser said, his smile broad and almost innocent

in its open delight.
"Buddies,"Raysaid.
And theystood there for a long moment, just lookingat each

other, the delight deepening into something far more grown
up.

"So," Ray said, throwing himself backwards onto the bed,
"what are we going to do with all this time off?"

"I assume you'll spend most of your time drooling on cars
and televisions."

"Is there anything else to do round here?"
"With a hundred dollars Canadian? Well, we could..." Ray

looked at him pointedly, and Fraser hastily reconsidered.
"Considering your preferred entertainments, such as dinner,
dancing, drinks with friends? Probably not."

Ray ran his hands over the raw silk comforter, his fingertips
remembering the feelof a fabric his ex-wifehad worn so often,
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a fabric so different from the wool and cotton that Fraser

habitually wore."I'll call Welsh, he'll wire some money."
"That would be excellent. Only...Ray, the only ID you have

with you is Ray's."
"Which I can't use in case the bad guys have contacts and

find out Ray Vecchio is suddenly using the ATM in Smallville,
Kansas. Shit."

"Perhaps Inspector Thatcher would consent to wire me
some money."

Ray nodded, but didn't answer, more interested, it seemed,
in looking around the room than looking at Fraser.

"Ray... is there... you seem..."
Ray stared down at the comforter, at the way the silk was

shot through with rougher, coarser strands, at the waysome of
them looked knotted, his gun callusescatching on them. "This
is a pretty big castle, Fraser."

"Mansion," Fraser corrected instinctively, his wince fading
when he realized Ray's smile was wistful, perhaps even
affectionate. "Yes, Ray, it's pretty big."

"So how come we got put in one room? With only one bed."
"It's... It's also a very big bed," Fraser said.
"But it'sonly one bed,"Ray said,still lookingat the fabric and

not at Fraser. "Andthere's two of us,which means theythink..."
Neitherof them said anything for a moment, Fraserstanding

there staring at Raywho was steadfastly not looking at him.
After a few moments, Fraser rubbed his thumb over his

eyebrow,and said, "I'll go and talk to Simons."
And it wasn't till he left that Ray rolled over onto his back,

breath puffing out of him in what could've been a sigh of
relief, or a sound of regret.

A hundred dollars Canadian didn't convert to much, unless a
person wasgiventhe special Bank of LexLuthor exchange rate.
Ray leaned over and looked at the wad of cash in Fraser's hand
for a third time and said, again,"You're givingus how much?"

"Far too much," Fraser said before Lex could answer. "We

can't accept this..."
"You are related to Clark Kent," Lex said."No, take it, please,

Benton.You'll need clothing and I'm really sorry I don't have
anything foryou to wear, althoughwehave plentyof toiletries
and sundries here at the mansion, just pick up any phone and
dial 0 to get a member of staff to help you. In the meantime,
I'm heading into Smallville, if you'd likea ride to Fordman's?"

"Lex, I truly understand the onus of hospitality, but you're
already givingus a place to stay and you can't fault yourself for
not havingspare clothing for us. We really can't accept—"

"Yes we can, Fraser," Ray interrupted, snatching the money
from Fraser's large hand. "Becauseit's not a gift, it's a loan, so
you can keep track like a good amateur accountant, then when
I get money from Welsh or my...other check book or new
ATM card arrive or Thatcher trusts you with something other
than Monopoly money, we pay Lex back.Okay?"
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"Areyou—"
"Fraser, just say thank you to the nice man, and let's go buy

some clothes. I swear I've half that damned haystack up my—"
Ray paused at Fraser's throat clearing. "My...my shirt," Ray
finished, rolling his eyes at Fraser.

But all the way down to the garage, it was Lexwho kept his
eyes on Fraser.

And it was a toss up whether Ray or Fraser noticed it most.

With three grown men, none of Lex's favorites would suffice.
"I'm sorry, it'll have to be one of the Mercedes," he said, and

Fraser didn't even pretend to understand why that elicited a
groan of disappointment from Ray.

"I thought Mercedes Benz automobiles were reputed to be
fine vehicles?"

"Oh, they are," Lex said easily, stopping in front of the key
display for a moment, obviously checking to see which cars
were in the garage. "Good, my dad took the sedan and left
us..."

"Okay,so it's no Ferrari," Raysaid, stalking closer to the sleek
greyconvertible,"but it's no Pinto either."

Then despite Ray's earlier rush to shop for new clothing,
everything stopped for another few minutes while Ray and
Lex discussed horsepower and steering and suspension and
all sorts of arcane minutiae that left Fraser glazed over and the
other two.. .animated.

And bonding.
"I thought we were leaving," Fraser said, far too sharply,

judging by the way Lex and Ray turned to look at him. "I
uhm..." He tugged the collar of his dress uniform a little
looser. "In my experience, small town stores keep shorter
hours than those in a metropolis."

"True," Lex said, sliding in behind the steering wheel.
"Fordman's doesn't stay open as late as Beckham's in
Metropolis. We should get going."

"Metropolis?" Ray asked, sharing a look with Fraser.
"Yeah," Lex said, glancing at them as he floored the

accelerator and the Mercedesscreamed out of the garage. "It's
about three hours from here, so it's kind of far to go tonight,
but if you want to head there tomorrow, you can borrow a car
or I'll have the limo take you."

"Metropolis," Fraser said carefully.
"Place with houses and stores and museums," Lex said,

looking at him oddly, as if he'd been expecting as different a
reaction to Metropolis as he had to the first mention of his
own name. "Not to mention a sports stadium, opera house
and several very tall phallic structures designed to comfort my
father in his drooping old age.That Metropolis."

"Oh, thatMetropolis," Raysaid, frantic glance semaphoring
questions at an equally semaphoring
Fraser. "We've been there, I was

confusing it with the one in—"
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"California," Lex said, taking his eyes off the road long

enough to give them both a verypuzzled look. "OrTexas."
"California," Raysaid,as Frasersaid,"Texas."
They both paused, then Ray added, oh so casually. "We've

done a lot of traveling. Places kind of blur aftera while."
"Been on the.. .road.. .a lot?" Lex asked.

"Yes," Fraser said, as Ray said justas confidently, "No."
"I've done more traveling than Ray," Fraser said, honestly

enough, leaning forward and smiling at Lex via the rear view
mirror. "Although where I'm from, traveling even a short
distancecan be a great adventure."

The tiny little smile on Lex's face made it clear he wasn't
fooled for asecond, but was allowing the subject to be changed
anyway."Where would that be, Benton?"

The conversation about the Northwest Territories quickly
morphed into one about the best kind of cars for those
conditions, which led Ray right back to Lex's Lamborghinis,
which kept Ray and Lex happy, and gave Fraser time to lean
back and stare at the rolling, conifer-clad hills of Kansas as
they headed into town.

H^hat is it?" Ray demanded sotto voce as he leaned over to
"help" Fraserget out of the car.

"This place, it looks like a relatively small town, yet the sign
on the outskirts listed the population as—"

"Forty-five thousand and one," Lex said. "I've always
wondered ifthatlone one is the same now as twelve years ago,
when the population was 25,001. That," Lex continued as he
came round the front of the car, "was before my dadbuilt the
crap factory here."

"The what?"

"Fertilizer plant," Lexclarified.
"Thatexplains it!"Fraser said, continuing in answer to Lex's

questioning look,"I was tracking the scent of manure, but it
was mixed with diesel exhaust then disappeared."

Lex stopped in the middle of the sidewalk, Ray nearly
walking into him.

"You were tracking manure?"
"Don't complain," Ray said, stepping around Lex and

heading for the store's front door. "That's better than when
he licks it."

"You lick—"

"Spoor," Frasersupplied helpfully. "Ordure."
"Shit,"Raysaid.
"Well, yes, Ray, but I prefer—"
"No, I meant shit shit. The store's closed. That kind of shit."
"But it's only 6:50 and the store hours are listed as closing at

seven p.m. today."

"Which would confuse me too, Fraser, but I'm a detective
and see, I notice things like that."

The poster was a hideous riot
of primary colors and a looming
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rendition of what appeared to be the star of Hitchcock's
famous film, The Birds.

It wasn't exactly the most reassuring of images to entice
people to support their local highschool football fundraiser.

"Clark didn't mention anything about this," Lex said, rattling
thedoorjustto make sure it wouldn't open even fora Luthor.

"Why would Clark tell you about a high school football
game?"

"Because he's big on supporting his school's team. Why he
does I don't know, but—"

Raywas shaking his head. "Man, now I know I'm too old to
jump outta planes."

Lex looked at him.

Fraser looked at him.

Ray looked back as if they were both morons. "You know
you're too old when cops and doctors and teachers start
lookingtoo young."

"Clark's not—"

Whatever Clark wasn't, he was definitely, and unexpectedly,
right there. "Lex! Ididn'texpect to see you downtown."

"Benton and Stanley Ray—"
"He doesn't care what you call him cos he's afreak," Ray said,

squaring his shoulders, "butyou call me Stanley again and I'll
kick you in the—"

Broad shoulders, their flannel covering stretched taut,
quivered with barely repressed strength and violence as Ray
was picked up offthe ground and heldagainst the door.

"Head," Ray finished, just as Lex said,"Clark!"
"He threatened you," Clark said to Lex, keeping his stare

leveled dangerously at Ray. "I don't like people who threaten
you."

"And I appreciate that, especially considering the kind
of.. .peoplewho showup in Smallville. ButClark,this isn't like
you. You have to lethimgo." Hands made strong and steady by
years of fencing flexedon Clark's forearm, until Clark released
Ray's shirtand lethim drop backto the ground.

"Thanks for helping me there,buddy," Ray said.
"Lex seemed to have the matter well in hand," Fraser told

him.

"No, Clark had me in hand," Ray said, notmoving, standing
verystillwhile Lex easedClarkaway from him.

"What the hell were you thinking?" Lex said, still not letting
Clark go.

Ray and Fraser exchanged looks, then openly watched the
low-voiced conversation.

"He threatened you."
"That wasn't a serious threat."

Clark's head lifted, all belligerence and defensiveness
wrapped up in an embarrassed blush. "He was going to kick
you—"

"In the head? Even so,why did you—"
"He's dangerous."
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"Yes, he is," Lex said, voice smooth as satin, revealing
nothing, simply soothing, but his hand was still on Clark's
forearm, fingertipsbarely moving, a surreptitious stroking.

Or a subconscious one.

Fraser watched the compulsive motion of those fingertips,
and remembered other fingers, on raw silk, moving in endless,
enticing little circles.

"Hey," Ray said quietly, drawing Fraser's attention. "You
think they're a couple?"

"Could be," Fraser said, then turned and caught a flicker of
something on Ray'sface."Could well be. Or perhaps they just
want to be."

And he didn't let Ray go, just kept looking at him, till Ray
looked away, and cleared his throat, and closed in on Lex and
Clark.

"So where elsecan we buy clothes?"
"That's it," Clark said, making a painfully obvious effort to

be civil.

"In a town with 45,000 people?What, you got one grocery
store too?"

"And one bank,but two coffee shops and a sunglasses store,"
Lex said.

"C'mon, Lex, Fordman's is not the only place to get clothes.
If you can wait until Monday, when the Friendly Exchange
opens."

Lexactually winced.
"The Friendly Exchange?"
"Strangers.' Used. Clothes." Lex's mouth tightened as the

words left his lips.
Clark and Fraser both rolled their eyes, while Ray and Lex

stared at each other in restrained horror.

"I'll drive you into Metropolis tonight," Lex said, much to
Ray'sevident relief.

"The department stores there will be shut, Lex. Even with the
wayyou drive,you won't get them there before the malls close."

"There are stores—"

"Lex, you think Fraser's goingto find anythingin the kind of
store that stays open all night, the kind of all night store that
you know? I've got stuff at home, Fraser can borrow some of
that."

Lex ran a look up and down Clark, making Fraser and Ray
lookat eachother speakingly. "Yes, you could."

"So Fraser, you wear flannel, right?"
"He's married to it. Me, I'll—"

"You could borrow some of Lex's. You're pretty much the
same."

This time it was Lex and Ray who shared the speaking look,
and it was hard to tell which of them was more appalled at
being compared to someone else.

"I suppose they are," Fraser said, looking from one to the
other."Apart from the face, the accent, the body language, the
hair—what?"
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"Most people try to pretend my baldness is a big secret,

Benton. No one ever mentions it to me, as if they're afraid I'll
suddenly realize I'm bald and blame them."

"But—"

"Likea cue ball, yeah, I know," Lexsaid easily.
"I never pretended," Clark said sharply.
"No, you didn't," Lex said with perhaps more lazy, easy

warmth than he realized. "Which is one of the reasons you're
my friend, Clark."

And if Ray didn't know better, he'd swear Clark came this
close to sticking his tongue out at Fraser and saying 'neener,
neener, neener.'

"So shall we swing by the farm to pick up some clothes for
Benton?"said Lex,who still hadn't taken his eyesoff Clark."Or
are you heading to the big football game?"

"Like I want to get too close to the football team," Clark
said, which made no sense to Ray or Fraser,but Lexobviously
understood on more than one level.

"The farm it is,"Lexsaid. "Then dinner. Youwant to join us,
Clark?"

Clark looked at Ray.
Who raised his hands in mock surrender and stepped

behind Fraser.

"Sure," Clark said, and this time, the civility was less forced
and the smile more genuine. "Hey—what car did you bring?"

"Nothing you want to drive,"Lex told him, pointing at the
very boring Mercedes.

"I told him he could bring his Ferrari and I'd drive the
Lamborghini—"

"—but he looked like you'd told him you were going to eat
chili cheeseburgers in it," Clark said, all hostility forgotten
under the charms of Lex's cars, or perhaps he was simply
warmed from basking in Lex's attention. "You saw the
Lamborghini, Ray?"

"I touched it,"Raysaid, back to being reverent.
This time, Fraserwas the onlyone who rolled his eyes, while

the other three waxed lyrical over a mere mechanical device.

0nly the outdoor lights were on at the farm, Lex didn't ask
where the elder Kents were, Clark didn't volunteer, and neither

Ray nor Fraser had any reason to think the emptiness of the
farm was unusual, and it took Clarka remarkably short time
to run into the house and come back with an armful ofclothes.

With the wayLex drove, it didn't take much longer beforethey
made it back to the mansion.

Dinnerwas"something quickandsimple" throwntogether bythe
cook, at least that's how Lex described it,although the other three
men were more inclined to use words like'best thing I everate.'

After some slight confusion over whether or not staff should
clear up after dinner or guests should,
Fraser consented to join the others in
the...well.
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It was certainly a room.
Lex paid no attention to the lethal weapons adorning the

walls nor the just as lethal weapons clutched by several suits
ofarmor;he crossed the room quickly, flinging openwhat had
looked like justanotherstretch of wall paneling. "You said you
werea SteveMcQueen kind of guy,StanleyRay?"

Fraser was shamelessly taking advantage of Clark's
fascination with Ray and Lex's verbal fencing to sneak up
behind him to take another few sniffs. No. Still no closer to

placingthat completely unique scent.
"Drop the Stanley, it's just Ray."
"Just Ray?"
Andat leastnow Ray knew which Ray he was being, because

he couldn't risk being Ray Vecchio in casewalls, or household
staff, had ears. "Kowalski."

Lex stopped half way through picking up the remote and
looked at Ray over his shoulder. "And your dad called you
Stanley?"

"Then he married Stella," Fraser suppliedhelpfully.
There was no other word for it: Lex smirked. Annoyingly. "I

can see why you switched to your middle name, Ray."
Clark just looked at them both blankly.
Which just made Lex smirk even more."I think I knowjust

the post-dinner movie to watch."
"Yeah," Ray's hand snaked past Lex's shoulder, long fingers

snagging something from the top shelf."Bullitt."
"Is that the one with the car chase?" Clark asked. "I love that

one."

"Best car ever made—"

Fraser, for whom motorized vehicles were an unreliable

substitute for a dog sled in winter,and Lex, who hadn't been in
a domestic vehicle other than a limousine since his last club-

inspired ambulance ride, sat there in bemused silence while
Clark listened, rapt, as Ray described his own beloved car,
languishing alone in Chicago.

"Lex, if you don't mind, you do have extensive grounds..."
"Make yourself at home. I'll call security to let them know

you'll be outside."
"Thank you."
Then,on the threshold,Fraser pausedfor a moment, turned and

took in the sight of Raystaringat the television and still talking
aboutcarsand speedand Steve McQueen, with Clarkstaringat Ray
with all the intensity Ray was reserving for the movie unfolding
on the screen. "Lex," he said,"would you like to join me?"

Lex looked at Clark, who didn't even notice. "Sure," Lex said,

and nothing about him betrayed the slightest hint of how he
was feeling."Sounds like a good idea, Benton."

The grounds were wonderful, expansive, with paths wide
enough for two men to walk shoulder
to shoulder, in a silence that was

unexpectedly comfortable. It took
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several minutes at their unhurried pace for Lex to lead them
away from the formal front lawns, and assoonastheyrounded
one last twist in the path, the gardens became tree-dotted
and segmented by tall hedges and plant-covered fences, this
older sectiondesigned as a series of rooms, each with its own
theme, color scheme, scent. In the dark, small lights glowed
here and there, just enough to prevent stumbles, justenough to
illuminate a particularly nice tree or prettyplant.

"This is my favorite," Lex said, stopping under a weathered
wicker bower so Fraser could see the entire area, greenery
bordered by high hedges like walls, a tiny little handkerchief
of a garden, spread out in a neat square, clutches of plants
gathered likeembroidery.

"It's very..."
Lex waited, his face and scalp highlighted by the dapple of

moonlight coming through the trees.
"It's very comforting," Fraser finally said. "Soothing, and

calming."
"I used to come here to hide, when the mansion wasbeing

rebuilt."

"Imported?"
"Stone by stone. Myfamilyheritage."
"But the mansion looks Scottish."

"My mother's side of the family, far more respectable than
anything severalgenerations of Luthors could muster."

"Ah. We have an uncle like that."

"Respectable?"
"Horse thief.Well, more of a moose thief, really."
"Isn't it unwise to capture a moose?"
"Especially in mating season," Fraser said, completely

deadpan. "Especially if you have a bull moose and your
aftershave is musk-based."

"Ouch."

There was a distinct twinkle in the eyes turned in Lex's
direction. "I believe so."

"There's a bench, over there, behind the roses," Lex said,

crossing the small bit of ground, the smell of basil, mint and
thyme rising with every step he took.

"Wonderful," Fraser said, breathing deeply. "And do I
smell.yes, lavender."

"I was just a kid when the gardeners were planting all of this.
The hedges came from another estate, so they were already
pretty high. My mother let me choose whatever I wanted for

this one little garden, but I was furious when the gardeners
told me it was impossible to have plants that bloomed year
round in Kansas."

"So you chose scent."
"My mother knew the lore behind all the herbs, and I knew

rosemary was for remembrance." Lex shrugged, sat down on
the bench and looked at his childhood garden. "So I picked
everything green I recognized in the brochure, and ended up
with essentiallyan herb garden...Benton?"
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"What?Oh, I'm fine. It's just...it must be the rosemary,"he
joked, not that Lex smiled any more than Fraser did. "This
reminds me of a childhood memory I'd forgotten. Where we
lived,outdoor gardens weren't an option for much of the year,
but my mother never stopped trying to grow things indoors.
She'dplant herbs, and the only thing that ever did well turned
out to be an illegal substance. Considering my father was a
Mountie, that was the end of her one and only successful
plant. I think she would've liked this garden."

"Would have?"

"Yes," Fraser said,hesitating for a moment.
"How old were you?" Lex asked, voice as soft as the sage

glimmering palely in the moonlight.
"Six," Fraser said, and perhaps his voicewas a little lesssteady

than he had schooled it to be.

"Nearly fourteen,"Lexreplied quietly.
They looked at each other then, understanding and comfort

in the brief smiles they gave each other.
"Do you ever stop missing her?"
"No," Fraser told him bluntly, answering the unspoken 'will

I ever stop missing my own mother?' as much as the spoken
question."People tend to think I should, but..."

"But she was your mother."
Fraser nodded, because that said it all, whether other people

understood or not. Lex, though, obviously understood, and
so they sat together, side by side on an old bench deliberately
built low enough to make a boy feel big and tall, while the
freshening breeze carried the scent of mint and thyme and
rosemary to them.

"I suppose we should go back in, Benton," Lex said when
the moonlight was slanting lower and the breeze turned chill.
"Clark and Raywill be wondering where we are."

Fraser gave him a look that clearly said he thought Lex was
out of his cotton-pickin' mind.

"The movie's over," Lex said. "No more cars, and Clark'll be

hungry."
"And it's been a long day."
"Benton, did you really jump out of a plane?"
Fraser got to his feet and followed Lex out of the small

garden, back along the winding path. "It was that or let them
kill Ray."

"You saved him. In a wildly bizarre way," Lex said, shaking
his head."You'redefinitely related to Clark."

Thesuitethey'dbeenmovedto wasevenplusherthan the large
bedroom they'd first been put in. It was quiet as they padded
around, discovering that brand new toiletries awaited them
in the shared bathroom, Ray making happy noises over the
small scattering of clothing that had been put into the walk-
in closet for him, including a couple of unopened packets of
boxer briefs.

"There is a god," Raysaid fervently.
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"Well, of course there is. There could hardly be an afterlife

without God and my father couldn't very well still..." The
heavy weight of Ray's look turned Fraser around. "I uhm..."

"Am I asking?" Ray asked. "You see this? This is me not
asking," Ray said, heading into the bathroom, the small click
of the lock sounding unexpectedly loud.

It wasn't all that long before Rayemerged, damp hair nearly
flat against his skull, cheeks glowing from the multi-massage-
setting heat of the three head shower."I'm going to marry that
shower and bring it home with me," Rayannounced.

"Ray, you can't marry a shower..."
"I'm divorced, I can marry whatever I like."
"Legally speaking.. .oh dear."
"Legally what?"
"Hmm? Oh, no, not legally. Just 'oh dear.'"
With the fine Egyptian cotton of his borrowed pajamas still

clinging damply here and there as if someone had touched
him and left their handprints all over him, Ray came into
Fraser's bedroom, right up behind him.

"Oh dear what?"

Fraser was staring at the now-empty bag on his bed. "It
seems Lex's friend doesn't wear nightclothes."

"I don't usually wear anything, you want these," Ray tugged
at the pale lavender shirt, "if they fit you?"

"Oh, no, no, they wouldn't fit, I'll be fine, I'll just..." Fraser
said rapidly, not once actually looking to see if what Ray
was wearing stood any chance of fitting him. His face was
reddening slowly, hectic spots of color rouging his cheeks, his
ears turning even redder.

Raywas looking over Fraser's shoulder, the edge of his towel
flicking against Fraser's neck as Ray raised both arms and
towel-dried his hair vigorously."You'll just what, Fraser?"

"Be fine, Ray, I'll just...be fine. So..." He was being far too
bright and far too hearty in his camaraderie, but that didn't
stop him: before he could control it, he had pivoted on his
heel, one long -sleeved flannel shirt clutched defensively in
front of him in one hand, the other hand raised in a jaunty
wave."Good night, Ray. I'll see you in the morning."

As a hint, it was about as subtle as a root canal without

novocaine and Rayleft, the door closing softly behind him.
And if Fraser noticed, in the middle of the night, that his

bedroom door opened quietly, and Ray stood in the doorway
for a long time just watching him, well,Fraser had the common
sense not to mention it.

The morning dawned bright and clear, the sun streaming in
through leaded windows,already warm, caressingFraser'sskin
like summer.

Which just confused him even more, because this was
Kansas, and this was the first week of

March, and it shouldn't be this warm.

But then again, there shouldn't
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have been corn in the fields, sunflowers growing outside a
farmhouse, nor hills, copses of conifers and the occasional
dam, so who was Fraser to complain about a bit of welcome
sunshine?He'd spent too many yearsabove the ArcticCircleto
ever complain aboutwaking to anextrabitofsunanddaylight
instead of lengthening darkness and increasing cold.

The shower was everything Ray had implied the night
before, and while it was a quick shower by anyone else's
standards, Fraserlingered, enjoying the playof hot waterover
his skin. Infact, if it hadn'tbeen for thefact thathewas aguest
in someone else's home and he hadn't locked the door that

leddirectly to Ray's bedroom, Fraser would have been sorely
tempted to meet his body's more carnal needs.

There were nights, still, when he thought of LadyShoes'
hands on his back and her tongue in his mouth. Until he
remembered how she had used him, and he had used her.

Memories ofVictoria were never far behind.

And all desire fled.

He was bland and calm as oatmeal cooked in milk by the
time hewas dressed inborrowed jeans andflannel andheading
downstairs, Ray's doorstill firmly shut,Ray presumably asleep,
because Fraser hadn't peeked in.

He hadn't even been tempted.
Much.

ffe followed his nose, much as hehad theday before, only this
time, the aroma was oranges and coffee.

"Good morning, sir. Breakfast is in the small dining room,"
he was told before he'd even opened the kitchen door all the
way.

"Ah. Thank you. I'll just..."
He let the door swing shut, and started following his nose

again.

The small dining room was larger than his office-cum-
bedroom in Chicago. Several timeslarger.

"Benton! You keep early hours," Lex said, closing the folder
he'dbeen reading, addingit to theother one beside hisplate.

"The sunwoke me," he said, returning Lex's smile, accepting
the invitation to sit beside his host. He was plied with juice,
eggs, toast, fruit and when he expressed a disinclination for
coffee, tea was ordered from the kitchen.

"Won't Clark be joining us?" Fraser asked with what he
hoped wasdiscretion, subtlety and sophistication.

"Clark? I have no idea. He comes and goes," Lex said,
spreading some soft camembert on his toast points. "It's
Sunday, so he could end up herealldayor not showup at all."

"Oh."

"Oh?"

"I'm sorry, he wasstillhere when Ray and I retired, so I had
assumed..."

Lexsatback,lettinghisbodylanguage
shout his disapprovaland his denial.
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Fraser, it seemed, was listening very well indeed."Excellent
eggs," Fraser said heartily. "Are they from a local farm or do
you keep hens?"

"Organic," Lex said, easing some of the threat from his
posture. "From the Kent farm."

"Ah," Fraser said, then circled neatly around the minefield
that was named Clark Kent. "My grandparents kept hens.
In fact, my grandfather bred several varieties, with varying
degrees of success. These eggs..." He looked down at the
fluffy mounds on his plate, not at all like the scrambled eggs
to which he'd become accustomed in America: homesickness

ploughed through him again. He could almost hear his
grandmother's voice again, sharp commands spiked with
unstinting, unforgiving love, and his grandfather, deep and
mellow asabassoon, speaking rarely, but always meaningfully.
"When I was a boy," Fraser said, still looking down at hisplate,
"I thoughtscrambled eggs looked like a platefull of sunshine.
In December, before the daylight returned..."

There was a tiny touch of a hand against his, making him
blink. He looked up, the room blurred and fuzzy for a few
moments, tillhe wrestled the memories backinto their cages.

"Benton?"

"After my mother's death, I went to live with my
grandparents." Helaughed, soundinghollow andringing false.
"Theseeggs brought that back to me."

Beside him,therewas a longsilence, then quietly, softly, asif
afraidof maliciouseavesdroppers, "For me, it's lemonverbena.
My mother loved that in her bath, and it's as if...if I just turn
around quickly enough, she'll still be here."

"Sometimes," Fraser said, not quite able to meet Lex's eyes,
"it feels as if my mum's close. Very close."

The room was fuzzing around the edges, his eyes burning,
but that was onlybecause hewasn't blinking, was staring hard
at the sunshine on his plate.

"Especiallyin dreams."
"Yes," Fraser said, the fist around his heart unclenching a

little with that one word, with that one admission.

They sat together, in a silence far from the comfort of the
night before's walk through the gardens, until a member of
staffbrought in a tray with teapot and cup, and an excuse to
change the subject and pretend that the entire conversation
had never happened.

Lex had his feet up on his desk when Clark breezed into his
office after lunch. His dad would disapprove of theway he let
himself smile at Clark, and the haste with which his laptop
wasclosed and put awaybefore Clark had even unracked the
pool cues.

"So, are they?" Clark asked when theywere half-way through
their first game of pool.

"Are who what?"

"Acouple."
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"Benton and Ray?"
"No, Eminem and Elton John. Jeez, Lex."

Lex took the time to sink his next two shots before he spoke,
his body still bent over, cue and arms and gaze angled over
the table, Clark's crotch framed by the corner of the table."I
thought you weren't interestedin that sort of thing,Clark."

Clark fidgeted, and while he'd never admit it under oath, Lex
could swear he saw the pool cue bend a little in Clark's white-
knuckled grip.

"I never said that, Lex."

Lexstraightened, looked Clark straight in the eye for all of
half a second before Clark looked away. "You never said you
were either."

And he knew he had Clark by the short and curlies there:
because Clark couldn't hit back with "you never asked."

Because Lex had.

Just remembering it still made him want the ground to open
up and swallow him, Persephone reborn, because that was
better than his other impulses, all of which his new-found
conscience told him were wrong. "Your shot," Lex said in lieu
of giving into temptation, and then he stepped back from the
table.

Clark's shot, in more ways than one.
And yes, surprise surprise, Lex could feel his smile twist with

a bitter dripping sarcasm,Clark's shoulders were pushing back,
muscles gone tight, eyes gone wary, and there were excuses
being made about chores and right on cue, homework.

Because Clark was just an innocent boy.
Lex barely contained the biting bark of laughter, turning it

into clearing his throat, although even that made Clark look
at him.

An innocent boy.
Who was playing a Luthor like a master. Who flared with

jealousy every time Benton or Ray or anyone so much as
looked at Lex. Who caught every innuendo instantly. Who
could no doubt lie about virginal inexperience as readily he
could lie about strength and speed and rescuing a man from a
Porsche sunk in a river.

But Clark was just an innocent boy and that's why Lex
shouldn't push him, should let this stay at flirting and playing
and making eyes at each other.

Clark who was, right at this very second, making eyesat Lex.
Lookingat Lex like he didn't know if he wanted to run home
to mommy or fuck Lex over the table.

Everyone in Smallville knew Clark was such an innocent
boy.

Until the next time something mysterious happened around
here and Clark turned into a sex-driven predator who wanted
to run away to Metropolis with Lex. That Clark...perhaps it
was the double-edged honesty that cut both wayswhen Clark
had brought up saving Lex's life to get the use of the Ferrari.
Maybe it was the raw honesty of the way Clark had stalked
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these rooms, so tall and proud and potent. Maybe it was the
way Clark had faced down Lex's own father. But whatever it
was, that Clark had struck Lex as closer to the real Clark than

the bumbling blushing reluctant bride who was standing
there staring at Lex, muttering about helping his mom make
deliveries.

Or maybe that was just wishful thinking on Lex's part. A
balm to this fledgling conscience of his, born on a riverbank.
Maybe judging Clark by his aberrant behavior was nothing
more than an excuse to debauch or to simply take what Lex
wanted.

Lexbent over the pool table again, body vividly remembering
other times he'd been bent over, sex and experience caressing
his skin the way the hunger in Clark's eyes so often caressed
him.

Or maybe Clark was both the bumbling bride and the
stalking predator; maybe Clark was as caught between two
sides of himself as Lex was.

And to think Lex's philosophy professor had claimed yin
and yang represented balance. The bland little bastard had
obviouslynever been torn between the two.

Clark said something else,although Lexwas barely listening
to him, something about chores and Lex being busy with
guests—and then the words trickled away, and Clark was
gone.

Running home to mommy.
Again.
Running away from Lex.
Again.
Rejecting all this fomenting possibility between them.
Again.
A loud crack echoed through the room as Lex banked the

last ball into the far corner pocket. With only the briefest of
glances at the doors that still quivered from Clark'sdeparture,
Lex straightened up and headed back to his work. And his
endless battle between what conventional business wisdom

said he had to do, and what Clark would say he had to do.
What this new life, this new self, should try to do, instead of
what he'd been trained to do, instead of what everyone he
knew did. Instead of what he actually wanted to do.

Yin and yang was a bitch.
And not for the faint-hearted.

Especially not when the person you wanted most in the
world was as scared of himself as he was of you.

Eraser was cleaning his boots in the somewhat palatial
bathroom when Ray returned.

"Fraser!"

"In here, Ray."
"Uh, I don't want to..."

Fraser sighed and looked at the
closed bathroom door. "I'm cleaning
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my boots," he said. He did not, despite his rather ignoble
impulse, tell Ray that he was fully clothed and therefore as
decent as he could get and since Ray had just about draped
himselfall over Fraser last night, it was really a bit late to back
up this far.

Ray flung the door open so fast, it just hung there,quivering,
like a well-used virgin. Fraser, staring up at Ray, sympathized
entirely.

Raywas... Ray,yet not Ray.

Ray was dressed in Lex Luthor's clothes; the fit wasn'tquite
right, but oh, what the clean, elegant lines and sophisticated
dark palette of colors did for Ray...

It took Fraser a moment to realize Ray was repeating his
name in ever-increasing irritation and decibel levels.

"Yes, Ray?" heasked, mildly, goingback topolishing hisboots
as if theywere the most fascinating artifacts in the world and
as if he were completely unaffected by Ray's extraordinarily
flattering new look.

"Okay, so I took forty bucks from our cash stash, and
stoppedoff at this coffee shop."

"So Isee," Fraser said, looking at Ray's hair thatwas bristling
with as much energy as Raywas.

"Weird place, I mean, who calls a coffee shop The Talon?
Yeah, thatsounds like somewhere I want togo, kick back, have
a latte—but that's not important right now, what's important
is who I met there. That guyClark our host is so keen on? He
was there first with his buddy Pete, then theClark guy leaves
and this chick Chloe shows up and if you think my hair's
experimental, hers is an entire science lab. So she's there, and
the waitress turns out to be the owner who turns out to be
buddies with Clark and Pete and Chloe—"

"Ray, have you ever considered decaf?"
Ray actually paused. "Decaf? Fraser, decaf is the spawn of

Satan, an abomination, evilpersonified,do not even mention
that word to me again. In fact, wash your mouth out with
soap. When I'm finished, cos first, yougotta hearthis.Sothese
people?"

"Clark, Chloe, Pete and the waitress/cafe owner."

"Lana, right, her, so here, the Chloe chick is really into
this digital camera stuff and she was showing off her new
portable printer, so I got these pictures. Right, so I got these
from her. Lookit these for a second, I need to write some stuff
down..."

Fraser skimmed the photographs, lingering over the one
of Clark: there was something familiar about Clark, but he
couldn't get beyond the unique smell, he'd been trying, but
he couldn't place it at all. It had nothing to do with either
cityor farm. The closest he could placeit was the sweat-scent
difference causedby some medications.Butstill...

"...with a pink tutu under your pea
coat."

Heraised hishead sharply. "I'msorry?"
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"Earth to Fraser. What's got you so hooked on Clark
anyway?"

"He...The truth is,Ray, I'venever smelled anyone quite like
him before."

"Smell," Ray said,thenshookhishead. "I am not going there,
Fraser. Okay, so you and me, we're trained observers, right?
So my trained observation looks at them and does the whole
gender, age,height, weight, coloring, all the usuals."

Frasernodded, unease creepingthrough him: he wondered
if he'd ever stop looking at people and start seeing only
descriptions for reports, wondered if that had already begun,
because he wasn't looking at Clark as a person, but as an
uncatalogued scent.

"...this one is?"

"Hmmm," he said, stalling for time, hoping that Ray's
caffeine high would spit thequestion outagain impatiently.

"Him, how old do you think he is?"
Fraser looked at the young African American man: Pete.

"Eighteen to 20."
Ray snatched a photofrom the pile andslapped it on top of

Pete's: flipped blonde hair and a silly grin, obviously playing
up for the camera.

"Chloe," Ray told him.
"20,21."

Another photo slapped on top. "This must be Lana. Same
chronological age as Chloe, although her make-up and pose
would suggest she'semotionally younger."

"And our felon-harboring friend's friend?"
"Clark's mid-twenties—25,26."
"And our friend of felons' friend?"

"Lex? Around 30. 29-31. Ray, is there a point to this? They
can't all be harboring felons and even if they were, we don't
know that they'd have any inclination to harbor the felons
after us.And we haveno jurisdiction—"

"Justice is above the boundaries man places upon the law,
Fraser," Ray said, grinning when he saw Fraser's surprise that
he even knew such a quote. "But that's not it. Here, look at
this..."

Ray's familiar scrawl, made worse by being written on
paper braced against Ray's thigh rather than a desk. Fraser
deciphered the names and the ages written beside them. "So
you estimated their ages the same as I did."

"The exact same, Fraser, exact same, no differences, no
variances, the kinda certainty that even defense lawyers can't
break."

"Yes, but—"

"Sixteen," Raysaid.
Fraser looked down at the printed images in his hand: two

of Chloe, three of Lana, two of Pete, one of Clark. "No, Ray.
Eight."

"Not the pictures, not the pictures. The ages. These three,
and our felonious friend Clark, are sixteen."
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"But—"

"I'm serious! We thought Clark was a teacher at the high
school? Student, Fraser. Student. Sophomore. And Lex? I
called Jenny, you know, the gorgeous blonde in Records, the
one with the great—"

"—computerskills," Fraser saidpointedly.
Ray muttered something that sounded suspiciously like

'prissy' and 'prude,' but Fraser let that go, if only on the
grounds that Ray had been known to usestronger terms.

"So, Franniehas the dayoff,so I talk to Jenny, with the great,
gorgeous, wonderful rack of computer skills. Jennychecks on
things for me. All these kids? Full drivers' licenses, this one,
some kind of field agent thing organizing stuff for the Red
Cross.And this one has an internship with a newspaper set up,
all stuff 16-year-oldkids do not get to do, Fraser."

"I'm sure there's a reason."

"Yeah, me too, and guesswhat, buddy: I figured out what we
can do for fun around here on a hundred bucks Canadian."

"And forty dollars American."
"Like I said, a hundred bucks Canadian."

"Ray?" Fraser said, following his hyper friend into the shared
sitting room of their suite. "Did you spend all of that money
on coffee?"

"Yeah, but I didn't drink all of it myself," Ray said, pacing
faster. Fraser begged to differ,but he kept his mouth shut, too
distracted by how attractive Ray was, striding around in his
sleek new clothes with their intriguing textures.

"Now, Frase, this is what we need to do, because there's

something hinky going on in this town and we have bad
guys running around looking for us, and the combination is
making me twitch."

"Actually, Ray, I think that's the caffeine—"
"I know a caffeinehigh when I getone, Fraser.This ismy cop

instinct itching, this is my hunch gland working overtime, this
is a hinky town that harbors felons."

And it was, not coincidentally, an excuse for them to focus
on everything but the fact that they werestuck in a small town,
sharing a suite, with absolutely nothing to do but spend time
with each other.

Considering that Fraser knew exactlywhat he wanted them
to do with each other and considering Ray was still stuck on
the teeter-totter of'do I, don't I?', investigating 'hinkiness' was
probably the wise thing to do.

Especially with Ray dressed in clothes that hugged and
skimmed his body like that.

Well, that's weird," Ray saidas he jogged down the stepsof the
sheriff's station.

"It certainly is," Fraser said, looking up and down Main
Street, with its mix of small stores and utilities such as the

bank and post office, a mix that was familiar to anyone who
knew very small towns.
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Only Smallville had a population of 45,001, which was, by
Kansasstandards...huge.

"I know what my weird is, so what's your weird?"
"Look around you, Ray."
Ray did, shrugging when he looked back at Fraser. "So it

looks like Hollywood's idea of small town America."
"Not just that. You pointed it out this morning, Ray. Ages."
Raylooked again. "No kids," he said, looking up the street.
"No toy store."
"Book store with no kids books in the window."

"Department store with no toys on display."
They looked at each other, and without saying a word, took

a comforting step closer to each other.
"And your weird, Ray?"
"Wanna know what the sheriff's called?"

"Of course, Ray."
"Ethan."

Fraser waited patiently for the punch line.
"That's it, Frase. Ethan. That's what his deputies call him,

that's what the plaque on his desk says, that's what the duty
roster on the wall lists him as."

"While Ethan is an unusual surname, it's hardly—"
"It's his only name. That's all there is, just Ethan. Like the

artist formerly known as Prince before he was Formerly
Known As, like Sade, likeMoby,like Liberace—Fraser,why are
you looking at me like that?"

"I just hadn't realized how eclectic your taste in music was."
"I'm still not going with you to the Tibetan throat singing

concert, so you can just cut out the puppy dog eyes or I'll tell
Dief. Anyway, Sheriff Ethan is at the diner, but Deputy Dan
told me it's okay to go over there to talk to him."

"Do you have directions?" Fraser asked, buckling himself
into the seatbelt of their borrowed vehicle, glaring at Ray, in
an impersonation of his grandmother, not that he'd admit
that to Ray, just in case his dad was hanging around, until Ray
buckled himself in safely too. "Ray..."

Ray flashed a grin at him, and put his foot down harder, the
truck leaping forward, nearlybucking as the powerful engine
roared.

And Fraser had to look away, look away right now, this
instant, Benton Fraser, from Ray with his arm slung over the
steering wheel, Ray, with that unexpectedly flattering shade
of shirt nestling up against his neck; Ray, with that flash of
wildness in his eyes that spoke to Fraser of home.

"Got directions, got a name. The Dish And The Spoon. And
if the cows around here go weird enough to jump over the
moon, I'm leaving, Fraser."

There weren't any cows near the diner, just a couple of auto
repair places and a realtor's office.
Which appeared to be selling town
homes for a quarter of a million
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dollars. In rural Kansas. Within smelling distance of a "crap
factory," if Fraser's memorized map of Smallville and its
environs was serving him well.

He couldn't decide what unnerved him the most: whether it

was simply the egregious price of the houses or the fact that
in such a rural area with so much empty land, people would
choose to pay that much money to live in such cramped
quarters.

Well. He was sure they had their reasons, and really, it was
none of his business how they chose to spend their money.
Plus, for all he knew, these people might consider that a
reasonable exchange for.. .for.. .well,something.

"A quarter million, for a townhouse, so you can have the
commute from hell to get to this Metropolis place? Are these
people nuts?"

"Apparently," Fraser said.
Ray just shook his head—again—and headed through the

gleaming glass door of the diner,pausinglongenoughto draw
Fraser's attention to another murderous crowposter.

"There goesmy appetite," Raymuttered.
"I think it'ssupposed to be an appealing image, Ray."
"These people never heard of Hitchcock?"
Eying the baleful eye, massive beak and hooked claws of

the poster crow, Fraser said: "1 think we can safely say they
haven't."

"Hey, you see anyone who looks like a sheriff in here,
Fraser?"

Fraser cast a careful, assessing gaze around the small diner,
taking in everything from the juxtaposition of old-fashioned
(or so out of date they were now what Ray called 'retro'?)
stylings made of modern new colors, of ultra-modern
hairstyles and clothes on the girls with boys in timeless, or
dated, jeans and sweats and flannel, of a high-tech television
cheek-by-jowl with an almost practiced air of small-town
America.

Some perfectly normal people, by the looks of them, but
there was...yes, therewasa hint of a verypeculiar smell from
oneor two,a scentFrasercouldn't quite place. Normalpeople,
weird smell, but no sheriff.

From behindthecounterand a very crisp, very white apron,
a waitress said: "If you're looking for the sheriff, you just
missed him by five minutes. Got a call from some meteo—"

There was an uncomfortable shifting from just about
everyone in the diner, customers either staring at the waitress
or suddenly fascinated with the tables in front of them, and
the unease intheroom made every cop instinct Fraser andRay
had just perk right up and take lots of notice.

But all the waitress said was, "Kids, you know. In the high
school,so he went to go take a look."

"Wouldn't he expect there to
be...kids...in the high school?"Fraser
askedher, Ray standing almostbehind
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him, discreetlyenough that Raywould be able to notice details
out of Fraser's line of sight.

"Sunday," the waitress told him.
"Ah. So no after-school groups, football practice, band

practice, no extra-curricular activities at all?"
"Oh, plenty of extra-curricular activities,"a burly caricature

of a farmer said from his table by the window, voice sour as
milk. "Only the kids keep those for their beer keggers out at
the lake."

"So we'll find the sheriff at the high school. Thank you
kindly," Frasersaid,sharing a glancewith Ray, heading towards
the door in tandem, neither of them lingeringunder the weird
looks they weregetting.

Shaking off the nearly hostile weirdness beside the even
weirder patch of late winter/early spring sunflowers, Ray said,
"I'm beginning to seewhy the crow doesn't bother 'em."

"Hmmm," Fraser said, staring at the soil under the
sunflowers.

"Hitchcock wouldn't—Fraser, what areyou doing?"
"The soil...it has...it's the most peculiar aroma, Ray. Not

metallic, not quite rock, but—"
"Fraser,get up off the ground."
"Just a moment—"

"Now, Fraser, get up off the ground now. Fraser, do not
lick—Oh, yuck. That is so disgusting. Do you have any idea
what they use for fertilizer round farmland?"

"You'd expect them to use manure, of which dairy farms
have a plentiful supply, but due to concerns over cross-
pollination, the propagation of bacteria and other disease-
causing parasites, not to mention the introduction of—Ah!"

"Ah what? Ah, I just realized licking cow shit don't taste
good? Ah, I just realized I am embarrassing my partner by
lying on a sidewalk with my head stuck through a fence into
someone's yard so I can lick their dirt?"

"Ah," Fraser said, jumping easily to his feet, his perfectly
clean hand opening to show Ray an egg-sized lump of dirt-
encrusted rock with veins of an interesting green quartz
running through it.

"So you found a rock."
"Not just a rock, not just any rock, but a marvelous rock.

This, Ray, is a meteor fragment. Lookat it."
Frasershovedit right up under Ray's nose.
"And smell it! That's the smell I detected in the diner—"

"You detected a smell in the diner? The only thing I could
smellwasonions, fries and burgers."

"Not the food, Ray, but the people.This—this is what some
of them smelled of."

"Like Clark."

Frasershut up then, flexed his fingersaround the rock,looked
at it, smelled it again,lickedit again."No," he said thoughtfully.
"Notquite. Clark..." Heshookhishead,shrugged very slightly
as Ray patted his arm in condolence.

)
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"It's okay, Fraser, you'll figure it out eventually. Of course,
I'm gonna laugh when you find out it's his home-made soap
or because it's Lex's aftershave smelling different cos it's on
Clark or—"

"—his mom beats his clothes clean on the riverbank so he

smells like river," Ray wassaying as they pulled into the high
school parking lot, although Fraser had stopped listening to
Ray's list of smellsa good three minutes ago.

He started listening again when Ray nearly vaulted from
their vehicle and ran after a blonde woman, shouting a
greeting at her.

No—not woman. Fraser recognized the flipped blonde hair:
this wasone of the sixteenyear olds. There was nothing weird
about it: it wasprobably just a trick of the photograph that had
added severalyears to the teenagers' faces, that was all.

Then she turned around, and he saw the way the skin around
her eyes crinkled when she smiled, and the difference in her
general skin tone, and realized: regardless of what her birth
certificate said, this young woman wasn't as young as she
thought she was.

Or perhaps she didn't think she was that young either,
judging by the poise with which she was dealing with Ray. And
the heat of the stare she was sending at Fraser himself.

"Hi," she said, smiling in a way that was entirely too...
practiced for someone who'd only been around for sixteen
years."I'm sorry for staring, but, that looks like a Clark Kent
shirt."

"It is,"he said, smiling too widely to be polite, but just too
relieved to mind: it wasn't him she'd been ogling, it was the
shirt. "My own clothes are..."

He looked at Ray for help: they hadn't exactly discussed this
part of their undercover story.

"Red,"Raysaid, "waytoo red. Fire engines stare in envy when
theysee all that red. Our luggage got lost somewhere, so until
the stores around here open again, we're borrowing things."

The young woman, Chloe, took a good, long, lingering look
at Ray. "LexLuthor loaned you clothes?"

"More kinda gave," Raysaid, smiling the charming smile that
was reserved for pretty women, particularly pretty women as
blonde as Stella,and which always made Fraser turn awayand
find something really interesting to look at. "I think he was
looking for an excuseto buy some more clothes."

"I think Lex has an entire department store up at the
castle—"

"Mansion," Fraser said without thinking.
"That's Constable Benton Fraser,"Raysaid, waving a hand in

Fraser's direction. "He dots I's and crosses T's."

"I thought he was a Mountie," Chloe said, making Fraser
swallow and take a hasty step back: he recognized that
predatory purr only too well.

"Ray?"
"To the rescue," Ray muttered. "He first came to Chicago for
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reasons that don't matter, and he's stuck here ever since, like a

lesion."

"Ray!"
"You want to handle the woman?" Raywhispered fiercely, his

entire body a bundle of coiled tension shot through with red
swaths of anger."No? Didn't think so. Okay, so I'll handle the
women, you," his fingers stabbed Fraser's chest, "do not get to
complain or look at me like that when I do."

"Look at you likewhat?"
"Biggreen monster—"
"I thought itwaslittle green men,"the blonde woman butted in.
"Speaking of green," Fraser said hurriedly, "I found this—"
"Oh yeah," she said dismissively, very nearly sneering. "We

have tons of meteor rock around town. It used to be all over

the place, but it's finallybeing cleared up."
"So meteor fragments are routine here?"
"Ten a penny," she said, taking it from him and turning it in

her hand. "Or about ten bucks for one this size."

"So people buy and sell them?" Fraser asked, keeping Ray
firmlybetweenhimselfand Chloe's inviting smileand tightly-
clad bosom.

"That's not all they do with them," she said, smiling up at
him, stepping around Ray, getting entirely too close, and the
combination of what she'd said with the way she'd said it,
well, Fraser really didn't want to think how uncomfortable it
would be to use the meteor fragments the way she seemed to
be suggesting.

"So they do a bunch of things with the rocks? Such as?"Ray
said, moving forward gracefully at the precise moment Fraser
stepped back.

For one ignoblesecond, Fraser wondered if Ray and his ex-
wife had moved that well together anywhere other than on
the dance floor. Which immediately conjured up images of
Ray moving with Stella, fitting together perfectly, images that
made Fraser blush with shame for allowing his imagination to
stomp all over Ray's privacy like that.

Stella was, Fraser knew only too well, nearly sacred in Ray's
mind. Or at least she had been. Now... Fraser watched Ray
talking to this slightly odd, very bright young woman, half
listening to Rayand Chloe talking about interior decorating.

If he were to tell the truth, Fraser would have to admit he had

absolutely no cluewhat Raythought of Stellaany more.
Because he'd stopped asking, months ago, when the answer

had remained, time after time, "I'll always love her."
There was some pain Fraser saw no need to endure, and that,

surely, was one burden he could be forgiven for refusing.
And Ray, bless him or curse him for his perceptiveness, was

lookingat him with such tender concern, it hurt all the more.
So close to what Fraser wanted from Ray. So very close. But
as Ray would say: close, but no cigar.
Particularly not in a Freudian sense.
And woolgathering would get them
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nowhere, so he brought his attention back to what Chloe was
saying, and followed on where she led them.

"So this," Chloe said, switching on the light as she stepped
through the doorway, "is what else people do with the meteor
rocks. Or what the meteor rocks do to them."

Ah. Not interior decorating: it wasn't wallpaper or art she
was hanging on her wall, but newspaper clippings. Dozens of
them. And all of them were...

"Weird," Ray said, hooked by a picture of whatappeared to
be an exsanguinated deer.

"That's why it's called theWall of Weird," Chloe said, fingers
tapping lightly across the various images. "And thisisonlythe
stuffwe have pictures for.The rest of it..."

And Fraser lether tales wash over himand through him,as
hestared dutifully at the photographs, andtriedvery hardnot
to stare at Ray instead.

Whoseemed,at leastsincethey'd arrivedin Smallville, a little
less hooked on Stella and a little more interested in Fraser.

When Clark walked in as if he owned the place, Lex wasn't
in his office, for once: he'd known Clark was coming, and the
thought of watching Clark bend and stretch across the pool
table while fondling long, hard, phallic symbols and playing
with his balls was more thanLex could manage today. So while
the uneven roar and cough of the Kents' old truck was still
dying away, Lex fled to the gym, where he could run forever
on the treadmill without getting anywhere—which was a very
depressing metaphor for hislife right now.

At least running endlessly on the treadmill was a very
good disguise, too: if he should flush, or sweat, or pantor do
anythingother than remain cool, calm and collected, he could
blame it on the exertion.

What a damned pity he hadn't stopped congratulating
himself on his cleverness long enough to think about the
drawbacks andpitfalls ofgrabbing the first things in the gym's
changing room, which just happened to leave him wearing
worn-thin sweatpants.

In front of Clark, who was letting hiseyes wander over Lex
with far lesssubtlety than usual.

Well, well, well, Clark really was interested after all, at least
until the next time Clark ran away from Lex and left him
feeling likea soiledpervert.

"Hey, Lex," the inspiration for most of his masturbatory
sessions and several of his most recent sexual encounters said,
"doyou knowwhere your guests are?"

"I'm their host,not their keeper, Clark."
"They might need one. They're talking to Chloe. About the

Wall of Weird."

Lex didn'tsay anything, hejust kept running nowhere.
"And they were askingaround town

where they could find Sheriff Ethan."
"Harboring felons. I should never—"
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"But I'm gladyoudid. Kyle needed a place, so did Ryan."
"I'm not sorry I did it. I meant I should never havetold Benton

and Ray," Lex said, pressing abuttonon the treadmill, increasing
the elevation, because the more exertion he could claim, the
betterhisexcuse forbeingout of breath around Clark.

Who waswearing relatively tightblackjeansand whose shirt
was rucked up because one hand was stuffed into a pocket,
pulling the front of the jeans...

Being caught scoping his best friend's crotch wasn't a
particularly smart idea, not this soon after he'd sent Clark
running for home.

But looking up at Clark's face wasn't much better: Clark was
looking at him as if he were goodenough to eat.

Which wasn't exactly surprising, given the push and pull of
whatever thehell was going on between them, but the timing
sucked. And that look wasn't exactly PG-rated, especially
considering Lex was wearing thin sweat pants. That rubbed.
Nicely. Really nicely. Not as nicely as a hand, but beggars
shouldn't be choosers.

Not when Clark was back to devouring him with his eyes.
It wouldn't last long, and he was a fool to think it would ever
lead to anything other than hot looks, but it would certainly
be replayed for manya long,hot shower. Unless Clarkfled the
scene of his repressed sexuality again. That had a tendency
to.. .deflate...the masturbatory valueof these moments.

At least Clark was just looking away now, not running away.
Andat least Lex waswearingboxerbriefs under his sweats, so
maybe Clark could pretend that any visible interest on Lex's
part (or parts) was just a fold or bunchingof the fabric.

Riiiiiiight. And meteor fragments were just harmless, inert
rocks that didn't do anythingto anyone.

"So my guests are making nuisances of themselves?" Lex
said when Clark's silence had stretched into uncomfortable
fidgeting. "I have to say, Clark, that seems like standard
operating procedure to me. Every cop I've ever known was a
pain in the ass."

And wasn't it interesting the way Clark's starehad flown to
Lex's face then straight down to hisgroin?

And wasn't it even more interesting that Clarkhad flushed
and turned away?

God save him from repressed virgins who couldn't handle
theirnascentbisexuality. And if he couldn't be saved, wasit too
much to ask for a helping hand? Preferably a nice big broad
male hand that wasn't his own for once?

Clark braced himself, and turned back around, innocent
farm-boy mask firmly in place, or perhaps that's who Clark
really believed himself to be. "But they're looking at the Wall
ofWeird, Lex."

He yanked thesafety lock outofthetreadmill, hopped lightly
tosolid groundbefore the tread could stall andtrip him. "And
aslong asChloe's hadenough sense to keep mypicture offthat
wall, I don't see what this has to do with me, Clark."

f^l
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"They're cops," Clarksaid, as if that explained everything.
Which it did, for Lex, but it shouldn't, for Clark. "I thought

the Kents believedin the goodness of Sheriff Ethan and all his
colleagues?"

"Apart from the deputy who kidnapped Lana and buried
Chloe alive, yeah, we immediately trust every cop in the
country! Plus, they're outsiders, Lex. They're not used to...to
stuff. Not the stuff that happens in Smallville."

"And that bothers you?" Lex picked up a small hand towel,
used it to wipe the sweat from his head and neck, kept it in his
handso it could hang, casually of course, in front of hisgroin.
This close to Clark, so soon after Clark had looked at him

with lust, he needed all the camouflage he could get. Which
waspathetic and ridiculous, but being in Smallville didn't just
mean an ungodly number of concussions, it meant an unholy
lack of conjugal relationsbecause evenmarriageturned out to
be subject to meteor mutant murderousness. "Or is it that the
truth scares you, Clark?"

"Why would the truth scare me?" Clark asked, his usual
stalling tactic for not answering questions. "I'm just a regular
person, I live on a farm with my parents like half the people
around here. What do I have to be scared of?"

"You tell me, Clark," Lex said, taking one dangerous step
forward, one step into Clark's personal space, into Clark's
presence, one step closer to the taboo of actually touching. He
knewhe shouldn't, but damnit, Clark was looking at him, and
Clarkwas keeping the truth from him again, when a complete
stranger was willing to tell him about mothers, and memories,
and pain. "What does a Kent have to be scared of?"

"Foreclosure," Clark said immediately, the truth a perfect
means of lying.

And even that soupcon was enough truth to soothe Lex's
irritation. "I could help with that."

"Not with my dad around you can't. He's too stubborn and
proud to accept a handout."

"It wasn't a handout. It was a legitimate business deal..."
And the words just drifted to a stop, because Lex'sbreath had
been stolen by the indulgent affection in Clark's eyes.

"No way you'd ever make an offer like that if it hadn't been
for me. And my dad knows that. You dressed it up and made
it lookgood, but it's lousy business to invest the wayyou were
offering,"Clark said, voice as warm as a hug. "But if I wouldn't
keep the truck..."

"Are you implying I run my business based on sentiment?"
He could feel the smile pushing at his lips even as he said it,
responding to the way Clark was looking at him.

"It's one way of making your dad mad."
The smile escaped, and it took real effort to rein it in, took

even more effort not to lean forward and kiss the fond smile

on Clark's face, but even Lex Luthor wouldn't push that far.
Not yet, maybe not ever."A new way of making my dad mad.
I'll keep that in mind."
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"Think about it. Overblown sentimentality that costs

money," Clark was grinning at him now. "It's a heckof a way
to break free of your heritage."

He could actually feel a bubble of singularly undignified
laughter tickling inside his chest. "Look, Pa, I'm a walking
Hallmark card."

"Something like that. Although, Lex," Clark leaned in close
enough that body heat was shared, mingled, and hearts beat a
little faster, "I don't think you'd look too good in pink hearts."

It was on the tip of his tongue to ask, 'what do you think I
would look good in?' but Clark was pulling back, the smile
growingawkward, the tall,strong body going clumsy.

One more breath, and he'd scare Clark off again:he'd pushed
enough for one day, and if he had any chance of getting what
he wanted from Clark without feeling like a monster, then
he had to be as unlike his father as possible. He couldn't be
greedy, couldn't allow himself that particular weakness his
father insisted was strength.

Maybe Clark's running away wasn't all repressed sexuality
and internalized homophobia: maybe some of it was the
predatory gleam Lexhad seen so often in his father's eyeswhen
gloating over a new acquisition. Maybe it was the glint Lexhad
seen in his own eyes, standing before the mirror, imagining
himself in front of LuthorCorp's Board of Directors after a
hostile takeover, or in the Oval Office, the whole country—the
whole world—at his feet.

"Youknow I'm your friend, right?" Lex said before he could
censor himself.

"There aren't too many things I'm sure of right now,Lex,but
that I know."

"Good," he said, off-balance with all this bluntness and

honesty and up-front emotionalism. "Because I am."
"Yeah, I know."

And damnit, but Clark was grinning at him again, amused
and affectionate and entirely too sexy for Lex's self-control,
and Lex's self-control was something they were both
depending on.

Which was, in a really warped way considering Lex's
infamous past, downright hilarious. Lex Luthor, bastion of
self-denial and sexual continence.

The end of the world, obviously, was nigh. There was no
other possible explanation for this. One minute Lex was
thinking of ways to fuck Clark over the pool table or even
better, his desk, and the next, he was thinking of ways to keep
them both at a purely platonic level because that's what Clark

needed right now even if it wasn't what Clark wanted all the
time.

They were both so schizophrenic, Lexwouldn't be surprised
if there were four people in this room, not just two, although
this being Smallville under the
influence of the meteors...

Life was so much simpler when it
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was all about hate, rebellion, sex and drugs and rock and roll.
This love business...

"Lex? Are you okay?"
Okay?Was Lexokay?Lexwas pole axed,blindsided, run over

by a steamroller and feeling incredibly, unbelievably stupid
because he hadn't noticed he wasin lovewith Clark,but apart
from that?

"I'm just—hunky-dory," Lex said, mockery blatant, a
warning to let it go just as clear."What?"

Clark watched him for a moment, before saying, almost
carefully: "You know I'm your friend too, right?"

Lex heard his own breath hitch, knew Clark had heard it too

by the wayClark looked at him.
"I guess I haven't said that to you too much," Clark said,

more than a little shamefaced. "I—"

"It'sokay," Lex brokein, the word'love'ricocheting through
his brain likea bullet."I understand, it'sokay, I know—"

"Lex,you're babbling."
"And Luthors don't babble? Christ, Clark, Luthors do

everything everyone elsedoes,and more,onlybigger."
"I know that, and you're not;«sf a Luthor—"
"No?Tell that to your dad."
"I have," Clark said, hardasa punch. "And I'llkeep on telling

him. But Lex, are you reallyokay,you look..."
Like what? Like a man who's suddenly realized he's in love

and doesn't want to be? Like a man who has vivid memories

of what it's like to love a Luthor, his own mother, awash in a
sea of white linen and pillows, trapped in a bed,dying, while
her husband went on far-flung business trips and world-wide
affairs, all dutifully reported in the press?

Lips barely parted, Lex tooka deep, deep breath, throughhis
nose, out through his mouth, the way he'd been taught was
supposedto release stress, but whichhe'd always found simply
reestablished control.

"Iappreciate yourfriendship, Clark,"hesaid, perfectly calmly.
"And I really wouldlike to hang with you this afternoon,but I
have work I need to do."

"But Lex—"

"Oh, yes, my guests and the Wall of Weird," Lex said,
sidetracking the conversation neatly. "You already said there
wasnothing foryouto worryabout, and if there is,youshould
be talking to Chloe, not me."

Clarkwasstaringat him as if he'd suddenlymorphed into this
week's meteormutant,which was laughable, really, because Lex
hadbeen a mutant foryears, anda freak for even longer.

"What's wrong?"
"Wrong? Why should anything be wrong? My guests are

being entertained with Chloe's Wall of Weird, you and I have
reaffirmed our friendship. Really, Clark, if thiswere anymore

Rockwellian, we'd be sitting at a diner
sipping milk shakes. Say hi to your
mom for me."
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And this time, it was Lex doing the running away. Not to
mommy, or home, but to the fine woolen armor of perfectly
tailored suits and the powerful isolation of a very, very, very
fast car.

SheriffEthan wasn'texactly hard to find: hewasin the diner's
largest table, in full uniform, finishing up both a meal and
a conversation with one of the local farmers. Now this was

something Fraser could understand evenin this town: any law
enforcement in a small community (of forty-five thousand,
his mind supplied helpfully, makinghim bogglejust slightly)
knew that the best way to police the community was to fix
things before they broke. And the best way to do that was
interaction with the locals, being available for people to just
happen by and sit down just to say hello, and then unburden
themselves. Sit in the office, and peoplewouldn't say a word
about anything. But sit in
the local diner, or coffee shop, or hunting supply store, and
people wouldstop by to vent,or mention somethingnot quite
right,or talk in low, uneasy tones, about how they didn't like
the waytheir neighbor washandling his kids,or his wife.

AsFraser and Rayapproached, the locals melted away, until
there wereonly a couple of people well out of earshot of the
Sheriff's booth.

"Sheriff?" Frasersaid,quite unableto beso rudelyfamiliar as
to use the Sheriff's first name.

"Well, who do we have here?" the Sheriff said, getting to
feet, what had no doubt once been an impressive footballer's
physique now allowedto go to pot.

With something very much like shock, Fraser realized the
sheriff was only a handful of years older than himself. "But
for the grace of God," he murmured, only Ray close enough
to hear him.

"Sheriff," Ray said, nodding a greeting, then accepting the
outstretched hand.

Fraserwasverycarefulnot tosmileasthehandshakelingered,
both men's knuckles going white with their surreptitious
mano-a-mano battle. When it was his turn, he reached out

first, automatically reciting, "Constable Benton Fraser, Royal
CanadianMounted Police. I firstcame to Chicago..."

And he made a point of not gripping the sheriff's hand
hard, of not displaying strength or aggression or any other
testosterone inspired gestures. Which flummoxed the sheriff
very nicely indeed.

Out of the corner of his eye, he could see Ray hiding a very
wicked little smile.

"...Canadian Consulate. You have a marvelously unique
town here, Sheriff."

"We suredo," SheriffEthansaid,reclaiming his hand as if he
didn't know quitewhetherto wipe it offor not."And I already
know all about you—Detective Kowalski here too. Got a call
from Chicago tellingus to offeryouanyhelpyou need."
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"Oh. Well. We certainly won't hesitate to call on you if we
need any help. Of any kind."

"You do that. I hear you'vebeen at the high school."
"Yes, with a charming young—" a sharp glance at Ray shut

his partner up before Raycould snigger, snickeror provide any
other commentary,"—reporter, Chloe Sullivan."

"Yeah, I heard. You know, son,"and Fraser hoped his double-
take at that didn't show,although he caught a glimpse of Ray's
reaction, "you can't believeeverything Chloe tells you. In fact,
she's a sweet kid," another reaction from Ray, "but you can't
believe anything she tells you. You know how kids are, heads
fullof the crap television stuffsin them, seeingconspiracies—"

"Andmeteors?"Fraserasked,plucking the meteor rock from
his borrowed jeans' pocket.

"Those are harmless. The government's done studies."
"But the articles on Chloe's wall—"

"Are weird, I'll give her that, but they all started when the
fertilizer plant opened, and before LexLuthor took over from
his dad, that place had safety violations up the ying-yang, and
that was even with the money Lionel Luthor was shelling out
to keep the inspectors happy. So round here, we figure if he
was getting cited for all those violations even when he had the
inspectors in his pocket, there must have been some serious
infractions out there."

"The thing is, sheriff," Ray said, swinging his leg over the
back of the chair and just sliding into the seat, like a serpent
or a stripper, "it takes a while for chemical mutations to
show up. You remember Three Mile Island? Love Canal?
Took years for those kids to get cancer.And that's what puts
the weird in Chloe's wall o' weird. Those kids all got cancer
and illnesses—they got asthma, birth defects, skin problems,
mental development problems, but none of them turned into
fat-suckingprom queens, or mom-eating bugboys."

"She wasn't a prom queen," Sheriff Ethan said as if that was
the only thing that could possibly need clarification amongst
fat-suckers and mom-eating bugboys. "And there was no
evidence..."

"I'm sure there wasn't. Sheriff," Fraser paused, licked his
lips, glanced at Ray, then continued, "I grew up in very small
communities and I've policed largely unpopulated regions
dotted with communities sometimes numbering no more
than two dozen souls. I know how...odd some places, and
people are. I know that there are many things that can't be
explained and certainly can't be included in reports."

For a long moment, Sheriff Ethan looked at him, then
cocked his head in Ray'sdirection, the question obvious.

Ray simply launched into a description of a case involving
voodoo spells, segued into lip-reading deaf wolves with a
penchant for doughnuts, and ended with the single strongest
reassurance he could muster that would prove he was used
to weird. "Canadian," he said, pointing at Fraser. "Lotsa
Canadians."
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"Good point," Ethan replied, relaxing back against the deep

red leatherette of the booth. "This place.. .they're good people,
you gotta understand that."

"Once," Fraser said in the voice Ray knew meant a story
was cued up and ready to go, "I came across a small hamlet,
really just a handful of houses, very isolated. They were
on a small hummock of land in the middle of what was

a lake in summer and sucking bog under a treacherously
thin layer of ice in winter. They'd become so isolated, they
spoke an incomprehensible version of English and their
marriage practices were..." Fraser tugged at the collar of his
borrowed shirt and examined the array of condiments on
the white Formica table top, "...enough to make even tabloid
newspapers blush. As far as I know, those people are still there,
still speaking their own language, only now they also speak
English and use satellite phones and the internet to get what
they want from the outside world."

"You didn't enforce the law?"

"Of course I did, Sheriff. I was simply...thoughtful...about
which lawsapplied and how justice could best be served."

"It all began around here in October, 1989," Sheriff Ethan said,
elbows on the table, voice low and quiet. "I was pretty much a
rookie back then, but I was on duty when the meteor shower hit,
so I saw most of it and helped clean up the worst of it..."

Fraser and Ray both listened, Fraser leaning forward in
rapt attention, Ray leaning back in very cool near boredom,
as the sheriff related tales of flaming meteors and death,
dismemberment and disorientation, of a town burning and
afraid and inured to anything odd that might happen after a
day like that.

"Wasn't just the deaths and injuries. Hell, this is tornado
country, we haven't had too many direct hits, but we get 'em,
and we cope. But...we grow up with the tornadoes, we know
the way the sky looks before they hit, we have Doppler radar
warnings and the like now. But back then—the sky fell. On
a clear blue day, outta nowhere, the sky fell on us. There was
no warning, no time to run, nowhere to run to, because those
damned meteors, they covered the town and half the farms
around here. I don't believe any of Chloe's crap about the
meteors changing people, you can't convince me it's anything
but the chemicals from the plant, but folks around here haven't
been the same since the meteor strikes."

"Because the sky fell."
"Came crashing down on us. People like old Widow Carver.

Swore up and down a meteor had landed right outside her
house and it was the flash that burned her retina. Only the
truth was her daughter was driving up to the house when she
was hit by a meteor, killed instantly, judging by the accident
site. But Cassandra...right after the accident, she said she
didn't want to see or know a world

that didn't have her daughter in it, and
two days later, she was blind. Seemed
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perfectly normal, but she didn't remember her own daughter
and claimed she could see the future."

"Could she?" Fraser asked in all seriousness.

"She thought she could. But round here, we don't ask too
many questions about people. Too many of 'em ended up
kinda fragileor just kinda different after the meteors hit. So we
never notice anything and we never ask questions."

"Even if they're bugboys?" Raydemanded.
"Even if there are some unusual circumstances connected

with certain events," SheriffEthan said levelly. "So round here,
we don't look too closely at things, because sure, if someone
becomes some kind of miraculous football player, what
they've always dreamed of being, you can talk about that."

"But?"Fraser prompted.
"Butsometimes, it'smore likethey'vecracked a little,or like

instead of making their dreams come true, they'vemade their
worst nightmares come true."

"Like the young man with the fascination with insects."
"I didn't knowhe'd hadsexwith his mom." Ray interrupted.

"Chloedidn't sayanythingabout that."
"Insects, Ray," Fraser repeated, enunciatingvery, veryclearly.

"Asin bugs."
"Not incest—okay, right, gotcha. Uh, sorry, Sheriff, I

kinda..."

"We're a small town, Ray, but we're not Mayberry. We have
allthebigcityproblems youbigcitycopsareusedto,onlynot
as often."

"Sheriff," Fraser interrupted before Rayand the sheriff could
get into a metaphoric chest-beating competition,"given the
natureof certainspiderpractices, whatexactly did youdo with
the mother's body?"

"Yeah, the vet talked to us about spider eggs sacsand.. .other
things. Sowecremated her," Ethan said."It'sone of the things
nobody in Smallville talks about, but it's nothingfor you big
city cops to investigate either. We bury regular deaths, but
since about '89...well, thereare folks wecremate, and nobody
questions it, nobody says a word about it, wejust do it. Kind of
an insurance policy after old Mr. Crane."

Ray shuddered. "Spidersare bad enough, don't tell us about
Mr. Crane."

"But Ray—"
"We don't needto know. We're not investigating here,Fraser.

We're just being nosy, because it's obvious this doesn't have
anything to do with the other stuff we need to be aware of."

The harboring of felons, seven of which were currently on
the loose somewhere nearby or in a neighboring state, looking
for one cop and one Canadian Mountie to kill.

"In that case, thank you kindly for your time and
information, Sheriff."

"No problem..."
"Constable." Fraser supplied,

flawlesslypolite.
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And Ray didn't show by so much as a flicker of an eyelash
that he noticed the distance and formality Fraser had just
imposed on the sheriff. So pointedly different from what
Fraser was allowing Lex.

"Constable," Sheriff Ethan continued, "you need to
remember there's nothing weird going on in Smallville that
can't be explained by chemical pollution and the fears and
insecurities caused by the meteor shower."

"I'll be sure to remember your excellentadvice,Sheriff."
And with a last'thank you kindly,' theywereout the door and

out at the truck, Fraser looking at Ray like his grandmother
would have, Ray grinning as he waited till the last possible
second to buckle his seatbelt.

"So.Not the fertilizer plant. Meteors," Ray said.
"Absolutely," Fraser replied.
"Thinkyoushouldcarrya piece around sinceit turns people

into freaks?"

"Oh well, since you already think I'm a freak, I thought
there'd be no harm in hanging onto it."

Ray's grin warmed, turned wicked and amused."That why
you have it in your pants pocket, Frase? Hoping for some
mutation down below?"

And knowing Rayexpected him to be flustered and fumble,
Fraser leaned back in his seat instead,spreadhis jean-cladlegs
and said asurbanelyas he'd everheard Ray speak,"Oh, I think
I'm already satisfactory in that department,Ray."

Delighted at having turned the tables for once, he looked at
Ray and realized the tables hadn't been turned, they'd been
upended. Because Raywas looking at him.

Lookingat his crotch.
Looking at his crotch wherehis body was behaving in a way

that wasentirely unsatisfactory around one's friends.
In a way that utterly betrayed just how much he still wanted

Rayand just how willing he'd be to act on it.
Fraser sat up quickly, used transferring the meteor rock

from his borrowed jeans to the glove box as his excuse to
turn slightly sideways, concealing his turgid penis, which was
softening with torturous slowness.

He wasn't the least bit surprised when Ray's jaw clenched,
nor when the truck sped forward, a jerky flick of Ray's wrist
turning the radio on too loud to music neither one of them
liked.

But the noise filled the truck cab, was a nearly physical
presence, an audio chaperone, and a perfect excuse for them
to sit in total non-speaking silence all the way back to the
mansion.

And it gave Frasertime to ponder whetherthe cusp Ray was
obviously reaching would lead to more, or less, than theyhad
now.

Zf Lex had arrived one minute later, it would've been his
guests going through the gates first, and he would've turned
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around and gone...somewhere else. Metropolis. Grandville.
EdgeCity.Gotham. Somewhere, anywhere, as long as it didn't
involveinteracting with human beings for reasons other than
sex and/or drugs.

But he'd been driving fast enough that he had pulled
through the gate just before his guests, and by then it was too
late to do anything other than drive up to the portico and wait
for them.

He was a Luthor: he'd been raised on good manners
and politeness that would make even the Kents pale in
comparison. Bythe time his guests had pulled up behind him,
he had his anger stifled back where it belonged. He was still
metaphorically kicking himself for being so blind, so stupid,
so delusional that he hadn't admitted to his own feelings for
Clark.The anger was neatly boxed up and put away, the love...
well, that was threatening to turn into a cozy comforter or the
security blankets he'd seen other kids clutching, something
that wrapped him up and made him feel...safe.

The feeling was so bizarre, he wasn't entirely sure whether
he liked it or not, but it fit him like a glove or a shroud, and
there was no point wasting energy trying to figure it out right
now. He'd deal with it, quietly, and certainly not in front of
his guests. He left the keys in the car and turned to his guests,
noticing with something like amusement that Benton had no
need to physically haul Rayfrom the truck the way he had with
the Lamborghini. By the time his guests had finished their
endless banter and were looking at him, Lexhad his features
perfectlyschooled into interested politeness and a not-quite-
distant welcome—which faltered between a genuine warm
welcomeand a fairlyintense fight-or-flight response as Benton
walked towards him wearing Clark's shirt.

"Lex,do you always drive that fast?"
"You're definitely Clark Kent's older brother," Lex said,

sidestepping both the question and the sudden impediment
of Ray standing between him and Benton. "It's usually
pretty quiet around here on Sundays, did you find anything
interesting to do?"

"Wecertainly did. We met the Sheriff, and a charming young
reporter named—"

"Chloe. She'smy plant manager's daughter—did she tell you
her theories on meteors, mutants and Smallville?"

"You believe her?" Ray said, sounding surly, sidestepping
every time Lexmade a move towards Fraser.

"Considering the other local theory is that it's my plant
doing this, I prefer her theory to the popular one."

"Yeah?"

Fraserhad the oddest notion that Raywasjust looking for an
excuse to punch Lex, the same intense but irrational response
Ray had had to Councilman Orsini all that time ago. Which
made no sense at all: even if he and Raywere involved—which
they most definitely weren't—Lex had done nothing. Lex
hadn't dated him or—
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Oh.

Lexhad been smiling at him, and he'd smiled back. To Ray,
that would've looked like flirting...

Lex was looking at him, amused and slightly mocking, over
Ray'sshoulder.

If it walks like a duck, if it quacks like a duck... Lex had been
flirting with him: trust Ray to notice it before Fraser himself
had.

"Ray, shouldn't we go and callyour...ah, Ray'ssister?"
Ray pulled the phone out of his pocket, and backed down,

awayfrom Lex,albeit with one last teeth-baring sneer.
Fraserdecided he'd better get Rayaway from Lexbefore the

first punch was thrown. And before Lex could provoke Ray
farther by doing more than just smile at him.

Although it was a lovelysmile, full of promise and a playful
sensuality that was so different from anything Fraser had ever
seen turned his way, whether from woman or man. It was
a smile that could convince him that being seduced by Lex
would be fun, no strings attached, just good, not-so-clean
fun.

Of course, Victoria's smile had convinced him she truly
loved him, and look how true that had turned out to be.

"Benton?"

"I'm fine," he replied automatically, even though nothing
had been asked: in his experience, any name said in that tone
of voice signaled concern. And he was fine, or at least better
than he had been when he'd nearly sold his soul to be with
her.

Ray and Lexwere both looking at him with a complete lack
of conviction, but it was Raywho came closer to him, Raywho
looked right into his eyes, Ray who pronounced him: "Not
fine,but memories can't kill you. So yeah, you're fine."

Although that last assertion had a strong undercurrent "and
whenwe're in private,you're going to spill your guts or I'll kick
youin the head."Whichwas,frankly, another reason to beglad
he wouldn't be sharing a room or a bed with Raytonight.

But if he wanted to...

Lex was still looking at him, but the smoldering, flirtatious
seduction had given way to a concern that was almost...
friendly. Then Lex caught him looking, and the concern slid
back towards flirtation, blended with the friendship, as if
a person didn't have to give up friendship to have physical
affection too.

"Want me to kiss it better?" Lex said, the self-deprecating
smirk making the line funny rather than just appallingly
cheesy.

"Want me to kickyou in the head?"
"Is that your only threat, Ray? You need to diversify. You

won't get anywhere with just one act of violence in your
portfolio."

"Yeah? Well you won't get far
with..."
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Lex just stood there while Ray did a visual inventory of

mansion, car that cost more than a several homes, even Lex's
quietly expensive clothes.

"Damn," Ray said. "You even pull off the bald look. You
should grow it back,give the rest of us a chance."

It wasn't often that Lex Luthor was surprised enough to
show it."I can't. This," he ran his hand over his smooth scalp,
"is from the meteors."

Which meant—

Ray kicked Fraser in the shin,unsubtly.
Fraser shut his mouth, trapping the question beforeit could

escape.

But Ray's reaction confirmed it: theyboth thought Lex was
like one of the people on Chloe's Wall. Fraser was almost
tempted to ask what Lex did—shimmer through walls,
channel electricity, sucktheyouth from people...

Which would at least explain all these 20-something
"teenagers."

Andthe completelackof middle and gradeschoolchildren.
Or maybe Smallville's citizens were intensely Victorian

and had a strictly enforced by-law that said children should
be neither seen nor heard before their fifteenth birthday. Or
maybe there had been no viable births for years after the
meteor shower.

Lex, completely at ease while hisguests fumbled forthe right
thing to say, smirked slightly and walked past them up the
stairs, pausing at the door."Are you coming in,gentlemen, or
are you goingto stayoutsidefor a whilekicking yourselves?"

"I'm sorry," Fraser said, mere stepsbehind Lex, his boots echoing
even more annoying today as he hurried to catch up to Lex,
stopping himwith a hand on Lex's forearm. "We're simply...

"Curious? Intrigued? Fascinated?"
"Sidetracked," Ray said, sending Fraser a dirty look for

reasons beyond Fraser's comprehension. "This Wall crap—
yeah, you got mutants, but I'm from Chicago, we gotweirder
thanyou and wedidn't even needanymeteor rocks."

"Oh dear," Fraser said, not looking at Ray, giving Lex an
ingratiating smile instead. "Heseemsto have quitea bee in his
proverbial bonnet about..."

Lex waited, but there was nothing Fraser could say without
digging himself into a very deep holewithRay or Lex or both.
"Speaking of bonnets, I couldn't help but notice you have a
very fine collection of Scottish armor."

"Not me, my dad," Lex said, permitting the change of topic,
letting both of them off the hook and turning Ray's temper
aside. "Apart from books, my tastes runcloser to this century."

"And a little farther from your father's apparent fascination
with war?"

"As far from that as I can get."
"Ah," Fraser said, following Lex into

the office area. "The desk, the chairs,
the rug..."
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"The Le Corbusier chaise longue, the electronics, allof that.
You should see my bedroom—" which came out innuendo-
free, till Lex realized what he'd said and unleashed another one
of those invitingsmiles on Fraser.

"I bet he will. Some of us aren't sidetracked," Ray said
pointedly, his glare quite out proportion if all that was
bothering him wasFraserbeingsidetracked.

Ray rana handover hishair, the familiar gesture such a close
match to Lex's that it made Fraser blink.

Then Ray was talking to himwithout looking at him. "Look,
okay, so right, you're on vacation and you're a grown man so
I gotta... Frannie has a shift today, so I'll call her, check out
what's goingon.You can..." Ray staredat Fraser fora moment,
then ducked his head, shoulders hunched as he walked away.
"I'll see you later."

And it bothered Fraser that Ray hadn't sounded sure of that
at all.

The doors closed behind his partner,and Fraserturned back
to his host, to find himself under the closest scrutiny, from
eyes thatwere theexact shade oftheNorthern sky in theshort,
thin daysbefore night set in and after summer had burned.

For just a moment, Lex looked like.. .home.
"I thought you and Ray weren'tinvolved?"
"We're not," Fraser said, then threw caution to the wind and

added, "but not forlack of inclination on myside."
"Ah," Lex said, andFraser understood exactly why hehimself

drove Raynuts when he said that.
"Ah?"

"Let's just say I'm not unfamiliar with that situation
myself."

"Ah," Fraser said, getting a small smile out of Lex, lightening
the mood before they both ended up wallowing in self-pity
when anyone could just walk in and catch them.

Lex was following Fraser's gaze around the room, noticing
everything that Fraser was noticing.

"Do you fence?" Lexaskedwhen Fraserwent over to examine
the collection of foils and epees thrust into an umbrella stand
in a casual,careless displayof wealth.

"Not as such," Fraser said, pulling out a very nice blade,
flexing it experimentally. "I'm quite competent with whittling
and I've read several books on the subject of sword fighting.
It seems simple enough, if one applies principles of balance,
control, Einstein's Theory of Relativity and Newton's Third
Law of Motion. For every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction..."

With a flourish worthyof Zorro, Lex pulleda blade out and
tapped the tip against Fraser's chest. "Care for a match? Book
learning against years ofexperience. Thrust andparry."

"Equal and opposite reactions."
Not that either of them was talking entirely about fencing,

of course. Not that either of them was putting on protection
either, but both were taking up the position.
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"En garde," Frasersaid, raising his blade to Lex.
Who acknowledged him, and then—
Movement, light and strong as the wind over unbroken miles

of tundra, and Fraser knew how to move into and away from
that. He planted himself, strength and bulk his only defense
against all that spry, airy motion.

And Lex had strength too. A wind could break an oak, but
not a reed that knows how to bend.

Somewhere in there was a lesson.

Slowly, very slowly, although their bodies were moving fast,
quick glittering movements touched by the bright glamour of
sunlight through colored glass, they shifted, balance edging
first one way, then the other, wind and air learning something
from the rock and oak, stolidity taking cautious flight, tasting
what it is to be free from the surly bonds of earth.

So wrapped up were they in each other, in this lesson each
wasgiving and each receiving, that neither noticed when Clark
took root on the threshold betweenopen doors, nor when Ray
breezed in through the narrow gap left between Clark and the
doorframe. Nor did they notice when Clark and Raylooked at
each other, and both walked heavilyaway.

Regardless of who had given birth to him, he was Martha
Kent's son, so he made the offer with good grace and even
some hint of willingness. "Since they're...busy, is there
anywhere you'd like to go? I could show you around."

Ray looked out over the sweep of sandstone steps leading
down to the driveway, then beyond, to the endless flow of
lawn, to an even more endless sea of farmland (and hills, and

forests, but for the sake of everything that was supposed to
make sense, he was ignoring those). "I'm allergic to the great
outdoors," he said.

"Then how about the movies? Or the local museum. It's

closed today but 1can..."
"You think I'm going to arrest you if you pick a lock?"
That wasn't exactlyquite what Clark had had in mind, but it

was close enough for a stranger. "Isn't that what cops do?"
"Not me,"Raysaid, as if his voicewere a stranger to him too.

"Not me."

"Then what do you do?" Clark asked, heading towards the
side of the building, Ray accompanying him pretty much
automatically.

"Me? I pretend to be someone I'm not," Ray muttered,
echoing something Fraser had told him a long time ago about
the original Ray Vecchio. "What do you do?"

"Nothing much. I go to school,"he didn't miss Ray'sdouble-
take,but in Smallville, a person learned to pretty much ignore
those, and in self-defense, Clark had turned it into a fine art, "I

work on the farm. That's about it."

He watched out of the corner of his eye to gauge Ray's
reaction; realized that cop instincts weren't just the stuff of
legends.
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"I can go along with that."
Not believe it, just go along with it. "So you think I'm

lying?"
"I know you're lying," Ray said, shrugging, apparently too

busy looking at the mansion's crenellations and ostentations
to pay much attention to Clark, but missing absolutely
nothing. "But the truth's overrated anyway."

"How can you say that?"
And boom, the buried anger was right there, erupting up

through the layers of repression and control. "Because the
truth ruins everything! Me and Stella were fine, till we started
trying to make it perfect and started telling each other the
truth, and me and Fraser were fine till he told me..."

Clark opened a small side door, leading them into what had
been the Great Room and was now Lex's gym. "What did he
tell you?"

"Anyoneever tell you you're nosy?" Rayasked, going around
Clark to the boxing ring that dominated the entire room.
"Wow," he said, stroking his hands along the coarse canvas
and smooth ropes, turning around to look at all of the framed
posters of boxing greats, their names dropping from his lips
like a prayer.

"Look at this! This is just..."
Clark shrugged, keeping over beside the door, wellawayfrom

all these things that invited men to unleash their strength and
aggression. "It's one of Lex's favorites. If you go through that
door," he nodded at the door in the opposite corner, "it leads to
the main entertainment room where we were last night."

"I can watch movies any time," Raysaid, crouching down to
take off his boots, leaping up to climb into the ring, dancing
on his toes, throwing a few punches. "Hey, c'mon, get some
gloves,we can spar—"

And Clark visibly recoiled.
"Uh, no, thanks. I don't box—"

"So I'll teach you. I used to coach boxers, I'm good at it, let
me teach you."

"No, I'm fine, I don't want to—"

"I'll be gentle with you," Ray said, smile all challenge and
mockery.

Clark was moving forward, pulling off his jacket before
his brain got in gear, then he pulled himself up short, nearly
stumbling. "No, I can't."

"C'mon, don't be a coward, it's an art—"

"No," Clark said, trying to keep the anger and resentment
and everything else out of his voice, "I said I can't"

Not don't want to. But can't. Ray stopped, came over to the
ropes and looked down at Clark's open face, recognized the
miasma of emotions he saw there from all the other faces he'd

seen it on: young men brought up on a steady diet of violence
and brittle pride, young men for
whom violence was something they'd
endured all their lives, young men
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who had committed violence on others and feared that within

themselves. Feared that next time, they would do worse.
Fearedthat next time, they wouldn't stop.

And that's what boxing was all about.
"Come up here,"Raysaid, gentle command and unyielding

reassurance. "Boxing's not about violence, it's about control.
It'sabout knowingyour ownstrength,it'sabout learningto let
offjust enough steam so you won't explode and do something
you'll regret. Come on. We'll put on helmets and gloves, you
can't hurt me."

"Yes I can," Clarkwhispered, and forthisman,thisstrangerwho
knewviolence, this cop who struggled with temper and control,
he could let it show. Could let his own fear show, to meet and

matchthis man's,who wouldbegone in justa few days.
"The meteors?"

Close enough. He didn't confirm it, but he didn't deny it.
Lying by omission, which was a sin in some quarters, but
which Clark considered getting off easy, compared to some of
the lies he'd had to tell friends.

"Okay, so no sparring.We'll startyouwiththe punchingbag,
moveup to people after.Go get some gloves, and I'll teachyou
the delicate art of the speed bag."

He'dbarelymade the bag move at all,and he glanced at Ray,
expecting Ray to be looking at him like he was a total wuss.But
Ray waslooking at him with sympathy and understanding,as
if he'd seen other guys do this a hundred times.

"Good, that shows you know how to pull your strength all
the way back," Ray said. "Now try letting it out, a drop at a
time, like this—" tiny light taps to the hanging ball, barely
disturbing it, but setting it swinging, eacharca fractionhigher.
"Easy, easy, easy. And don't worry about it—you can't hurt a
speed bag.Youcan bust it, but you can't hurt it."

Because it wasn't a person,and it wasn'ta wooden upright in
his family's kitchen, and there was no glory, no temptation to
show off for cheerleaders or his dad or—or himself.

Norepercussions,just controllinghimselfthewayhe'd learned
to control his strength. He could do this, he could let out some
of this.. .boiling massinsidehim.Drop,bydrop, by drop.

Easy,easy, easy.

But it was hard, hard, hard. He could feel his shoulders

knotting with the conflict of wanting to slam his fist into that
ball,let the anger out, and the need to control the anger rising
up to counteract that. He'd been taught that all his life:suppress
the anger, never lose your temper, never let it loose...

"Drop,by drop, bydrop," Ray saidat hisside."Easy. Justtake
it easy, can't do it all at once, learn how it feels, you're the one
in control, not the anger. C'mon, let it go,easy, easy, easy..."

And it wasn't, but he could feel where there could be balance.

Something to do other than just running when he felt he was
going to jump out of his skin or punch
rock into dust.

Or hit a human.
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He hadn't forgotten Phelan, and what he'd wanted to do to
that slime bucket. Hadn't forgotten Nixon, and what he'd been
prepared to do to save his father. Or to prevent his father from
killing to keep his secret safe.

He hadn't forgotten what Lex had done, to save either Kent
from being killers.And he'd thrown that in Lex's face—

"Whoa, easy, easy,easy!"
Clark waspretty sure that even speed bags weren't supposed

to movethat fast.Or bounce that hard against the plate.
"Uh...I guess the swivel must be defective."
Ray looked at the bag, still swinging too fast for the eye

to see, then he looked back at Clark. "Sure," he said easily.
"Sounds good enough to me."

And why the hell couldn't Lex be like that? Why the hell
couldn't Lex be this...this...easy about his lies?

Because Lex wasn't a stranger just passing through the way
Ray was. Because Lex still believed that the truth mattered.
That it was needed for trust.

"Did the truth reallywreckyour marriage?"
Ray watched the speed bag like a hypnotist's latest client,

finally shaking himself, and looking at Clark, the bleakness
in his eyes painful to behold."It didn't help. Wewere already
in trouble, I was just lying to myself about it. Then we started
telling the truth, and all the little things you let slide in a
marriage, all the little things about the other person that bug
you or you don't like, but don't matter cos you love them?
They became these big things, because now I knew she hated
it when I watched Bullitt twice in a row, and she knew I hated

it when she used her favorite perfume and I never liked her
favorite suit, and she never liked my favorite restaurant, not
really. All these things westarted feelingguilty about, cos now
weknew eachother didn't like 'em. Weknewall the big things
to avoid—my dad, her mother—but then we started on the
little things, and that soured everything, so we started on the
big things."

"So lyingis good?"
"As longas you trust each other, yeah."
Which was a concept enough to give a Kent-raised son a

severecaseof mental whiplash.
Ray took pity on him, and nodded at him to start back on

the speed bag, easy, easy, easy, while Ray'svoicewas wistful as
a summer's breeze. "You trust each other, because you know
the lies aren't bad lies. They're little white lies, or big white
lies—you know, yeah, I love your mother's cooking, no, you
earning more'n me doesn't bother me. But you know they're
not bad lies, you know they're to protect you, make both of
you feel better.So liesare what glue a relationship together."

"That's..."

Mind-boggling.
But the possibilities...
He had to talk to Lex about this. Maybe not directly,

definitely not directly, but somehow...

(^
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Maybe they could stop the truth from tearing themapart if
onlytheycouldfind a way to makelies gluethem together.

dinner was excellent, if you looked only at the food. If you
looked at the conversation, at the people, then dinner had
been...interesting, or excruciating. Or both.

They were all fourof themoutside now, Fraser's suggestion
of a post-prandial walk shot down by Ray's protestations of
allergies, whichwereshot down by Lex's offerof antihistamine
for Ray and company for Fraser, which was circumvented by
Ray's stepping outdoorsand Clarkquietlyhemming Lex in.

The walk had been remarkably brief: only as far as the
French doors and the large patio beyond, where a table and
four chairshad been set out beside a smallportable bar.

"Fraser!" Ray hissed, grabbing Fraser's arm, pulling him
back a bit, Lex stopping until Clark urged him on towards the
far end of the grand veranda.

"You spoke to Frannie?"
"Yeah. Word is this whole gig is gonna be over soon, maybe

even tonight or tomorrow—your old friend is raking in the
info, the wholeshebangisgood to go and our felons are stillon
the loose, but the Fedsclaim they're narrowing in on them."

"In other words, we should continue to use maximum

caution—"

"—and expect the bad guys to show up before the Feds.
Not that I'm saying the Feds couldn't find their asses in a
snowstorm, but we've worked with these particular guys
before."

They certainly had, which put paid to any hope Fraser might
have entertained that the FBI would be of some assistance. In

fact, they'd be lucky if those particular FBI agents didn't lead
the felons right to their doorstep. Speaking of which... "Any
information on our host and his friend?"

"Mucho,"Raysaid, he and Fraser heading towards the other
side of the patio, as far awayfrom Lexand Clark as they could
get—well out of earshot: not even Fraserwould be able to hear
someone so far away.

And under the moonlight that covered Smallville and all its
strangenesses, Raylookedat his partner and friend,a man who
could see farther, hear better and taste chemical compounds.
A man who had been known to leap from tall buildings, or
onto cars or trains or planes. A man who could use chewing
gum and wireto hearand decoderadio messages, and Ray still
wasn't sure how Fraser had tinkered with the plane's in-flight
guidance. For a brief moment he was tempted to ask where
Fraser had been in October '89, but Fraser was Fraser: he

didn't need any meteors to make him a freak.And freak or not,
he was Fraser,his friend, before he was anyone else's freak.

"So there's a raftload of information about our host, but

none of it connected with felons in the past year and a half,"
Ray said, pretending he hadn't noticed Fraser noticing his
protracted silence. "So whatever he and Clark were talking
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about, theydidn't get caught or their felonsweren't real felons.
According to Frannie, Lex was Mr. Wild Child till he came
here. Since then, far as the law's concerned, he's been Mr.

Clean. But Frannie says it's weird—"
"Which I would venture is par for the course around here."
"Which I would agreewith. She saysall the recordsshe could

findon our bald meteor friend are from Kansas City, Chicago,
New Yorkand L.A.No Metropolis."

Losing an entire city was...disturbing. Fraser could
understand losing a settlement of fifty or so, he'd done that
himself, due to the shift of coastline after the ice broke away,
but an entire city? It had to be around here somewhere. But
then, this part of Kansas also boasted a dam and a gorge and
meteor mutants that no one outside of Smallville seemed to

notice, so why fret over an invisible city?
"He's also richer than just this mansion and a dozen hot cars

rich. So rich, we shoulda heard of him. And his dad, who is

so sleazy the FBI are trying to pin a RICO on him. And the
meteor mutant with hair?"

Fraser's eyes widened briefly at that piece of news. "Your
boxing session with him?"

"Told you you could learn everything you needed to know
from the sweet art. Anyway, our friend Clark has the funkiest
adoption you ever saw. Paper trails that dead-end where
they shouldn't, no birth certificate, an estimated age, medical
examinations and vaccinations done by a clinic that doesn't
exist and certified by a doctor whose license was revoked for
extreme drug abuse and malpractice two years later, a fly by
night adoption agency that did his one adoption then folded,
and all of it traced right back to our bald mutant's dad."

"Which is..."

"Which is stinking of illegitimate son."
"Which means we should tell them."

"Maybethat's whythey haven't done anything."
"You're sure of that?"

"Clarkdidn't saynothing—but he hinted, and I'm not stupid.
It allpointsright at illegitimate kid,but I don't know. Theonly
birth certificates Frannie could find with Lionel Luthor listed

as father were Lex's, his infant brother—SIDS..."

Fraser winced, looked ahead at where Lex and Clark were

standing side by side leaning against the low parapet that
separated the large porch from the grounds.

"And two other kids, both of which would be twelve or

under. Nowhere near Clark's age, official or what's right in
front of us."

"So perhaps they're not brothers after all.There's no family
resemblance."

"It's crazy, Fraser. I know there's something hinky about
Clark and his adoption, there's something hinky about his
parents and how he was found and
where he comes from, and illegitimate
is the best candidate to explain all
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the hinkiness, but—I got a hunch. It stinks one way, but I'm
jumping the other way."

"More Smallville strangeness?"
"Yeah. Frannie checked—none of the missing kids right

before he showed up adopted match him. None of the folks
killed around here had any kids unaccounted for. He came
from somewhere, but I don't know where."

"Maybethis legendaryMetropolis."
"Noweirderthan anythingelsein thisburg. He's fast, Fraser.

I'veneverseenanyone hit a speedbag thewayhedid.Andhe's
scared."

"Of Lex?"

"Himself. I seen it before, in the gangbangers I coached. But
he'smore scaredof himself than anyof 'em everwere."

"The mutations."

"That's some of it." Ray gave him a lingering sidelong look.
"But it's really the anger. Hate. Resentment, self-doubt, self-
loathing.. .that kid's super-sized his side orders of guilt and
self-hate." Then, after a beat, with Fraser's unspoken question
hanging between them: "Takes one to know one."

And that came under the category of interesting, and
excruciating, that hisfriend shouldfeel that way.

Not that any of those feelings were complete strangers to
Fraser. They weren't exactly intimate friends either, but there
had been times in his past ofwhich hewas less than proud.

Beside him, Ray had goneuncommonly still. "You like him,
don't you?"

"Likewho, Ray?"
Ray nodded in the direction Fraser had been looking. "The

guyyou were rubbing your blade againstthis afternoon."
He listened to the beating of his heart and the sounds of

night birds, the answer to Ray's question more complex
than his friend knew, the memory of Ray's clenched jaw and
turning away still fresh and bitter in his mind.

"Socrates said that when we appreciate beauty here onearth,
it's because we're remembering a glimpse of heaven and the
essence ofBeauty that lives there. I think love's like that, Ray."

"That better not be a crack about how I'm missing out on
heaven cos I won't dotheGreek thing with you."

Akaleidoscope of Greek pottery cascaded through Fraser's
mind, clear-cut images of joyful men taking pleasure in
each other, his desire for Ray so ragged and misshapen in
comparison. "Of course not, Ray."

"So you mean...if you can't have the real thing, the essence,
you takewhat youcan get?"

"Something likethat."
"What do you want from me, Fraser?"
"Whatever you cangive me."
And knew itwas, somehow, the wrong thing, too needy, too

vague, too something, because beside
him, Ray drifted away like smoke, or a
dream undreamt.
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Or maybe it had simply been too possible, something hard
to deny, and Ray was afraid of what it would mean to stop
saying no.

You like him,don't you?"
"Who,Benton? I'm surprised you don't."
Clark shoved his hands into his pockets in a gesture Lex

recognizedonly too well."Why should I like him?"
"Haveyou looked in a mirror lately?"
"He doesn't look anything like me!"
"But in ten, fifteen years, you'll look a lot like him."
"No, 1 won't."

Clark turned around, parked his rear end on the parapet,
and watched Fraser, who waswatchingLex.

"You'll be exactly like him in tenyears," Lex said softly.
"You don't just mean on the outside."
"You're already very like him."
"Probably why I hate his guts."
Lex raised his head sharply, the moonlight showing the

whitesof his eyes."Do you?"
But Clark had already hunched himself smaller, let his

head hang lower. "More like envy him. Because he's got it so
together."

"That's just age, Clark," Lex said, nudging him gently with
one shoulder. "As you get older, you get better at faking it."

He was rewarded witha shyglintof smile, thena nudge ofa
shoulder against his.

"Ray's talking about driving him and Benton up to
Metropolis tomorrow—you want them to wait till after
school, then you could go with them?"

"Whywould I want to spend that much time with them?"
"Because it's a trip to Metropolis and if it was after school,

you'd have to stay out late, and because..." Lex dug into his
pocket and brought out the truck's key chain Benton had
returned to himaftertheir fencing game,"...you can see what
you've been missing."

Every last atom of playfulness simply fled. "You gave them
my truck?"

"Your truck?" Lex asked. Oh, now that rankled. On top
of everything else these past weeks, that really rankled. "If I
remember correctly, your dad told you you couldn't keep it,
and you went rightalong with himandgave it back to me."

"But you said it was my truck!"
"I thought you didn't want it, Clark. It's been sitting in my

garage for over a year andyou haven't laid a finger on itother
than to reject it. So why shouldn't I lend it to someone who
does want it?"

"But you gave it to me."
"And you gave it back!" Like somany other things Lex had

offered. Like the one thing Lex had most wanted Clark to
accept. "You can't have it both ways, Clark," Lex said, keeping
his voice quietenoughthat hisguests couldn'thear. "You want
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this chaste, virginal friendship, fine. I can give you that. I'd
sooner give you a truck or the Ferrari and have a chance that
you'll come to my bed one day. But you come to me and ask
formyFerrari,I give it to you," and Lex's protection from Lex's
own baser instincts. How he'd wanted to take what Clark—

that version of Clark—was offering. But he'd denied himself,
for Clark's sake. And for what?

"You come to me and say all you want is friendship, Clark,
then that's what I'll give you, and I'll be grateful for the
friendship you give me."He stepped closer, nearlywhispering
now to contain the urge to shout and scream and yell, and it
was painfullyclear why Lex ended up in anger management
classes and wreckedhis office on a fairly regularbasis."But this
isn't about me loaning my guests the truck, is it, Clark? What
am Isupposed to do? Put mylibido on hold becauseyoudon't
want me, but you don't want me to fuck anyone else? Because
you want me to pretend I'm some kind of after school special
high school kid like you?"

"But that's what I am, Lex, even though you keep pushing
me not to be. I'm just a normal high school kid—

And that was the sort of lie he just couldn't live with. "Oh
please, you're talking to someone who got kicked out of seven
different high schools and you know something, Clark? I never
got kicked out for something I did alone," Lex snarled, and
now he was standing right in front of Clark, between Clark's
spread legs, inches away from him, anger and arousal battling
for supremacy. "Normal high school kid? Have you looked
around you? What do you think goes on at those keggers?
That kid, the one who froze my pond—you think he was
just holding hands or looking through his telescope at his
girlfriends? You think Lana's still a virgin? Because she's not,
Clark. Quarterbacks don't date cheerleaders who don't put
out. Maybe he never fucked her, but believe me, she's done
more than hold hands."

Which was about as low a blow as you could get, and Lex
wasn't surprised when Clark shoved him aside, leaving him to
stumble and nearly fall.

And too soon, far too soon, a concerned voice at his back:

"Areyou all right, Lex?"
Hell, no."I'm fine, Benton. I just..."
"You and Clark had words."

"Too many of them."
"I know the feeling," Fraser said, sitting bow-backed on the

parapet beside Lex. "I know only too well."
"I shouldn't have said what I did."

"Speak in haste, repent at leisure."
Lexshuddered at that. "The last thing I need right now isyou

sounding like Clark's father."
"I thought that perhaps the last thing you needed was to let

what you said to Clark fester."
"Go after him, you mean."
"If you think that's the right choice."
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Lex looked askance at him in the moonlight, at the face and
clothes that made him feel as ifhe werelookingat the future."Has
anyone ever told you that you'rea veryannoyingman, Benton?"

"Frequently," he replied far more cheerfully than he felt. But
what was a social lie amongst friends—or acquaintances?

And when Lex walked away to look for Clark, he couldn't
regret not taking what Lexwould willingly give him; he didn't
regret sending Lex after what Lex really wanted and needed.
He was only here for a blink of time, hours or days, a week at
most, until he returned to Chicago. To become intimate with
Lex would no doubt be as much fun as Lex's easyacceptanceof
sexand sexuality implied, but it wouldn't solve anything.

And could well simply complicate matters even more.
With something very close to a sigh, Fraser set off to find

Ray, and spackle over another couple of cracks in the cement
of their friendship.

/raser eventuallyfound Lex sitting on the same bench from
the night before.

"No Ray?"
"He's gone inside, to use the facilities."
Lexobviously didn't believe that any more than Fraser did.
"And Clark?" Fraser asked.

"Skipping stones over the lakewith all the fury of a teenager
lost in deep, meaningful thought."

"Lex,about Clark's age..."
"Don't ask, Benton. In Smallville,you never ask the cause of

death, you never ask why and you never ask someone's age."
"Because..."

"Because all you get are lies."

taught between the expensive indoors and the expansive
outdoors, Rayhesitated. Maybe it was just a trick of the Kansas
weather, of the clouds playingpeek-a-boo with the full moon,
but change was pressing in on him, demanding, nagging,
gnawing. He could feel it. He could taste it in the air.

And he was poised, caught on the tip of a sword blade,
hemmed in by change, cut off from the status quo, torn
between staying or going.

$ome people plucked the petals off daisies and repeated 'he
loves me, he loves me not.' But that was one answer Clark

already had, although Lex had been so weird with him today
and tonight, he figured Lex had only just found that out
himself. Clark stood at the very edge of the lake, the toes of his
work boots stained dark with water, and skipped stones across
the glassysurface. Under his breath, he whispered, "Tell him,
tell him not, tell him, tell him not."

But the rocks alwayssank before he had his answer.

Thesilencewasn't exactlycomfortable,
but at least it was peaceable, the scents
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of this tinyherbgarden dancing around themlike night-time
butterflies, borne by the freshening wind. The garden lights
hadn't been turned on, and the darkness and the hedges
cocooned them in a dream world, so far removed from the

realityand its constant press of fresh woes.
Lex's voicewasan unexpected melody in the darkness.
"I still feel guilty."
"About your mother?"
The pale head nodded, once.
"In my experience, there's always something, some sense

that the child should have done more or done differently,"
Fraser said, not lookingat Lex, both of them wrapped in little
bubbles of privacy that overlapped withfragile delicacy. "How
somehowwe feel it's our fault, even when my head knows it
wasn't."

Lex didn't comment on the sliding shift of pronouns,
because he knew that slippery slope himself. Start with polite,
intellectual distance, end up caught between the man he was
now and the boy he'd been then. "I wasn't there when she
passed," he offered quietly. "I was trying to track down one
more answer, one more miracle cure. I wasn't even with her."

Andas he'dexpected, no judgment,no pity, just the blessed
giftof understanding.

"I don't remember," Fraser whispered to the dark.
There was a startlement beside him, a quick flash of a gaze

turneduponhim, a feeling ofalmost guilt emanating from the
man at his side.

"I remember sitting at thekitchen table, doing myschoolwork
andspeaking tomy teacher over theradio. Iremember gathering
thetack for the sled, because Mum was going toclean andrepair
it,and I was going to help her. And I remember using theradio
to sendout the mayday theway I'dbeentaught, but..."

"But that's all you remember?" Lex asked,as if he had more
answers than questions.

"I don't even know how she died. I don't remember her

being ill,but wewere living in a remote area, there were risks
allaround. It couldhave beenanything."

"Benton, I...would you want to..."
"Yes?"

But Lexsaid nothing more and neither of them mentioned
the two files full of faxed anddownloaded pages that Lex had
been reading at breakfast that morning.

And that, apparently, wasanswerenough for Lex.
For then, softly, Lex's hand was warm over his and it

surprised Fraser, because itwasn't a prelude toseduction. They
could'vehad sex, but theyhad this, instead,and it wascloserto
what they bothneeded, to what they each feared they'd never
get from the one person they still loved with the purity and
honesty buried solong ago in two very different places.

"The guilt will always be there," Lex
said into the cool,stillnight.

"Always."
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"Is that why you became a Mountie?"
"It probably had something to do with it. But the truth

is, with my father, my paternal grandfather and my great
grandfather all being Mounties, it was my heritage," Fraser
said. "And my destiny."

Lex's hand moved away, leaving Fraser feeling cold.
"How the hell do you fight that?"
Hehad nevereven thought of takinganyother path."I never

wanted to."

Lex was staring now, intent, cheetah ready to pounce, eyes
narrowedto seein the faintest sheenof starlightand remnants
of moonlight. "But if you had?"

"I would've chosen a career as far from law enforcement as

I couldget—a florist, dentist, banker, librarian. Anything that
couldn't possibly lead to myfather's footsteps."

Lex traced a spray of white jasmine blossoms, the scent
rising sweet and pure in the nightair. "What if you've already
started down that path?"

"You stepoffit" Fraser said, sureandsteady asa rock. "That's
all you have todo.Ifyou can see yourfather's footsteps, all you
have to do iswalkaway in the oppositedirection."

Thewillow bent in the night breeze. "Instead of runninghis
crap factory, and playing himat hisown corporate games."

"I'd think so."-

"But..."

"But what?"

"Look at this. Look at all of this," Lex said, grand gesture
taking in the gardens, the mansion, all of Kansas, all of it
stretching endlessly, hiddenbythe darkness. "I'vealways been
rich, my name's always been the key to almost everything I've
ever wanted to unlock. Look at what I'd have to give up."

Fraser broke offa piece of rosemary, theblue flowers nearly
invisible in the pallor of moonlight, but thescent was strong,
unforgettable, rosemary for remembrance. He handed it to
Lex, their fingers bruising the stubby blades of rosemary,
making thescent even stronger. "But look atwhat you'd gain."

Eraser was almost at the patio when he saw Ray, leaning
against the boleof a tree,looking like heneeded a cigarette to
complete the pose.

"Ray."

"Fraser. Or you want me to call you Benton?"
"It really doesn't matter," Fraser said, trying to tell if Ray

were angry or unhappy or both.
"Doesn't it? You call me Ray because that's what I want to

be."

"Ray, I'm sorry..."
"Forwhat? You haven't done anything."
"But I know my attraction for you...well, it's not...you

don't...I'm not..."

"I'm a bigboy, Fraser, it won't kill me thatyou like me that
way."
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That was the precise moment the cloud thinned in front of
the moon, and a wash of pearlescent grey drifted over Ray's
face. No,it wouldn'tkill Ray, but right now,it was torturing his
friend. "But you'd prefer it if I didn't, and I try not to shove it
in your face,but of late, I've been..."

"Human."

"Selfish."

"That's what I said."

"No, Ray,you said—Oh. Yes. Well."
They just stood there together, nothing more either had the

courage to say, unable to part. Then, when the moon came
out and bathed Fraser in pale white light, Rayspoke,voicelike
mist over water. "Fraser?"

"Yes, Ray?"
"Fraserdo you evergetthe feeling that you'reyouknow, lost?"
"No, a quick look to the stars or the sun, you can always find

your location."
Ray shifted uncomfortably, the movement of his long legsin

those fine woolen trousers ensnaring Fraser'sgaze.
"No I don't mean where you are, I mean who you are."
"Oh." That. Existential angst coupled with a hefty dose of

sexual identity crisis because your best friend wants you and
because maybe you want him back, maybe you want him
enough to be jealous over a casual stranger. Maybe you want
him enough to change your whole life."When I first came to
Chicago I felt as though I was from another planet."

Ray's smile was unexpected, and almost painfully, sweedy,
affectionate."Which you are."

"Which I have come to accept. Everything was unknown
and at times frightening," although first one Ray and then the
other had eased that fear, until desire had once more returned,

and flayed him with fear and trepidation. "And I felt as though
I was an explorer, an urban explorer."

"I get that," Raysaid softly."I know where I've been, Fraser. I
don't know where I'm going."

"None of us do, Ray. Wetell ourselves that we do, but the best
laid plans o' mice an' men gang aft agley."

"What the hell was that?"

"Ah. It's from a poem—basically, no matter who we are or
how much we plan, we can't control the future."

"So you go from being up north, to picking up dry cleaning
in Chicago."

"Or from being with the same woman your entire lifeto..."
"A friend."

Stella going from wife to friend, or Ray moving on, leaving
behind wife for friend? Fraser didn't know, but he knew one

thing: "I'll always be your friend, Ray."
"But what about when that's not enough? Or when the other

Raycomes back?"
"I'll still be your friend."
"How can you know that?" Whispered, broken, fragments of

a heart spilling into words.
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"Because I'm still friends with Innusiq, and June. I'm
Godfather to Eric's firstborn. I spent my entire life moving
from one place to another, Ray, I didn't even keep the same
familyunit. I learned how to hold onto my friends, so I would
never lose them, even if I saw them once a year, or never saw
them again. They're still my friends."

And then, as a cloud covered the moon and they were
wrapped in the soft anonymity of darkness, Fraser felt hands
upon him, and lips against his own. The tip of a tongue,
the wetness of a mouth, the hardness of a body, heat and
suppleness and pliability melting into him, melting him. It
was more than he'd ever expected and so much less than he
wanted, and he took what was given, every last scrap of it,
squirreling it awayto sustain him through the long cold winter
that was bound to come.

And come it did, sooner than even he had feared.

Rayhad his back to him, his shoulders heaving as if Raywas
panting for breath after a long run, moonlight spilling over
him, covering him with the lifeless white of ice. Winter. And
winters lasted so much longer than summers.

The words ripped free from him, spilling onto the ground
between them, raw and bleeding. "What do you want from
me, Ray?"

Quiet as death, the answer came back: "I want you to be
Stella."

And then Ray was walking away from him, having asked
Fraser for the one thing Fraser could never,ever give him.

Who is it?"

Lex didn't sound scared exactly, just...cautious. As cautious
as he'd been on the driveway the very first time Rayand Fraser
had seen him.

"It's me, Ray. Where are you?"
"Over here."

"I feel like I should start shouting 'Marco,'" Ray said, words
light,voice heavy, hands outstretched in the near pitch-dark of
a country night.

"Polo,"Lex said dryly, as Ray'shands latched onto not a polo
shirt, but what had to be the finest cashmere ever.

"Now I know why you weren't worried about giving me a
few shirts."

It could've been the wind soughing through the leaves, but
Ray was pretty sure that's what passed for laughter for Lex.
Which was pretty damned sad.

"Are you lost?"
"Hell yeah," Ray said."Uh..."
"You don't just mean here in the parkland, do you?"
"Lex?"Raysaid, and it was easier, in the dark, when Lexwas

nothing more than a faint gleam in the night, walking beside
him. "You ever feel like you don't
know who you are? Like if you weren't
around somebody, or that someone
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wasn't around you, then you wouldn't be you, or at least not
the you that you think. You ever think like that?"

The moon came out, and now Raycould see Lex, standing
alone,a fewsteps ahead, staring off at something Raycouldn't
see, and didn't ever want to see.

"I'm a Luthor," Lex said, as if that were a curse. "I've never

had the luxury of questioning who the hell I am."
And then the clouds moved in front of the moon and the

darkness swallowedLexup.

jRay scrambled arounda tree, and nearly landed on hisass.
"Hey, careful!" Clark said, catching him with a phenomenal

ease that was apparently perfectlynatural in Smallville.
"I didn't see you."
"You didn't see me? But—"

"Night time. Clouds. No moon."
"Uh, right. Sorry."
Of course, that was when the moon came out from behind a

bankof clouds, basking in the lake, white lightglimmering on
far too much nature for Ray's peaceof mind.

Without a word, Ray and Clark fell into step together, Ray
not knowing where they were going, Clark not saying, Ray
looking around to see if Lex had reappeared or if the night
had eaten him alive.

Aftersome of the things he'd found out about Smallville, he
wasn't too sure that it couldn't have.

"Clark?"

"Yeah?"

"You everwonder who you reallyare?"
"Every day, Ray," Clark said,sounding older than he looked,

older than the world maybe. "I'm adopted and I don't even
know where my parentsare from,what they were called, what
language they spoke..."

Cop instincts, even when shaken by men being swallowed
whole by the night, never truly shut down. "How did your
parents—youradoptive parents—findyou?"

"An agency, I guess," Clark said, shoulders lifting in a shrug,
lipsliftingin a smile that wouldn't foolanyone.

"Aren't you curious?"
"Yeah. No—both," Clark said, and this time the smile was

genuine, and as charming as hell.
Raydidn't know whether he should be scaredor relievedthat

he liked that smile because it reminded him of Fraser. Benton.

Friend. Boyfriend, if he wanted that.
"Both?" Ray asked, because figuringClarkout wasa hell of a

lot easier than figuring himself out.
"If I don't know who I am, then I can be anyone I want to

be."

Ray stopped.

Stopped in the middle of the path,
and stared at Clark's back, until Clark

realized Ray wasn't following and
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turned back towards him, and then Ray stared at Clark's front,
at a big, broad body wearing clothes so much like the ones
Fraser alwayswore, at a flop of dark hair that had the same
recalcitrant bits of curl and waviness, at eyes that went the
same unpinnable color in the night.

"I could be anyone I want to be,"Ray said.
"Maybe not Madonna or BritneySpears, though."
"Still leaves plenty to choose from."
"Yeah, it does," Clark said quietly, looking as thoughtful as

Ray. "It sure does."

They hadn't mentioned what hadbeen said earlier: they never
did. Just like Lex never asked how Clark had got to, or into,
themansion, and he never asked howClarkwas getting home.
It was just another of those questions it was best not to ask,
another of those subjects it was best to avoid.

With the guests tucked away upstairs, Lex and Clark had
abandoned the verandah, and retreated to Lex's office, whence
Clarkcouldleave without raisinga singleawkward questionor
requiring a singleclumsy lie.

Andwithout somuch asa hint of the ugliness of their earlier
conversation. Because theydidn't talk about these thing, ever,
the truth buried between them like landmines.

"What do you think happened?" Clark asked while Lex
poured himselfa Scotch and fetched Clark a Pepsi from the
small fridge.

"Between Bentonand Ray?"
"Yeah. I mean—I've never seen two people try so hard to

avoid each other."

"That's right, you weren't at the theater fund raiser last
month."

Clark gulped down halfhis can of Pepsi, waiting for Lex to
expand.

"After the disaster with Desiree."

Which Lex didn't need to wince over, because Clark did that
for him.

"Victoria was there."

That wasbeyondeven wincing. "You didn't tell me."
"There didn't seem to be much point. What could you say,

Clark? It was done, I just wanted it to be over."
It wasn't often that Lex lowered his mask, let the tiredness

and thevulnerability show through. Hedropped heavily onto
the couch,shouldersslumping,eyesheavy.

It looked frighteningly close to a hint, a signpost for what the
future held for the two of them. Wanting it to be over, going
out of their way to avoid each other.

Nothing but regrets between them.
Neither of them knowing how to fix it.
Neither of them wanting it to be like this, broken and

fractured.

They sat there, on the couch, while the fire burned low and
the clockticked the hours away.
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"I should be gettinghome."
Lex never asked, and Clark never told.

But the visitors had brought the outside world into
Smallville, and things werechanging.

Clark was almost at the door before Lex rose from the couch

and stood there, all lean loneliness, hands hanging limply at
his sides. "Just tell me."

"Tell you what?" he said,even though he knewthe pretence
had worn away to transparencymonths ago.

"You don't have to tell me your secrets, you don't even have
to stop lying," and that last was said with an odd inflection, an
emphasis that wasn't accidental. "Just tell me you'rea mutant,
Clark."

Clark opened his mouth, the word "no" bursting out
reflexively, but then he fell silent. That one word spread
between them, while Clark looked at Lex.

It was an offer. An acceptable middle ground between what
Lex desperatelywanted to know and what Clark desperately
needed to keep secret. A meeting ground, a compromise, an
acceptablehalf-truth or harmless lie.

But still a lie, and one Clark would be claiming as the truth.
And that was worse than simply lying. That...that smacked
of betrayal, to Clark, standing there, shivering under the raw
need in Lex'seyes.

"I can't tell you that," Clark said, staring at Lex as if sheer
intent could give him telepathic powers. "How can I tell you
that?"

"You just say it, Clark," Lexsaid impatiently, arms spreading
wide. "Then I tell you I believe you. And we go on from
there."

"Until you just can't resist finding out."
"I'm not my father."And then the second low-blow tonight,

paybacka bitch as always. "But I'm beginning to wonder about
you."

There was so many words writhing on the tip of Clark's
tongue, poisonous snakes just waiting to strike. And Lex
deserved it, after what he'd said earlier.

But...Clark wasn't exactly blame free either, some of the
things he'd said in the last few weeks had been... no better
than what Lex had said tonight. Worse, maybe. Clark's fists
clenched, and his voice scratched his throat with the pointed,
cutting words that wanted to get out.

Easy, easy,easy,Ray had said.
Drop, by drop, by drop.
"What if all I ever wanted was to be normal?"

Lexclosed his eyes, and swallowed. His hand came up and
pinched the bridge of his nose, touched the scar on his lip and
finally, as Clark had known it would, stroked over the bald
head.

"Then I'd have to say," and it hurt, both of them, how it hurt
them to say and hear this, Lex's voice breaking along with
Clark's heart, "that I'm not the person you should come to."
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It was the truth. It was nothing more than the truth, and it
made them both crave the comfort of lies.

"Lex..."

"Go home," Lex said, turning back to the fading embers
of the fire. "Just go home. Come back tomorrow, and we'll
pretend none of this ever happened, the waywe always do."

"I'm already so different, Lex,"sacrificial lamb on the altar of
friendship, "I don't know how I could be—"

"With a Luthor? Or is it me?"

"I don't know how I could be gayor bi, or whatever I am. My
dad, Pete—God, even my mom..."

There was a curious expression in Lex's eyes, and it was a
moment before Clark recognized it as wonder.

"I hadn't thought of that," Lex said, coming slowly towards
him. "You have people who matter to you, people it would
hurt you if they turned away from you."

Lex's fingers were dry, and callused when they touched
Clark's cheek.

"Go home, Clark," Lex said, and brushed his lips across
Clark's cheek, just for an instant. "Go home," he repeated, and
this time, it was a benediction.

Clark left, confusion coiling low in his belly, struggling
with the desire that lived there, and all the way home, he
remembered not the chasteness of the kiss, nor the tenderness

in Lex's eyes, but the fact that LexLuthor hadn't remembered
what it was to have a home.

upstairs, while the fire downstairs stillburned brightly, before
it had collapsed into embers and ashes, the two guests stood
stiffly in the shared living room of their suite, comparing
notes, exchanging information, payinglip-service to the good
cops they actually were, until they actually got to what they
both wanted to talk about.

"Fraser, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to say that."
"About what Frannie found in Lex'sjuvenile docket?"
"No, okay, maybe a little. But I uh...I really meant about...

about when I said I wanted you to be Stella."
"Already forgotten, Ray," Frasersaid,dismissing it,dismissing

the whole night.
"I uh...I didn't know I was going to say that," Raysaid as he

followed Fraser into Fraser's temporary bedroom.
"No, really, completely forgotten.Consider it never said."
"I didn't know that's what I was thinking."
"I am aware of that," and this time there was steel showing

through the usual velvet of Fraser's voice."I said, consider it
forgotten."

Fraser—

"You kissed me! After all this time, after... You kissed me.

Then you walked away and..." Fraser stomped over to the
bathroom door, wrenching it open and
stepping inside."Ray, please, just..."

Ray pounded on the closed door,
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barely avoiding punching Fraser in the face when the door was
hauled unceremoniously open.

"I'm sorry for kissingyou."
"Well I'm not, Ray. There,you made me sayit. Nowwill you

let it drop?"
There was a long silence, broken only by the sound of water

splashing and a toilet flushing on one side of a locked door,
and a man breathing on the other.

Fraser, in boxers and t-shirt, nearly fell over Ray when he
barreled out of the bathroom.

"You got a right not to be sorry I kissed you.AndI'm sorry I
walkedawayfrom you like that. Only..."

Frasersat down on the edge of the absurdly luxurious bed,
his neatlyfolded clothes held discreetly in his lap."Is thiswhy
you asked me if I ever felt lost?"

"Yeah," Ray said, sitting down beside Fraser, not too close,
but within arm's length. "Your Ray's comingbackanydaynow,
and I haveto go backto being me. Only I'vebeen someoneelse
for so long,and I don't haveStella to gobackto and..."

Fraser held his breath while Ray took a deep, gusting one,
breathing deeply enough for both of them. Buddy breathing
on dry land.

"I think I got feelings for you, Fraser. And that's not buddies.
I know how to be married to Stella, and I know how to be
buddies. But I don't know how to be..."

"I think you do, Ray. Yes, it might be different, but it could
be the same as it was before," Fraser said gently. "It could be
buddies, with benefits. Or it could be better than buddies."

Ray saidnothing, justsat there, fingers plucking at thewarp
and weftof his borrowed,expensive trousers.

"Ray, how old were you when you fell in love with Stella?
How old was she? Life changes, Ray—we change," Fraser
said, placing his hand over Ray's as Lex had done with him.
Comfort. More than sex. "And even if Icould beStella for you,
from thevery start, every timeyou looked at me, all you'd see
would be the end."

Ray had gone very still, listening. Listening with a fierce
concentration that verynearly scared Fraser.

"All you'd see would be the end,when Stella didn't love you
that way any more, the end when you and Stella didn't fit
together anymore. I can'tbeStella foryou, Ray. I don'twant to
be another Stella in your life. And you don't want me to be."

Nowthat had Ray lookingat him. Really looking at him.
"Who do you want meto be, Fraser? Victoria? Your bounty

hunter lady? LadyShoes?"
"No one. There's no one in my sorry excuse for romantic

experience Iwantyou tobe,Ray. I want...you. Nomore, no less."
Ray had gone back to picking at the threads of his pants,

brow furrowed in concentration.

The digital clock beside the bed
shifted silently, displaying numbers,
one after the other.
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Fraserwas just about to admit defeat and plead exhaustion,
when Raysaid, "Just me?"

"Just you."
"Can I sleep on it?"
"Of courseyou can, Ray, I'll see you in the morning—"
"No. 1meant..." another of those deep gusting breaths, and

Fraser held his,waiting to hear what Raywas going to say.
"I meant here, Fraser.Benton. With you."
It was so silent they could both hear the faint hum from the

clock.

"We're buddies, Ray, we'll always be buddies," Fraser
said, lying back on the bed, leaving himself wide open and
vulnerable,waiting for whatever Ray wanted, or didn't want,
to do."No strings, no expectations. Just buddies."

"With benefits?"

"As many as you want, as long as you want them."
Ray's fingers were on Fraser's thigh, skin that was nearly

hairless and terribly sensitive. "And if I never want strings,
Frase?"

"I'll settlefor buddies, Ray."
"Butyou want strings."
Fraserswallowed, knowing that even now, the truth could be

too much. "Yes."

After a moment, Raygot to his feet, and with the candor of a
manmarriedfor most of hislife, beganto strip,and then eased
himself on top of hisbest friend, and took the first steps on a
brand new path.

Kery early next morning, while even Fraser was still asleep,
or at least, upstairs behind closed doors, Clark stood outside
Lex's office doors, nearly succumbing to last minute jitters.

He'd been awake most of the night, had consumed enough
coffee to make even his dad raise his eyebrows, had been
unable to get last night out of his mind.

All he had to do was not mention anything that had
happened, and things would go back to normal. All he had
to do was walk through that door and Lex would accept his
non-truths and non-comments, and Lex would even let him

goback to flirting, and pulling away when Lex gottooclose or
Clark got too scared of how much he needed Lex.

Normal. All perfectly normal.
Which was all he'd ever wanted to be.

Only at some point duringthe night, Clarkhad realized why
he wanted to be normal: because normal meant familiar. Safe.
Accepted. Wanted.

Normal meant belonging.
Only there wasn't just one normal: there was normal for

them, and there was normal for Smallville, and there was
normal for Clark, and there was normal for a meteor-mutated
heir to billions.

Then there was the normal of homeand family, the normal
of having a family whodidn't throw you to thewolves or sleep
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withyour girlfriends, the normal that Clark already had.And
there was the normal of wantinga home and family of hisown
making, and maybe that would be normal for him, making a
home where someone likeLexcould belong.

Clark wasn't afraid of not being normal: he was afraid that
he would never find a place where he fit, a someone who
would look at him and not see alien or freak or unknown

quantity, but simply Clark.
Hewasbeginning to realize all that 'normal' might have been

right under his nose for over a year.
Lex was frowning at his laptop when Clark walked into the

mansion's office, perfectly normal, as normal as the frown
shifting to a smile when Lex realized who had come to see
him.

Normal. This—them—was normal.

And maybe it was as close to normal—regular, everybody-
else, not just Smallville normal—as Clark would ever get.
Maybeit was the only normal he would ever want.

"Not that I'm complaining, but shouldn't you be in school?"
Lex asked, closing down his laptop and getting up to meet
Clark by the pool table.

Just like always. As if yesterday and last week and last month
and last year hadn't happened. Just like normal.

"Farm kid," Clark shrugged his jacket off, accepted the cue
Lex handed him. "We get special dispensation to miss class if
an emergency comes up on the farm."

"If there's an emergency on your farm..."
Lexwas watching Clark's hands tighten on the pool cue.
"There was. The tractor slid on a patch of mud, hit the main

gate to the pastures, took out a chunk of fence too. The herd
could've just wandered right out onto the road."

"That..." Lex looked at him consideringly,"...sounds like at
least an all-day job."

Clark took the deepest breath he could, his whole body
feeling shaky, almost shocky, nerves coursing through him.
Not telling the truth, but not lying either. Just...normal. For
him. "It is. But I helped my dad, so it's finished."

Lexlooked at the clock, still ticking away.
Not even eleven a.m.

Not normal for anyone but Clark.
Maybetoo not normal for Lex.
Clark stood there and waited, and waited, and waited, while

Lex looked at him.

And then broke into the biggest grin when Lexsmiled at him
and simply said, "In that case, rack 'em. I'll play you for the
truck."

Normal. They were completely back to normal, Lexflashing
that sweet little smile at him, Lex dropping everything in his
life because Clark showed up, returning the truck, a peace
offering and affirmation of friendship all rolled into one giant
red package."The truck? That's supposed to make me want to
win?
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"No, if you lose,you get the truck—and you have to explain
it to your dad. But if you win..."

"I get the truck and you get to explain it to my dad. Prepare
to lose, Lex, because I want to see my dad's face when you
explain to him how you involved me in gambling when I was
supposed to be researching my AP History essay."

"Clark—"

"Too late, you made your bet."
"Your dad—"

"Of course," Clark said, chalking his cue, brow furrowed in
almost comical, comic-book concentration, "we could change
the bet."

"Yeah?"

"Hmm, yeah. I'm sure you have something I want," Clark
bent down to take his shot, outright ogling Lex'scrotch where
it was underlined by the lip of the pool table, and this was
so much easier now that he knew t his was normal. Perfect

and normal and perfectly normal. "Something that my dad
wouldn't see or find or know about."

Lex relaxed then, sliding easilyback into their old flirtation,
enjoying it while it lasted, back to the yin and the yang, the
push and the pull, but at least it was better than the alternative.
"I have an apartment in Paris,your dad would never see that."

"But neither would I."

"Oh, so you want something your dad wouldn't see, but
you want something tangible, something real? A watch—no,
your dad doesn't react well to watches, and there's no wayyou
could hide it."Then, slyly, as if this wasn't something he'd been
thinking about for months and as if he weren't fullyawarethat
Clark had circled round behind him and was watching him
bend over the table,"How about a scholarship?"

"He'd see that, Lex."

"But he wouldn't know what he was seeing. He wouldn't
know the scholarship was one I'd set up for farm families,he'd
never know it was tailored for you..."

Then Clark did something that was entirely not normal for
them, coming up close, right behind Lex, voice low and deep
and outrageously sultry. "Not a scholarship, Lex. I know the
perfect thing."

Lex straightened, Clark crowding him so much he wasbarely
able to turn around. "And what would that be?"

"This," Clark said, and took Lex's cue from him, and took

Lex'sface between his hands, and took Lex's lower lip between
his own, and took Lex's mouth in a kiss.

And took Lex's breath quite away.

"Wait..."

Clark waited, energy thrumming, his fingers restlessly
stroking all the smooth bits of skin he could reach. He'd
known Lex didn't shave, but now that he'd finally had the
courage to take, to touch, the skin of
Lex's jaw begged for his fingers, his
lips, his tongue...
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Breathless, voice catching every time Clark's tongue tasted

him: "I thought you wanted to be normal."
"I have a home and parents who love me. I don't eat people's

fat, I don't steal people's youth or their body heat. I don't
transform into Whitney then go around killing people," He
kissed Lex again, a small part of him wondering if Lex was
just too shocked to takeover, or if Lexweredeliberatelyletting
Clark set the pace. "So I think that qualifies me for pretty
normal. In Smallville."

"Andwhen you go to college in Metropolis?"
Asking about the future, wanting so much more than just a

few months here in Smallville.

Maybeeven wanting forever.
"I don't livein a castleor a penthouse, I don't havemore cars

than most people have shoes, I have a full head of hair..."
"Pretty damned normal. For Metropolis."
"Normal enough for both of us," Clark said, a pretty lie

for both of them: Clark who wasn't normal anywhere but
Smallville, and Lex who never wanted to be merely normal,
average. It was a lie, yes, but it was a lie that told the truth,
that their differences were what made them fit together, yin
and yang, the push and the pull that made even a friendship
between a billionaire's heir and a farmer's son possible.

"Okay," Lex said, far too breezily as if this was all just good
clean meaningless making out. He eased back a little, his hips
cantedslightly to the side. "Soexactly how manykisses are we
playing for?"

Soit was Lex lettingClarkset the pace. Clarkcouldgoalong
with that,but onlysince it meanthe could up theanteashigh
as he wanted, do it now while it still felt normal and before

doubts and second guessing and fear could set in. Hegrabbed
Lex's ass, and lifted him, sethim on the edge of the pooltable
and pressed up—hard—between Lex's spread legs. "Whosaid
it was just kisses we wereplayingfor?"

In the end, it was Lex who set the pace, and Lex who led,
and they decided that nothing this good could ever qualify
as a loss for either of them.And so they declareda draw,and
immediately started the first of uncounted rematches.

And that, too, was perfectly normal. For them.

But before the rematches...

"Whoa," Ray said, swinging the door shut, pivoting on
his heel and propelling Fraser down the corridor. "Lex is
kinda occupied right now, now is not the time to ask about
borrowing the truck or where the hell Metropolis is, so why
don't you and me.. .go takea walk."

"Outside? On purpose?"
"Sure. Since I don't seem soallergic now. I'm thinking it was

maybe psychosomatic. I getnervous, I just—I getnervous."
Which Fraser knew, andremembering

Ray's utterly delightfulnervousness last
night simply made him smile.
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"Aw, jeez."
"Ray?What's wrong?"
They were on the main drive, and since there was a gardener

directly ahead and someone removing dry cleaning from a
white van into the side door on the right, they turned left.

"It's just—you look happy."
"Well, that's because I am," Fraser said, perhaps a little too

heartily."Ray...I'm making hay while the sun shines.Youcan't
let my responses color your decision."

"Afterlast night, you'd still let me back out?"
"I told you I would."
"Even though I fucked you?"
"Ray..."
Fraser had come to a halt, had turned away.
"Bothers you when I call it that, doesn't it? Because it's cold

and it's about sex and not love."

"It's crude, that's all. I...don't regret you penetrating me,
Ray. I don't regret having sex with you. And if that's all you
want..." the glance Fraser slanted at Raywas too quick to be
read,"then we pretend it never happened, go back to normal.
Because that's buddies."

"It's never that easy, Fraser. We opened Pandora's Box, and
you got Hope written all over you."

"I'm sorry..."
"Don't be. Don't ever be sorry for wanting me."
Fraser's smile was a fairy tale castle of love and hope and

happiness. "I'm neversorry for that. But I apologize for being
so..."

"Hopeful?"
"I don't mean to pressureyou,Ray. Last night...I knowyou

enjoyed it, but..."
"Nothing's ever easy."
"No, I'm afraid it's not."

Ray kicked a loose bit of brick edging the path, nudged it
into the grass. "Even if we you know, tried this...thing, this
whatever we got going here, it can't work. Vecchio's nearly
finished hisgig,he'llbe comingback,and I have to leave. You'll
stay for a while, but Fraser, it's killing you, staying in Chicago.
Even without my glasses, I can see that. Soyou'll leave."

Fraser bracedhimself, stood up straight, and did something
hisgrandmother had always warned himagainst: heput allhis
eggs in one basket. "You could come with me."

"Tothe greatoutdoors whereyour ballsfreeze off in tenseconds
flat—do not correct me,Fraser, Iwas being, what's-it, hyperbolic.
I know that's where you belong, but me..." Ray looked at him
then,and Fraser wasn't the onlyone looking the future dead in
theeye. "I can'tlive in a cabin withno toilet or electricity. I can't,
I get nuts if I don't see people for more'n a dayand the one time
I tried to do without my CD player and television, I ended up
walkingaround in circles talking to myself."

Pandora still had her hope, but Fraser's was dimming. "I
could stay."
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"You'd be being Stella if you did that. She tried staying,
Fraser, and it just poisoned it more," Ray scuffed the toe of
his boot over the brick edging, coming closer to Fraser, reality
breathing down his neck, but his buddy,his more than buddy,
was breathing and warm and right beside him. "You'll have
to leave. I don't want you to, but staying here'll kill you." A
sudden flash of Ray's usual bright, knife-edged humor. "And
don't think I've forgotten you still don't have a gun permit,
Mr.-I'll-just-take-on-seven-armed-felons-by-myself."

"Even if I haveto leave Chicago," and Ray wasright, it would
kill him to stay, his spirit died a little every day, until the
wall between himself and the dead was stretched as thin as

gossamer and twice as friable. "We could compromise."
"Somewhere up north but not Emptyville?"
"There are plenty of places..."
Ray was standing straighter now, looking out towards the

horizon, where an inexplicably tall hill met the Kansas sky. "I
know how many towns are up there. I kinda.. .when you were
sleeping lastnight, I uh.. .kinda borrowed one of Lex's computers.
I'vebeen looking,on the internet. Maybe.. .Yellowknife?"

Fraser,who'd been willing to compromise even to the depths
of moving to Toronto, nodded vigorously. "Yellowknife—
Yellowknife absolutely, wonderful, yes, Yellowknife would be
splendid."

And Ray, who knew Benton Fraser better than anyone else,
just grinned at him, and let him have Yellowknife. "But could
I work up there?"

"Eventually, and it certainly wouldn't be a problem. We'd
haveto go through the proper procedures and forms to change
your status to landed—"

"Fraser, you start listing the form names and numbers and
I'm walking."

"In that case, I'll just put them together for you later. Ray?
Are we all right?" Fraser reached his hand out and asked, "Are
we okay?"

"We're good, Fraser," Ray said, and right there, out in the
open, he took Fraser's hand, the reaching out one. "We're
good."

Then they smiled at each other, and grinned, and fell
into step side by side, walking slowly around the mansion's
perimeter.

"Okay, so we sorted out country, territory and city-cum-
back-of-beyond," Ray said. "Now we got one more problem
of locale."

"Yes?"

"We don't know where this Metropolis is, we can't ask to
borrow a car cos Lexis kinda...occupied."

"Right."
"So we're kinda stuck in our present location."
"Agreed," Fraser said, cautiously, because Ray was up to

something, which would probably prove to be wonderful, but
still, when Ray got that glint in his eye...
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"So.Wegot two beds up there waiting for us. Which one we
gonna use?"

Fraserwas grinning again, smile bright in the sunshine, arm
brushing Ray'sas they headed rapidly for the front door. "Well,
we could always toss a coin for it, Ray."

"Thought you didn't gamble, Fraser."
"Only if there's money involved, Ray. Or we could always do

rock, papers, scissors."
"Or we could always just use your bed," Ray said, taking the

stairs two at a time behind Fraser. "That worked out pretty
good last night."

And they found out it worked out pretty good that morning
too.

A few hours later, Fraser and Ray, Ray's hair even more
experimental than usual, emerged from Fraser's bedroom to
be greeted by a butler bearing a message: the felons had been
caught—by the FBI,much to Ray'sloud surprise; RayVecchio
had turned in enough evidence to bring down the entire
Iguana family, and Ray—Kowalski—and Fraser were to head
home. Assoon as possible, no reason given, but Raywasn't shy
about pointing out just how often these particular Feds had
lost people in their custody.

So home, fast, where they'd be safe, no matter how much
the Fedsscrewed up. And where Fraser could be trotted out in
full dress reds to make sure the RCMP got their share of the
publicity pie.

Not even that prospect could dim Fraser's smile.
They had to get moving, and fast. Which would require

transportation. Arrangements had to be made, funds and
clothing returned, thanks offered, but fortunately, Lexwas no
longer...occupied.

Less than an hour after receiving their orders, heads still
spinning, they were ready to get on the road. Fraser had
had one last surreptitious sniff of Clark, the smell of the
meteor there, but different, and not like the other people in
Smallville.

Fraser hadn't forgotten Ian MacDonald, he of tall tales and
surprising truths. The meteor fragment stayed quietly hidden
in the glove box, and the secret Frasersuspected stayed quietly
hidden in his mind.

So with a borrowed phone, a smaller amount of borrowed
cash and a fragment of mystery tucked away, they were ready
to hit the road.

In a red pick up truck, Clark's cheerfulness making Lex look
at him funny.

"I was under the impression this was the truck Lexgave you,
Clark?" Fraser said, resisting Ray's fairly insistent tugging to
get him off the front stairs and into the truck.

"It was. But my dad won't let me
keep it." Clark grinned and rather
surprisingly, Lex...blushed?
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"But I don't mind you guys taking it, because now Lex's

given me something I can keep."
Fraser opened his mouth to ask what, and Ray clampedhis

hand over it to stop him.
"That's great, Clark," Ray said, then winked outrageously.

"Don't forget, easy, easy, easy."
This time Clark clamped his hand over Lex's mouth. "He's

talking about boxing. I'll showyou, later."
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"And first motel we see," Ray said, whispering right into
Fraser's ear, "I'll show you exactly what Lex gave Clark."

Thistime, Ray had absolutely no troublegetting Fraserinto
the red pick-up truck, his thank you kindlies wafting behind
them like pennantsas theyrode off,literally into the sunset.

"That issocheesy," Lex said, before grabbing Clark andheading
offtosomething a hell ofa lotmoresatisfying thana sunset.

Andsomethingthat lasted a lot longer, too.
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